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Introduction

There is an incongmence between the potential benefits of pay-for-performance systems and
the actual use of such systems in the Netherlands. It was hypothesized that in the Netherlands,
organizations which could potentially use these systems, refrain from implementing performance-
related pay because of lack ofacceptance of inequality by its employees and managers. Therefore
the question addressed in this study was whether there is a relation between attitudes towards
inequality and the use of payment by result systems.

Until now, most research in the Netherlands had either focussed on pay as a determinant of
individual behaviour, e.g., motivation, satisfaction, and productivity, or on the allocation of pay
in terms of justice and social comparison. The scientific importance of this project is a
combination of these two orientations. The aim was to develop and validate an instrument to
measure these attitudes and to test it in a study on allocation behaviour of managers.

Inequality in pay

Inequality in pay stems from different origins: one aspect of inequality arises from linking pay
to individual performance. The best way to establish a clear link between pay and performance

is to carefully establish performance norms, and reward results through a bonus (Thierry, 1998a).
Of course, inequality in pay also arises from differences in tenure, differences in position, or
differences in job complexity. However, the focus of this book will be on the use of performance
pay.

The use ofpay-for-performance systems in the Netherlands, appears to be lagging behind other
Western countries, which cannot be said of the use ofjob evaluation systems. In 1980, only 19%
of the workforce was subject to some form of performance pay (Thierry, Koopman-Iwema &
Vinke, 1988), compared to more than 35% in other European countries and the United States. In

1989, about 8% of the companies used a performance pay system based on personal ratings

(affecting  19% of the employees), and about 8% of the companies used commissions (affecting
2% of the employees) (Loontechnische Dienst,1991). Theaverage percentage ofvariable pay was
about 5% of total pay (Loontechnische Dienst, 1991; Thone, Tiessen, Wendt & de Zeeuw,1996).
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Van Sas (1999) concluded that, of the employees covered by a collective labour agreement,
84% were formally subject to some form of variable pay (mostly the possibility of an extra step

on the salary scale based on some rating of behaviour). However, only 22% of the workers

reported that their salary was actually dependent on their individual performance (Verboon,

Feyter & Smulders, 1999). Thus, either some forms of performance pay are not recognized as
such, or not used. The figure of 22% shows us that the actual use of performance pay has been

quite stable overthe years. Of course, it should be noted that, among managers and salespersons,
the useofvariable pay is farmore widespread. However, recently aDutch employers organization

reported an increase in clauses on performance-related pay in collective labour agreements, from
7% in  1997 to 23% in 1999 (Financieel Dagblad, 7 March 2000). This figure probably refers to

more far-reaching pay for performance systems. Thus, it appears that more attention is being

given to performance-related pay. However, some unions still oppose individual performance pay.
They are afraid of arbitrariness and rivalry among employees. Employers believe that
performance pay results in higher productivity, and they need tools to attract and keep talented

workers in the tight labour market. In some negotiations, unions and employers (organizations)

reached an agreement to study the possibilities of performance-related pay. They may ask
themselves whether such a system is supported by the employees (including managers), how

much inequality workers accept, what the consequences are of a pay-for-performance system,
whether organizational conditions are met (degree of required cooperation, achievement-oriented

culture, trust between managers and workers), and how a system could be designed that is easy

to understand and with enough procedural safeguards.
After all, inequality in pay is not obviously in the Netherlands. An international comparison

of actual income inequalities conducted in 1992, revealed that the Netherlands had the smallest

income inequality (SCP, 1992). Since then, actual inequality has slowly risen in the Netherlands,
also compared to other countries (Hendrix & Vogels, 2000). In 1997, 68% of the Dutch still
believed that income differences should be levelled (SCP, 1998). Smith (1990) reported that the

Dutch are a notable outlier, being much less likely to believe that pay differentials are a necessary
incentive. Finally, Marshall, Swift, Routh and Burgoyne (1999) showed that the Dutch were less

in favour of effort, level of education, and compensating for unpleasant working conditions as

allocation principles. However, they did not differ from other nationalities with respect to the item
whether hard work should be rewarded.

Much of the data mentioned above did not specifically relate to income inequality within

organizations, but referred to income inequality in the society at a whole (including pensioners

and persons on social welfare). Also, as will be shown later on, it was often not clear whether

questions about allocation criteria related to differences in pay across job levels, or within job
levels. The aim of the present study was to develop an instrument to measure attitudes towards

inequality in pay within organizations. This instrument could be used not only to predict actual

allocation behaviour of managers, but also to assess the degree of acceptance of various pay
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systems, and hence the possible effectiveness of those systems. The main focus will be on
performance-related pay. The research questions are:
1  What allocation principles do workers distinguish?
2 What consequences do they expect from the use of various allocation systems?

3   How can differences in endorsement of allocation principles be explained ?
4  What are the effects of differences in endorsement of allocation principles and expected

consequences?

5   To what extent are attitudes of managers towards inequality related to actual pay allocation
decisions?

Outline of the book

Chapter 1 starts with adefinition of inequality and possible attitudes towards inequality inpay.
Inequality has normative aspects, various possible causes and consequences, and various forms
and patterns. Attitudes towards inequality are defined according to this arrangement. Chapter 1

also contains a review of the literature on the possible relations between attitudes towards

inequality in pay and choice of payment systems, effectiveness of pay systems, and the way pay
is allocated within a given pay (for performance) system. Thus, depending on their attitudes,

managers might differentiate more or less between their co-workers. Since the focus is on pay
allocation decisions, pro-active attitudes towards inequality are prominent in this study:

endorsement of allocation principles and instrumentality beliefs (expected consequences of
inequality).

These attitudes are described in Chapter 2. The following allocation principles are defined:

equity, equality, need, scarcity, status, and collective performance. A difference is made between

inequality in pay within and between jobs. In addition, the concept of expected consequences is
elaborated. Hypotheses are formulated with respect to the levels of endorsement and relatidns
between various principles, and the difference between micro and macro rules.

In Chapter 3, the theoretical framework of determinants and consequences of differences in
endorsement ofallocation principles is presented, together with an overview ofprevious research.

Chapter 3 is concluded with an overview of the hypotheses and the presentation of the research

model.
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Chapter 4 deals with the design of the study and the description of respondents. The

procedures and techniques for scale construction are outlined, and all measurement instruments
are described, except those on preferences for allocation principles and on expected

consequences. These are dealt with in Chapter 5. Items with respect to those constructs were
designed according to a facet approach. Since preferences for allocation principle are central in
the present study, the content of and interrelations between these scales are described in detail.

In Chapter 6 and 7, the hypotheses formulated in Chapter 3 and part of Chapter 2 are tested.

Chapter 6 deals with the determinants ofpreferences for allocation principles, and Chapter 7 with
the (hypothetical) consequences of those attitudes for evaluations of pay, preferred amount of

inequality, hypothetical pay allocation decisions, and pay system preferences.
In Chapter 8, a study is described concerning the question to what extent actual pay allocations

of managers relate to their attitudes towards inequality, among other factors. Thus, the scales
developed in the first part of this study are put to the test in a more applied setting.

Chapter 9 contains a summary and general discussion. The research questions are answered
and related to theoretical notions. Chapter 9 ends with a critical discussion on the usefulness of
the constructed scales on attitudes towards inequality in theoretical and applied research.



1 Attitudes towards inequality: Definition and
implications

1.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the concept of inequality will be defined (1.2), together with possible attitudes
towards inequality (1.3). Next, the possible consequences of attitudes towards inequality in pay
with respect to choice ofpayment systems, pay allocations, and the effectiveness of pay systems
will be explored (1.4). In section  1.5 the research questions of this thesis will be presented.

1.2 The concept of inequality

Inequality has more than one meaning. It may refer to variety or diversity, but also to the
unequal distribution ofvaluedgoods such as money, power, oropportunities (Hoogerwerf, 1975).
Both meanings are reflected by the synonyms of inequality that are given by my word processing
programme (Wpwin6.1). Variety is reflected in words such as difference and discrepancy. The
meaning of unequal distribution is revealed in words such as bias, prejudice, favouritism, or
injustice. Fairness is even given as the antonym of inequality. The latter meaning, unequal
distribution, obviously evokes strong negative feelings, even a sense of disapproval.

In this study, attitudes towards unequal distributions are investigated. Like Granovetter & Tilly
(1988,  p. 177), inequality is defined as: 'the existence Of regular ddlerences in power, goods,
services andprivileges among de»edsetsofpeople'. This definition implies thatinequality may
exist in many domains, depending on what is distributed. The focus will be on inequality in pay,
with a small excursion to the distribution ofjobs (entry in, promotion within, and exit from an
organization) and the distribution of training opportunities in organizations. The latter types of
distribution are chosen because they are very closely related to the distribution ofpay. The second

aspect ofthis definition highlights regulardifferences. Usually, inequality emerges because some
rule is used to distribute important outcomes. Distribution rules state why some individuals or
categories should get more or less than other individuals or categories. The third and last aspect
of this definition relates to 'among dejined sets ofpeople'. Within organizations, the definition
of inequality in pay differs according to the comparisons that are made. The focus is on functional
inequality as opposed to categorical inequality (Vermunt, Dijkhuis-Potgieser& Koopman, 1993).
Functional inequality arises because jobs or positions differ greatly from one another with respect
to the rewards available to its occupants, and the extent to which individual performance may
affect these rewards (Granovetter & Tilly, 1988). So, we are interested in attitudes towards
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inequality in pay between people  who hold different kinds of jobs  (type and level),  as  well  as
towards inequality in pay between people who perform the same type ofjob. Questions such as
why, e.g., women end up in lowerpaidjobs than men are outside the scope of this research. Thus,
we will not deal with attitudes towards inequalities in pay between different categories or groups,
e.g. inequality on the basis of gender, race, sexual preferences, marital status, or age.

The distinction of inequality in pay within and between jobs is also based on Martin (1993),
who stressed the possibility that people may make within-group as well as between-group

comparisons, on Miceli (1993), who differentiated between pay range satisfaction and pay
hierarchy satisfaction, and on Gartrell (1985), who stated that fairness evaluations of pay occur
in the context ofa wage structure. For Gartrell, this implied that people may have multiple justice
sentiments. In line with this, we suppose that people may have multiple attitudes towards
inequality in pay within organizations. Thus, instead of a general measure of attitudes towards

inequality we will develop a multifaceted measuring instrument.
In summary, in order to be able to measure attitudes towards inequality, the particular types

of inequality have to be specified. The following three questions were answered accordingly:

1  Inequality in what domain? Pay.
2 Inequality between whom? Between people who perform the same type ofjob (within jobs),

and between people who perform different types ofjobs (between jobs).
3 Inequality based on what rule? Preferences for different rules will be asked for.

1.3 Attitudes towards inequality

People have opinions about inequality in pay. At least two reasons may be put forward to
support this statement.  In the first place, like Festinger  ( 1954)  it is assumed that people  have  a

drive to evaluate their abilities and opinions accurately. When more objective standards for
evaluation are absent, people try to obtain social comparison information to assess the value of
their abilities and opinions. It is assumed that, with respect to abilities and performance, people
want to be (slightly) better than others, and that with respect to opinions and emotions they want
to be equal to others. We think pay is a good vehicle to get information about a person's relative
position. Depending on the payment system, pay may give information about the value of a
person's contribution to the organization and his or her performance relative to others or with
respect to performance targets set (Thierry, 1990, 1992a,b). So. people have opinions about

inequality in pay because they seek infurmation about their social position, and their pay relative
to others may be an important source of information.

In the second place, the following statement by Deutsch (1975, p. 137) is considered:
'distributive justice is concerned with the distribution of conditions and goods which affect
individual well-being'. It is believed that the amount of money an employee receives certainly
affects his or her well-being. Pay happens to be important to fulfill individual motives, such as
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security, social recognition, or self-realization, and pay reflects the products and services that an

employee can afford to purchase (Miedema-Van den Heuvel, 1994; Thierry, 1992a,b). Therefore,
and all the more because the amount of pay is limited, we believe that people are concerned over
the distribution of pay, and have opinions about inequalities in pay.

Thus, as Kluegel and Smith (1986, p. 21) already stated, it is believed that 'inequality is a
frequent target of individual attention and thought, because distributive or social inequality is a
salient feature  of the social world  and a critically important influence on individuals' lives'.
Inequality is a salient feature because people want to understand their social environment and
their place in it (Kluegel and Smith, 1986, p. 13).

What kind of opinions do people have concerning inequality? Various disciplines (sociology,
psychology, economy, and philosophy) addressed aspects of inequality (see also Scherer,  1992).
Especially sociotogists have a long-standing tradition in studying socialinequality. In an overview
of publications about social inequality over 40 years in a Dutch journal; Berting (1994)
distinguished four different kinds of questions sociologists ask about social inequality.
1  How can social inequality in societies be explained? This question was mainly addressed at

a theoretical level.
2  What does social inequality look like? How do patterns of social inequality change over time?

At a descriptive level, it was tried to map the various domains of social inequality and patterns
of change within them. Attention focussed on how to measure social inequality.

3  What kind of social problems go together with social inequality? Attention mainly went to
groups or categories that are worst off. In other words: What are the consequences of social

inequality for society as a whole, and for individual members of that society?
4  According to what criteria should scarce goods and services be distributed in society? And

related  to this question: Are there variations in conceptions of justice by gender, class,  or
cultural background? This question deals with the normative aspects of social inequality.

"De Sociologische Gids', 1953-1993.
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Psychologists use comparable points of view when they study social inequality. The most
important difference with sociologists is that they deal more explicitly with the reactions and

feelings of individuals. As Tomblom (1992) emphasized, among psychologists it is widely
recognized that'justice is in the eye of the beholder'. As pointed out earlier, justice is very closely
related to inequality. Greenberg (1987) constructed a taxonomy of (psychological) organizational

justice theories. He used two dimensions to build his taxonomy: reactive-proactive and process-
content. The first dimension deals with the distinction between seeking to redress injustice and

striving to attain justice. The second dimension deals with the difference between the way in

which outcomes are distributed, and the fairness of the resulting distribution. Greenberg's

classification thus contains four cells. In each cell, a basic question aboutjustice/social inequality
is raised.

Table  1.1:  Classification of psychological justice  theories,  according to Greenberg  ( 1987a)

Reactive Proactive

Content How do workers react to How do workers attempt to create

inequitable payment? fair payment?

Process How do workers react to unfair How do workers attempt to create

policies or legal procedures? fair policies or procedures?

In the proactive approach, the dependent variable usually consists of the justice principles
people adhere to (Greenberg, 1987a). Thus, normative aspects are important for that approach.

The reactive approach deals with the consequences of existing social inequality for individual

feelings and behaviour. Reactions may depend on the perceived causes of inequality (intended

or unintended,  Utne & Kidd, 1980) or on the procedures used to distribute resources (Folger,
1994). Folger (1996) claims that perceptions about the fairness of outcomes are qualified by the
perceived fairness of procedures. In addition, the distinction between proactive and reactive

measures is not very clear, since preferences for allocation norms may be a reaction to a current

situation, and reactions may be based on preferences. For example, in the case of low trust

between workers and managers, workers may prefer equality in pay to prevent arbitrariness; or,
workers preferring equality in pay may react very unfavourably to performance based pay.

Economists are interested in the effects of alternative forms of inequality on economic

processes (Scherer, 1992). Often a trade-off between efficiency and equality is assumed (Bell &
Schokkaert,  1992). This popular belief is challenged, however. De Beus (1992) concluded that
in the Netherlands a relatively equal income distribution goes together with a high standard of
living. Wallerstein (1999) reported that in the Netherlands and Norway wage compression goes

together with low unemployment rates. However, the impact of wage compression on
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productivity growth is far from settled; positive as well as negative effects are to be expected

(Wallerstein, 1999). Economists are also interested in the causes of inequality. They study the role
of institutions, technological change, and changes in labour supply and demand (Ehrenberg &

Smith, 1997). In addition to income levels, and the overall income distribution, economists study
compensation contracts. Agency theory tries to predict to what extent pay is dependent on

(organizational) performance. Relevant variables are ease of monitoring, risk-averseness, and
extent of conflict between goals of principals and agents (owners - CEO's/ managers -
subordinates; Eisenhardt, 1988). Lazear (1991) shows that economic theories can be used to

understand many otherissues withinlabourorganizations as well, such as pay compression; rights
of tenure; up-or-out hierarchies; timing of raises, promotions, and evaluations; and mandatory

retirement.

Philosophers are likely to deal with the normative aspects of social inequality. They develop

normative or prospective theories on distributive justice (Miller, 1991; Scherer,   1992).   For

philosophers  it is even a matter of dispute how far their theories are supposed to match everyday
conceptions. Respondents seem to be ambiguous and confused in their opinions about justice
(Miller,  1991, p. 377). Their conceptions about justice may be closely related to the status quo,

that is, to customary distribution norms (Martin, 1986,1993; Miller, 1992). Besides, the view is
taken that empirical studies are of little value because they are either carried out in artificial
situations (laboratory experiments) or else are superficial (Miller, 1992, p. 556). But, in order to

reach Rawls's 'reflective equilibrium' (Miller, 1991, p. 372), 'where firmly held beliefs are

incorporated and systematized in a theoretical framework which can give us guidance in areas

where our opinions are less certain', more systematic empirical research is needed to trace these

firmly held opinions.

In the preceding paragraphs it was shown that it is very plausible for people to have attitudes

towards inequality, and various points of views regarding inequality were described. Inequality
has normative aspects, various possible causes and consequences, and various forms and patterns.
Taken together, the following attitudes towards and beliefs about inequality can be distinguished:
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1   Preferencesfor distributionprinciples of pay within organizations(normative)
On the basis of what criteria shouM pay be distributed within and between job levels?

In other words: What distribution principles do people adhere to within each frame of
reference?

2   Preferencesfora certainamount of inequality in pay within organizations(normative)
What amount of inequality in pay do people find acceptable within and between job levels?

People may not only adhere to different allocation criteria, but use also different rules to relate

pay to these criteria (proportionality or not). They may also restrict the resulting allocation to
minimum and maximum amounts of pay to be received.

3  Beliefs about the consequences of the use of certain distribution principles of pay within

organizations
How does the way pay is distributed affect economic efficiency, social cooperation, individual

well-being, and perceived justice?

4   Perceptions or beliefs of the causes of inequality in pay within organizations
Do people believe that the actual distribution of pay within organizations is based upon

performance, seniority, ability, effort, luck, gender, or social relationships? These perceived
causes are likely to influence reactions to inequality, or reactions to a person's pay (Utne &

Kidd, 1980).

5   Evaluation of inequality in pay within organizations
How do people evaluate the actual distribution of income (within jobs and between jobs) and
how dothey evaluate theirown income? Employees may considertheirown pay in comparison
with that of others, their needs, their inputs, and the pay they earned before.

6   Preferences for procedural rules for the  distribution of pay
How do workers attempt to create acceptable distributions of pay within or between jobs?

What procedural standards do they adhere to?

1    Evaluation of the procedural rules  used to distribute pay
To what extent are the actual procedures to distribute pay considered to be fair?

All dimensions mentioned by Greenberg (1987a) recur in these possible attitudes (beliefs,
evaluations, preferences) towards inequality: proactive-content (1,2), proactive-process (6),

reactive-process (7), and reactive-content (5, and to a smaller extent 4). New is the dimension of

perceived consequences (3). However, Greenberg (1990, p. 401-402) already recommended

research: 'showing that certain goals are believed to be facilitated by certain norms ofjustice is
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relevant to organizational behaviour insofar as it helps predict and explain administrative
allocation decisions'.

Before elaborating on the relation between attitudes and beliefs about inequality and the
choice, use of, and reaction to pay systems, some notes on the relation between inequality and

justice or fairness are in place.
First, justice is a property of formal exchange relations (Bell & Schokkaert, 1992; Bernts,

1991; Bouckaert, 1990). As Berting (1994) formulated, fairness is related to the distribution of
benefits and costs by the most important social institutions. One could add: especially whenever
two or more parties may be differentially advantaged, or if social comparison is likely (Sheppard

& Lewicki, 1987). Thus, in other situations, such as family relations or friendship, fairness in not
the most appropriate standard, but rather love or respect (Bell & Schokkaert, 1992). The
distribution ofpay within organizations is considered to occur within a formal exchange situation.
Thus, justice does matter. Second, fairness gives rise to rights and duties. It is not without
obligations, like charity (Bell & Schokkaert, 1992). Thus, people ought to get what they are
entitled to.

Bell and Schokkaert (1992, p. 237) defined justice as 'ameasure of the acceptability of certain
outcomes of human relationships or situations' [italics added]. This is a rather vague definition
because people may have many reasons to accept a certain distribution. Deutsch (1975, p. 137)

is slightly more specific. According to him, justice is concerned with 'the distribution of the
conditions and goods thatafrect individual well-being' [italics added]. To him, values ofjustice
are values which Tosterellective social cooperation to promote individual well-being' (Deutsch,
1975, p. 140) [italics added]. Bernts (1991) called the emphasis on individual well-being an
'ethics   of  care'. He distinguished this ethics   of  care from utilitarian ethics, where   the

consequences of distributive inequality are judged considering the benefits for the whole group.
It is not certain whetherjustice is the pre-eminent concern of human being (Lerner,  1982, in

Greenberg, 19878) or one value among other values (Bouckaert, 1990). Apart from efficiency or
individual freedom, social inequality may also be evaluated in terms of, e.g., human solidarity,
individual well-being, ecological balance, and even in terms of self-interest or group-interests
(Bouckaert, 1990; Hoogerwerf, 1975; Miller, 1991, 1992). These concerns may be included in
the concept ofjustice itself, but may also be treated as external constraints on a theory ofjustice
(Bell & Bouckaert, 1992).

Because more than one value may be used to evaluate social inequality, and because justice
may mean different things to different people (e.g. ethics of care versus utilitarian ethics), we
prefer to speak of distribution principles instead of justice principles. Whether fairness is
(considered to be) a separate consequence of distributions is an issue to be answered by the data.
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1.4 Possible consequences of different attitudes towards inequality in pay

We have three reasons to study attitudes towards inequality in pay within organizations. The
first reason is that attitudes to inequality in pay may be related to the choice of payment system.

The second reason is that attitudes towards inequality are presumably related to the way in which

pay is allocated within a given pay (for performance) system. Thus, depending on their attitudes
executives may differentiate more or less between their co-workers. The third reason is that
attitudes to inequality are related to the effectiveness of pay systems. The first two reasons fit
within a proactive framework, the last one matches the reactive perspective. In the remainder of
this section, these reasons will be underpinned with the results from previous research and with
theoretical notions.

1.4.1 Attitudes towards  inequality and the choice  Of payment systems

Designing pay systems means that choices have to be made as regards to pay level (relative to
the  market); the basis for pay levels and increases (job. skills, output. tenure); amount Of
inequality in pay within and between jobs, and over time (independent of criteria for pay
differentials); pay composition (the mix of different pay forms such as base pay, merit increases,

bonuses, and benefits); and procedures (the extent of participation, the degree of secrecy,

governance structure, appeal procedures) (Thierry, 1998b; see also Gomez-Mejia & Balkin, 1992,
for an elaborate table of compensation elements).

It is easy to see that these dimensions correspond to different aspects of inequality (distribution
rules, amountofinequality, procedural rules). Besides, decision makers are supposed to consider
the expected consequences of various pay systems. Therefore, it is expected that people who

decide on payment systems (top management, human resource managers, work councils, labour

unions) take their own attitudes towards inequality into account and probably also the attitudes
of workers who are subject to the payment system (next to other factors of course). Why would
they do so? As Milkovich and Wigdor (1991, p. 92) state, the adoption of a pay plan that treats

employees fairly seems an inherently good and ethical pursuit in and of itself. All other things
being equal, this means that when people in acertain organization, oreven country, have different

preferences for distribution principles, different payment systems will be chosen. It is suspected
that the relative low use ofpayment by result systems in the Netherlands (Thierry et al., 1988) is
due to strong preferences for equality (SCP, 1998) and/or the relative low expected positive

consequences of income differentials (Smith, 1990). Thus, as institutional theory (Eisenhardt,
1988) suggests: pay forms that match external norms and values are more likely to be chosen. The

(institutional) fact that in the Netherlands pay systems are often negotiated between management
and labour unions or work councils may strengthen the tendency to conform to existing norms

and expectations.
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Decision makers may take the preferences of others into consideration not only because they
want to provide fair remuneration, but also because they think that perceptions of fairness are
related to the motivation, performance, and satisfaction of employees (Milkovich & Wigdor,
1991). If allocations are not considered to be fair, the allocation will probably not be accepted and
lead to negative consequences for the organization (Mikula, 1980). In this respect, Bento and
White (1998) speak of fit scenarios and misjit scenarios. If there is a fit between pay plan and
participants' values, one will reinforce the other. In case of a misfit between pay plan and the
shared beliefs of plan participants, two things may happen: either the plan results in a change of
values of the plan participants, but this involves considerable costs ('carrot effect'), or the plan

participants will end up manipulating the system to make it conform to their own preferred ways
of behaving ('snubbed carrot effect'). Examples of unintended coping effects in the case of an
incentive plan are: criticizing, rule breaking, getting angry, and reports of stress (George, Brief
& Webster, 1991).

In terms of the agency theory (Scarpello & Jones,  1996), if pay systems are perceived as fair,
the interests of the principal (owner) and agents (managers and employees) can be aligned
successfully. Thus, pay systems that are accepted in principle, may be more efficient as well.

Scarpello and Jones (1996) stress the importance of fair procedures as mechanisms for aligning
the interests of agents with those of the principal.

According to resource dependency theory (Balkin & Bannister, 1993), managers may choose
to give employees with critical jobs some influence over the pay system that is used for them.
Balkin and Bannister (1993, p. 140) hypothesize that these groups preferpay systems that 1) offer
the greatest opportunity to generate earnings and 2) are within the constraints of the employees'

willingness to tolerate risks. For non-critical employee groups, management is likely to select pay
systems on the basis of firm strategy and competitive practice. Thus, according to the resource

dependency theory the alignmentofgoals and interests seems tobe more important for employees
who are critical to the success of a company. Therefore, attitudes towards inequality in pay
(preferences for distribution principles, expected consequences) of these critical groups are more
strongly tied to the pay system applying to them.

We do not know of any study in which the importance of attitudes towards inequality for
explaining variation in pay systems is determined relative to the importance of other variables.
Other variables of interest in this respect are task technology, organizational strategy, stage of
product life cycle, organizational size, measurability of output, mutual trust between managers

and employees, task standards, necessity of co-operation, discretion in work, external control by
the owners, union status, management fads, and so forth (e.g., Brown, 1990; Eisenhardt, 1988;
Gerhart & Milkovich, 1990; Gomez-Mejia & Balkin, 1992; Thierry, 1987). Thierry (1999) states

that the importance oforganization strategy is often overstated. Sector and size appear to be more
related to actual compensation patterns.
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1.4.2 Attitudes towards inequality and allocation decisions

Within a given pay system, managers have more or less discretion in determining pay
allocations. Usually, managers do not have full power to decide in an allocation process. Mikula

(1980, p. 132) divided the enaction ofjust allocations in three steps:

1   choosing an allocation goal;
2     choosing a justice principle according to which the allocation will be carried out;
3    translating this principle into a concrete way of allocation.

The first two steps are often determined by higher management. Top-management may say
e.g.: 'We have to increase productivity, and we will do so by introducing a pay for performance
system'.  Also the last step, the way in which allocations have to be made,  may be more or less

dictated, depending on the definition of performance, the use of a budget, or the predetermined

relation between performance rating, salary position, and merit increase (merit guide). The more
discretion managers have in determining pay allocations, the more managerial variables matter

to the way in which allocations are made (Bartol & Martin, 1988). Managerial variables include

beliefs about employee motivation, managerial goals, and values (Freedman & Montanari, 1980).
Thenotionofgoals is thus important forthe way in which managers allocate valuedresources.

As Leventhal, Karuzajr. and Fry (1980, p. 202) assume in their theory of allocation preferences:
'An individual usually expects the distribution to affect the attainment of several goals at one

time, and his or her overall preference for that distribution can be predicted with an expectancy
model that takes account of the importance of each relevant goal and the expectancy about the

effect of the distribution on attaining the goal'. Other authors too mention the importance of

'instrumentality beliefs' for the choice ofdistribution rules and/or actual allocations (Arts & Van

Wijck, 1991; Greenberg, 1990; Markovsky, 1991). In experimental studies, it is often

demonstrated that instructed goals influence allocation decisions (see also the review articles by
Freedman & Montanari, 1980; Mikula, 1980; Leventhal et al., 1980; and some more recent single
studies: Assmar & Rodrigues, 1993 ; Mannix, Neale & Northcraft, 1995; Meindl, 1989; Stake,

1983; Trahan, Lane & Dobbins, 1991). Generally, the results are in accordance with Deutsch's

(1975) hypotheses about the conditions that give rise to different allocation values. That is,

subjects differentiate more when striving for higher productivity, and they differentiate less when

aiming at more enjoyable social relations. However, researchers seldom asked explicitly for
motives and expectations (Leventhal et al., 1980; Mikula, 1980; Greenberg, 1990).

Meindl (1989) is one of the few researchers who asked managers what the impact was of their

(experimental) pay allocation decisions on different situational goals: productivity, solidarity,
leader relations, and fairness. He found that, across various allocation situations, managers saw
the maximization ofperformance and fairness as being positively affected by highly differentiated
outcomes. Solidarity and leader relations were likely to be negatively affected by highly
differentiated allocations.
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In another allocation context - assigning grades for a course - Bond, Leung and Schwartz

(1992) found that choices fur an allocation strategy were more strongly linked toexpectancies for

key outcomes (quality of future work, maintenance of harmony, and meeting the needs of all

members) than to the valences associated with these outcomes.

However, not only expected consequences were found to be related to experimental allocation

decisions, but also preferences for allocation rules or criteria. Larwood, Levine, Shaw and
Hurwitz (1979) found that the objective (as seen by an external observer) choice of equity,

equality, or winner-take-all allocations between self and a second participant were associated with

different citations of relevant inputs. Subjects that allocated equally, considered time put in and

co-operation to be more important than did equity users. Equity allocators were more likely to feel
that their decision was based on their observation of performance, ability, effort, and time.
Winner-take-all allocators only took performance as a relevant input. Thus, allocations are also

influenced by preferences for allocation rules. Another implication of the data of Larwood et al.

(1979) is that objective equality (resulting allocation) may be based on subjective equity (small
or no difference in relevant inputs) as well as on subjective equality (no inputs cited as relevant).

Stake (1983) showed that when the relative deservingness ofworkers is more ambiguous - e.g.
similar level of output, but different number of hours put in - motives and preferences of
allocators become more important factors in determining rewards. Analogous to this finding, it

is expected that ifperformance is ill or broadly defined, individual differences of allocators play

a greater role in allocation decisions. Thus, under a piece rate system, less influence of attitudes

towards inequality on allocation decisions is expected than under a merit pay system. In general,

the more payment systems allow managers to decide, the more managers can allocate their budget

in accordance with their own attitudes (Bartol & Martin, 1990).
Trahan et al. (1991) found that organizational goals affected allocation decisions of students,

but not the allocation decisions of managers. They explained this finding by suggesting that

managers may have relied more on their pre-existing beliefs and attitudes.

Thus, all in all, there is some evidence that expected consequences, and preferences for

allocation rules, do matter with regard to allocationdecisions ofmanagers. The effects ofattitudes

towards inequality are supposedly greater the more discretion a manager has. However, no study

was found in which the effect of (some) attitudes towards inequality on actual allocation decisions

was tested. After having constructed scales on attitudes towards inequality, we will apply them

in such a setting.

1.4.3     Attitudes  towards  inequality and  the  ejfectiveness  of pay  systems

The third reason to study attitudes towards inequality in organizations is that these attitudes

may be related to reactions to pay (systems), such as satisfaction with pay, commitment,
motivation, and performance.
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Different attitudes towards inequality in pay evoke different kinds of reactions. With regard
to evaluations of inequality, it is found that, although perceived procedural justice and perceived
distributive justice are (strongly) interrelated, each has different effects. The unique variance of
perceived procedural fairness is related to variables that reflect the evaluation of the system or
institution that enacted the decision, e.g. organizational commitment, or trust in management. On
the other hand, the unique variance of perceived distributive justice is related to outcome
satisfaction, or intention to turnover. These effects are found for pay decisions (Alexander &
Ruderman, 1987; Folger & Konovsky, 1989; McFarlin & Sweeney, 1992; Scarpello & Jones,
1996; Sheppard & Lewicki, 1987; Sweeney & McFarlin, 1993, 1997), but also occur when the
reactions to the distribution ofother valued resources are studied (Brockner & Wiesenfeld, 1996).
Next to the unique contributions of perceived procedural and distributive fairness on several
reaction variables, often an interaction effect is depicted. This interaction effect shows that 1) the
level of procedural justice is more positively related to individuals' reactions when outcome
fairness or valence is relatively low, and 2) the level ofoutcome fairness or favourability is more
positively related to individuals' reactions when procedural justice is relatively low (Brockner &
Wiesenfeld, 1996).

We expect that not only evaluations of inequality exert influence on reactions to pay systems,
or allocation decisions, but also preferences for distributive or procedural rules. For example.
employees who are strong advocates of more equality are supposed to be less satisfied with a
hierarchical pay system. Also, a new incentive system is expected to be more effective among
workers who strongly endorse the concept of pay for performance. Based on Dyer and Theriault
(1976), Miedema- vanden Heuvel (1994) found that theperceived appropriateness ofpaycriteria
is an important predictor of satisfaction with pay level, pay raises, and pay system. However, in
experimental settings Deutsch (1985,1986) found no relationship between fairness evaluations
of allocation rules and performance. So, the relation between the endorsement of allocation rules
and pay system outcomes may depend on the outcomes considered (e.g. satisfaction or
performance).

However, it is found that pay-for-performance perceptions, regarding the perceived basis of
pay increases in the employees' organization, are related to pay raise satisfaction (Heneman,
Greenberger & Strasser, 1988; Vest, Dow Scott & Markham, 1994). Expected effort-reward
consonance is also related to pay system fairness (Miceli, Jung, Near & Greenberger, 1991).
Dulebohn & Martocchio (1998) reported that fairness judgements of a work group incentive plan
also depend on belief in the pay plan effectiveness (i.e., an accurate relation to performance).
These results suggest that the evaluation of pay systems is influenced by the appreciation of the
concept of pay for performance. The verb 'to suggest'  was used, because Miceli et al. (1991)
found that pay-for-performance perceptions favourably influenced reactions to the pay system
whether or not the surveyed managers endorsed the principle of merit (Miceli, 1993). Also,
Folger and Konovsky (1989) found no direct relationship between satisfaction with pay raise and
the extent to which employees perceived their own pay raise to be related to their perfonnance.
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So, it may be more important that a relationship is perceived between pay and performance in
general than between the employee's own pay and performance (Miceli, 1993). The latter may

be an exception and gives no guarantee for future fairness. It may be clear that Miceli (1993)
questions the relation between allocation preferences and pay satisfaction. Also on the basis of

results of Mulvey (1991) Miceli concludes (1993, p. 265): '...that it may be more important for
the employer to play by the rules of the game that the employer chooses than to select the game

that the employees prefer!' As Hermkens (1995) put it, in organizations a certain frame of
reference is introduced, for example a certain job evaluation system or a pay-for-performance
system. Employees assess, in the first place, whether the given rules are applied correctly. Thus,
employees evaluate whether an employer is consistent or accurate. All these are aspects of

perceived procedural justice.
Preferences may play an indirect role with regard to reactions to pay systems, i.e. as far as

preferences for distribution rules influence distribution evaluations (Arts, Hermkens & Van

Wijck, 1991; Boerman, 1992).

1.5    Summary and research questions

As indicated before, the focus will be on attitudes towards inequality in pay within
organizations, both within jobs and between jobs. One of the observations that triggered this
project was that the use of payment-by-results systems in the Netherlands stayed behind. Thus,
our main interest is proactive, that is,  'how do workers and/or management attempt to create just
allocation-systems or allocations?'. After establishing the validity of our measures on attitudes

towards inequality, the focus will be on allocation behaviour of managers. The appropriate

attitudes towards inequality in this proactive perspective are preferences for distribution principles
and beliefs about the consequences of inequality (Greenberg, 1987a). These attitudes towards

inequality will be central in this thesis.

Other attitudes towards inequality, such as preferences for the degree of inequality,

evaluations of inequality, beliefs concerning the causes of inequality, preferences for procedural
rules, and evaluation of the procedural rules are only incidentally dealt with. That is, measures

of these constructs will be used to establish the construct validation of the measures of allocation

principles and expected consequences.
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Thus, in this thesis the following questions are investigated:

1    What allocation principles do workers distinguish?
We will focus on the adherence toprinciples forthe allocation of income between people who
work at the same job level (within jobs), and the adherence to principles for the allocation of
income between people who work at different jobs levels (between jobs). To see whether
these preferences are domain specific (income), we are also interested in allocation
preferences  for the allocation  of jobs  and the allocation of opportunities for training  and

development in organizations. Because managers are not only recipients, but also allocators
of pay, their attitudes will be compared to those of employees.

2   Whatconsequences doworkers expectfromthe use of various allocationsystems?
The likelihood of several consequences of individual pay for performance, equal pay within
job-levels, and team-based pay will be investigated. The first two systems are chosen, because

these are rather profound aspects of pay systems, and most directly related to managerial pay

allocation behaviour. Expected consequences of team-based pay are added because that system
is often presented as an alternative to individual pay for performance.

3    How can differences in endorsement of allocation principles  be explained  ?
On the basis of theoretical notions and previous research we will look for probable

determinants and use these determinants to establish the construct validity of some measures.

4  What are the effects of differences in endorsement of allocation principles and expected

consequences?

Preferences for allocation principles and expected consequences are related to evaluations of
pay, the preferred amount of pay inequality, hypothetical pay allocation decisions, and pay

system preferences. The main goal of doing so, is again, construct validation.
5   To what extent are attitudes of managers towards inequality related to actual pay allocation

decisions'!
In the last part of this thesis, the scales will be used in a more applied setting.

It should be stressed that the first aim of this project is the development of reliable and valid
measurement scales of attitudes towards inequality in pay within organizations. The second aim
is to study the level and configuration of the different attitudes towards inequality. Finally, the
relative importance of attitudes towards inequality to allocation behaviour of managers will be
explored. In the next chapter, the allocation principles and expected consequences are defined.



2 Pro-active attitudes towards inequality

2.1        Introduction

In this chapter, the relevant pro-active attitudes towards inequality will be defined. In the
respective sections, the following attitudes towards inequality will be dealt with: preferences for

allocation principles, preferences for a certain amount of inequality, and beliefs about the

consequences of the use of various pay systems. All attitudes refer to inequality in pay within an

organization, both within and between jobs.

2.2 Allocation principles

Allocation principles are defined as 'an individual's belief that it is fair and appropriate when
rewards, punishments, or resources are distributed in accordance with certain criteria' (Leventhal,
1980, p. 30). The word 'principle' is used to refer to the basic normative pattern or value. The
words 'rule' or 'criterion' apply to the sub-principles derived from the more encompassing

principle (Sabbagh, Dar & Resh, 1994). Allocation principles or rules can be used as standards

to evaluate the actual allocation of scarce resources, or to allocate these resources (Arts & Van
Wijck, 1991). Or as Jasso and Wegener (1997, p. 424) phrased it 'What do individuals or
societies think is just?', and 'How do ideas about what is just shape the determination of the
actual situation?'

It is fairly established that multiple allocation principles exist (e.g., Deutsch, 1975; Leventhal,
1980; Mikula, 1980; Tomblom, 1992). This means that more than one standard can be used to

allocate resources or to judge a given distribution. Often the following three rules are mentioned
simultaneously: equity, equality, and need (Deutsch, 1975). Besides this famous threesome, the

following allocation principles are considered relevant for the allocation of pay as well: status

(Berting, 1993; Leventhal, 1980), scarcity (Berting, 1993; Fiske, 1991), and collective

performance (Berting, 1993). In the following sections, these different allocation principles will
be described. The descriptions of the allocation principles will be quite extensive in order to
understand the differences between the various principles and to comprehend how these

principles are translated into questionnaire items later on.
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2.2.1 The equity principle

The equity principle is related to the concept ofequity as defined in the equity theory ofAdams
(1965). According to this theory, equity exists whenever 'a person perceives that the ratio of his
outcomes to his inputs and the ratio of other's outcomes to other's inputs are equal' (Adams,

1965, p. 281). Equity theory is rooted in the social comparison and cognitive dissonance theories

of Festinger (1954) and the social exchange theory of distributive justice of Homans (1974)
(Thierry, 1998a; Tomblom, 1992). According to the latter theory, contributions are made within
an exchange relation in return for pay and other inducements.

Adams (1965, p. 276,277) gives the following examples of possible inputs in an employment
relation: education, intelligence, experience, training, skill, seniority, age, sex, ethnic background,
social status, and, of course, the effort someone invests in the job.

Whether an attribute is perceived as an input to the exchange is dependent on whether it is

recognized and perceived as relevant (Adams, 1965). First, the existence of the attribute must be

recognized by either the possessor or both parties to the exchange. Second, a recognized attribute
can only become an input if the possessor perceives it to be relevant to the exchange, that is, if
he expects a just return for it. Problems arise if the possessor and the other party do not agree

about which inputs are relevant. For Adams, the perception of (in)equity is in the eye of the

possessor of the inputs.
Like inputs, the concept of outcomes refers to perceived outcomes. The following individual

receipts from an exchange may be recognized as relevant outcomes (Adams, 1965, p. 278): pay,
rewards intrinsic to the job, satisfying supervision, seniority benefits, fringe benefits, job status,
status symbols, and perquisites.

In fact, the equity theory of Adams is about the nature of and the reactions to inequity, and not
so much about the allocation of resources. Yet, it may be derived from this theory that rewards

should be based on a person's inputs. As Adams (1965, p. 279) noted, there are normative
expectations of what constitute "fair" correlations between inputs and outcomes. These

expectations are based on observations of the ratios between inputs and outcomes of reference

persons or groups, e.g., co-workers, relatives, people who perform related jobs, or the person him-

or herselfin ajob held previously or in a futurejob. Berger, Zelditch, Anderson and Cohen (1972)
emphasized that comparisons between person and other may be local, with a particular person,

but may also be referential, that is, with generalized others. These referential, external,
expectations about the correlation between inputs and outputs can be used to evaluate whether

actual allocations are balanced or not. Thus, like allocation principles, these (referential)
expectations specify what people should get compared to their inputs.

Although the equity theory implies that a combination of outcomes should be proportional to
a combination of inputs, we are interested in which kind of inputs should be related to variations
in one outcome only, that is, pay. Hence, possible trade-offs or positive correlations between pay
and other rewards fall outside the scope of our study. Moreover, we assume that all respondents
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recognize pay as a (relevant) outcome.

Homans (1974) classified the possible inputs into the following categories:

1 contributions: end results of action, i.e., the quantity and quality of what an individual
contributes to the goals of the organization (s)he works for (contribution principle according

to Arts & Van Wijck, 1991; Boerman, 1992).
2 investments: what people give to a job. Examples of investments are seniority, skill, effort,

ability, and age. Costs like 'accepted responsibility' and 'expended skill' can also be
considered investments, since these investments are usually more highly rewarded.

3 costs: what people gave up in order to perform a job. Examples of such costs are monotony,

dirt, risk taken, and uncertainty. Perhaps people get extra rewards to compensate these costs,

but Homans (1974) emphasized that these types of costs often go together with low rewards

and status, and low investments.

The different input categories can be looked upon as sub-principles derived from the equity

principle. Sabbagh et al. (1994, p. 246) made the following classification of sub-principles:

ability, effort, and contribution. According to them, it is essential for the contribution rule that it
calls for resource allocation on the basis of performance results, even if those results were
achieved effortlessly. On the contrary, the efort rule implies that rewards should be distributed

according to one'seffort, regardless ofwhetherone was actually productive. Ofcourse someone's

effort must be directed to some recognized goal to be rewarded (Wagstaff,  1994). The ability rule
implies that individual talents should be rewarded, implicitly regarding their potential

contributions. As Bouckaert (1990) put it, not only the possession, but theeffective use of talents

makes someone deserving.
Although Sabbagh et al. (1994) make a clear distinction between contributions, ability, and

effort, in the classification ofHomans (1974), the last two are examples of the same sub-principle
of'investments'. As T6rnblom (1992) formulated: ability and effort can be looked upon as inputs

per se, and contributions as the outcome of these inputs. Also in the concept of merit, a
combination of inputs is essential, namely the combination of work results (contributions) and
effort (investment) (Bouckaert, 1990).

From these considerations it follows that the differences between the input categories are not

clear-cut. Investments can also be taken as contributions of a general, longer-term nature (like
knowledge and skills); and the differences between costs and investments are not always very

clear (Thierry, 1998a) Therefore, it would be interesting to see how people understand the equity

principle. Do they distinguish between several sub-principles, or do they combine several input
categories into one overall equity principle?

In addition, it is necessary to differentiate between the performance outcome (e.g., quality and

quantity of work) and the outcome or reward to be distributed (pay) (T6rnblom, 1992). In the
context of the allocation of pay, performance outcomes should be regarded as an input to the

exchange.
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Workers may not only distinguish several equity (sub) principles according to input categories,
but also according to whether they consider inequality in pay within jobs, or inequality in pay
betweenjobs. In many studies in the Netherlands, respondents were not explicitly asked to make
that latter difference (Boerman, 1992; Hermkens & Van Wijngaarden, 1977,1987; Steijn & de

Witte, 1991,1992). They only had to indicate if they thought it was right or fair ifdifferences in
income were based on differences in certain inputs. Only Van Wijngaarden (1982) made a
distinction between personal and functional attributes, but he did so afterwards when analysing
his data. Personal attributes lead to differences in pay within jobs (e.g., effort, seniority, ability,
productivity, and actual educational level). Functional attributes go together with differences in

pay between jobs (e.g., responsibility, required educational level, being an executive or not, and

having to take difficult decisions).
The following example is given to show that it may be problematic not to ask which kind of

inequality (within or between jobs) respondents should consider. Boerman (1992) asked if it
would be fair that certain attributes impact upon the determination of the income level of people
in their own organization, respectively of Dutch workers in general. Hardly no differences were
found between those two contexts. His study is based on 809 respondents from 27 different

organizations in both the profit and the non-profit sector. The following attributes were included:

educationallevel, responsibility, quality ofsomeone's work, experience, effort, and working more
than 36 or 40 hours per week. Factor analysis revealed one 'equity factor'  with high loadings for

'quality   of work', 'experience', 'effort', and 'responsibility' (in order of factor loadings)
(Boerman, 1992, p. 110). The first three inputs are primarily related to differences in income
within jobs. 'Level ofeducation' and 'having to work more than 36 to 40 hours per week' did not
load on this, or any other, factor. These criteria were also considered the least fair criteria to
determine the level of income, although required level of education is a very common criterion
to establish job value. The fact that 'responsibility' loaded on the equity factor. too, may be due
to the fact that 'responsibility' was taken to be 'feeling responsible for one's job', which is a
personal rather than a functional attribute. Thus, respondents may have thought only of
differences in income within jobs, and not of criteria for differences in income between jobs. If
they had been asked to consider criteria for differences in income between jobs, they may have
indicated that (required) level of education is quite an acceptable criterion for differences in
income. This example shows that it is important to ask explicitly which criteria should be used
to determine income levels within or between jobs.

In Table 2.1, relevant inputs are described for differentiation in income within and between
jobs. The choice of these criteria is also based on more recent research in the Netherlands

(Boerman, 1992; Hermkens & Van Wijngaarden, 1977, 1987; Steijn & de Witte, 1991, 1992).
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Table 2.1:  equity  (sub)principles for differentiation  in  pay within and between jobs

Type of input contributions investments Costs
Type of inequality
Within jobs quantity and quality of effort, diligence, ability,   ----'

work seniority, expenence,
educational attainment,
initiative

Between jobs importance ofjob to responsibility, required bad conditions of
success of organization abilities and employment

knowledge, having to
take difficult decisions

1. Same jobs were considered to have equal costs.

On the basis of the foregoing, the following research questions were formulated:
Research question 2.1: Do employees differentiate between several sub-principles of equity
(contributions, investments, costs), or do they combine several types of inputs into one overall
equity allocation rule?

Researchquestion 2.2. Do employees differentiate between equity principle(s) within jobs and
equity principle(s) between jobs?

Equity allocation rules are defined as follows: 'differences in income between people who
perform the same type or different types ofjobs shouldbe based on differences in contributions,
investments, or costs'. This formulation is rather general. It was also supposed that inputs should
be considered relevant by the possessor of that input. Therefore, it is expected that equity rules
containing inputs which are considered to be relevant to the respondent's own pay are endorsed

more strongly. Thus, in terms ofJasso & Wegener (1997), we expect that the justice (or'should')
perspective is partly related to the reward-relevant (or human-capital) perspective.

Hypothesis 2.1: Equity rules that are based on inputs which are considered to be more relevant
to respondents' own income are endorsed more strongly than equity rules based upon inputs
considered to be less relevant to the respondents' own income.
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Other attributes of inputs that possibly relate to the acceptance of equity rule(s), are:
1   The extent to which inputs are measurable. If the value of an input is easy to quantify, it is

easier to use it as an allocation criterion. The extent to which inputs are measurable relates to

the notion of Adams (1965) that inputs should be recognizable.

2   The extent to which people can influence the value of inputs. On the basis ofprevious research,

Syroit (1984, p. 62) concluded that inputs directly underthe individual's voluntary control are

more likely to be accepted as allocation criteria. Thus, effort seems more important than

ability. Also, if people perceive that they can influence the value of their contributions

(quantity and quality of work), they are probably more likely to accept the contributions rule.

3  The extent to which there really is variety in inputs. Koys, Keaveny and Allen (1989) found

that preferences for performance-based pay increases were related to perceptions that

performance differences existamongco-workers. However, Millerand Komorita(1995) found

that reward allocations were closer to equity (proportionality) when input variation was small

than when input variation was large. With large performance differences, the high performers

tended to be underpaid and low performers overpaid. As Miller and Komorita (1995)
investigated reward allocations instead ofpreferences for allocation rules, we expect,like Koys
et al. (1989), thatpreferences for equity allocation rules are positively related to perceptions
of differences in inputs among co-workers.

Although notions ofrelevance, measurability, influence, and inputdifferences may also apply
to the endorsement ofequity principle(s) between jobs (e.g., the perception that one's supervisor

really has to invest more in his or her job), our hypotheses with respect to these attributes are

restricted to the context of differences in pay within jobs.

Hypothesis 2.2 to 2.4: Preferences  for equity principle(s)  within jobs are positively related to
the extent employees believe or perceive that:

- inputs can be measured (hypothesis 2.2);
- inputs can be influenced by themselves (hypothesis 2.3);
- input differences exist among their co-workers (hypothesis 2.4).
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2.2.2 The principle  of equality

Equality as an allocation principle means that all persons who belong to a certain social

aggregate should get an equal share of the allocated resources, regardless of individual

contributions, abilities, effort, need, etc. (Berting, 1993; Brickman, Folger, Goode & Schul, 1981;

Sabbagh et al., 1994). Thus, people are treated 'as equals' (Deutsch, 1975), or on 'the basis of

equality' (Arts et al., 1991. Boerman, 1992).
Sabbagh et al. (1994) call the above-mentioned principle 'arithmetic equality' (dividing the

total amount of resources by the number of recipients). They distinguish this form of equality
from  'equality of outcomes'. The latter equality rule 'implies differential rewarding,  so  that

disadvantaged persons or social groups could be compensated for their initial want' (p. 246):
Thus, equality of outcomes means that in the long tenn everybody should get the same share of

social resources (Berting, 1993). Policies for affirmative action are applications of the equality
of outcomes rule.

Long-term equality can also be reached by distributing rewards on the basis of length oftenure.
After all, long tenure is equally accessible to all employees who remain with an organization

(Martin & Harder, 1994, p. 243). However, long tenure can also be the result of selection
processes, that is, only those workers who make valuable contributions to the organization are
allowed to remain. Therefore, Martin & Harder (1994) conclude that tenure-based distributions
are posited somewhere between the equality and contribution-based rules.

As we are primarily interested in the distribution of pay within organizations, we will not deal
with other equality rules like 'equality of opportunities or conditions', 'relative equality'
(Eckhoff, 1974), or 'equality ofchances' (lottery). Equality ofopportunities deals with access to

resources, for example resources that are necessary to compete on the labour market. Relative

equality refers to equality of treatment. Equality of treatment is especially important when
individual features are taken into account for resource allocation (as in the equity or status rule).
This demand for equality is satisfied when people who contribute the same get the same amount
of pay2, and when people who contribute differently are rewarded to the extent of that difference
(Folger, 1994). Aspects of procedural justice are important to create equality of treatment. We
will return to this later, in the context of acceptance of the equity rule. If lotteries are repeated

very often, equality Ofchances means again that in the long run everybody gets the same amount

of resources. As lotteries are not a common device for the allocation of pay, we will not consider

i In terms of Eckof (1974), this type of equality is called 'subjective equality of transfers'. That is,
allotments need not be objectively the same size but, for example to acquire the same satisfaction, they must be
subjectively equal from the recipients'point of view (Arts & Gelissen, 1998).

2 This means that equality of outcomes may also result when resources are allocated on the basis of
equity, status, or need, namely when all members of a social group contribute the same, have equal status, or
have equal needs. In terms of L.arwood et al. (1979) objective equality (as seen by an external observer) may
result from subjective equity (as seen by an individual making allocation decisions).
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this rule any further. However, lotteries may be used for indivisible rewards (a watch, or business

presents), or when there is a very small numberofresources to allocate. The idea ofpeople mking
turnsinreceiving (extra) resources orperforming unpleasant tasks orduties (Berting, 1993; Fiske,

1991) is also related to the concept of equality of chances.

Hence, although equality may have many different meanings, we will focus on equality as an
allocation principle that prescribes that (in the long run) every member of a social group should

get the same amount of rewards regardless of individual differences.
It is also important to note that equality applies only to members of a certain social category

(Folger, 1994). Depending on the frame of reference, relevant categories could be all members

of one society, all employees of one organization, or all workers of one department.
As to the within jobs frame, it is imaginable that people are in favour of equal pay for equal

jobs (regardless of performance), but previous results indicate that it is very unlikely that people
think that all incomes (across different occupations or jobs) should be equal. For example, in a

survey among 795 Dutch respondents (Hermkens & Van Wijngaarden, 1987) only 5 respondents
thought that all incomes should be equal (Arts et al., 1991). Research using the income ruler
method also shows that respondents do not propose that people holding different occupations

(e.g., from unskilled worker to chairman of a large company) should all earn equal incomes (see

Capeau, 1994; Dickinson, 1991; Gijsberts, 1999; Kelley & Evans, 1993; Szirmai, 1986). There

are even strong similarities among societies with respect to the legitimate ranking ofoccupations
(Gijsberts, 1999; Kelley & Evans, 1993). However, there are considerable differences in the
degree to which people from different countries and within one country want to equalize

perceived income differentials (Gijsberts, 1999; Kelley & Evans, 1993; Svallfors, 1993; Szirmai,

1986). Therefore, instead of asking if people prefer absolute equality between jobs, it is better to

ask whether they are in favour of reducing existing income differences between persons holding
different jobs. In other words, we will ask for the 'tendency to equalize' (Szirmai,  1986).

In Table 2.2, the main features of the equality principle, within and between jobs, are
described.

Table 2.2: the principle of equality: within and between jobs

equality

within jobs - equal pay for equal jobs regardless of performance, effort, etc.
- tenure-based pay raises regardless of performance, etc.

between jobs -   tendency to equalize pay between jobs, regardless of differences
in responsibility, job difficulty, etc.

The formulation 'regardless of performance' or 'regardless of other inputs' means that

applying the equality principle seems contrary to applying the equity (inequality) principle. On
the basis of this seeming incompatibility one would expect a rather large negative correlation
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between endorsement of the equity and the equality principles. We will return to the subject of
correlations between allocation principles later. In the next section, the need principle will be
defined and discussed.

2.2.3 The need principle

The need principle means that allocations should be based on the legitimate needs of those

concerned (Arts et al., 1991). Legitimate needs are needs that have to be fulfilled in order to  be
able to live in a decent way according to the norms of the society in question (d'Anjou, Steijn &
van Aarsen, 1995; Berting, 1993). The needs principle acknowledges that some people are not,
or no longer, able to earn a decent income on their own behalf and should therefore be
compensated by giving them a higher income than they would receive in a completely free market
situation (d'Anjou et al., 1995, Berting, 1993). Wagstaff (1994) speaks of outcome adjustment
in this respect rather than outcome allocation on the basis of needs. As Miller (1992, p. 573)

phrased it: 'What we have here is not necessarily the view that certain goods and services must
be distributed on the basis of need but, rather, the view that society has a responsibility to meet

needs up to a certain level'.
What should count as legitimate needs? Miller (1992) mentioned old age, disability, and

illness. These are all legitimate causes of needs. After all, needs are more likely to be
compensated if these needs are perceived as being caused by unintended or external forces, rather
than through lack of effort on behalf of the needy person (Berting, 1993; Miller, 1992; Syroit,

1984; Wagstaff, 1994).
In a lot of Dutch research, the need principle focuses on the notion that people need enough

income to live on (d'Anjou et al.,  1995). This means that the principle of need refers to, or is
translated into, the question of what would be an acceptable minimum income or social benefits
level (d'Anjou et al., 1995; Berting, 1993; Hermkens & Van Wijngaarden, 1987). Legitimate
needs are often operationalized as the number of persons financially dependent on a person; as
higher expenses because of illness or handicap of the person or his or her relatives; or as being

unemployed (d'Anjou et al., 1995; Boerman, 1992; Hermkens, 1983; Steijn & de Witte, 1992).
In the Netherlands, the government provides for these kinds of needs, e.g., child benefits and

unemployment benefits. Given the high level of social security benefits in the Netherlands, it is
not surprising that most Dutch respondents are not in favour of need as a principle for the
allocation of wages (Boerman, 1992).

However, Wagstaff(1994) and Elliot and Meeker (1986) found that respondents did take into
account differences in needs or personal circumstances when making allocation decisions. This
is in conformity with idea of outcome adjustment (when people end up below the accepted

minimum income level, distributions on the basis of equity will be adjusted). So, the principle
of need may still play a role when specified individual information about needs and/or personal
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circumstances is given, although it may not be accepted as a general principle.
Some authors (Berting, 1993; Deutsch, 1975,1985; Sabbagh et al., 1994) point out that there

are more needs than needs related to survival (financial and physical needs). They widen the

concept of need to development and well-being, that is, 'needs whose fulfilment make life

meaningful' (Sabbagh et al., 1994). Berting (1993) gives the example of a talented musician who

may need a special violin to be able to develop his musical talents. In an organizational context,
individual development may be the focus of attention when it promises future returns on

investment (Mannix et al., 1995). The realization of unfulfilled basic needs may also help people
to compete on equal terms on the labour market (Miller,  1991). Thus, the principle of need may

not only be used as an adjustment to the equity principle, but may also lead to higher productivity
in itself.

Furthermore, in organizational contexts, it is useful to distinguish between personal needs

(such as time offto visit a relative who is ill) andjob-related needs (such as a fancy computer for
an engineer; Martin & Harder, 1994). Martin and Harder (1994) found that socio-emotional

rewards (e.g., relocation assistance, friendliness) were allocated more often on the basis of

equality or personal needs than financial rewards. They saw the distribution of socio-emotional

rewards as counterbalancing the distribution of financial rewards. Therefore, if the principle of

need matters within organizations, it will probably matter more for the distribution of non-
financial rewards than for the distribution of financial rewards.

As we are mainly interested is in the allocation of pay, we will concentrate on survival

(financial) needs. Other types ofneeds (personal, developmental) are considered less relevant for

the allocation of pay (those types of needs may also be better met by other means).

Developmental needs are only translated into items with respect to the allocation of the training
budget (although they may also be important for the allocation ofjobs).

In Table 2.3, our operational definitions of the need principle (within and between jobs) are

presented. As allocation on the basis of individual needs requires personal information, pay
differentiation on the basis of differences in needs is best dealt with in the within-jobs context.

Between jobs, the need principle is supposed to play a role with respect to the establishment of

an acceptable minimum wage level.

Table  2.3.  operational  definitions  of the  need  principle:  within and  between jobs

need operational definition

within jobs financial needs (number of dependent relatives, costs due to
illness, etc).

between jobs establishment of an acceptable minimum income

The distinction between 'within jobs' and 'between jobs' may be less relevant for the need

principle. In both contexts, the need principle refers to the notion that employees should earn
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enough to live on. Because the Dutch government established a minimum income level and
adjusts the incomes of those who are not able to earn an adequate income on the regular labour

market, the following hypothesis was formulated:
Hypothesis 2.5. There is little support (less than average on a five-point scale) for financial
needs as a basis of differentiation in pay within organizations (within and/or between jobs).

The idea of outcome adjustments suggests that needs may especially play (or can only play)
a role in pay allocation decisions when allocators have information about the individual needs and

circumstances of their recipients. Therefore, we expect that people who find that personal and

job-related circumstances have to be taken into account in the determination of their own income

are also more prone to accept differences in income based on differences in needs (or, the other

way around: people who are more in favour of the need principle are more inclined to look for
need-relevant information). This idea is phrased in hypothesis 2.6.

Hypothesis 2.6: There is a positive relation between the extent to which people find
unfavourable (and unintended) personal or organizational circumstances relevant to the
determination of their own income level, and their preferences for the need principle.

Equity, equality, and need are the allocation principles that are most often used in distributive

justice research. However, they are not the only relevant principles forthe allocation ofpay within

organizations. Therefore, we will consider the following principles as well: status, scarcity, and
collective performance.

2.2.4 The status principle

The status principle holds that it is fair for persons of higher social rank to receive higher

outcomes than those with lower social rank (Leventhal, 1980). Ranking may take place on the

basis  of job level, prestige, experience, gender, seniority,  race,  or some other status attributes

(Fiske, 1991). The salient social fact in an authority ranking relationship is whether a person is

placed higher or lower than another person (Fiske, 1992). As Berting (1993) emphasizes, an

authority ranking relationship is asymmetrical: a person higher in rank can influence persons
lower in rank, but is also dependent on those persons. These types of relationships are quite

common within organizations, especially where relationships between leaders and subordinates

are concerned. Thus, the status rule implies that persons of higher social position should earn

more because they happen to hold those higher positions. Of course, not only wages may be

allocated on the basis of social positions. Differences in status were also fuund to be rather

important for the allocation of profit, office space, and parking space (Martin & Harder,  1994).
This finding fits the results of Kerr and Slocum jr.  (1987), who found that in a hierarchy-based

reward system perquisites were carefully administered according to rank, and stock awards were
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reserved for higher managerial ranks.

Leventhal (1980) argued that the distinction between the status principle and the equity

principle may be questioned. After all, some status characteristics like seniority or experience are
considered relevant inputs in equity rules as well. People may also perceive that a higher social

rank usually goes together with higher contributions and investments, e.g., more responsibilities
or more difficult decisions to make. However, as Leventhal suggested (1980, p. 34), 'there are

cases in which individuals of high social status make low contributions (...), and cases in which

individuals of low social status have high contributions (...). In such instances, the status rule and

contributions  rule  are in direct conflict,  and  it is meaningful to distinguish between  them'.

With regard to the allocation of pay within organizations, a real challenge to the status rule

would be a subordinate who performs excellently, and is allowed to earn more than his or her
manager. As Kerr and Slocum jr. (1987) put it: in a true performance-based reward system

performance bonuses may de-emphasise rank as an important source of rewards. In true
performance-based systems, they say, bonuses constitute a rather large proportion of total

compensation, and objective performance criteria are used. They also suggest that subjective

criteria fit better with a hierarchy-based pay system, because subordinates are dependent on the

judgement of their superiors.
In ourresearch, only the importance of hierarchicalposition for the allocation ofpay between

jobs will be considered. It is recognized, however, that hierarchical position is only one relevant

status attribute, and that status may be rewarded in other ways as well.

2.2.5 The scarcity principle

In market exchange relations, like the job market, the relation between supply and demand is

an important price-making force. This means that not only contributions in relation to investments

are important in determining what someone should earn, but also forces that operate

independently of the individual (Bouckaert, 1990). Allocations on the basis ofscarcity may
apply                         I

to individuals (top soccer players, top managers), as well as to professional groups (automation
experts) (Moelker, 1990). Applying the principle of scarcity to individuals is almost the same as

rewarding a special talent or gift, which was also an input in the context of the equity principle.

Essential to the principle of scarcity is that someone without a scarce talent or profession has to

make a more than average effort to receive extra payment. Someone with a profession that is

scarce on the labour market gets this extra payment almost for free (Moelker, 1990, p. 100).

Therefore, rewarding differences in scarcity may lead to tension between efficiency and fairness.
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Table  2.4.  operational  definition  of the scarcity  principle

scarcity

within jobs paying top performers more in order to keep them within the
organization, paying newcomers more in order to fill in a long-
standing vacancy

between jobs paying professional groups differently on the basis of supply and
demand

As the relation between supply and demand is essential in both ways of applying scarcity

(within and between jobs), the distinction between these two frames is probably not relevant.

2.2.6 The principle  of collective performance

The principle of collective performance implies that pay or other rewards should be based on the

performance of groups (or even of larger units), rather than on the performance of individuals.

One may say that the principle ofcollective performance is a sub-rule of the equity principle: the

only difference being that instead of individual contributions collective contributions are
considered. However, this difference leads to different kinds of inequalities (between groups

instead ofbetween individuals), and the effects ofpaying for individual orgroup performance are
not similar (Lawler, 1987; Thierry, 1987). Thus, one may also argue that rewarding groups it is

fundamentally different from rewarding individuals.
In new technologies and in contemporary organizational forms, greater emphasis is being

placed on teams and business units. These formats make people jointly responsible for certain

results. Often, it is even impossible to identify the output of individuals. This makes group

bonuses the only feasible way of paying for performance. Thus, individual as opposed to

collective payment fit different situational characteristics.
Finally, the connection between the group performance principle and other allocation

principles is dependent on the way the group bonus is divided. If a group bonus is divided equally
among the group members, the principle of group performance may be related to the equality

principle. Equal sharing of a group bonus may also heighten a sense of solidarity between group
members. In this case, people may perceive a relationship between the principle of need and the

principle of rewarding on the basis of group performance.
As the group performance principle is based upon some measure of performance, we also

expect a positive relationship with endorsement of the equity principle. If a group bonus is

allocated according to individual performance, the collective performance principle resembles
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the equity principle even more: Since the principle of group performance resembles the equity

principle, notions of relevance, measurability, and influence on group performance may berelated
to the acceptance of that principle as well. It is not very useful to differentiate between sub-

principles of group performance within and between jobs. Measurements of group performance
are usually already based on the joint performance of people who perform different jobs. But it
is useful to make a distinction between the level of measurement ofcollective performance: team
or organization-wide (profit-sharing).

2.2.7 Summary  of allocation principles

The following allocation principles will be considered in our study: equality, equity. need.

status, scarcity, and collective performance. Especially for the equity and equality principle it is
important to differentiate between sub-principles for the allocation of pay 'within and between

jobs'. For the scarcity and the need principle this distinction is also maintained, but it may be less
relevant. The distinction between 'within and between jobs' does not apply to the way the status

and the group performance principles are conceptualized.

2.3 The nature ofvarious allocation principles: differences and similarities

It is assumed that people distinguish the various distributive principles, as these principles
have very different attributes (Sabbagh et al., 1994). These attributes make it clear that principles
are different in nature. Some interesting attributes are: level of assessment (micro/macro), type
of rule (formal/substantial), type of perspective (existential/utopian), and type of status

(achieved/ascribed).

3 plomP (1997) found a positive relation between preferences for equality and preferences for an equal
apportionment of profit (equal amounts, not equal percentages). She also found a positive correlation between
endorsement of the equity principle and preferences for the apportionment of profit on the basis of individual
performance.
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2.3.1 Level of assessment:  micro vs. macro

Rules that require the determination or assessment of individual attributes before resources can

be allocated are called principles of micro justice (Brickman et al., 1981). These principles take
the  form  of   'to each according to their X (e.g., contributions, needs)'. Common examples  of

micro-rules are the need and equity principles. Rules that specify, a priori, constraints on the

allowable form of an overall distribution of resources are called macro-rules (Brickman et al.,
1981). These rules do not call for an assessment of individual attributes, or a fit between those

attributes and individual rewards (Brickman et al.,  1981, p.  177). The principle of equality is a
clear example of such a rule. Other examples of macro-rules are establishing a minimum,
maximum, a range, or a certain amount of variation. In other words, macro-rules deal with the
amount and form of inequality that people prefer (second normative attitude towards inequality,
Chapter  1).

We think that scarcity and collective performance are neither micro-principles nor macro-
principles. The principle of scarcity has two sides. On the one hand, scarcity is something that

results from supply and demand on the labour market and is related to professional groups. On

the other hand, scarcity can be looked upon as an individual attribute, as excellent performers are

scarce as well. Group performance is not assessed at the individual level either (although the
group bonus can be divided on the basis of individual attributes). Perhaps these rules should be

called meso-rules. We define meso-rules as rules that require the assessment of attributes on a

super-individual level, without determining the form of the resulting distribution beforehand.

Perhaps, equity between jobs and hierarchy are also meso-rules, because functional or job
attributes rather than personal attributes are assessed.

2.3.2 Type of rule: formal vs. substantial

Another way to determine the nature of different principles is to distinguish between formal
and substantial rules (Bernts, 1991). Substantial rules specify which attributes (needs,

investments, team performance) should be used to allocate scarce resources; formal rules specify

how attributes should be tied to rewards. The relation between attributes and rewards could be

proportional, less than proportional, or exponential.
The equity principle does not necessarily imply that outcomes are proportional to inputs: other

kind of relations are also possible. So, even if people support the equity principle for the

allocation of pay, they may disagree about the kind of inputs thatshouldbeconsidered, the weight
of the different inputs, the ranking of persons or groups on these inputs, and the relation between

inputs and the amount of pay one should receive (Homans, 1974). Therefore, in order to apply
the equity principle, both substantial and formal aspects must be made explicit.

Type of rule is almost identical to another possible attribute: type of gratification (elaborate
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versus simple) (Sabbagh et al., 1994). Rules that encompass only formal elements are simpler

than rules encompassing both formal and substantial elements. Thus, the principles of equality
of outcomes and need (i.e., referring to a required minimum level of resources) are simple rules.

The application of other rules (equity, status, scarcity) requires more elaborate procedures.

2.3.3 Type  of perspective:  existential vs.  utopian

In fact, both the equity and the status value theory assume that allocation rules are formed on
the basis of what is. Shepelak & Alwin (1986, p.31) called this kind of allocation standards

'existential standards', as opposed to 'utopian standards' which define how social goods ought
to be distributed in ideal or absolute (rather than relative) terms. According to them, examples

of utopian allocation rules are need or equality: We believe that the acceptance of the equity

principle is not necessarily only based on actual practices, or self-interest, but may stem from
ideological preferences as well.  On the other hand, even preferences for equality may partly be
motivated by self-interest.

2.3.4 Type  of status:  achieved vs. ascribed

The difference here is between 'statuses that are earned or achieved by virtue of something a

person has done, versus those merely assigned or ascribed to people because of who they are (e.g.,
the relevant social category into which they have been designated as members)' (Folger, 1994,
p.229). Achieved status refers to being treated like some people, i.e. the assessment of
proportional worth. Therefore, according to Folger (1994). achieved status applies to the equity
rule. In our opinion, this does not hold insofar as ability is concerned, because ability is not
exclusively tied to something a person has done. At first sight, ascribed status seems to apply to
the  status  rule.  But if status refers  to  one' s (achieved) hierarchical position, achieved status

applies as well (Folger, 1994). Folger (1994) applies ascribed status to the equality and the need
rules. According to him, the equality rule refers to the ascribed status of being human Uike all
people - universal), and the need rule refers to the ascribed status ofbeing an individual (like none
- particular)5. Thus, ascribed status 'confers respect, and sometimes entitlements to certain type

of resources, by virtue of who a person is' (Folger,  1994, p. 230).
As indicated before, people have a drive to assess their social worth or status. To be able to

4 This classification resembles the differentiation between the justice and reward-relevant perspective
of Jasso & Wegener (1997); and the differentiation between self-focused and other-focused perspective of
Sabbagh et al. (1994).

5
Needs may be universal as well.
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affirm both types of statuses, achieved and ascribed, not only the distribution of valued resources

matters, but also the procedures that are used to distribute these resources. According to Folger,

procedures are a mode ofcommunicating the ascribed worth ofbeing a (unique) human being par
excellence. But procedures are also instrumental in promoting fairness in the distribution of
resources. We will return to the matter of procedural fairness later.

2.3.5 Nature  of allocation principles:  summary  of attributes

In Table 2.5, the different allocation principles are described according to the attributes we

focused on.

Table 2.5:  attributes  of allocation principles

attribute micro/ formaU existential/ achieved/

principle macro substantial utopian ascribed

equity - within micro both existential effort/contributions: achieved

- between micro/meso ability: ascribed

equality macro formal utopian ascribed-universal

need micro/macro both utopian ascribed-particular

scarcity meso both existential ascribed/achieved

status/hierarchy micro both existential ascribed/achieved

collective meso both existential achieved/ascribed

performance /utopian

This table shows that macro-rules are strictly formal rules, and that micro- and meso-rules

encompass both formal and substantial elements. Proportionality is, therefore, not the only way
to link performance, needs, or status elements to rewards.

The equity rule resembles the scarcity and status rules very closely. They differ only on the

attribute of achievement versus ascription. Equality and need share also quite a lot of attributes.

Therefore, positive correlations are expected between equity, scarcity, and the status rule, and

between equality and need. Between equity and equality negative correlations are expected.

How did these expectations hold in previous research? We focus on the relations between

equity, equality, and need, because measures of the other principles were not generally included

in research.

Boerman (1992) found only a negative, but small, correlation (-.14) between equity and
equality in the context of Dutch society (and no correlation in the context of organizations). In

both contexts, positive correlations between equality and need were found, and no correlations
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between equity and need. d'Anjou et al. (1995) did not find a correlation between equity (merit)
and need either.

On the otherhand, Steijn and de Witte (1991,1992) found that items representing equality and

equity loaded on the same factor with opposite signs (pooled)·The latter points to a rather strong

negative relationbetweenequityandequality. However, the equality items loaded higherthan.30
on a second factor as well. This second factor represented need and solidarity. Hence, opinions

about equality are to some extent also independent of opinions about equity. Equity and need

items loaded on separate factors.

Gijsberts (1999) studied preferences for allocation principles (meritocratic and egalitarian) in

(former) state-socialist and western-capitalist countries between 1987 and 1996. She found no

correlation between meritocratic and egalitarian principles in the Netherlands (in 1996: 20% was
in favour of both principles, and 6% was against both principles). For other countries, the
correlations between meritocratic and egalitarian principles were very small, ranging from -.11

(Australia) to .08 (USA). However, there are also indications that in western capitalist welfare

states (including the Netherlands) preferences for equity and equality are competing (r= -.450),

but still not mutually exclusive (Kluegel & Mattja, 1995).
Thus, previous studies subscribe to the view that equality and need are positively related.

However, the results with respect to the correlations between equity and equality are somewhat

equivocal: both zero and negative correlations were found. The finding of zero correlations

between equity and equality may be explained by referring to the concept of micro and macro

principles. This idea will be dealt with in the next section.
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2.4 Micro-macro revisited

On the basis of Table 2.5, a negative correlation between equity and equality is expected. It
seems consistent that people who endorse the principle of'pay for performance' favour equality
ofincome withinjobs less than people who do not endorse the principle of'pay forperformance'.
But, as Brickman et al. (1981) already noted, preferences for macro and micro principles are not
necessarily consistent and may conflict with each other. They give the following example:
"someone may perceive it fair that income is distributed 'in proportion to one's merit (micro level

rule), and they may also perceive it fair that no one's income falls below a certain level, say one-
half of the median (system-level rule). Unless merit is distributed such that no one has less than

one-half the median amount of merit, these two rules would be in conflict" (Mark,  1980, p. 8, in

Brickman et al., 1981, p. 177). Jasso (1983) also pointed out that micro and macro principles are

only consistent with each other given a certain distribution of reward-relevant characteristics.  A
change in the distribution of reward-relevant characteristics will destroy the fit. It seems very

unlikely that the use of different allocation rules leads to corresponding distributions, therefore

a certain tension will always be present.
Brickman et al. (1981) think that such a tension is even desirable because a series of micro

decisions, all fair in themselves, may lead to an overall distribution that is not fair. The

application of macro-rules may smoothen the sharp edges of the application of micro-rules, as
macro-rules are concerned with the consequences for a social group as a whole. Concern for
social cohesion, a macro concern, may explain why distributions of performance pay are
sometimes suppressed at the bottom and the top (Leventhal, 1976a). Concerns for macro justice
do not only show up when the distribution on the basis of micro principles gets out of hand, but
also exist independently of actual allocations (Brickman et al., 1981). This means that those

criteria are not necessarily correlated to each other.
On the basis of these contentions, Arts et al. (1991) did a study in which they expected that

micro and macro principles are not necessarily related, because both types of principles are used
in different situations. Arts et al. (1991) did indeed find small or no correlations between micro
and macro principles. Moreover, they found that micro-rules are used tojudge the apportionment
of incomes to specific units, and that macro-rules are used to judge the aggregate income

distribution. In a situation where both frames of reference were introduced, the income ruler

method, respondents used both macro and micro principles. With that method, respondents were
asked to estimate the actual income of different occupations, and to arrange these occupations on
a scale which has actual income amounts on it. Then they were asked to state the fair amount of
income of the same occupations. Often the (percentage) difference between both income

distributions is regarded as the relevant dependent measure (Arts et al., 1991; Dickinson, 1991;

Szirmai, 1986). The way occupations are ordered is considered to reflect micro principles

(difficulty of the job, amount of risk taken, required education, importance of the job, etc.). The

amount of variation in income is considered to reflect macro principles (Arts et al., 1991). Arts
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et al. (1991) found that the tendency to equalize (difference between actual and fair distribution
of incomes) was related to the endorsement of the equality principle (macro), the importance of
education  as an allocation principle (micro), and someone' s political orientation. Dickinson
(1991) also found that changes between the actual and fair distributions of income were related
to micro and macro considerations. Fifty per cent of her respondents mentioned 'need' to raise
lower incomes and unemployment benefits. This shows that need is considered a macro principle
as well. She also found that respondents who decreased the fair distribution valued the principle
of equality more than subjects who increased or did not change the fair distribution compared to
the actual distribution. Other changes, decreases as well as increases, were explained in terms of
'effort' (53%), 'training' (34%), and 'importance to community' (29%), which are all micro
considerations.

Cross-national research using the income ruler method,shows that there is wide consensus on
which occupations should be more highly paid and which should be paid less, but not on how
large these differences should be (Kelley & Evans, 1993; Gijsberts, 1999; Svallfors, 1993).
National differences exist mainly on the question about the amount of earnings for high status

occupations, and not on the amount ofincome for low status occupations. The same phenomenon
exists between different respondent groups in the Netherlands (Bunjes, Van Geffen &
Keuzenkamp, 1977; Hermkens & Van Wijngaarden, 1987; Szirmai, 1986). So, on the one hand,
there is a substantial consensus on which attributes of individuals and occupations should be
rewarded above some standard, but, on the other hand, disagreement prevails about the amount
ofreward each characteristic warrants. These findings show again that micro and macro principles
are not necessarily correlated. Also, as Arts et al. (1991) underlined: the framing of questions
affects which rules are considered appropriate. Therefore, two competing hypotheses may be
formulated:

hypothesis 2.7. Equity and equality are strongly negatively correlated, and may constitute
opposite poles of one dimension (equality vs inequality), or:
hypothesis 2.8: Equity and equality are not, or slightly negatively, related to each other
(because both rules are used in different situations).

To test the hypothesis that both rules are used in different situations, some additional
hypotheses are formulated (see also Arts et al., 1991):

With respect to outcome  allocations (amount  of inequality)
hypothesis 2.9: If respondents are asked about the amount of inequality they prefer (either
within jobs or between jobs) without reference to characteristics of individuals, macro

principles will predominantly be activated.

hypothesis   2.10: If respondents are asked to distribute income between individuals with
different characteristics (without any reference to the income distribution as a whole), the
equity principle (or other relevant micro principles) will predominantly be activated.
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As Kelley & Evans (1993) suggested, people who are in favour ofmore (overall) equality may
think the same characteristics should be rewarded, but only to a lesser extent, than people who

are not in favour of more equality. This may mean that people in favour of more equality only
make differences in income if there are large differences in reward-relevant characteristics. In a

four-person case based on Vogelaar and Vermunt (1991), it is expected that people who score

high on equality more often make no income differences when small performance differences
exist than people who score high on equity.

It is also expected that in a four-person case the contribution of the equality principle is greater
than in a two-person case, because in a four-person case the focus will be on the total distribution
as well.

With respect to outcome evaluations
hypothesis 2.11: Preferences for micro principles are relatively more related to (fairness)
evaluations of the respondents' own income than preferences for macro principles.
Hypothesis 2.12: Preferences for macro principles are relatively more related to (fairness)
evaluations of income differences than preferences for micro principles.

In the next section the other relevant pro-active attitude towards inequality will be defined:
expected consequences of the use of various allocation principles.
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2.5 Expected consequences of the use of various allocation principles

In this section, the other pro-active attitude towards inequality will be defined and described,
i.e. the expected consequences of the use of different allocation rules. The following

consequences will be considered: enjoyable social relations, personal welfare, economic
productivity, and fairness. In the context of work organizations, social relations may be
subdivided in social relations among co-workers (lateral), and social relations between leaders

and subordinates (hierarchical) (Meindl, 1989). Fairness is stated as a separate consequence,
because perhaps fairness is only one of the concerns in making allocation decisions, and not a
paramount value (Leventhal et al., 1980). The first three consequences are based on the theory

of Deutsch (1975), who formulated three hypotheses about the conditions which give rise to
different allocation values:
1  In situations where economic productivity is the most important goal, equity will be the

dominant principle of distributive justice;
2    In situations where the fostering ofenjoyable social relations is the common goal, equality will

be the dominant principle of distributive justice;
3   In situations where the fostering ofpersonal developmentand personal welfare is the common

goal, need will be the dominant principle of distributive justice.

In fact, Deutsch (1975) claims that the choice of a distribution principle depends, partly, on
the goals people want (or have) to achieve in certain situations. As already mentioned in section

1.4.2, Mikula (1980) and Leventhal et al. (1980) also assumed that the process ofchoosing a fair
allocation rule is influenced by adopting one or more allocation goal(s). As said before, in
experimental studies it is often demonstrated that assigned goals influence allocation decisions

(for references see section 1.4.2). Usually, the results are in line with the hypotheses of Deutsch:

subjects striving for higher productivity differentiated more, and subjects aiming at enjoyable
social relations differentiated less. Stake (1983) and Meindl (1989) also told respondents to
allocate as fairly as possible. They both found that allocation solutions in the fairness context
were more differentiated than in the relationships context, and less differentiated than in the
productivity context. Therefore, fairness allocations are different from other allocations. However,
they also found that allocations in the fairness and the productivity context were most strongly
related to each other. According to Meindl (1989), this correspondence suggests that, perhaps in
the mind of these respondents, the values of fairness and productivity are closely tied to each
other.

The fact that assigned goals do influence allocation decisions demonstrates that people expect
different consequences from the use of different allocation rules. However, researchers seldom
asked explicitly for reasons why people show certain allocation preferences (Mikula, 1980,
Leventhal et al., 1980). As Greenberg (1990, p. 401) says: 'Research showing that certain goals
are believed to be facilitated by certain norms ofjustice is relevant to organizational behaviour
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insofar as it helps predict and explain administrative allocation decisions'. And, like Leventhal
et al. (1980) phrased it (p. 189): 'once we... know the individual's beliefs about thatdistribution's
effect on important goals, we can predict the individual's attitudes and behaviour with respect to
that distribution'. So, individual beliefs about the consequences of the use ofdifferent allocation
rules (in short: instrumentality beliefs) may be useful predictors of allocation behaviour, or even
the choice of pay systems. To our knowledge, no systematic scale construction has taken place.

Below, a few studies will be presented in which some questions about expected consequences are
included. Although the effects of assigned goals on allocation patterns are quite general, we will
show that instrumentality beliefs are certainly not uniform.

Using data from the International Social Survey Programme, Smith (1990) showed that there
is a widespread belief that pay differentials are a necessary incentive. Only respondents from the
Netherlands are notable outliers; they believe that large pay differentials are not needed for hard
work. These findings for the Dutch sample are in line with the results of a study with a Dutch

sample only by Szirmai (1986). Szirmai (1986) found that only 20% of the people with a fixed
pay scheme reported to work harder if they were subjected to a pay-for-performance plan. Pot

(1988) also claimed that a reduced belief in the relation between pay for performance and

productivity was one ofthe reasons that the use of pay-for-performance systems decreased in the

Netherlands. But even in the Netherlands there is some disagreement about the possible effects

of pay for performance.
For instance:  in a qualitative study among representatives of local government organisations

Bouwers (1991) found that the two most important reasons to introduce pay-for-performance

systems were: 1) creating fair pay differentials, and 2) increasing motivation and commitment.
The two most important reasons for not introducing pay for performance were:  1) it does not fit
with the organizational culture, and 2) there is no confidence in the positive effects. This example
shows that differences in beliefs exist, and may matter with regard to the choice of pay systems.

Leventhal and Michaels (reported in Leventhal et al., 1980) also found that opinions about

possible effects ofpay differentials are not homogeneous. They discovered three sub-populations:
one that believes that making no differentials is the best way to prevent conflict, one that believes

making small differentials works best, and a small one that believes large differentials promote
harmony.

Meindl (1989) asked how certain pay allocation decisions had an impact on different
situational goals: productivity, solidarity, leader relations, and fairness. He found that, across

different allocation situations, managers saw the maximization of performance and fairness as

being positively affected by highly differentiated outcomes. Solidarity and leader relations were
likely to be negatively affected by highly differentiated allocations.

This last result is in line with Koys et al. (1989), who found that preferences regarding

performance-based pay (more differentiation) were negatively related to the perception that

performance-based pay does reduce cooperation.
In another allocation context, assigning grades for a course, Bond et al. (1992) found that
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choices for an allocation strategy were more strongly linked to expectancies ofkey outcomes than

to the valences associated with these outcomes. Van Eerde (1998) also found that expectancies

were an important variable in the attainment ofself-set goals, whereas valence and instrumentality
were not.

As Meindl (1989) found, beliefs about theconsequences ofvariouspay differentials are related

to the allocation decisions managers make. And as it is very likely that there is no consensus

about these beliefs, it is interesting to know what people expect from the application of different
allocation rules.

In this research, the focus is on the effects ofdifferentiation in pay within jobs, because finally
actual allocation decisions ofmanagers will be studied. It is assumed that managers have a greater
influence on decisions about pay raises than on decisions about relative job value. Therefore, only
theexpected consequences of individual pay forperformance, equal pay forequal jobs, and team-

based pay are studied. Pay forperformance and equal pay for equaljobs (together with pay raises

basedon seniority) are likely tohave oppositeconsequences. Theexpectedconsequences of team-
based pay are studied because team-based pay is often thought of as an alternative to individual

pay for performance, especially when there is high interdependence between workers ofone unit.

Summary
In this chapter, the main pro-active attitudes towards inequality are described: preferences for

allocation principles, and beliefs about the consequences ofthe use of various pay systems. In the
next chapter, these attitudes will be placed in a larger theoretical framework.



3 Research model: determinants and

consequences of preferences for allocation
principles

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter the pro-active attitudes, endorsement of allocation principles and the expected
consequences of the use of different allocation principles, will be placed in a larger theoretical
framework. Regarding the endorsement of allocation principles, Tomblom (1992) distinguished
two major research questions:
1    What are the determinants of the endorsement and application of principle X?
2   What are the consequences of the endorsement, application and violation of principle X?

In our study we will treat the answer to the second question as one of the determinants of the
endorsement of allocation principles. It seems very likely that people, when evaluating the
appropriateness of pay allocation principles, take the possible consequences of different ways of
distributing pay into account. As Markovsky (1991, p. 49) argues, 'actors must evaluate the
anticipated consequences of those alternatives against one another or against the existing
distribution of rewards' [italics mine]. Markovsky (1991) labels such evaluations 'justice meta-
evaluations', that is, evaluations of the appropriateness of one standard in light of a second

standard. This kind of comparison provides the potential for the reorganization of reward

systems. The issue of how differences in expected consequences can be explained is beyond the
scope of this research.

To identify the other determinants of the endorsement of allocation principles. the excellent
overview by Tomblom (1992) will be used. He grouped determinants that may influence the
choice and the evaluation of allocation principles into categories that are relevant to
characteristics of:

1  The actor/respondent
2  The contribution
3  The outcome
4  The outcome allocation.
5  The social relationship
6  The social, cultural and historical context.
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After a short description of each of these categories in section 3.2, some theories will be
described that explain why certain factors affect the appreciation of allocation principles. In

section 3.3, we will deal with theories on the role of actor characteristics, and in section 3.4 with
theories on the role ofcontext variables. In section 3.5, the outcomes of some rather recent Dutch
studies on preferences for allocation principles will be described. Results from studies in other

countries will be presented in 3.6. A first summary of hypotheses will be given in 3.7. Selection

of variables will be based on Dutch studies, and on theoretical notions that are especially relevant
to the allocation of pay within organizations.

As  indicated in Chapter  1, the endorsement of different pay allocation principles  and  the

anticipated consequences of the use of these principles are not the only possible attitudes towards

inequality in pay. In Chapter 2, we discussed the possible relations between the preferred amount
of inequality in pay within and between jobs, and the endorsement of different pay allocation
rules. In section 3.8, some hypotheses about the relations between the endorsement of pay
allocation principles and other attitudes towards inequality in pay will be formulated. This chapter
will be concluded with the presentation of a research model.

3.2          Determinants of the endorsement of allocation principles

Quite a number of studies cited in reviews (e.g., Deutsch, 1985; Freedman & Montanari

,1980); James, 1993; Mikula, 1980; Miller, 1992; Tomblom, 1992) are based on experimental
research. Thus, often, allocations are studied rather than the adherence to allocation principles.

In Chapter 1, it was argued that it is likely that allocation decisions are at least partly based on

preferences for allocation principles, especially in the case of managerial discretion. This means

that allocation preferences were looked upon as one of the determinants of allocation behaviour.

However, since Tomblom (1992) puts the application and justice evaluation of allocation
principles together in his model, he seems to assume that allocation preferences and allocation
behaviour are based upon the same determinants. For now his (implicit) proposition is taken for

granted, and determinants of allocation principles and allocation behaviour will be treated alike.

3.2.1 Characteristics  of the actor/respondent

According to Tomblom (1992), the most commonly examined demographic characteristics in
relation to choice and evaluation of allocation principles are gender and age. However, the role
ofboth variables appears to be ambiguous. Women are supposed to be more in favour ofequality,
whereas men are thought to prefer equity. These differences occur especially when the allocator
is also a recipient of his or her allocations. When the allocator is not a co-recipient, very few sex
differences are found. So, it does matter whether respondents are viewed as recipients, allocators
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or both.
Also with respect to age, results are slightly inconsistent. Sometimes, differences between

adults and children are found. These differences may be attributed to differences in cognitive
development. Differences between age-groups may also be due to differences in socialization.

However, Tomblom (1992) indicates that differences among age groups ranging from 25 to 80
are rare.

Other demographic characteristics that may be related to allocation preferences are occupation,
salary, and educational level. It is often found that people with a higher socio- economic status

are more in favour of the equity principle, and less in favour of the equality principle than people
with a lower socio-economic status (see also later on in this chapter).

Preferences for allocation principles may also be related to cultural background(Arts & Van
Wijck, 1991; Boerman, 1992). To the extent that people share the same experiences, they are
more likely to endorse the same allocation principles. Examples of relevant variables are religion

(also the religious background of the parents), profession, and education.
Personal values, attitudes and personality characteristics  have been studied  less in relation

to the endorsement of allocation principles, but more with regard to allocation behaviour and
reactions towards inequity (Mikula, 1980; TOmblom, 1992). Uray (1974,1976; in Mikula, 1980)
found that subjects scoring high on achievement motivation allocate more in accordance with the

equity principle than subjects scoring low on achievement motivation. Tomblom (1992) mentions
a study by Wahner (1986), whose data show that persons low on control ideology (beliefs about
how much the average person is able to influence his needs and achievements) considered the

need principle to be just, and the equality and equity principles as unjust. Wahner also found that
political orientation is related to allocation preferences. Dickinson (1991) examined the

relationship between value priorities (measured by the Rokeach Value Survey) and judgment of
wage differentials. She found that personal value systems determined opinions about wage
differentials to some extent, but subjects relied also on socially held justifications.

Thus, demographic characteristics as well as attitudes and values are related to the
endorsement of allocation rules. The role of variables other than demographic ones is less clear.

3.2.2 Characteristics  of the  contribution

As pointed out in Chapter 2, preferences for the equity rule are positively related to beliefs
that contributions (or inputs) are relevant, can be measured, can be influenced, and are variable.
We are thus concerned with perceived instead of objective characteristics of contributions.

An important research topic in this respect is the role of causal attributions about the

accomplishment ofcontributions. This role is mostly studied with respect to fairness evaluations,
and not so much with respect to preferences for allocation rules. It is found that people consider
their income as more fair when they believe that differences in income level can be attributed to
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differences in effort, a variable which they control (Shepelak, 1987; Utne & Kidd, 1980).

According to Campbell, Campbell and Chia (1998) causal attributions are even important in the
case of a pay-for-performance policy with specified (objective) performance measures. Such a

system helps allocators (supervisors) and recipients (employees) to agree on the level and quality
of performance outcomes as such. Yet, an important source of conflict may remain, namely the
extent to which recipient and allocator hold the recipient responsible for these outcomes.
According to Campbell et al. (1998), self-serving biases and actor-observer effects imply that

supervisors and employees will almost always reach conflicting conclusions.
Also the relative size of the contribution may affect the choice of allocation rules, especially

when the allocator is also co-recipient. It is often found that allocator-recipients with the largest
contribution propose using the equality rule, and allocators with relative low contributions prefer
the equity principle. Reasons to do so are the desire to maintain a positive self-image, and self-

presentational concerns. The tendency to apply more generous and non-self-serving distribution

principles exists especially in the case of solidarity among actors (Deutsch,  1986), or when the
other recipients are wholly dependent on the decision of the allocator/co-recipient (Mikula 1980).
In other situations, self-other allocations may also be oriented towards the self-interest of the
allocator. If an allocator is not a co-recipient, the allocation decision will be determined by the
role he occupies vis-a-vis the group of recipients. For example, a managers who has to allocate
a bonus pool among his or her subordinates may use the allocation to increase the productivity
of a work group (Mikula, 1980).

3.2.3 Characteristics  of the outcome

Tomblom (1992) refers to two different aspects ofthe available outcomes: quantity and nature

ofthe resources to be allocated. With respect to the former, experimental evidence (see Tomblom

(1992) for references) shows that with small amounts of resources or indivisible resources,

principles focussing on needs and efficiency will be given priority. However, in a study by
Trahan et al. (1991) about managerial pay allocation decisions, it was found that when the salary
budget was small, managers made a greater distinction between high and low performers than
when the salary budget was large. With larger budgets, managers tend to allocate relatively more
to the low performers.

There is also some evidence that the choice of a distribution principle is affected by the nature
of the allocated resource. For instance, Martin and Harder (1994) found that the distribution of
financial outcomes is primarily based on performance or status rules, whereas socio-emotional
rewards like assistance to spouses of relocated employees and managerial friendliness were
allocated with an emphasis on equality and personal needs.

Preferred rules foroutcome allocation may vary as well, depending on whetherjoys orburdens
are allocated. Berting (1993) suggests that it may be more appropriate to allocate burdens on the
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basis of equality (for example: taking turns in having playground duties at a primary school). He

(1993) does notexplicitly mentionjoys, buthedoes suggest thatperformance shouldbe rewarded

financially to only a limited extent, and that the use of immaterial rewards should be extended.

Thus, success should be celebrated (joys) instead of, or as well as, being paid for.

3.2.4 Characteristics  of the outcome allocation

As mentioned in the preceding chapter, assigned goals do indeed affect allocation decisions

(e.g. Mannix et al., 1995; Meindl, 1989; Stake, 1983; Trahan et al., 1991). As a rule, productivity
goals lead to more differentiation, and social cohesion goals to less differentiation.
It is also relevant whether the allocation is public or private. Some studies have found that

subjects are more prone to allocate equally when the allocation is public (e.g. Von Grumbkov,
Steensma & Wilke, 1977). Trahan et al. (1991) however, reported that managers make a greater

distinction between high and low performers when pay policy is open.

3.2.5 Characteristics  of the  social  relationship

Tomblom (1992 , p. 209) cites a large number of studies that indicate that the choice of

allocation principles is affected by the prevailing social relationship among actors. If a

relationship is characterized as cooperative, equality is preferred, presumably because people
expect that the use of the equality rule is favourable to the creation or maintenance of solidarity,

harmony and status similarity. In competitive relationships, equity is the preferred rule.
However, Lerner (1981) argues that not only the type of relation is of importance (team,

friendship, competitors, colleagues), but also the way people focus on the relationship. It may
make a difference whether people think of a team in terms of relations between team-members,

or in terms of the goals that the team has to accomplish. In the latter case, equity may also be an

appropriate allocation principle.
As to structural arrangements, Deutsch (1986) claims that if individual performance depends

on effective social cooperation, the equity principle cannot be applied effectively. Meindl (1989)

finds that, in situations of high workgroup interdependency, managers were indeed less inclined

to differentiate among co-workers (the effect of workgroup interdependency on pay-
differentiation was greatest when managers had to strive for productivity or fairness).
Another aspect that may matter is the duration of the social relationship. Subjects who anticipate
future interaction may favour equality, while subjects who do not expect further interaction may

prefer allocations based on contributions (e.g. Von Grumbkov et al., 1976).
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3.2.6 Characteristics  of the  social,  cultural  and  historical context

According to TOrnblom (1992, p. 211), it is a reasonable assumption that 'justice principles
in the superordinated social system (or culture) will heavily influence justice conceptions in
subordinated systems'. James (1993) presents evidence in his review article that in individualistic
cultures equity tend to be promoted more, whereas in coUectivistic cultures allocations tend to
be more in line with equality. Also cultural differences with regard to reward allocations (e.g.
Leung & Bond, 1984; Murphy-Berman, Berman, Singh, Pachauri & Kumar, 1984) and expected
consequences (expectancies) (e.g. Smith, 1990) are found.

However, James (1993) qualifies the importance of culture and values by stating that (p.24)
'Even in individualistic cultures, organizationally or situationally induced orientations towards
social harmony and social cohesiveness promote equality-based (or, sometimes, need-based)
allocations'. Thus, also Americans, who are presumed to be highly individualistic, tend to opt for
equality when they are told to promote harmony (e.g. Meindl, 1989; Stake, 1983). As Meindl
(1989) said, structural arrangements of work and concerns of the organization (stated goals) may
act as value-constraints. Thus, it is not sure whether cross-cultural differences in allocation
preferences are due to differences in values, differences in contexts, or differences in perceptions
of which rules best serve the same set of desired ends (James, 1993). In many studies, it is indeed
difficult to separate normative from instrumental aspects of allocation decisions. The results
merely indicate what respondents see as the most just way to reward workers given situational

requirements (TOrnblom, 1992).
Also, the institutional context my bear upon preferences for allocation principles. Preferences

of the way in which valued resources should be allocated, differ according to setting. For
example: in families, need may be the preferred rule, in work settings equity, and in politics
equality may be preferred (Tomblom and Foa, 1983, in Tomblom, 1992).

Also on the level of nations differences with regard to preferences for justice principles are

found (e.g. Arts & Gelissen, 1998; Kluegel & Mateju, 1995; Mamman, Sulaiman & Fadel, 1996).
Kluegel and MatejO (1995) found that differences between countries mainly occur with respect
to the relations between egalitarian and inequality norms, and not so much with respect to levels
of endorsement. Arts and Gelissen (1998) concluded that differences in levels ofendorsement of

justice principles can partly be attributed to differences in welfare state policies that citizens are
exposed to. This means that preferences are probably related to 'what is', that is to customary
methods to allocate resources.
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3.2.7 Summary

The various theories and determinants described in this chapter show that it may be rather

difficult to make an allocation decision. Different determinants in the same allocation situation

may elicit different allocation rules. Options are, for example, to drop an allocation goal in the

case of conflicting goals, or to compromise between different allocation rules (for example

making less than proportional differences in the case of a conflict between equity and equality)

(e.g. Leventhal et al,. 1980; Mikula, 1980; Tomblom 1980). Mikula (1980), who focuses on the

decision-making process of allocation decisions, predicts that in the face of extremely difficult
or ambiguous allocation decisions, equality will be a frequent choice.

Since difficulty plays a role, it may be that higher educated people tend to be better able to

apply equity or other inequality rules than people with less education (see also Gijsberts 1999,

p. 46). The capability argument may especially play a role when people have to make allocation

decisions themselves, rather than to express allocation preferences.

It is also difficult to conclude which kinds of variables are most important, because studies

only include a subset of variables, and most theories combine a rather limited set ofdeterminants.

As Tomblom (1992, p. 216) states, 'there is an absence of a body of interrelated propositions, or
even a manageable inventory of existing propositions'.  In  the next sections,  we will describe

some theories as to why some (categories of) variables exert influence on allocation preference.

First, we will present theories that focus on the influence of characteristics of actors, followed

by some theories that focus on the influence of contextual variables. The theories will be

presented in a sketchy way.

3.3 Theories on the role of actor characteristics

Some theoretical notions as to why certain characteristics of actors relate to allocation

preferences will be presented below.
The se(f-interest thesis states that people accept an allocation rule as legitimate if the rule

corresponds with theirinterests. Forexample: people with betterassets, a higher income, orbetter
career perspectives will try to justify their advantages by pointing to their contributions, thereby
promoting the equity principle (d'Anjou et al., 1995). People who are worse off in the social

stratification are supposed to support the equality or need principle, because they think they may
gain from equalization. Szirmai  ( 1986) describes several theories that relate to various aspects

ofself-interest: absolute deprivation, relative deprivation, and class theories (Marxian tradition).
The self-interest tradition tries to explain differences in preferences for allocation principles with
predictors like income, class-position, education, gender, and race. Since people in the same

social stratum share the same interests, these variables also reflect group or class interests (e.g.

Kangas, 1997). Also the supposed impact of variables like family composition and size,
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performance level, possession of skills, etc., can be explained from the self-interest perspective
(e.g. Arts & Van Wijck, 1991).

Contrary to the self-interest thesis is the notion that variables relating to one's social position
do not matter, because the current state of development of a society 'dictates' which distribution
principles are most»,ctional. In a technologically advanced society the merit principle which
acknowledges the importance of achievement and human assets, is supposed to be most
functional. Also people who are worse off will accept these principles (e.g. Arts & Van Wijck,
1991; Stolte, 1983). Thus, the functional theory predicts that endorsement of allocation norms is
not related to individual characteristics. In other words, the functional theory predicts a high
degree of consensus among members of a society.

Kluegel and MatejO (1995) argue that there may be some form of split-consciousness, in
which, in addition to the dominant (accepted) equity norm, an equality norm arises as a

challenging norm from the struggle to make do with limited resources. On the basis of the notion
of split-consciousness, it is to be expected that especially the norms of equality and need are
related to socio-economic characteristics of actors (in the same direction as the concept of self-
interest predicts).

According to the ideology thesis (d'Anjou et al., 1995), allocation preferences are related to

ideological beliefs concerning the way the economic system works. The free market ideology is
important in this respect (e.g. d'Anjou et al., 1995; Hermkens & Van Wijngaarden, 1987). A
relevant belief is that the allocated income is the responsibility of individuals, and thus depends
on their efforts. According to d'Anjou et al. (1995) these beliefs are in turn related to a person's
social position (see also the self-interest assumption). Of course, these kinds of beliefs may also
be supported because of their functionality.

Also the allocation preference theory (Leventhal et al., 1980) refers to the importance of
underlying beliefs and values. The allocation preference theory is based on the assumptions that
in any given situation (p.202) 'an individual usually expects a distribution to affect the attainment
of several goals at one time, and that his or her overall preference for that distribution [...] can be
predicted with an expectancy model that takes account of the importance of each relevant goal
and the expectancy [..] about the effect of that distribution on attaining the goal' (italics mine).
As Deutsch (1985) argues, expectancies reflect either cultural or particularistic beliefs about the
effects of different allocation principles. These particularistic beliefs may be based on personal
interests and experience.

Both the ideology thesis and the allocation preference theory give examples of underlying
beliefs and values that are more or less related to the notion of self-interest and functionality. Of
course, beliefs and values need not be related to one's self-interest; people may also subscribe to
norms and values that are directed at the well-being of others (e.g. Arts, Hermkens & van Wijck,
1995; Kangas, 1997). The latter may lead to more altruistic allocation preferences.
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3.3.1 Summary

The most important reasons for actor characteristics to impact upon allocation preferences are
self-interest, functionality, underlying beliefs, and norms and values. This general conclusion
applies also to theories about preferences for procedural justice rules. In that related field, two
models are distinguished: the self-interest or instrumental model and the group-value model (Lind
& Tyler, 1988). The former model suggests that people care about procedural fairness as a means
to some material end; thus procedures that are more favourable to the receiver arejudged as more
fair. The group-value model posits that procedural fairness is an end it its own right. In that
model, procedures that are in accord with fundamental values of the group and the individual are
perceived as more fair, e.g. procedures that treat people politely and with dignity (Brockner &
Wiesenfeld, 1996; Lind & Tyler, 1988).

3.4      Theories on contextual variables

3.4.1 Introduction

Theories about the relation between context and allocation preferences can be divided into two

categories:
1  Theories as to why contextual characteristics would influence individual preferences at all.
2 Theories about which contextual characteristics are related to individual allocation preferences.

As will be seen later on, this distinction is relative in nature.

3.4.2 Why contextual characteristics matter

Regarding the first class of theoretical notions,  Arts  et  al.  (1995,  p. 136)  note that before
context can have any impact on evaluations of income distributions or endorsement of allocation

principles, it must be filtered by frames of reference'.when people have to think about issues of
distributive justice, they will use their experiences or observations in the larger social context as
a reference point (see also the status value theory of Berger et al., 1972). When differences

  The idea of framing stems from the prospect theory of Tversky & Kahneman (1990). Prospect theory
distinguishes two phases in a choice process: a phase of framing and editing, and a phase of evaluation. The
first phase consists of preliminary analysis of the problem, which frames the effective acts, contingencies, and
outcomes. Framing is controlled by the way the problem is presented as well as by norms, habits, and
expectancies of the decision maker. In the second phase, the framed prospects are evaluated, and the prospect of
the highest value is selected (Tversky & Kahneman, 1990, pp. 66-67).
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between citizens of different nations are at stake, the type of welfare state may serve as frame of

reference (Arts & Gelissen, 1998). With respect to the allocation of pay within organizations, the
current reward system may affect the way employees conceive of pay allocation principles.

Especially in the case of smble situations, actual allocation practices may influence people's
preferences, because they get used to these methods, and alternatives no longer come to mind
readily (Martin, 1986, 1993; Shepelak & Alwin, 1986). This means that contextual factors are

most likely to affect allocation preferences when they have existed for some time, are consistently
applied, and refer to the way scarce resources within the context of interest are distributed. For
the employer, this implies that it may be more important to apply consistently the rules they

selected themselves, than to select the rules that employees prefer (Herrnkens, 1995; Miceli,

1993). AccorHing to Hermkens (1995, p. 366), in organizations a referential structure is activated

in which procedural justice is a central issue (rather than distributive justice).

3.4.3 Which contextual characteristics matter

The second category of theories bears upon which contextual factors determine allocation

preferences (other than the actual allocation practices). Tomblom (1992) concludes that many
leading theories are focussed on characteristics Of the social relationship as a situational

determinant of preferences for allocation rules. An example is Lerner's theory on the justice

motive in social behaviour (1981). Lerner (1981) identifies three classes of social relationships:
identity (perception of the other as being the same as selD, unit (perception of the other as being

similar), and non-unit (perception of the other as being different). Within these types of

relationships, differentprocesses are going on, depending on the way the goals of the participants
relate. Lerner defines the following relationships among goals. vicarious dependency, convergent

goals, and divergent goals. Each type ofprocess can occur in each type of relationship, and in any

given situation either the acquisition process (of valued resources) or the relationship can be
dominant. For each of these eighteen subcategories, Lerner lists a distinctive justice norm.
Deutsch (1985) gives the following example (p. 104): When the relationship is a unit relationship
and the goals are convergent (e.g. the relation between two co-workers working at the same task),
then equality will be employed if the relationship is dominant, and equity will be preferred if the

process is dominant.
Also other authors have developed models for classifying different types of social relations,

for example Greenberg and Cohen (1982b, in Tomblom, 1992), who describe social relations in
terms of interdependence and intimacy. A third dimension refers to the potential of conflict over
resources. Kayser, Schwinger & Cohen (1984, in Tomblom, 1992) define social relationships in
terms of the cognitive/motivational orientations of the actor, the affective climate of the
relationship (see also Mikula & Schwinger, 1978, in Tomblom, 1992), the types of resources

most frequently exchanged, and the typical direction of transactions.
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Next, we want to refer to theories by Deutsch (1975, 1985). In his often cited '75 article, he
formulates three propositions in which preferences for distributive principles are related to

goals and psychological orientation. These propositions are:
1   In cooperative relations in which economic productivity is a primary goal, equity will be the

dominant principle ofjustice.
2   In cooperative relations in which the fostering or maintenance of enjoyable social relations

is the common goal, equality will be the dominant principle of distributive justice.

3   In cooperative relations in which the fostering of personal development and personal welfare
is the common goal, need will be the dominant principle of distributive justice.

Together with these goals, Deutsch (1975, 1985) describes accompanying psychological

orientations (e.g. achievement motivation, analytical orientation, and future-time perspective in
a relationship focussed on economic productivity). The hypotheses above are largely confirmed
in the experimental studies he describes in his 1985 book, in which he especially compares the

preferences for distribution rules in solidarity- versus economic-oriented relationships. Also the
underlying dimensions of social relations are elaborated: cooperation versus competition, equal
versus unequal power distribution, task-oriented versus social-emotional, formal versus informal,
level of intensity and importance. Combinations of these dimensions lead to different degrees of

interdependence among people, and go together with different psychological orientations. These

orientations lead in turn to different preferences for distribution rules.

Fiske (1991) also described how different relational models impacton several domains of life,

among which are preferences for distributivejustice. Three of his four models are comparable to
relations already described by Deutsch (1975): communal sharing, equality matching and market

pricing. In his fourth model, authority ranking, he mentions that some relationships are
characterised by inequality. In fact, this model is also implied by Deutsch (1985), but Deutsch did

not add a specific hypothesis regarding the appropriate distribution rule. Psychological
orientations thatgo together with this type of relationship are needs fordominance anddeference.
In the domain of distributive justice, allocation by rank order (status) is supposed to be

appropriate (see also Chapter 2).

3.4.4 Summary

The preceding models imply that social relations are often described in terms of set goals, and

level of interdependence among participants. Furthermore, the type of social relation is often
associated with various psychological orientations. As Lerner (1981, p. 33) states, his model is
about' 'the templates' people use to organize their experiences in terms of 'kinds' of people and

processes involved in acting on the environment'. The observation that people interpret their
environment is valid for all theories about the relation between situational characteristics and
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attitudes. All are about the situation as perceived.
The possible impact of situational characteristics on allocation preferences, evokes the

question whether it makes sense to study differences in allocation preferences within
organizations. After all, organizations have in common that relationships are primarily work-
oriented (colleagues instead of friends), that relationships are more or less cooperative, and that
economic goals (profit or efficiency) are always important. However, organizations may differ
in the extent to which goals other than economic ones are stressed (Mannix et al., 1995), room
for informal relations exists, workers are mutually dependent in performing their tasks, and

relationships between supervisors and employees are unequal, etc.. Organizations differ also with

respect to the pay-system they use, and the way they use these systems, thereby offering different
frames of reference with regard to allocation habits. Thus, although organizations have a lot of
characteristics in common, there are also enough differences to warrant different allocation
preferences (even if these organizations are situated in the same nation).

The various theories and determinants presented so far suggest a rather broad spectrum of
variables potentially relevant to our research. A lot of these potentially relevant variables were
derived from experimental studies in which allocation behaviour was the dependent variable. As
Larwood et al. (1979) showed, allocation preferences and allocation behaviour are not identical.
Since it is our aim to measure the level of endorsement of different allocation principles, we will
focus in the next section on the results of recent Dutch survey research in which allocation

preferences were measured. In addition, some comparable studies from other countries are
reviewed.

3.5 Studies on endorsement of allocation principles (including Dutch

respondents)

In Table 3.1, a summary is given of recent studies (from 1985 on) of allocation preferences.
Because some authors included many predictors (forexample Boerman, who used 35 predictors),
only significant results are presented.

The study by Hermkens and Van Wijngaarden (1987) was not enclosed in Table 3.1, because

the authors did not show the results of their regression analyses on the endorsement of different
allocation (fairness) principles (equity and need criteria). Their reason to do so was the low
amount of explained variance. They used  11 independent variables relating to economic values,

perception ofone's position in society, and demographic characteristics (among which is income).

They only found some low, but significant, correlations between political orientation, economic

values, perceived social position, and several allocation criteria. They concluded that apparently
there is consensus about preferences for equity and need criteria.



Table 3.1:  Results of recent studies on preferences for allocation principles including Dutch respondents

authors sample size allocation predictors2 Sign vanance

principle' explained (R2)

d'Anjou et al. 170 workers and merit - age -         0.16

(1995) social security (equity) - free market ideology                                  +

recipients - class position3
from the Rotterdam

+      0.16
metropolitan area need - class position3

- free market ideology                                      -

Arts & Gelissen about 5000. citizens entitlement - country' -                   0.11

(1998) of the following (related to equity within - political view (left --> right)                         +

countries: The jobs, together with the right -  level of education                                                    -
Netherlands, Great to keep what one has - income                             +
Britain, West earned) - age                                         +

Germany, Japan, - class

United States
equity - country' -      0.09

(status/equity between jobs) - political view (left --> right)                                       +
- gender (female = 1)                                       -
-  level of education                                                            -
- subjective social position                             +

equality of outcome - country' +          0.20
(equality between jobs/ - political view (left --> right)                            -
need) -   level of education                                                                      -

- income                               -
- class

Boerman ( 1992)4 809 equity - educational attainment -          0.03
workers from (within own organization) - pay-for-performance system in company           +
27 different
organizations

5
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authors sample size allocation predictors2 Sign variance

principle' explained (R2 )

Boerman equality - political orientation (left --> right) 0.25
(continuation) (within own organization) - educational attainment

- perception that co-workers are colleagues
- pay-for-performance system in company of
respondent

-  number of subordinates
-  number of hours respondent works

need -
political orientation (left --> right) -          0.08

(within own organization) -  knowledge of salary system (low --> high)            -
-  existence of some formal pay system/ job

evaluation system                                      +
- pay-for-performance system in company of       -
respondent

Gijsberts (1999) 790 random chosen meritocratic rather than - subjective class +        GFI not
Dutch adults egalitarian principles - income +      presented

(difference between equity, - self-employed                                       +
within and between jobs, - gender (male = 1)                                               +
and equality)

Kluegel & 794 respondents inequality - having college education (tertiary education) - 0.11

Mataja (1995) from two welfare- (equity and entitlements) - political orientation (left -->right)                    +
capitalist countries: - being self-employed                                      +
the Netherlands and - occupational status of father                                        +

Japan

Kluegel & equality - political orientation (left -->right) 0.22
Mateju (1995) - age                                         +

(continued) - income
- occupational status of father
- being a high professional



authors sample size allocation predictors2 Sign variance

principle' explained (R2)

Steijn & de 423 workers from 4 individual performance - being a supervisor +      0.19

Witte (1992)' companies (equity: equality items have -  income                                                                      +
a negative loading on this - job security                                              +
scale) -  perception of promotion opportunities                  +

- job autonomy                                               +

solidarity - age +       0.18

(need) - income

- job autonomy                                               -
- being a supervisor                                         -

Szirmai (1986) 952 workers tendency to equalize - relative deprivation (tendency to improve +          0.48
(random sample of (= difference between the own income position on income ruler)
addresses all over inequality of estimated and - inequality aversion                                     +
the Netherlands) preferred incomes on the - willingness to sacrifice income for more           -

income ruler) pleasant work (certainly - certainly not)

' First the principles are named as the authors did; in brackets, the principles are named in terms of equity, equality, need, scarcity, hierarchy (within or between jobs).
2  Predictors are presented in order of beta-weights.
1 There is only a clear marked difference in adherence between the incumbents ofthe highest and of the lowest class positions (higher management and social security recipients).

Higher management is more in favour of the equity principle and less in favour of the need principle.
Boerman made a distinction between the endorsement of allocation rules in two contexts: the organization where the respondent is employed, and Dutch society as a whole.
We choose to present the first here, because our main focus is on inequality in pay within organizations.

5   In their thesis of 1992, Steijn & de Witte used a more complicated model with class position as a central variable. The amount of variance was.21 for the individual performance
principle, and. 15 for the solidarity principle in the 1992 analyses. We prefer the analyses of 1991 because they contain variables that are more directly related to a work situation,
such as being a supervisor or not, job autonomy, and job security.

6 This tendency to equalize does measure more than endorsement of the equality principle; perceptions about actual income differences are also included. 41.5% of the variation
of the dependent variable is explained by these three variables, the remaining 5% of variation is explained by nine other variables (Szirmai 1986, p. 186).

u All countries have a negative (positive) sign compared to the United States.

3
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Table 3.1 shows that in three studies the variance explained forthe equity principle is less than
the variance explained forthe equality principle (Arts & Gelissen, 1998; Boerman, 1992; Kluegel
& Mateju. 1995). In the other studies it was not possible to distinguish between these two

principles. This finding supports split-consciousness theory. In accordance with that theory, the
effect of one's position on the adherence to equity principles is much weaker than its effect on

preferences for egalitarian principles (Kluegel & MatejO, 1995). However, in welfare-oriented
systems (including the Netherlands), Kluegel & Mateju (1995) found a tendency for inequality

principles to challenge existing egalitarian orientations, whereas in Western capitalist economies
this was the other way around. The finding of an egalitarian basis in welfare economies

corresponds with the findings by Szirmai (1986), who found a strong tendency to equalize in the
Netherlands, also among the people with higher incomes. However, d'Anjou et al. (1995),
Boerman (1992), and also Steijn and de Witte (1991) found a higher score on the equity principle
than on the equality or need principle. Thus, the preference for equality is certainly a relative
phenomenon. Also, in comparison to other countries, Arts and Gelissen (1998) found that the
Netherlands scored about average on the equality ofoutcome principle. However, the Netherlands
scored clearly below average on the equity (between jobs) principle.

Arts and Gelissen (1998), Kluegel and Mateju (1995), Gijsberts (1999) and Boerman (1992)
were the only ones who included context variables in their research models. Arts and Gelissen

(1998) found some influence of welfare state policies on people's preferences for principles of
distributive justice. However, individual characteristics (especially political orientation and
educational level) appeared to be more important than country of origin. Kluegel and Mateju

(1995) and Gijsberts (1999) found cross-national differences (market vs state-socialist countries)
in the effects of individual-level variables on preferences formeritocratic andequality principles.

Boerman (1992) included context variables on the level of organizations: perception of
organizational and departmental goals, perception of type of social relationships, and nature of
the formal allocation rules in the organization. The latter two variables were indeed related to

preferences for allocation rules, but their weights were less important than educational attainment
and political orientation.

Thus, in most of the studies quoted, individual characteristics appeared to be more important
than contextual variables. It may be the case that context is more important to explain differences
in allocation decisions than differences in endorsement ofallocation principles. That is, behaviour
may be influenced more by context than attitudes. Another explanation may be that the data on
context were less than optimal.

For example, Boerman's (1992) finding that goals were not related to allocation preferences,

and perceptions of social relations only to a marginal extent (betas <. 10), may also be due to the
way these variables were measured. Respondents were asked to choose the goal or relationship
that was most typical for their organization. This resulted in a low level of variance: 70% of the

respondents thought that raising the productivity was the mostimportantgoal of the organization,
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and 85% saw the members of their organization in the first place as colleagues, instead of as
friends or rivals. It would have been better to have respondents assess the importance of several

goals at once. Also in other studies, quite global measures ofcontext were used. Thus, the impact
of context would probably have been stronger, as more precise measures would have been used.

The following characteristics of individual actors showed consistent relationships with the
endorsement of allocation principles. Respondents with a right-wing political orientation or a

greater endorsement of the free market ideology, a higher social position, a higher income, and

a position as supervisor, are more in favour of equity, and generally less in favour of equality or
need.

However, the effect ofclassposition is somewhatconfusing. Arts and Gelissen (1998) did not
find a relation between social class and equity (status). For the other principles, this relation was
unclear. d'Anjou et al. (1995) only found clearly marked differences in preferences for
distribution principles between class I (higher management) and class VIII (social security
recipients). Also Steijn and de Witte (1991) were confronted with the problem of diffuse class

patterns. They divided the class concept into several distinctive features (income, job autonomy,
being a manager or not, job security, and expected promotion opportunities). As shown in Table

3.1, all these variables were related to the endorsement of the individual performance principle,
also after controlling for education, age, prior promotion, and social background (high, or
labourers). As we are especially interested in the preferences for allocation principles within

organizations, and our respondents will be employees of several organizations, we will also use
more direct indicators of labour market opportunities as indicators of self-interest.

Also the results of educational attainment were quite consistent, although not in the expected
direction (in section 3.3, it was expected that people with a higher education are more in favour

ofequity and less in favourofequality). Arts and Gelissen (1998), Boerman, (1992), and Kluegel
and MatejO (1995) (in welfare capitalist countries) found that people with a higher education are
less in favour of equity. Arts and Gelissen (1998) and Boerman (1992) also found a negative
relation between level of education and equality, the latter relation being about twice as strong
as the negative relation between level of education and equity. The others, d'Anjou et al. (1995)

and Steijn and de Witte (1991), did not find any second-order relation between level ofeducation

and equity or equality.  On the basis of the Enlightenment hypothesis, d' Anjou et al. (1995) and
Arts and Gelissen (1998) did expect a negative relation between level of education and equity,
and a positive relation between level of education and equality. According to this Enlightenment
hypothesis (Robinson & Bell,1978, in d'Anjou et al., 1995), people with a higher education are
more in favour of equality, and less in favour of equity, because they are more familiar with the
major values and themes of Western Civilization, among which the history of democratic
revolutions and Marxism. This hypothesis seems true for the equity principle, but not for the
equality principle. With respect to the latter, the self-interest explanation has the upper hand. It

may also be that people with a higher education are less in favour of the equity principle because

they put their own contributions in perspective (they may think they are just lucky they are able
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to perform well).
Furthermore, it is found that people with a higher age are more in favour of need or equality,

less in favour of equity, and more in favour of the entitlement principle. Finally, in the studies
that included gender as an independent variable (d'Anjou et al., 1995; Arts & Gelissen, 1998;
Gijsberts, 1999; Kluegel & Matdju, 1995), only Arts & Gelissen and Gijsberts find that women
were less in favour of the equity/status principle.

To conclude, there is support for the self-interest assumption (income, (subjective) class
position) and the values and ideology assumption (political orientation, endorsement of free

market ideology). Variables like level of education, age, and socio-economic status of parents'
may reflectboth socialization and interests effects. Arts and Gelissen (1998) and Boerman (1992)
showed that also existing allocation systems are related to preferences, in the sense that
preferences of respondents tend to mirror actual practices. Arts and Gelissen (1998) also point
out that the influence of class or position variables can be interpreted as context variables (based
on Miller 1992). Their argument is that to the extent that people in different classes are part of
different contexts, they are also likely to preferdifferent allocation principles. Forexample: lower

classes may be more subject to solidarity relations than people from higher classes, and therefore
are more likely to prefer need or equality as allocation principles.

3.6 Determinants of allocation principles in other countries

In addition to the Dutch studies on preferences for allocation principles, some results from
recent studies from other countries will be reported. It was difficult to find comparable studies,
because many researchers only used single-item measures instead of properly constructed scales,
or did not perform regression analyses in order to assess the relative importance of several
allocation principles at once.

Kluegel and Smith (1986) performed regression analyses on two principles, namely equality
and need, each measured with one single item. A small amount of variance was explained (4%
and 6%, respectively). Results indicate that white people, males, people with a higher income,

people with higher age and people from the West coast tend to be less in favour of a more equal
income distribution; and people with a higher income, a higher education, white people, and
people from the West Coast believe that income should be distributed on skills and training rather
than on need. The effects ofage and income are comparable to Dutch findings. The effect of level
of education was opposite to Dutch results. New is the influence of race and region, but these
variables may be more specific to the US.

In a study among Nigerian respondents Mamman (1990) found some small effects of sector

(teaching, banking, and medical staff)  and job level on preferences  for 13 different allocation
criteria. In a comparable study among 4 different countries (Australia, Indonesia, Hong Kong,
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Malaysia) Mamman et al. (1996) found that performance and responsibility were ranked as
equally important in each of the four countries, although there were some differences in the

ranking ofother pay allocation criteria. Furthermore, they found effects ofsector (public/private),
organizational level, age, and level of education. All effects were in the direction of self-interest
or functionalism. Thus again, people with a higher education tend to be more in favour of the

equity principle, especially  when pay was allocated on the basis of educational attainment.
Svallfors (1993) found that the extent to which respondents from Sweden as well as from

Britain agreed with redistribution policies of the government (a measure related to the equality

principle), was related to class (-), income (-), education (-) (only in Sweden), sector (-) (private,
only in Britain). Svallfors found no effect of gender and age, whereas the other effects are in the
same directions as in the Dutch studies.

The studies above imply that sector may be another relevant variable. This variable was not
included in the Dutch studies mentioned in Table 3.1.

Finally, we want to cite a notable US study from Koys et al. (1989). As we are also going to
do, these authors constructed measurement scales fur different allocation principles, and used
workers as respondents (n= 942 employees at a university). Like Steijn and de Witte (1991,
1992), they found that items representing pedormance versus egalimrian preferences loaded on
one factor. Koys et al. (1989) found a second equity principle: seniority. The third principle they
analysed was the idea that the change in cost  of living should be a major factor determining salary
increases (1 item measure). Their fourth and fifth factor represented 'nature  of the job/training
and experience',  and  pay differences with 'others inside and outside the organization'. The
training and experience factor may be taken to be a between jobs equity principle (e.g.
'Adjustments in pay should reflect the training and experience one must have to perform one's

job') [italics  mine]. This is interesting because most equity principles mentioned in Table 3.1
reflect contributions and investments that matter for differences in pay within jobs (e.g. quality
of work performance, effort, years of experience, initiative). Koys et al. (1989) show that it does
indeed make sense to differentiate between equity within and equity between jobs.

Contrary to Dutch findings,   they   were  able to explain  48%   ( !)  of the variance  of  the
performance versus egalitarian factor. The two most important determinants of this factor were
the perception that pay for performance reduces cooperation, and the perception of performance
differences among coworkers. Furthermore, they detected a small effect of gender, and did not
find effects of being a supervisor and level of education. As in the study of Boerman (1992), no
effect was found of the perception that coworkers are friends. The results of Koys et al. (1989)
also show that equity between jobs may be related to other variables than equity within jobs.
However, the most meaningful finding is that Koys et al. (1989) showed that expected

consequences may be an important determinant of allocation preferences. In the introduction to
this chapter, this relation was already postulated. Our general hypothesis is that the more positive,
or the less negative, consequences are expected of the use of various pay systems (pay for

performance, equal pay for equal jobs, team-based pay), the more people will adhere to, or reject,
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the related allocation principles (equity within job, equality within jobs, and collective

performance). Itis supposed thatourmeasures ofexpectedconsequences areless stronglyrelated
to the principle of need, hierarchy and scarcity, because these principles relate to other kinds of

pay practice.

To conclude, the effects found in these foreign studies are to a large extent comparable to the
findings from Dutch studies. The most important difference is the positive effect of level of
education on endorsement ofthe equity principle (Kluegel & Smith, 1986; Mamman et al., 1996).
Furthermore, Svallfors (1993) and Mamman et al. (1996) showed the importance of sector

(public/private). And finally, Koys etal. (1989) demonstrated the usefulness ofadding a variable
measuring the expected consequences of pay systems in explaining allocation preferences.

On the basis of theoretical notions, and the findings from Dutch and foreign studies, the main

hypotheses of this study will be summarized in the next section.

3.7        Summary of hypotheses about determinants of allocation principles

The hypothesized relationships are summarized in Table 3.2. The determinants are grouped in
bio-demographical variables (reflecting social position and/or socialization), beliefs and attitudes,
and context variables.
Clarification of hypotheses presented in Table 3.2:

1        Bio-demographical variables (,socialization and position)
If any relations are found, it is expected that women are less in favour of inequality rules, and

more in favour of equality rules than men. However, relations are supposed to be very weak or

absent, since attitudes of working women are studied. These women are supposed to be less
different from men than women who take full-time care of family duties. Differences between

attitudes of men and women may also be explained by differences in position.
It is found that people of higher age are more in favour of equality and need, and less in favour

of equity within jobs. On the other hand, it is supposed that persons with higher tenure are more

in favour of equity within jobs (providing that this equity principle embodies tenure as a relevant
input). The relation between tenure and equality within jobs is less obvious: on the one hand,
tenure is an asset more or less equally accessible to employees; on the other hand, a broader pay

range within jobs allows them to take more annual salary steps. Since respondents with higher
tenure/experience are more likely to fulfill higher positions with more responsibilities, they may
also be more in favour of equity between jobs, and hierarchy. The relations with age primarily
reflect socialization effects, the relations with tenure are based more on self-interest
considerations. But as tenure and age are related, these differences may not be very apparent.



Table 3.2:  Summary of hypothesized relationships'
equity (wi) equity (bi) equality (wi) equality (bi) need scarcity hierarchy group perf.

bio-demographid socialization
gender (male= 1)                                                            +                     +                     -                                            -                  +                    +
age                                                -                          +             +           +

tenure                                                                                                  +                          +                                                           -                                                                               +

single breadwinner family                                                                                                                           +
financially dependent children                                                                                                                                   +
political orientation (left - right)                                +                   +                   -                                       -                +                  +
social position
incorne                                                                          +                     +                     -                       -                   -                  +                    +
educational attainment                                          +                 +                 -                  -                -               +
manager (yes= 1)                                   +            +             -             -           -           +            +

previous promotions                                            +                 +                 -                  -                -               +                +
expected promotion opportunities                               +                   +                   -                                       -                +                  +
type ofjob contract (permanent= 1)                            +                   +                   -                    -                 -                +
number of hours worked (fulltime= 1)                                +                       +
received performance related pay                            +                                    -                                                    +                -
perceived attributes  of inputs
belief that inputs can be measured                                      +                                                 -                                                                        +                                                  +

belief that inputs can be influenced                                     +                                                 -                                                                        +                                                  +
belief that inputs are relevant                                               +                                                 -                                                                        +                                                  +

belief that circumstances are relevant                                                                                                                                       +

input differences between co-workers                          +                                       -                                                         +                                        -
expected consequences
positive consequences of pay for performance2                +

positive consequences of equal pay/equal work                  -                                                         +                                                                                  -

positive consequences of team-based pay                                                                                                                                                                                                           +
contexi
sector (private= 1)                                                         +                                            -                                                                +
type of pay system (pay for performance=  1)                       +                                                        -                                                                                  +

5
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legend to Table 3.2:
1.    wj= withinjobs, bj= between jobs. Positive and negative signs represent the hypothesized relationships between

the independent variables and the dependent variables. Blanks represent situations in which no explicit relation
is expected (explorative).

2.   For expected negative consequences we expect opposite relationships
3.  Extent to which collective performance is relevant, can be measured, and can be influenced.

Most indicators of self-interest are primarily related to one's position on the labour market.

Respondents with a higher social position are supposed to favour principles that support existing
inequalities. But, comparatively, people with more needs may also be more in favour of the need

principle. Therefore it is hypothesized that breadwinners (compared to two-earners), or people
with one or more jinan,cially dependent children at home, agree more with the need principle.

A measure of 'adherence to the free-market ideology' was left out, because political
orientation seems to be a good (and easier to measure) indicator of underlying economic values.

Respondents who place themselves more on the right side of a left-right continuum are supposed
to be more in favourof inequality rules, and less in favourofequality rules than persons typifying
themselves as more leftish.

With respect to level Ofeducation, the self-interest hypothesis is preferred to the Enlightenment

assumption. We choose this assumption because in Dutch samples the negative relations between

level of education and equality or need were much stronger than the negative relations between

level of education and equity (if any). Moreover, respondents with higher education may also be
more able to use the equity principle. Like Steijn & de Witte (1991) we decided to split up the

class concept into several distinctive features that indicate one' s position and future chances on

the labourmarket. As indicators oflabour market opportunities, also numberofhours workedand

receivedpe,formance-related pay were added. The latter variable is supposed to relate mainly
to differences in pay within jobs. The concept of 'job autonomy' was omitted, because this

concept is supposed to be strongly related to the extent to which people believe they are able to

influence their job performance. In general, it is expected that respondents with better positions

on the labour market are more in favour of equity rules, and less in favour of equality rules.

With respect to the hierarchy allocation principle, it is expected that the higher one's position
in the organization hierarchy (income, managerial position, previous and expected promotions),
the more one adheres to that principle. However, it is expected that workers who received

performance-related pay are less in favour of the hierarchy rule. They may perceive payment
according to hierarchy as opposite to payment for performance.

It is also hypothesized that people with better labour market opportunities (educational level,

promotion opportunities, managerial position, etc.) are likely to be more in favour of the scarcity
principle, since they belong to scarce categories themselves. But it should be kept in mind that
people in higher positions may also be more in favour of the scarcity- and other inequality

principles- for functional reasons (possibility of filling in vacancies, or of stimulating

performance).
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2   Attributes of inputs and expected consequences
As outlined in Chapter 2, it is to be expected that people are more in favour of the principle

of equity within jobs, when they believe that inputs are relevant, can be measured, and can be

influenced, and perceive input dORrences among their co-workers. If these conditions are not

met, people may opt for equality within jobs. Perceived relevance  of circumstances is supposed

to relate especially to adherence of the need principle. Also with respect to collective

performance, it is asked whether respondents believe collective performance is relevant, can be

measured, or can be influenced. To the extent this is the case, respondents are supposed to be

more in favourofcollective performance. The perception of inputdifferences betweencolleagues

is supposed to relate negatively to the endorsement ofcollective performance. As argued before,
it is expected that preferences for allocation principles are (strongly) related to expected

consequences  of corresponding pay  systems.

3 Context
Two context variables are used: sector, and pay system. It is expected that respondents from

the private sector (more strongly oriented towards economic productivity, more opposed to

redistribution policies) are more in favour of equity within jobs and scarcity, and less in favour

of equality and need (both within and between jobs). We also expected that respondents from
organizations that actually apply a pay-for-performance system are more in favour of equity

within jobs, and less in favour of equality within jobs.

4  Differences between principles
Relations between determinants and equity orequality have opposite signs (except fortenure).

It should be noted that relationships between the various determinants and the scarcity and status

principle are in the same direction (unless explicitly stated otherwise) as the relationships between

these determinants and the equity principle. This is expected because the scarcity and status

principles share a lot of attributes with the equity principle(s) (see Chapter 2). However, scarcity

andequity (wj) may be more similar(importance ofgood performance) thanhierarchy andequity.
Since scarcity is also an attribute one cannot influence (ascription), it is expected that attributes

of individual inputs are relatively more important to explain differences in adherence to the
equity-wj principle than to the scarcity principle. Attributes of inputs are not supposed to be

relevant to endorsement of the hierarchy principle.
Relations of the determinants and the principle of collective pe,formance often are not

specified, because the principle ofcollective performance may relate to paying for performance,
and equality or need (solidarity). It will be ascertained empirically which meaning prevails.
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3.8       Endorsement of allocation principles in relation with other attitudes
towards inequality

In Chapter 1, the concept of 'attitudes towards inequality' was conceptualized as consisting

of the following dimensions:
1    Preferences for distribution principles of pay within organizations
2   Preferences for a certain amount of inequality in pay within organizations
3 Beliefs about the consequences of the use of certain distribution principles

4   Perceptions of the causes of inequality in pay within organizations
5   Evaluation of inequality in pay within organizations
6   Preferences for procedural rules for the distribution of pay
7   Evaluation of procedural rules used to distribute pay.

In this section, hypotheses are formulated about the relation of each of these dimensions to the

preferences for distribution principles. The relation between expected consequences and
endorsement of distribution principles has already been dealt with in previous sections of this

chapter.

2    Preferences for a certain amount  of inequality/ allocation behaviour
In Chapter 2, it was argued that preferences for distribution principles are related to

preferences for a certain amount of inequality. Adherence to equality (within and between jobs)
and to need are most strongly related to the preferred extent of overall inequality (within and
between jobs). Also, it is hypothesized that endorsement of the equity principle (within jobs), or
other micro principles, are more strongly related to the way respondents distribute a certain
amount of money between two individuals with different characteristics. The latter implies that
preferences for allocation principles may also relate to allocation behaviour.

4   Perceptions  of the causes of inequality in pay within organizations
Perceptions of the causes of inequality have mostly been examined in relation to reactions to

pay allocations. The results indicate that people tend to appraise a relatively low income as more
fair if they attribute their relative deprivation to themselves, for example to lack of effort
(Shepelak, 1987, 1989; Stolte, 1983; Utne & Kidd, 1980). In this study, the focus is on job

performance as a perceived cause of inequality in pay within jobs. It is found that pay-for-
performance perceptions are related to pay-raise and pay-level satisfaction (Heneman et al.,  1988;

Huber, Seybolt & Venemon, 1992; Vest et al., 1994), and that expected effort-reward
consonance is related to pay system fairness (Miceli et al., 1991). Pay-for-performance

perceptions impact even more upon pay satisfaction measures than objective measures like salary
level and salary increase (Heneman et al., 1988). Instead of relating pay-for-performance
perceptions to pay satisfaction or fairness, it is hypothesized that pay-for-performance perceptions
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are positively related to the endorsement of the equity (within jobs) principle, and negatively to
the equality (within jobs) principle. The rationale behind this hypothesis is that pay-for-

performance perceptions are an indicator of'what is'. These perceptions may represent the local
frame of reference even better than type of pay system (see Boerman, 1992; and Table 3.2),
because these perceptions reflect more directly how such a system is used.

5   Evaluations of inequality in pay within organizations
It is supposed that the way people evaluate the actual inequality in pay (in terms ofjustice or

in terms of too large or too small income differentials) is related to their allocation preferences.

However, this relation may not be very strong, as people who agree with the same principles can
have different perceptions about the actual income distribution, and thus may have different

judgments (Arts et al., 1991). In Chapter 2, it was expected that preferences for micro principles
are related relatively more to evaluations of the respondents' own income, and that preferences

for macro principles are related relatively more to evaluations of income differences.

6   Preferences for procedural rules for the  distribution of pay
Until now, preferences for procedural rules have not been considered, because these

preferences are thought to be quite uniform among people in organizations. In many studies,
across different cultures and in different contexts (dispute resolution and reward distribution), it
is found that process control (cf. Thibault & Walker, 1975) is very important (Folger &
Greenberg, 1985). In general, procedures that give people the opportunity to influence the
decision making are perceived as being more procedurally fair than procedures in which voice
could not be exercised.

Therefore, in many studies procedures are considered more fair if they contain more control-
giving elements. Leventhal (1980) defined the following rules to evaluate the fairness of
allocation procedures: consistency across time and persons, suppression of biases, accuracy of

information, representation in the decision-making body, correctability, and the maintenance of
ethical and moral standards. These rules stress the importance of giving people control over the
decision-making procedures affecting them (e.g. correctability, representation). The weighting
of these rules is supposed to be related to situational variables (Leventhal et al., 1980; Barret-
Howard & Tyler,  1986). The importance of these structural rules for perceptions of the fairness
of evaluation and reward systems is to a large extent empirically affirmed (Landy, Barnes &

Murphy, 1978; Landy, Barnes-Farrell& Cleveland, 1980; Greenberg, 1986; Syroit & Lodewijkx,
1998). In these studies employees' perceptions of the fairness of evaluation systems were
positively related to, for example, the frequency of evaluations, the rater's familiarity with the
ratees, the ability to challenge the evaluation, and two-way communication during the interview.
It is our view that most people will consider these kind ofpractices as procedurally fair. Therefore
no relations between the endorsement of allocation principles and preferences for procedural

justice rules are to be expected.
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7  Evaluation of procedural rules used to distribute pay
Perceived procedural fairness is an importantdeterminant of reactions to pay (forperformance)

systems (e.g. Brockner & Wiesenfeld 1996; Sweeney & McFarlin 1993, 1997). But it can also

be expected that people who perceive their performance appraisals as procedurally fair are more

prone to accept pay for performance in principle. Especially with regard to the equity principle,
it is important that inputs are properly assessed. Both pay-for-performance perceptions and

perceived procedural fairness refer to perceptions of the way the actual pay system is applied.
These perceptual variables ofpay-context may relate more strongly to allocation preferences than
other more objective or extraneous measures of a pay system.

Additionally, as judgments of procedural fairness are positively related to trusting the

organization and its managers, it is also to be expected that evaluations of procedural fairness are

related to expected positive consequences of pay for performance.

Choice  of payment system
As assumed in Chapter 1, attitudes towards inequality, and especially preferences for allocation

principles and expected consequences, may also be related to choice ofpayment systems. We will
focus on preferences for (aspects) ofpay-for-performance systems: composition of pay (% fixed,
% based on individual, group, or organization-wide performance), form of performance pay (no

performance pay at all, bonus, permanent increase), and type of rating system (relative to norm,

orranking). Equity and equality are supposed to be the most influential allocation principles with
respect to system choice, especially with respect to form of performance pay and rating system.

It is expected that persons more in favour of equity (wj) want a greater part of their salary to be
based upon individual performance, are more in favour of pay for performance, and more in
favour of a ranking system. For equality (wj) the opposite relations are assumed.

With respect to pay composition, it is alsoexpected that preferences for the principle ofcollective
performance relate positively to part of the salary being based on group or organization-wide

performance, and that persons more in favour of equity (bj) and hierarchy want a greater part of
their salary to be fixed.

Summary
Some 'attitudes towards inequality' can be looked upon as determinants of preferences for

distribution principles within organizations (perceptions of the causes of inequality, evaluation

of procedural rules, and beliefs about the consequences of the use of various distribution
principles). Other dimensions of 'attitudes towards inequality' can be considered consequences

of the allocation principles one adheres to (preferences for a certain amount of inequality,
evaluation of inequality in pay, and choice of pay system). Also allocation behaviour and choice

of pay system can be looked upon as consequences of preferences for allocation principles.
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3.9 Overview

In this chapter, variables that may relate to preferences for allocation principles are described.

We have also discussed several theories that explain why these variables should relate to
allocation principles. On the basis of these theories and results from earlier studies (with some

emphasis on studies including Dutch respondents), we selected a set of variables that probably
relate to preferences for allocation principles. These variables should allow us to assess the

construct validity of our measures of preferences for allocation principles. As earlier studies

focussed on equity, equality or need, expected relations with these principles have a stronger basis

than those concerning other principles (scarcity, hierarchy, and collective performance).

Especially with respect to the latter principle, many relations are not specified (see Table 3.2).

Finally, preferences for allocation principles are related to other attitudes towards inequality, and
preferences for pay system characteristics.

All expectations formulated in this chapter are graphically represented in Figure 3.1. The relations

among determinants, and between determinants and consequences are not drawn in this figure.
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Figure  3.1:  Overview  of determinants  and  consequences  of preferences for allocation  principles.



4     Design and instruments

4.1 Introduction

This chapter consists of four sections. In the first section the participating organizations and

the respondents from these organizations are described. The second section discusses the

instruments used for measuring the individual bio-demographic variables and the characteristics

of the organizations. In the third section, the other predictors of endorsement of allocation rules

are described. Section four presents the measures on consequences ofdifferences in endorsement

of various allocation rules. The construction of scales for the measurement of the endorsement

of allocation rules and expected consequences is the subject of Chapter 5.

4.2 Description of organizations, samples and respondents

Our study focuses on attitudes of employees. As industrial sector and type of pay system may
affect preferences for allocation principles, our respondents were selected from organizations that
differ on these aspects. A substantial number of respondents in each organization makes it
possible to compare attitudes towards inequality between organizations.

To be able to compare the attitudes of managerst and (other) employees, across and within

samples, an over-representation of managers was aimed at. The attitudes of managers are of

special interest since they are probably more able to influence decision-making on pay systems,

and, in addition to being recipients, are also allocators of pay. However, in this part of the study,

managers are regarded as recipients of pay.
In some organizations all members or only managers received a questionnaire, in other

organizations random samples were drawn (sometimes after stratification). The type of sample

was also based on  what was feasible within the organization. In Table 4.1 a description of the
organizations (according to sector and pay system) is given, as well as of the samples and

response percentages.
As our main goal was to develop reliable and valid scales for the measurement of attitudes

towards inequality, we were primarily interested in getting a heterogeneous sample, in which all
possibilities are represented. Our main objective was not to generalize the results to a larger

population, for example the employed population in the Netherlands. However, since we are able

to control for many variables that are considered relevant to the phenomena under study, we may

  Words like executives, leaders, supervisors, and managers are used interchangably.
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still be able to generalize the relations between variables to a larger population (Fox, 1997). After
all, design effects are generally much smaller for regression coefficients than for means and

proportions (Kish & Frankel, 1970, in Sudman, 1973).
The data were collected between January 1995 (public utilities) and December 1997 (chain of

retail stores).  Most  data were gathered  in   1997. It cannot be ruled  out that general attitudes

towards inequality might have changed during that time. However, on the basis of various

longitudinal studies with Dutch respondents, we expect these changes, if any, to be rather small

between 1995 and 1997 (Gijsberts, 1999; SCP, 1998). Changes over time also hardly affected the

measurement models of principles and the relations between variables (data on the Dutch

population between 1987-1996, in Gijsberts, 1999).
Regarding pay systems, differences in pay levels between jobs are based on some job

evaluation system in all organizations. In case 7 (retail) the pay level of managers was also

dependent on sales volume (discontinuous relation). Table 4.1 shows that most organizations
applied a system of merit pay to decide about differences in pay within jobs. Merit pay implies

that for better performance - mostly based upon an (annual) individual performance appraisal -

a pay raise is given, either through a bonus or by an increase in base pay (Heneman, 1990;
Thierry, 1990). In several cases, employees may also get a bonus or gift on the basis of
incidenml performance assessment.

However, in most organizations, except for cases 9 and  10, pay raises were given more or less

automatically each year(seniority), until an employee has reached the maximum ofhis/hersalary

scale. People who perform (very) well were allowed an extra step on the salary scale, or a

bonus. Only if an employee performs (very) badly, it was possible to withdrawn the annual step
(this was the case for 5.6 % of our respondents; of whom 55% also reported they were already
at the end of their salary scale!).

Thus at first sight, the merit pay systems in the different organizations resemble each other

closely. As we will see later, this impression is not supported.

- Procedure
In most organizations, except for the university and the gas company, the employees received

the survey at their home address. The survey was announced in a staff magazine, and a letter with
information about the project was sent with the questionnaire. After two weeks respondents

received a reminder. Respondents from the university received the survey at their desks, and at
the gas company, the survey was administered in groups during working hours. The official pay
policy of each organization was checked in an interview with the human resource manager

(except for the union members). In six organizations data were gathered with the help of a
student.2

2 police: Fransen (1997). Army: Bakx (1997). University: Matthijsse (1997). Union members: Neppelenbroek (1995). Food
plant: Plomp (1997). Retail: Uijl (1998).



Table 4.1: organizations, samples and response percentages
organization'  (year of survey) Pay-for-performance number of sample respondents (number

system employees2 and response %)

non-proft
1. regional police (1997) merit pay 2191 - 65% of managers: n=130 118 (91%)

-  16% of other employees: n=520 231 (44%)
45

-  army (land forces) (1997) merit pay f13.000 -  300 soldiers with a fixed contract 171 (57%)

- social sciences faculty merit pay 685 - 100% of managers: n= 85                          41       (48%)

(university) (1997) - 60% of other employees: n= 358                 91        (25%)

privatized public utility companies
-  one region of a public utilities merit pay, 341 - 100% of managers: n= 53                       33      (62%)

company ( 1995) profit sharing - 23% of other employees: n= 64                 25      (39%)
- all members of work-council: n= 8 5 (62%)

-  gas distribution (1997) merit pay 71 -100%0fmanagers: n=17                        16     (94%)
-  100% of other employees: n= 54                 36       (67%)

25

proAl
6. union members merit pay +21.000 - 1039 members 135 (13%)

(hotel/catering sector) (1995)

7. chain of retail stores ( 1997) merit pay 323 - all branch managers: n=323 139 (43%)

8. food plant (1997) merit pay, profit sharing 614 - 100% of managers: n= 77                          24      (28%)

-  100% of other employees: n= 537              87       (16%)

9. chemical plant (1996) merit pay (ranking) 4173 - higher paid employees: n= 65                  35      (54%)

- lower paid employees: n= 65                   16     (25%)
- all members of work council: n=14           11       (79%)

104

10. financial services (1996) pay-for-performance ca. 600 - 90 highest managers: n= 40                     19      (48%)

(goalsetting), profit sharing

Total sample n= 3749 1249 (33%)
1. Numbering is not in order of administering the survey 2. Number of employees from which sample is drawn

3.  133  highest job ranges/ 284 lowest job ranges 4. Missing values on salary-scale or membership work council
5. Missing values on whether or not being a manager                                                                                                                                                                                     3
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The overall response was rather low. However, without the union sample and the food plant
the overall response rises to 49%. This is quite an acceptable proportion, given the fact that it
takes more than one hour to fill out the questionnaire. The following reasons for non-response

were mentioned in the union study: the length of the questionnaire, summer holidays, and a heat

wave (Neppelenbroek, 1995). Also, the relation between a union and its members may be less

tight than between a company and its workers, therefore union members may have felt less

obliged to fill out the questionnaire.
In the food plant the reasons for the lower response were probably: survey fatigue, the nature

of the subject (inhibition to think about pay?), and the complicated and long questionnaire

(Plomp, 1997). The lattermay especially have hindered employees who work in production units,
as a lot of them have Tower education or are not from Dutch origin.

In general, managers showed a greater propensity to respond than employees: 54% compared
to 31% (excluding the army and union samples).

- Respondents
In Table 4.2, the respondents are described by case (separately for managers and employees)

on the basis of some bio-demographic variables, that will play a part in this study. This table

shows that about half (46%) of the respondents hold a managerial position. As could be expected
managers are more often male, working full-time, with a higher education and older than
employees. and have somewhat more tenure and earn higher salaries. However, within these

respondent groups there are a lot of differences.
In the union and the financial services sample, relatively many managers are female. In the

university and the union sample relatively more managers work part-time. The proportion of
highly educated managers differs considerably between organizations:  from  1 % (retail) to 92%

(university). The managers in the hotel and catering industry are the youngest and get the lowest
salaries. But the retail managers also have a relatively low income.

With respect to employees it should be noted that the army sample consists only of full-time
working men, with a rather high tenure. In the university the other employees are also rather
highly educated. Again the university sample consists of relatively many female and part-time
employees. The earnings of the employees in the chemical plant are the highest.



Table 4.2: description of respondents by case with respect to managers (n= 559) and employees (n= 662)

case case case case case case case case case case total

1'            22            3             4             5             6             7             8             9            10
number of managers 118       68        47        33        16        70       139       24        25        19         559

% man                                        98          97          80         94         94          70         97          96         100         74             91

% full-time employed                                99            100            77            100           94             84            100            96            100           95                 95

% higher educatedl                                       27              72              92              55              38              11                 1              61              44              53                   35

mean age                                                                     45                  41                  46                  43                  48                  35                  42                  41                   46                  42                        42
(sd)                                     (7)        (8)        (8)        (9)        (7)       (11)       (9)       (10)       (7)        (9)           (9)

mean  tenure                                                                          24                     20                      13                      15                     23                      12                      15                      10                      16                      10                             17

(sd)                                     (8)        (9)        (9)        (3) (10) (10)       (8)        (9)        (7)        (8)         (10)

mean gross monthly salaryd 5836 6691 8086 6325 6399 3324 4355 7678 8674 11699 5875

(sd) (1166) (2015) (3181) (1303) (860) (776) (432) (3218) (2990) (6328) (1969)

number of employees 231       85        85        30        36        61        --        87        47        -          662

% man                                          78          100          42          70          66          51           --           64          89           --              72

% full-time                                                                             83                    100                    47                     90                     77                     62                       -                      74                     98                      --                              78

% higher education'                                      12               5               86              17               3                11               -               22              39               -                   24

mean age                                            40           40           38           38           36           34            --            37           40            --                39
(sd)                                                  (8)           (7) (10) (10)       (9)       (10)                  (9)        (9)                     (9)

mean tenure                                     16          21           9           12           12           9           --           11           14           --               14
(sd)                                                  (9)           (8)           (9)          (10)          (8)           (8)                         (9)           (9)                             (9)
mean gross monthly salary4 4221 4370 3904 4628 3941 2971       - 3925 6177       --        4194

(sd) (1135) (781) (1809) (1121) (1014) (633) (1540) (2773) (1395)

1. Case: 1, police, 2= army, 3=university, 4= public utilities, 5= gas, 6= union members, 7= retail, 8, food, 9= chemical, 10= financial
2. In case 2 officers were headed under managers, and non-commissioned officers under employees (although also non-commissioned officers have to lead others (in turn)).
3. Higher education= level 6 (Higher Professional Education) and higher (see Table 4.3)
4. With estimated missing values (see section 4.3).

Cil
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-  Representativeness  of our sample
Only respondents from the gas company formed a good representation of the total company.

The union members and army respondents were fairly representative in several respects, but the

sample sizes of those organizations were relatively small. As the proportion ofmanagers in some

samples (cases 1,3,4,5, and 7) is rather high, it may be expected that the results for managers are
indicative for all managers in those organizations. In the feedback reports to the organizations,
conclusions were drawn per group of respondents (usually managers vs. employees), and
sometimes per unit. Table 4.3 shows how our respondents compare to the employed work force
in the Netherlands in 1997.

Table  4.3.  respondents  (n= 1249)  compared  to the  employed workforce  in  the  Netherlands'

employed respondents employed respond
work force work force ents

gender age

men 62% 81% 15-24 12% 4%

women 38% 19% 25-34 31% 27%

level of education 35-44 27% 34%

1 primary 7% 3% 45-54 23% 29%

2 junior general secondary 7% 17% 55-64 6% 6%

3   junior secondary vocational 14% 10% income

4   senior general secondary or pre- 5% 12% f525002 f59603'
univ.

5 senior secondary vocational 40% 30%

6 higher professional 1890 13%

7 university education (or higher) 9% 15%

1. Source: Statistics Netherlands, key figures (CBS, 1998).
2. Average yearly personal income of the active labour force (including self-employed people)
3. 12.08 * gross monthly salary (including 8% holiday pay)

Table 4.3 shows that our respondents are generally more often male, and more often have a

junior general secondary education, a senior general secondary education, or a university
education. The over-representation of men may be due to the over-representation of managers

in our sample, and the over-representation of workers with a university education may be due to
the university sample.

Furthermore,  we have relatively few respondents between  15  and 24 years old, and relatively
many respondents between 35 and 54 years. Also the income of our respondents is higher than
the income of the active labour force in the Netherlands. Moreover, our sample of organizations
does not reflect all industrial sectors.
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This low representativeness was not considered a problem, as we are mainly interested in the
structure ofattitudes towards inequality, and relations between these attitudes and other variables.
We are also able to control for many variables of interest. We will use caution in generalizing
results to a larger population.

4.3        Measurement of individual bio-demographic variables

In Chapter 3, the following bio-demographic variables were assumed to be related to the
endorsement of allocation principles: gender, income, age, educational attainment, (executive)

position, expected chance of promotion, number of previous career steps, labour contract

(permanent or flexible), number ofhours worked, dependent children (ifany), single-versus dual-
earner families, political orientation, received performance related pay (if any), and frequency of
performance evaluation. Some of these variables were included in Table 4.3 (description of

respondents). Only those variables that need some extra explanation are described here. For each

variable the wording of the question in the survey together with descriptive statistics for the total
sample will be presented. Only for the variables 'received performance related pay' and
'frequency of performance evaluations' the descriptive statistics for managers and employees in

each organization are given. These variables will be used in the next section to classify the
different organizations with respect to type of pay system.

- educational attainment
Respondents were asked to indicate the highest level of education they had successfully

completed. We used about the same classification as Statistics Netherlands (CBS, 1998) (see
Table 4.2). For level 7, a distinction was made between 'University education or post-higher
professional education (10%)' and 8 'Doctoral degree or post-university education (e.g.,
accountancy)' (5%). With respect to salary level, this extra category makes sense, as the mean

salary of respondents with a doctoral degree or post-doctoral education is higher than the mean
salary of respondents with an undergraduate university education (f8239 versus f6078). Ninety
percent of the respondents with a doctoral degree came from the university sample. The overall

correlation between level ofeducation and salary is .39, p <.0005. Without considering this extra

level, the correlation between level of education and salary is .36.

- salary
Respondents had to fill in their gross monthly income, without considering bonuses, extra pay

for working overtime, or reimbursement of expenses.
Fourteen percent of the respondents did not answer this question. Because our data file

contained many entries which are potentially good predictors of income, like seniority, being an
executive or not, salary scale ( !), level of education, and number of working hours, we decided
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to predict gross monthly income with the help of these variables. For each organization we
looked for the best regression equation, that is. the equation with the largest R square and the

lowest residual variance. With the help of that equation we predicted the missing data on income

for that organization. To prevent high artificial correlations between predictors and income, we
added a random residual value to each predicted income. These residual values were drawn at
random from a normal distribution, with a mean ofzero and the standard deviation of the residual
values oftherelating regression equation: In five organizations the R square was higher than.89.
The incomes of the union members were the most difficult to predict (R square .22), but their
incomes varied less.

We were able to predict 154 of the 174 incomes in this way. The mean of the predicted
salaries wasf4873 (sd 2044), slightly lower than the mean of the available salary data (f4985).
The correlations between education, seniority, number of working hours, executive status and

income remains about the same when the predicted incomes are incorporated in the income
measure. We are therefore quite confident about the data we predicted.

- expected chance  of promotion
In Table 4.4 the question about expected promotion opportunities is presented.

Table 4.4:  expected chance  of promotion (n=   1104)12

How do you estimate the chance that within 5 years you will be promoted within the same job class or to a
different type of job, within or outside this organization?  (Mean 2.4, sd  1.27)

1. Very small 35%

2. Small 20%

3. Neither small, nor large 24%

4. Large 16%

5. Very large 6%

1. This question was not asked in case 6 (union).
2. Based on Steijn & de Witte, 1992

As can be seen in Table 4.4, more respondents expected small rather than large promotion

opportunities. Differences between managers (mean 2.5) and employees (mean 2.3) were rather

small.

3 With thanks to Coen Bernaards for drawing these residuals.
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- number ofprevious career steps

In Table 4.5 the question about previous career steps is shown.

Table 4.5:  number of previous career steps (n=  1106)

Promotion means the transfer to a job with a hieher value. Did you receive promotions in that way during
your career? You should I121 restrict your answer to promotions within the organization you are currently
working for. We are interested in  11 the promotions you received. (mean 3.1. sd  1.4)'

1.  I did not got any promotions 17%

2.  I got one promotion 19%

3.  I got two promotions 21%

4.  I got three promotions 20%

5.  I got four or more promotions 23%

1. This question was not asked in case 6 (union).

The answers about number of career steps were about evenly distributed over the different

response alternatives. Not surprisingly, managers got more promotions (mean= 3.7) than
employees (mean = 2.7) (t = -13.12, df= 1059.48, p< .0005).

- political orientation
Respondents were asked to indicate the nature of their political beliefs on a 7-point scale

ranging from 1 'left' to 7 'right'. The mean score was 4.15 (sd 1.19). Again, this item was not
included in the union sample.

-  type  of labour contract
Respondents could indicate whether they had a permanent contract (93%), a temporary

contract (7%), or a contract through an employment agency. The 2 respondents who were
employed through an employment agency were counted as temporary contracts. More than half
of the respondents with a temporary contract came from the university sample.

- number of hours worked
Respondents were asked whether they were employed full-time (87%) or part-time (13%),

and, in the latter case, how many hours they worked (answers ranged from 4 - 36 hours). Of the

part-time workers, 57% work between 20 and 36 hours, and 43% work 20 hours or less.  This
variable will not be used as a continuous variable, because its distribution contains three large
'ties': 38-40 hours, 32 hours and 20 hours.
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-  single-earner family
Two questions were asked: whether or not someone has a partner (13% did not), and if so,

whether or not the partner has a paid job. From these two variables one new variable was created,

indicating whether or not one has a partner with a paid job (56% of the respondents did). These

questions were not asked in the union sample.

- pay for peTformance
A differentiation was made between pennanent increases and bonuses. Respondents were

asked to indicate whether or not they received some form of  pay for  performance in the twelve
months Drecedinkr the questionnaire. Permanent increases referred to an extra step on the salary

scale, or to a percentage increase. Bonuses could be based on merit ratings, achieved goals or
incidental performance. Answers to the question whether or not they were promoted to a higher
salary scale were excluded, because it was not possible to separate regular/normal promotions
to higher salary scales from promotions on the basis ofperformance. Informants of the university
and chemical industry organization in particular mentioned that problem.

In Table 4.6 the application of different forms of pay for performance by organization and by
respondent type (managers/employees) are distinguished.

Table 4.6:  % respondents  receiving  pay for performance  in each case (by pay form) (n=  1098 -  1178)

case case case case case case case case case case total

1'2345678 9     10

received some form of                                                                                                                                                                    31
pay for performancei

managers 44    54    15    16    14    39    7    42    56    100

employees             40         51            6 17 9    34    -    21    55    -

received permanent                                                                                                                      16
increase

managers 29    8     0     9     0     3 6 9 61 67

employees 26 10 3 7 6 7- -1 3 5 5- -
received bonus                                                                                                                                                            21

managers 23 52 15 9 14 36 2 38 0 90

employees 21 49 4 10 6 30 -- 13         9         --

1.   Case: 1= police, 2= defence, 3= university, 4= public utilities, 5= gas, 6= union members, 7= retail,
8= food, 9= chemical, 10= financial

2.    Some form of pay for performance, either permanently or temporarily.

From Table 4.6 it is clear that in some organizations bonuses are more frequently used than
permanent increases (defence, union, food and financial services), and that in one organization
the emphasis is on permanent increases (chemical industry). In the police organization both forms
are used about the same.

However, informants from the defence organization cast doubt on the overall percentage of
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52%. They suspected that respondents answered whether they ever received some form of pay

for performance, instead of only in the last twelve months. In other organizations the percentage

of respondents that received some form of pay for performance were not questioned by
informants.

Overall, no differences existed in the extent to which managers or employees received some
form of pay for performance. However, within two organizations, the university and the food
plant, managers were more likely to get a bonus than employees (tested with Pearson Chi-
Square). In the food plant this was due to a different pay system for managers.

- frequency of pe,formance evaluations
Respondents could indicate how frequently their performance is actually evaluated and/or

rated. The following response categories were used: 1 'never', 2 'irregularly', 3 'less than once
a year, 4  'once a year', 5  'more than once a year'. The answers to the two questions (evaluation
and rating) were combined4. The proportions of managers and employees within each
organization that is evaluated at least once a year is presented in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7:  % respondents with yearly performance evaluations  (n= 8651).

case case case case case case case case case case total

12          2         3         4         5         6        7 8 9     10

managers 56 -- 38 97 100 -- 100   50    93    95      65

employees 54 -- 32 100 100 -- -- 50 96        --

1. This question was not asked in the case 2 and in case 6
2.   Case: 1= police, 2= defence, 3=university, 4= public utilities, 5= gas, 6= union members, 7= retail, 8= food, 9=

chemical, 10= financial

In organizations (case 1,3,4,5,8,9) in which managers as well as employees were sampled,

both groups were about as frequently evaluated. Rather large differences were found between

organizations. Sixty-five percent of the respondents was evaluated once a year.

On the individual level, respondents who are evaluated at least once a year were more likely
to receive a permanent increase (Fisher's Exact Test= 18.9, df= 1, p<.0005) (24% compared to
12%), but not more likely to receive a bonus (Fisher's Exact Test= .876, df= 1, p<.375) (15%
compared to 17%).

4 Answers were combined because we did not ask all respondents both items. In the organizations
where both questions were asked (case  1,3,4.9, and 10), 46% of the respondents indicated they were rated as

often as they were evaluated.
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4.4         Characteristics of the organization

Two types of characteristics were considered to be important: sector, and type of pay system.

- sector
Three categories were distinguished: not-for-profit (police, defence, university), utilities (gas,

utility), and profit (remaining organizations). The utility organizations are considered to form
separate category because they were quite recently privatized, and may still have to adjust to
market customs. The non-profit sector will be used as the reference category.

- type  of pay  system (actual use)
Because all organizations, except for the chemical and the financial services organization,

have pay systems that are formally very similar, it was decided to look at the way these pay
systems are used (see also Tables 4.6 and 4.7). Moreover, it is assumed that the frame of
reference is more strongly determined by actual practice than by formal rules.

For merit systems it is essential that respondents are regularly rated by their supervisors

(Heneman, 1990; Thierry, 1998a). Organizations in which at least 67% of the respondents

(qualified majority) are rated by their supervisors   once   a  year, were identified as 'raters'.

Although no questions about the frequency ofperformance evaluations were asked in the defence

organization, we were informed that hardly any officers are evaluated once a year. The policy of
the defence organization is to evaluate employees once every two years; with the exception of

newly hired employees (more), and employees at the end of their careers (less). Compliance with
this policy is centrally checked. Thus, the defence organization is not identified as a 'rater'.

Another important characteristic of pay systems has to do with the relative number of
employees that actually gets some form of pay for performance. Organizations in which more
than 32% ofall employees (average percentage over all organizations) received some form of pay

for performance (permanent increase or bonus) were identified as 'rewarders'.
Only in the food organization managers were rewarded differently than employees. In that

organization, 42% ofthe managers received some form ofpay for performance compared to 21%
of the employees. As the largest part of that sample (and organization) consists ofemployees, the
total organization is rated as a low-rewarder.

In Table 4.8 the organizations are scored on the two characteristics (rating and rewarding) of
their pay system.
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Table  4.8:  characterisation  of pay-for-performance  system for  each organization

case' organization 'rater' 'rewarder'

non-profit
I regional police organisation                       0              1
2         army                                               0             1
3 social sciences faculty (university)               0             0

privatized public utility companies
4 public utilities company                               1               0

5       gas                                       1          0

profit
6 union members (hotel and catering)               --                 1

7             chain of retail stores                                             1                   0

8 food plant                                         0            0

9 chemical plant                                       1              1

10 financial services company                           1                1

1=  organizations with relatively high proportions of workers that are rated yearly (more than 67%), or that received

some form of pay for performance (more than 32%).
0=  organizations with relatively low proportions of workers that are rated yearly, or that received some form of pay

for performance.
--= unknown

From Table 4.8, it follows that the two organizations with the most explicit pay-for-
performance systems are indeed both 'raters' and 'rewarders'.  In fact these  are  the  only

organizations in which a merit system is applied in practice. The social sciences faculty and the

food producing company are the only two organizations in which many employees are neither

rated nor rewarded. The other organizations are either 'raters' or 'rewarders'.

Before describing the other instruments (predictors and consequences of differences in the
endorsementofpay allocation principles), the procedures forscale construction will be presented.
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4.5 Statistical procedures and techniques for scale construction

On each set of items (relating to one intended construct) a Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) was performed to see whether the set relates to one of more underlying dimensions4. Since

PCA leads to as many components as variables (items) that are included in the analysis, the

number of components has to be restricted. The following rules were taken into account in

determining the number of components:
1   the eigen value should be greater than 1
2   analysis of the scree plot
3   analysis of the percentage residual correlations greater than .05
4   the extent to which factors can be interpreted after rotation (varimax).

On the basis of this simple structure, items were selected to form factor-based scales (or better

component-based scales) (Kim & Mueller, 1994a). These scales were constructed by computing
the average value of variables with loadings higher than .40 or less than :40 on one component,
and loadings between -.30 and.30 on other components. If items had relatively high loadings on
two factors, they were excluded from scale construction, because they relate to more than one

underlying construct (unless considerations with respect to content validity or interpretation led
to another decision).

For items with high loadings on a component, coefficient alpha was computed. More items

were deleted if corrected item-total correlations were lower than .30 (Traub, 1994). Scales were

considered reliable when alpha was at least .70. In the case of very short scales (for example 2

or 3 items) an alpha between .60 or .70 was considered acceptable. Future research should

attempt to make the reliability of these scales higher by adding one or two items (Spearman-

Brown formula, table 1 in Carmines & Zeller, 1979, p. 46).
This method (trichotomizing of loadings: setting allloadings between -.40 and .40 to zero, and

setting the remaining loadings to 1 or -1), leads to homogeneous scales in terms of coefficient

alpha, but at the cost of high dependencies between scales and lower correlations with the

corresponding components (ten Berge & Knol, 1985).
However, since we expected correlations between e.g. different equity principles, we did not

consider this a serious disadvantage. Furthermore, the higher the loadings of the items that were

added together, the higher the correlation of the factor-based scale with the underlying

4 The most important argument for using principal factor analysis, would be that this method attempts
to account for the common variance only (thus excluding the error variance), whereas PCA accounts for the
total variation (Kim & Mueller, 1994a; Kline, 1993). Therefore factor loadings will be smaller than component
loadings (and less items will be selected). However, the solutions are usually quite equivalent (same pattern of
loadings), especially if the communalities of the variables are high and/or there are a large number (25) of
variables (Dunteman,  1994, p. 2 10). PCA was chosen because it is less demanding than factor analysis in terms
of the data, and because it is commonly used as a device for selecting variables from a larger subset (ten Berge
& Kiers, 1990; ten Berge & Knol, 1985; Dunteman, 1994).
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component. Therefore only variables with loadings higher than .40 were allowed to enter scales,
instead of items with loadings as low as .30 (ten Berge & Knol, 1985).

Another reason for using factor-based scales was that differences in loadings are subject to
sampling error. 'Therefore one may ignore specific variation in the loadings and consider only

one type of information as relevant: either a variable loads ona given factor or it does not'  (Kim
& Mueller, 1994a, p. 138). Also, items that did not behave in the intended way (perhaps because

they were not well constructed, or were interpreted differently by the respondents than was
expected) should not be included in the measure.

Cross-validation
Our aim was to construct scales that relate to the same underlying dimensions in all sub-

samples (organizations). Also the structure of items for managers and employees will be

compared.
In the first place items were selected on the basis of PCA and reliability analysis for all

respondents together. Thereafter the reliability coefficients of a set of items were compared for

each sub-group. However, we had to bear in mind that coefficient alpha may be lower in sub-

samples because of restriction of variance (Kline, 1993; Traub, 1994). It was also checked

whether the same numberofcomponents and the same pattern ofloadings could be found in each

ofthe larger sub-samples (n >100 and a subject to variable ratio of 3:1). Meeting these conditions

for sample size ought to make factor analysis sound with respect to statistical error (Kline,  1993).

Again, minor variations in loadings were ignored by 'trichotomizing' the loadings. If some
items behaved clearly differently over sub-samples, they were omitted from the initial scale.

However, if in some samples clearly different components were found, these sub-samples were
analysed separately later on, or omitted from the analyses completely.

If sets of variables will be found that relate to the same underlying dimension in each sub-
sample, it will be possible to see whether these scales behave the same in all sub-samples.

Differences in means and correlations could produce relevant information about the several

groups (ten Berge & Kiers. 1990).

Exploratory factor analysis was used because we were not always able to designate beforehand

specific hypotheses about the factor structure and the loadings as is necessary for confirmatory
factor analysis. Especially with respect to the allocation principles and the expected consequences
it was theoretically possible to formulate more than one alternative. But if the same set of

components is found in several subsamples, and if these components are meaningful in terms of
our theory, our scale construction is plausible, and to some degree also self-validating (Kim &
Mueller, 1994a). The latter in the sense that the items were constructed with ideas about (the)

possible underlying structure(s) in mind, and that these structure(s) may emerge in the data (Kim
& Mueller, 1994b)
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In the few instances in which it was expected that some items would form one scale (e.g., in
the case of pay-for-performance perceptions), PCA was used as a means of checking the one-
dimensional nature.

In Chapter 5 the construction of scales about preferences for allocation rules and expected
consequences of the use of various allocation systems will be presented. In this chapter, the

remaining scales will be described. Factor-structures and reliability coefficients for each sub-

sample will be presented in the appendix to Chapter 4. The consequences ofpossible differences
will be discussed in the text.

4.6 Pay-for-performance perceptions (predictor)

Pay-for-performance perceptions were measured using a four-item scale adapted by Heneman

et al. (1988) from Perry and Pearce (1983). The items on this scale reflect the extent to which
employees perceive that pay raises in their organization are based upon performance. In Table
4.9 the items and the results of scale construction are presented.

Table  4.9.  pay-for-pe,formance perceptions,  descriptives  and  PCA  (n  =   1024)1

items mean component  132                                                           4

a.   If I perform especially well on my job, it is 2.38 1.19 .83

likely that I will get a pay raise.

b.   The pay raises that I receive on my job make me 2.54 1.05 .41

work harder.

c.  The best workers in this organization get the 2.50 1.11 .84

highest pay raises.

d. High performers and low performers seem to get 2.21 1.07 .63

the same pay raises. (reverse coded)

% variance explained 49%

Cronbach's alpha .69

1. Pay-for-performance perceptions were not measured in cases 4 and 6
2. Response categories range from  1 'totally disagree'  to 5 'totally agree'.
3. Boldface indicates the items that were used to define a component, that is to compute Cronbach's alpha.

For all respondents, item b did not correlate highly with the other items of the scale, especially
not with item d, and is not included in the scale. Unlike the other items, item b does not refer to
the way pay is allocated within an organization, but refers to an outcome of pay for performance.

Excluding that item resulted in an increase of Cronbach's alpha from .62 to .69. Without item d,
Cronbach's alpha was even raised to .73.
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As can be seen in Table A4.1, items b and d did not behave similarly the sub-samples. In some
of the sub-samples (police, university, and managers) a second component with high opposite
loadings of b and d was found. This component suggested that pay raises only motivate people
to work harder, if good and bad performers do not get the same pay raises. As items c and a had
high loadings on the first component in all subsamples, and because excluding item d leads to a

higher Cronbach's alpha in all sub-samples (except case 10), pay-for-performance perceptions
will be measured by the average of items a and c only.

The  overall  mean for pay-for-performance perceptions  is  2.3  (sd 1.01), indicating  that
respondents perceive a moderately weak relation between pay and performance. However, atwo-
way ANOVA (factors: case and manager (y/n)) revealed that significant differences in pay-for-
performance perceptions exist between cases (F (13,999) = 25.07, p< .0005). The effects of
manager (y/n) and the interaction effect of manager and case were not significant (managers: F
(1,999)= .25, p<.617; managers * case: F (5,999)= .337, p<.855). The means are presented in
Table A4.2. The absence of a main effect of being a manager is consistent with the observation
that managers and employees were as likely to get some form of pay for performance. Post-hoc
tests (Scheffd corrections), revealed that in the chemical plant the pay-for-performance
perceptions were higher than in each of the other cases (except case 10) (mean score chemical
plant= 3.4). Also, the retail organization scored higher than the three non-profit organizations,
and the gas company. In the university sample, the pay-for-performance perceptions (mean= 1.8)
were lower than in almost all other cases (except case 4 'gas'). The high means for case 9 and
case 10, and the low mean forthe university sample, are consistent with the description ofthe pay
systems in Table 4.8. On the basis of that table a low mean for the food plant would also have
been expected. However, an average value was fuund instead. That the food organization was not
characterized as a 'rewarder' in Table 4.8, is justified by the fact that managers and employees
have equal pay-for-performance perceptions in that organization (paired t-test: t (108)= .802,
p<.424).

4.7 Perceived procedural justice (predictor)

Perceived procedural justice of performance appraisals or evaluations was measured by an
instrument developed by Folger & Konovsky (1989). They formulated 26 items about possible
behaviours of supervisors relevant to the presence of procedural fairness of performance

appraisals. The selection of possible behaviours was based on previous research of Greenberg
(1986) and Lind and Tyler (1988). Respondents could indicate to what extent supervisors

performed each of these behaviours, or whetheropportunities forrecourse orclarification existed.
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They found five factors, labelled feedback, planning, recourse, observation, and one unnamed

factor. In our opinion the fifth factor refers to unsuitable behaviour of supervisors, e.g., '...

behaved in a way you thought was not appropriate'.
The items that needed a different introduction (about the opportunities for certain actions after

the last raise decision) were omitted, implying that the items about recourse and two items with

respect to planning are not included in our questionnaire.
Furthermore, the introduction to the items was reformulated in such a way that the items could

refer to performance evaluations, as well as to performance appraisals. Respondents were asked

to answer the questions only if they had had a performance appraisal or evaluation in the twelve

months preceding the questionnaire.
In Table 4.10 the items ofFolgerand Konovsky (1989) are presented in the order of the factor

structure they found. This was alsothe orderourrespondents wereconfronted with. The feedback

factor consisted of items a-j, the planning factor consisted of items k-n, item o was the only

observation item, and the unnamed factor consisted of items p-q. All items are presented in order

of the loadings found by Folger and Konovsky (1989).
In Table 4.10 the results of our factor analysis are presented, together with some descriptive

features of the items. The list-wise n was 665, because procedural fairness was not measured in

case 2 (defence) and in case 6 (union), and since not every respondent in the remaining
organizations was subject to a performance appraisal or evaluation in the twelve months

preceding the questionnaire.
Table 4.10 shows that the factors reported by Folger and Konovsky (1989) were not

replicated. Their observation, feedback and planning factors merged into one, their unnamed

factor was replicated with an addition of item h. This factor will be named 'inappropriate
behaviour'. The point that three of the original scales formed one dimension  is not surprising,
since in the Folger and Konovsky study these scales were highly correlated. This meant that in

their research, only one of the procedural justice scales (the feedback scale) contributed to the

explained variance of organizational commitment and satisfaction with pay raise.

Because of high loadings on two factors, items a, f, and b were omitted from scale-

construction. Items a and f show that overall judgements of procedural fairness are strongly

related to the way supervisors behave during a performance evaluation.

In each of the four sub-samples with n > 100 (police, retail, managers and employees, Table

A4.3, the two-factor solution fitted best. Although in some sub-samples items d, g, and 1 loaded

also relatively high on two components; these items loaded clearly higher on the first component.
Also the reliability coefficients for both component-based scales were high in all sub-samples.
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Table  4.10.  procedural  fairness  of performance  appraisals  or  evaluations  (n=  665):  descriptive  statistics  and
principal component analysis with varimax rotation

1.2

Could you indicate the extent to which your component 1 component 2
supervisor did  each  of the following  durinp  the last planning. inappropriate

performance appraisal or evaluation'P observation behaviour
mean sd feedback

4.  Was honest and ethical in dealing with you 3.81 .83             ,22                   

8.  Gave you an opportunity to express your side 3.91 .8053                   50
c. Used consistent standards in evaluating your 3.38 .94 .37

performance

d.  Considered your views regarding your 3.38 .96 .61 .37

performance

e.  Gave you feedback that helped you learn how 3.46 1.02 .72 .33

well you were doing

,f.   Showed real interest in trying to be fair 3.76 .86              *IZ                     
g. Became thoroughly familiar with your 3.33 1.07 .66 .33

performance

h.  Took into account factors beyond your control 1.92 1.05 -.71

i.   Got input from you before a recommendation 3.06 1.10 .67

j. Made clear what was expected of you 3.49 .92 .74

k. Discussed plans and objectives to improve your 3.11 1.11 .68

performance

1. Obtained accurate information about your 3.32 1.03 .71 .32

performance

m. Found out how well you thought you were 3.30 1.11 .64

doing yourjob
n.  Asked for your ideas on what you could do to 2.82 1.17 .59

improve company performance

o. Frequently observed your performance 2.93 1.11 .67

p.  Behaved in a way you thought was not 1.58 .97 -.77

appropriate

q.  Allowed personal motives or biases to 2.00 1.13 -.77
influence recommendation

r.   Was influenced by things that should not have 1.80 1.07 ..80
been considered

% variance explained after rotation 31% 21%

Cronbach's alpha .89 .82

1. Boldface indicates the items that were used to define each factor: items with loadings higher than .40 on each

component are underlined
2. Only loadings higher than .30 are presented
3. Response categories ranged from 1' not/to a very small extent' to 5 'to a very large extent'. Folger and Konovsky

used a 9-point scale.
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Table 4.11 shows that the procedural fairness scales correlated moderately with one another.

On average, respondents reported very little inappropriate behaviour by their supervisors, and

were subject to some feedback, planning and observation.

Table  4.11.  means, sd, and correlation between procedural fairness scales (n= 698)

Scales means sd corT.
1. feedback, planning, observation 3.2 .75

2. InaDDroDriate behaviour                                 1.8 .85 -.47

4.8 Attributes of inputs: relevance, measurability, influence, difference

(predictors)

In Chapter Two it was hypothesized that several input attributes are related to the endorsement

of the equity principle within jobs. These attributes are: perceived relevance for pay raises,

measurability, influencebility, and differences between colleagues.

Respondents were asked to assess each of these qualities for a wide range of possible inputs
(contributions (individual and collective) and investments). It was also hypothesized that
endorsement of the need principle is related to the perceived relevance of personal and/or

organizational circumstances for the determination of one's income level.

Next, the scale construction for each of these attributions (relevance, measurability, influence,

difference) is presented.

4.8.1 Relevance

The items on relevance of the various inputs and circumstances were introduced as follows:
'If you think of  your own iob,  how  relevant do you consider the following aspects for the

determination of whether  or  not  you  are  eligible for  a  pay  raise?  An  aspect  is  relevant  if you
believe it should be weightedforthe decision whether or not you are entitled to a pay  raise:  The
following response categories were given:      1 'not relevant  at  all',   2 'a little bit relevant',   3
'somewhat relevant', 4 'rather relevant' and 5 'highly relevant'.

In Table 4.12 the means, standard deviations, PCA solution, and reliability coefficients are
presented. The inputs were chosen with the following allocation principles in mind: equity

(contributions and investments), collective results, need, and circumstances. It was expected that

items may be averaged according to those principles. A PCA performed on all the relevance items

revealed exactly the structure that was intended.
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Table 4.12:  perceived relevance of aspects for pay  raise  determination:  means,  sd,  and  PCA withvarimax rotation
(n=99412

If you think of  your own  iob, how                                                                                  C 1                    C2                   0                   C4
relevant do you consider the following investm
aspects for the determination of whether or perform ents/ circums collecti
not you are eligible for a pay raise?3.4 mean        sd ance ability tances ve perf.

equity

a.   The quantity of your work results 3.26 .98 .62

b.   The quality of your work results 4.06 .90 .76

c.  The extent to which you tried your best. 3.49 1.01 .65

d.  The extent to which your work results 3.28 1.01 .61

improved compared to a previous period.

e.  The extent to which you had a positive 3.26 1.10 .58 .30

influence on the work climate.

f.  The extent to which you took on extra 3.85         .91           .70
responsibilities

g.  The education and training you have had 3.13 1.06 .69

h. Your experience 3.43 .99 .78

i.    The number of years you have been in 2.78 1.12 .80

service

j. Your ability to grow 3.07 1.12 .65

k.   The number of tasks that you master 3.66 .92 5056
need
1.    The number of persons who you support 1.75 1.07 43          

off your income

collective perfonnance
m.  The results of your work-groups 2.67 1.20 .85

W you are a supervisor:  the results  of the
group you lead)

n.  The results of the organization as a whole 2.41 1.16 .85

unfavourable circumstances .79
o.  The extent to which you were hindered by 2.51 1.21

unfavourable circumstances on your job
p.  The extent to which you were hindered by 2.25 1.10 .85

personal circumstances (e.g., illness of a
family member)

% variance explained after rotation 20.3% 17.8% 11.4% 10.7%

Cronbach's alpha       .81 .77 .74 .76

1. Boldface indicates the items that were used to define each component, items with loadings higher than .40 on
more components are underlined

2. only loadings higher than .30 are presented.
3.  Item i was not included in the union sample, item n was not included in the union and in the public utility

samples.
4. Response categories ranged from:  1' not relevant at all'  to 5 'highly relevant'.
5.  Or department, section, team etc., depending on the usual term in that organization
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Table 4.12 shows the most relevant aspect for the determination of somebody's pay raises to

be the quality of work. The number of dependents proved to be the least relevant criterion for

determining a pay raise.

The principal component analysis (PCA) clearly led to four relevance components: individual

performance, investments, collective performance and circumstances. The 'need' item did not

belong to any factor; we will deal with that item separately. Reliable scales could be constructed

from all factors.

By and large, identical PCA solutions were found in sub-samples with n>100 (see Annex 4.4).

Only in the retail organization a separate collective performance factor was not found. In that

organization item m (group-results) belonged to the individual performance factor, and item n

(organization-results) belonged to the circumstances factor. Since the performance of retail

managers is measured by the performance of the shop they manage (sales volume), it is quite

understandable that item n loads on the first factor. And as the retail organization belongs to a

larger organization, it is also explainable that the managers see the profit of that larger

organization as a condition they cannot influence. In the food industry, there seems to be more

overlap between the first three factors, but since most of the items (except for a and e) have the

highest loadings on the intended factors, and the reliabilities of the resulting scales are

acceptable, the composition of the overall scales is maintained.

In the union sample, the relevance of the investments scale was computed by inserting the

mean value of item i in all other cases except case 2 (defence) (mean without case 2= 2.71). One-

way ANOVA with post-hoc bonferroni tests revealed that respondents from the defence

organization had a higher mean on item i (3.10) than two of the other cases. No significant

different means were found between other organizations. It was decided not to replace the

missing item i by the mean score of the other 3 items on that scale, since it has a lower mean than

the others.
The relevance of collective performance scale was not computed for the union and the public

utility case, because that scale consists of two items only, and the ratio of item m to item n differs

between cases (being 1 or greater than 1).

4.8.2 Influence

Items about the extent to which several inputs can be influenced were introduced as follows:

' In  the  previous  questions  aspects were  mentioned  that  may  agect  decisions  about  pay  raises.

Now, we would like you to indicate to what  extent 3211 can influence  these aspects in vour own

i211·  By  influence we mean whether you can change the value of an aspect  bv vour own doinv

in a,fairlv short term.'
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With a view to the perceived relevance items, items about experience, need and circumstances
were left out. It seemed somewhat far-fetched to ask to what extent these aspects can be
influenced. The following response categories were used: 1 'cannot be influenced', 2 'quite
difficult to influence', 3 'somewhat able to influence', 4 'fairly easy to influence',  to 5 'can be
influenced totally'.

The descriptives and the results of PCA on the influence items are shown in Table 4.13.

Table 4.13:  perceived influence on aspects for pay  raise  detennination:  means,  sd. and PCA with varimax rotation
(n=874)1.2.3

Cl         C2        C3
To what extent can you influence the investments/ collective
following aspects?4 mean sd performance ability perform.
equity
a.   The quantity of your work results 3.34 1.05 .71

b.   The quality of your work results 3.76 .96 .82

c.  The extent to which you try your best 3.91 1.02 .83

d.  The extent to which your work results 3.29 .95 .70
improve compared to a previous period

e.  The extent to which you have a positive 3.68 .99 .66
influence on the work climate

f.  The education and training you have had 3.17 1.01 .73

g. Your ability to grow 2.66 1.05 .82

h.   The number of tasks that you master 3.30 .89 .38 .69

i.   The extent to which you take on extra 3.54 .94          41               55
responsibilities

collective performance
j.    The results of your work-group 3.08 .95 .79

(Ifyou are a  supervisor.  the  results  of the
group you lead)

k.   The results of the organization as a whole 2.79 1.01 .88

% variance explained after rotation 29.5 20.2 14.1

Cronbach's alpha          .85 .72 .65

1. Boldface indicates the items that were used to define each component; only loadings higher than .30 are
presented. Items with loadings higher than .40 on more components are underlined

2.  Item k was not included in the union and in the public utility sample
3. Lower n (about 130 less than for the relevance items) is due to an error in the police-questionnaire: only

supervisors from that organization filled in these questions.
4. Response categories ranged from  1  'cannot be influenced'  to 5  'can be influenced totally'.
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As expected, respondents indicated that the aspect they can most easily influence, is their

amount of effort, and the aspects that are most difficult to influence are their capacity and the

results of the organization as a whole. Furthermore, it should be noted that respondents indicate

they can influence the quality of their work more than the quantity of their work (paired t-test: t

(1089)= 14.7, p<.0005).
The PCA revealed three components: the extent to which performance (effort and results),

investments and capacity, and collective results can be influenced. These components are
comparable to those found in the relevance items.

Table A4.5 shows that PCAs in each sub-sample with n > 100 lead to comparable solutions.

In contrast to the relevance items, a separate 'influence on collective performance component'

was also found in the retail and food plant. However, the reliability of that component was very

low for the retail managers (alpha .36), showing again that work-group and organization-wide

performance are not particularly related in their perception.

4.8.3 Measurability

Items on the extent to which different aspects can be measured were introduced in the

following way: 'Moreover, for every aspect it is important to be able to determine how well you

did. Could you indicate below to what extent these aspects can be measured in your own work?

By  'can be measured'  we  mean that  the value  of an aspect can be  represented in numbers:

Response categories ranged  from  1   'cannot be measured', 2 'quite difficult to measure',  3

'measurable  to some extent', 4 'fairly  easy to measure',  to  5   'very  easy to measure'.

In Table 4.14 the means, sd, and PCA of the items on the extent to which different aspects can

be measured are presented.
Respondents indicated that their ability is relatively the most difficult to measure, and that their

education and training is the easiest to measure. The PCA displayed about the same three

components as before: individual performance, ability, and collective performance. Reliable

scales could be formed for all the components.

In most of the sub-samples, a similar structure was found (see Table A4.6), except for the

defence, the university, and, to a lesserextent, the foodorganization. In the defence organization,
the measurability of individual and collective performance items loaded on one component. In

the university sample, the capacity items were divided over the individual and collective

performance factor. However, also for these cases the reliability coefficients of the three overall

measurability scales were satisfactory.
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Table 4.14:  perceived measurability of aspects for pay  raise determination:  means, sd,  and PCA with varimax
rotation (n= 1000)l 2

Cl         C2        C3
To what extent can the following aspects be investments collective
measured in your gE[1 work?3 mean sd performance /ability perform.

equity
a.   The quantity of your work results 3.56 1.08 .64

b.  The quality of your work results 3.63 .94 .75

c.  The extent to which you try your best 3.31 1.01 .76

d.  The extent to which your work results 3.28 .95 .71
improve compared to a previous period

e.  The extent to which you have a positive 3.44 .95 .60 .32

influence on the work climate

f.  The education and training you have had 3.94 1.03 .61

g. Your ability to grow 2.99 .98 .75

h.   The number of tasks that you master 3.66 .84 .71

i.   The extent to which you take on extra 3.58 .90 .40 .68

responsibilities

collective performance
j.    The results of your work-group 3.53 .97 .88

Uf you are a supervisor: the results of the
group you lead)

k.  The results of the organization as a whole 3.26 1.08 .83

% variance explained after rotation 25% 20% 15%

Cronbach's alpha .79 .72 .78

1. Boldface indicates the items that were used to define each factor; only loadings higher than .30 are presented
2. Item k was not included in the union and in the public utility sample
3. Response categories ranged from  1  'cannot be measured'  to 5 'very easy to measure'.

4.8.4 Differences

The following aspect is the extent to which respondents perceive differences in inputs among

their colleagues. The items were introduced as follows: 'Finally, you are asked to indicate
whether there is a large or small difference between colleagues who perform (about) the same
type of iob as you do on the previous aspects. For example, do colleagues, on average, exen

themselves to the same extent (no difference J, or is there a clear difference in the extent to which
they exert themselves.' The following response categories were used:  1  'no difference', 2 'hardly
any difference',  3 'some difference', 4 'quite a lot of difference',  5  'a lot of difference'.

In Table 4.15 the means, standard deviations and the results of the PCA on perceived

differences between colleagues are displayed.
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Table 4.15:  perceived dijIerence  between colleagues  on aspects  relevant for pay  raise  determination: means,  sd,
and PCA with varimax rotation (n=857) 1.2

component 1 component 2
To what extent do colleagues who perform
about the same type ofjob as you do, differ investments/
on the following aspects? mean sd performance ability

equity
-  The quantity of their work results 3.15 .97 .87

-  The quality of their work results 3.24 .99 .83

-  The extent to which they do their best 3.29 1.06 .84

-  The extent to which they improved their 2.75 .89             2                 32
work results compared to a previous period

e. The extent to which they have a positive 2.93 1.06                                                     '21
influence on the work climate

f. The education and training they have had 2.85 1.05 .73

g. Their ability to grow 2.89 1.06 .80

h. The number of tasks that they master 3.01 .98 .31 .75

i.  The extent to which they take on extra 3.16 1.06           50                 81
responsibilities

collective pedonnance
j.  The extent to which they contribute to the 2.91 1.04               2                     1

results of their work-group
% variance explained after rotation 34% 31%

Cronbach's alpha .88 .76

1. Boldface indicates the items that were used to define each factor; only loadings higher than .30 are presented,
items with loadings more than .40 on both components are underlined

2. These items were not asked in the defence sample, item j was not included in the union sample
3. Response categories ranged from  1 'no difference'  to 5  'a lot of difference'

Table 4.15 shows that respondents see the least differences among colleagues with respect to
the extent to which their colleagues improved themselves. The largest differences are seen in the
extent to which colleagues do their best and in the quality of their work results.

Factor analyses led to two factors: differences in performance and differences in
ability/investments. A one-factor solution would also  have been arguable ('either one detects

differences or not'), but a two-factor solution (based on initial eigenvalues greater than one) led
to scales more similar to those found with respect to influence, relevance, and measurability. The
phrasing of the collective performance item makes it understandable that that item has high
loadings on individual differences factors. In all sub-samples with n>100, comparable two-factor
solutions were found (see Table A4.7).
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4.8.5 Relevance, influence, measurability, differences

In Table 4.16 the means, standard deviations, and correlations between all scales on attributes

of inputs are presented. From that table we see that personal needs and circumstances are

considered the least relevant aspects for determining one's pay raises, followed by collective

performance. Individual performance is thought tobe the most relevant factor, even more so than
individual investments and abilities. It is also evident that respondents believe they can influence

their performance to quite a bit, while investments and collective performance can be influenced

to a lesser extent. On average, all aspects are considered equally measurable. Finally, respondents
perceive more differences among colleagues with respect to individual performance than with

respect to ability and investments. Perhaps individual performance is more visible, or perhaps

colleagues are more similar with respect to ability because of selection processes.
In general, scales that refer to the same attributes (relevance, influence. measurability,

difference) have a higher correlation, than scales referring to different attributes (dotted lines in

Table 4.16).
For correlations higher than .30, the relevance of collective performance is positively related

to the extent it can be influenced. Also, the extent to which abilities and collective performance

can be measured, are positively related to the extent they can be influenced. The difference scales

and the scales on relevance of circumstances and need have the lowest correlations with other

attributes.

In the next section of this chapter the operationalization of the supposed consequences of

differences in endorsement of allocation rules are presented: evaluations of pay within

organizations, preferences for a certain amount of inequality, allocation decisions, and

preferences for pay systems.
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Table 4.16: means, sd and correlations between scales with respect to attributes of inputs'

relevance influence measurability dijIerence
scale mean sdi n perf inv coll circ need perf cap coll perf cap Coll perf cap

relevance of                                                       
performance 3.54   .72   1228 E 1.00   .44    .38   .34   .17   .22    .15 .21 .26 .22      .11      .21      .17

investments/abitlity 3.11 .82 1219 1.00 .28 .26 .35 .07 .12 .10 .17 .15      --- --- .08

collective performance 2.54 1.06 1035 i        1.00 .33  .24 .12 .19 .31 ·18 .11 .18 -.12       ---

circumstances 2.37           1.04           1217
E 1.00 .31 .06 .10 .09 .12 .12 .09 --- .07

needs (1 item) 1.82 1.12 1227 1.00 -.07 --- --- .09 --- --- --- ---

influence on                                                                                                                                                                          i
performance  3.55 .83 1091 1.00   .49   .34  : .24   .19   .09   .18   .20

ability/investments 3.03 .83 1089
1.00  .32   .22       .15

-- .19

collective performance 2.94 .84 896 1.00 E.23 .22
4422QQ

- .09

measurability of                                                                                                                                                   ' 
performance   3.47 .73 1213 1.00   .51    .39    .18    .09

ability    3.53 .72 1212                                             i      1.00   .37  E .14   .22
collective performance 3.39 .92 1021 1.00 2 ---    ---

dijIerence
performance                                  3.21           .92              1014                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      i   1.00          .48         1

ability/investments 2.90 .89 1008 1.00       .

1.    --: Non-significant correlations. All other correlations are significant with p<.05   n for the correlations ranges between 693 - 1225. correlations higher than .30 between different
attributes of inputs are underlined.

2.   For all scales the range is between  1.00 and 5.00.
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4.9 Evaluations of pay within organizations (consequence)

Measures focussed on the evaluation of inequality in pay within jobs,  and the evaluation of

one's own pay. In Table  4.17   the   items   on   evaluation   of  inequality   in pay within jobs are

displayed.

Table 4.17: evaluation of inequality in pay within jobs: items and descriptive statistics
mean             sd

1.  What do you think about the magnitude of ddlerences in income between 3.17 .76
colleagues who perform (about) the same work as you do?' (n= 1005)

2    How fair do you consider these differences in income between colleagues 2.63 .81

who perform about the same work as you do72 (n= 898)

1. Response categories item 1:1 'much too small', 2 'too small', 3 'neither too small, nor too large', 4 'too large',
5 'much too large'. This item was not asked in case 2 ;

2. Response categories item 2:  I 'very unfair', 2 'unfair', 3 'neither unfair,  nor fair', 4 'fair', 5  'very fair'.
This item was not asked in cases 2 and 6.

Both questions were asked since it was notapparent beforehand whetherpeopleconsidersmall
differences or large differences fair or unfair. However, it was found that respondents who think
that differences are too large, are more prone to think these differences are unfair (r= -.37, n=
892, p<.0005). Eighty-eight percent of the respondents who considered the differences too large
judged them as unfair, versus 61% who considered the differences too small.

The evaluation of one's own pay was measured by a scale that assesses its perceived equity,
and a single item about the fairness of one's own pay. In order to measure the perceived equity

of one's own pay, an instrument from Bavendam, Boyer and Sorensen (1986) was adapted and
extended. Originally, this instrument was used to assess Perceived Distributive Justice (see also
McFarlin & Sweeney, 1992; Mueller, Boyer, Price & Iverson, 1994). The items dealt with the
extent to which employees think they have been fairly rewarded given several factors:

responsibilities, experience, effort, good performance, education and training, and amount of
experience. Responses were made using five-point scales (1= very unfair to 5= very fair).
Rewards in this index were defined broadly, with money, praise, recognition, and resources all

being listed as examples of 'rewards'.
The adaptation consisted of restricting the rewards to money (pay) only, because it was our

intention to relate this index to preferences for pay allocation principles. Also, the response

categories were changed to 1= 'far too low', 2= 'too low' 3= 'equitable' 4= 'too high', 5 'far too
high'.  We  did so because 'unfair rewards' can relate  to  both  too  high,  or  too low rewards.

Schoormans (1991) did the same in his study on the perceived fairness of social security benefits,
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though his middle anchor was in terms of fairness, instead of equity.
The extension consisted ofsome questions about the level ofincome in relation to one's needs

and to several other referents (Dornstein, 1989).
The items were introduced as follows: 'Would you indicate  below  how eauitable vou think the

level ofyour gross monthly salary is at this moment? You can do so by judging your salary from
different  points  of view.  For  each point  of view  you  should circle  the  number that  best  reflects

youropinion.' Thereafter, the following sentence was given: Givenyour [....], yourgross monthly
salary is [1  'far too low' to 5 'far too high'].

In Table 4.18, the means, standard deviations, and the results of the PCA for the items on the

perceived equity of one's pay are presented.

Table 4.18: perceived equity of own pay. means, sd, and PCA with varimax rotation (n=  1049)'

Given your ........., your gross monthly salary is component 1 component 2

1. far too low  to 5. far too high mean sd contributions need

contributions/investments
a. responsibilities 2.37 .80 .76

b. experience 2.33 .82 .74 .32

c. effort 2.17 .85 .82

d. quality of work results 2.27 .78 .84

e. quantity of work results 2.31 .81 .80

f. skills 2.23 .80 .77

g. job difficulty 2.33 .81 .71

needs

h. costs of living 2.58 .79 .88

i. number of financial dependents 2.69 .77 .91

referents
j.  the  salary  of your colleagues 2.47 .83 .57

k. the salary of your direct supervisor 2.49 .91 .48
1. the salary you can earn outside your organisation 2.48 .94 .45

% variance explained after rotation 42% 17%

Cronbach's alpha .92           .81

1. Boldface indicates the items that were used to define a factor; only loadings higher than .30 are presented, items
with high loadings on both components are underlined
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Analyses revealed that perceived contributions-equity and perceived need-equity can be

measured in a reliable way. The means of these two scales are 2.27 and 2.62 respectively. This

implies that respondents judge their salaries as more equitable compared to their needs, than

compared to their inputs (paired t-test: t(1220)= 16.14, p<.0005). Five percent ofthe respondents

considered their pay too high with respect to contributions-equity, and 8.2% with respect to need-

equity (mean score higher than 3). Assessing what they can earn elsewhere, 1 1.3% felt their pay

was too high.
However, some problems arose with respect to perceived referents-equity. First of all, the

number of missing values was much higher, indicating that a relatively large number of

respondents did not know the value of their income compared to others (especially compared to

their supervisor). Furthermore, items on these scale did not form either a reliable scale (alpha is

57 for all respondents) or a separate factor. Finally, a PCA in the largest sub-samples revealed

that results with respect to the referent items were somewhat inconsistent (Table A4.8). The
findings on the needs and contributions items were quite similar to the overall PCA. Only in the

union sample was the need-component not represented.

It was also asked howfair respondents considered their own pay level. Response categories

ranged from 1 'very unfair', 3 'neither unfair, nor fair: to 5 'very fair'. The mean score was 3.22

(sd .91). Forty-six percent of the respondents judged their pay level as fair. This question was

asked because we wanted to see to what extent judgements in terms of equity are related to

judgements in terms of fairness.

In Table 4.19 the correlations between the different evaluations of pay and pay differences are

presented. To emphasize the differences between these measures, the relationships with gross

monthly salary are also shown.

Table  4.19:  means  of,  and correlations  between  different  evaluations of pay  and  gross  monthly salary (n=863)'

evaluations of pay magnit. Fairness Fairness contrib. need- monthly

mean pay diff. pay diff.    own pay equity equity salary

1.  Magnitude of pay 3.19 1.00 - 36*** -.12*** -.07* -.05 -.10*

2. Fairness of pay differences 2.63 1.00 .33*** .26*** .14*** .16***

3. Fairness of own pay 3.26 1.00 .60*** .38*** .21***

4. Contributions-equity 2.66 1.00 .41*** .12**

5. Need-equity 2.30 1.00 .29***

6. Gross monthly salary 5179 1.00

1.*** p<.OOL ** p<.01: p<.05
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Table 4.19 shows that the perceived magnitude of pay differences  is more strongly related to
the fairness of those differences, than to the fairness and equity of one's own pay. More
specifically, analysis of higher-order trends (polynomial contrasts) with magnitude of pay
differences as factor and fairness and equity evaluations as dependent variables, reveal a
significant negative quadratic trend for all evaluative variables. This trend shows that respondents
consider their own pay and the differences in pay most fair for intermediate differences in pay

(neither too small, nor too large). Very small, and especially, very large differences are considered

less just. Only for the fairness of pay differences was a significant (negative) linear relationship
found in addition to the quadratic trend.

Table 4.19 also shows that the fairness of one's own pay is more strongly related to perceived
contributions-equity (r=.60) than to perceived need-equity (r= .38) and salary level (r=.21). This
shows that fairness isjudged more in relative terms (returns for one's contributions), than in terms
of fulfilment of one's needs, and favourableness (pay level). It should also be noted that need-
equity is more strongly related to gross monthly income (r=  .29) than contributions-equity (r=
.12). All in all, it may be concluded that 'workers care about their relative positions as well as
their absolute standards of living' (Frank, 1985, in Lazear, 1991, p.95).

4.10      Preferences for a certain amount of inequality (consequence)

It was expected that preferences for certain allocation principles (especially equality and need)
are related to preferences for a certain amount of inequality. Again we differentiated between
inequality in pay within jobs and between jobs.

4.10.1       Inequality in  pay within jobs

The preference for a certain amount of inequality within jobs was measured by the item
presented in Table 4.20. Notice that no individual characteristics are included in that item; only
the amount of inequality is of interest. To make sure that each respondent uses the same starting
point. the average salary was set atf4,000 (Markovsky, 1991). This is about the average gross
monthly salary 94,350) in the Netherlands for the active labour force (CBS, 1999).

It is striking that the difference between the average and minimum income 15491 is smaller,
than the difference between the average and the maximum income 16561 (paired t-test: Imaximum
-fl,0001 and Iminimum -fl.0001: t (1017)= 7.40; df= 1017; p<.0005).
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To test the hypotheses about relations between preferences for allocation rules and preferences
for a certain amount of inequality within jobs, the difference between the maximum and
minimum monthly salary was calculated (mean difference within jobs: f 1,193, sd 915, range: f
0-flo,000)

Table 4.20:  preferences for a certain amount of inequality within jobs'

Imagine that in a certain job the average gross monthly
salary isf4,000. What do you consider afair minimum and
what a fair maximum salary for that job? mean 2

Sd range              n

A fair minimum monthly salary for that job would bef. f 3,451 420      f O - f4,000 1028

A  fair maximum  monthly  salary for that job would bef······ f4,656 611 f4,000 - f 12,000 1025

1.  This item was not asked in case 6 (union).
2.  Persons who assigned a minimum that was higher than the average income were classified as missing (n= 10),

as well as the respondents who assigned a maximum income that was belowf4000 (n= 14).

4.10.2     Inequality in pay between jobs

Preferences for a certain amount of inequality in income between jobs were measured by the
items described in Table 4.21. Items of this type were used by Arts et al. (1991) to measure

macro-principles of justice (based  on  data from Hermkens  & Van Wijngaarden,  1987).  They
asked for the preferred maximum level of income, and the preferred minimum level of welfare
payments. The ratio between these levels was conceptualized as macro-principles of justice.
Respondents who stated that there should not be a maximum income level or minimum welfare

payment were considered to lack adherence to a macro-principle ofjustice. In Arts et al.'s (1991)
analysis, this was the case for 386 out of 795 respondents. We do not agree with that notion,
because respondents who indicate that there should not be a maximum (or minimum) may accept
an unlimited inequality, which is also a form ofoverall inequality. Thus, in fact, the value of their
ratio of maximum to minimum may be infinitely high.

Because we were interested in inequality in pay within organizations we asked for the just
minimum wage level,  instead of the just minimum welfare payment level. The actual minimum
wage level was mentioned in the item to prevent bias from differential knowledge (Markovsky,
1991). We also chose not to predetermine the response alternatives on the maximum income level
in terms of a multiple of the minimum wage level. Instead, our respondents could indicate the
maximum gross monthly income in a free format. Again, no reference to separate income units
was made.
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Table 4.21:  preferences for a certain amount of inequality between jobs'

Introduction: The next items deal
with the amount of ineauality in
income between people who perform
jobs at different levels. Response alternatives descriptives

1. Do you think a minimum income 1.  Yes:  ---> question 2 83.6% (n= 762)
shouW be set for the income one can 2.  No:   ---> question 3 16.4% (n= 149)
earn  at the lowest job levels within
your organization ?

2.  If yes, how high should that minimum 1.  Lower than the actual minimum .6% (n= 4)
wage be? wage, namely f.... gross a mean: f 1,780,  sd: 283

month. minimum: f 1,500

2.  Equal to the actual minimum 58.9% (n= 427)
wage. namely f2,163 92,184
or f2.22(Y) gross a month2.

3.  Higher than the actual minimum    40.6% (n= 294)
wage, namelyf gross a mean:f2,681, sd: 366
month. maximum: f 5,000

3.  Do you think a maximum income 1.  Yes, persons in the hifthest 37.8% (n= 313)
level shouW be set for the income one positions should not earn more mean: f 18.312. sd:

can earn in the hiphest positions thanf........ gross a month. 48,834; range: f2.500 -
within your organization? f500.000

2. No 62.2% (n= 516)

1. These items were not asked in case 2 (defence) and case 6 (union).
2.    This wage changed from./2,163 (case 4), -/2,184 (case 9 and  10) top,220 (all other cases) in the research period.

These values were not mixed between cases.

From Table 4.21 it is clear that far more respondents believe there should be a minimum wage
level (84.6%), than a maximum wage level (37.8%). Also very few respondents that are in favour
of a minimum wage level indicated that the actual level should be lowered (.6%). The majority

support for a floor but no ceiling to the income distribution is found in a large set of societies

(Marshall et al., 1999).
There were more missing values on the item about the maximum income than on the item

about the minimum income. Perhaps it was difficult for respondents to think of a maximum

income. Also, of the respondents that favoured a maximum income, only 70% (n= 213) were able
to indicate a figure. It should also be mentioned that 6 respondents filled in numbers greater than

B 00.000 a month  (up  tof 500,000). They probably mistook the monthly income  for a yearly

income. Without these 6 respondents the mean of maximum monthly income is fl 1.022 (sd
4,986). We will not calculate a ratio between the highest and lowest income levels, because this

would lead to a rather large decline in available respondents, and probably also to unreliable

results. Furthermore. at what level should the value of such a ratio be set for those who do not

favour a maximum income level?
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Therefore, we analysed whether respondents with different preferences for minimum or
maximum income levels (yes/no), have different patterns ofendorsement ofallocation principles.
For that reason the answers on the items about the level of a minimum income were classified

into four categories:  1' no minimum income', 2 'lower than the actual minimum income', 3 'equal
to the actual minimum income', 4 'higher than the actual minimum income'. Table 4.22 presents
the combinations of preferences for minimum and maximum income levels.

Table 4.22:  combinations  of preferences for maximum and minimum income  levels

maximum
income level yes no total

minimum no            25 118 143

income level (17.5%) (82.5%) (17.9%)

lower                                      3                            3
(100 %) (.4%)

equal 142 248 390

(36.4%) (63.6%) (48.9%)

higher 129 132 261

(49.4%) (50.6%) (32.7%)

total 296 501 797

(37.1%) (62.9%) (too%)

From Table 4.22 it is clear that respondents who do not favour a minimum income level, are
also more likely to disapprove of a maximum income level. Furthermore, it seems that those in

favourofa higher minimum income level, are also somewhat more inclined to prefer a maximum
income level than persons who indicate that the minimum income level should stay the same

(36.4% compared to 49.4%) (Pearson Chi-square = 40.56, df= 2, p< .0005).

5 To prevent expected cell counts less than 5, respondents (n=3) that preferred a lower minimum income level were excluded

from [he analysis.
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4.11 Allocation decisions (consequence)

Respondents were asked to make a number ofallocation decisions. In each allocation problem,

two (in one problem, four) individuals were described who differ on some presumably relevant

characteristics for reward allocations. All allocation problems referred to differences in pay

within jobs.
The first problem was taken from Vogelaar and Vermunt (1991). The differences in

performance were made less extreme than they presented (plus or minus 30% instead of plus or

minus 50%). This item was introduced as follows: 'Five persons A, B, C, D, and E are
performing the same work. AN work in the same department. Person A is an average worker

whose  gross weekly income is f 1,000.  Could you indicate below how much each of the other
persons should earn?' Table 4.23 presents this problem.

Table  4.23.  four-person allocation  problem  (n  =1111)

How much should each of the following 9      % proportional
persons earn? mean pay         sd f 1000' differencee

B obtains 30% more work results than A f 1 178 174 24.2% 21.0%

C obtains 10% more work results than A f 1054      70 43.8% 29.5%

D obtains 10% less work results than A f 959   49 49.0% 26.2%

E obtains 30% less work results than A f 864 125 27.5% 16.5%

1.   % of respondents that gives person f 1000 (thus equal to average performer).
2.  % of respondents that exactly translates performance difference into corresponding pay differences,

thusf 1300 for B,f 1100 to C,f900 to D andf700 to E.

Clearly, respondents did not differentiate proportionally in salary. A lot of them did not even
differentiate. Some of them wrote next to the question that they did not want to differentiate
because they had no information as to why these differences in performance existed. More
respondents gave f 1000 for small performance differences (plus or minus  10%), than for large

performance differences (plus or minus 30%).
The dependent variables in our research are the differences in salary between persons B and

E, and between persons C and D.

Respondents also got six different allocation problems in which  they  had to allocate f 1000
fairly between two persons. Below, the text of the first case is given. The other problems are
constructed identically.
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probleml
Twin brothers, Marc and John, work in a toy factory. Marc always produces less than John.
On average Marc makes 40 pieces a week, and John makes 60 pieces. The factory hasf

1000 a week to pay them both. What is afair allocation according to you?
f.......... to Marc
f.......... to John

In the first five problems one person makes 60 pieces, and the other 40. Each problem is
situated in a different organization. The first four problems involve male twins, to suggest equal
backgrounds and abilities.

In the first problem it is not described why the second person produces less than the first
person. In the second problem the lower performance is attributed to Dersonal circumstances (an
ill child, whom he had to take to the doctor during working hours). In the third problem the lower
performance is ascribed to lack of effort, the higher performance to hard work. In the fourth

problem the lower performance is also ascribed to lack of effort, but in addition the idle person
is a breadwinner and has a financial need off500. The more zealous person who makes 60 pieces

is described as a bachelor. In the fifth problem people work equally hard. but the ibe that sold 60
items took advantage of his natural charm. In the sixth problem both individuals produce 50

pieces, but do so with different amounts of effort (therefore, they are supposed to have different
abilities).

For each problem the difference in income between the person who produced 60 pieces and

the person who produced 40 pieces is used as a dependent variable. For problem 6 a positive
difference should be interpreted as appreciation for the person who exerts himself more.

Problems  1,2, and 3 are based on Wagstaff (1994). Problem 5 is based on Bouckaert (1990).
Wagstaff (1994) wanted to prove with his problems that people allocate on the basis of a single
equity-as-deservingness principle. According to that viewpoint, allocation decisions differ, not
because people use different principles, but because they make different assumptions about the
locus of responsibility. He predicted that if allocators have information about the locus of
responsibility for lower inputs (personal circumstances, laziness), they will use that information
to adjust the allocation that would have been made on the basis ofperformance information alone.

Wagstaff found that in the low responsibility situation (problem 2), 39% of the respondents
made still unequal allocations, as compared to 59% in the first problem, and 74% in the third

problem (high responsibility). As adjustments in allocation behaviour (compared to the first
problem) were in the expected direction, his hypothesis was partially confirmed.
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Related hypotheses would be that allocation decisions are only related to endorsement of the

need principle when the relevant information is given. And, if allocators have no information as

to why individuals differ in performance, they will make rather cautious allocations.

Problem 4 is added to see what happens if two types of information are given that could lead

to opposite allocations. Problem 5 is added as an example of differences in performance due to
differences in inputs over which people have no control (ability). Problem 6 is added to see what

happens if people only differ with respect to effort, and not with respect to performance.

Table 4.24: di erences in pay by problen4

range % no % exact

problem n mean sd min max diff.3 prop.4

1. differences in performance only 1154 104    98 -200 600 24% 32%

2. lower performance due to personal 1175 39 68 -140 400 68% 10%

circumstances (need)

3. lower performance due to lack of effort 1169 156 128 -500 1000 13% 52%

4. lower performance due to lack of effort, 1163 124 108 -400 1000 22% 42%
but the idle person has greater needs

5. lower performance due to lower abilities 1179    46    77 -200 400 57% 12%

6. equal performance, differences in effort 1009    14    44 -200 200 82% 3%
(and ability)2

1.   For each problem (except for problem 6), the difference in performance is 60 to 40. Respondents were asked to
allocatef 1000 in a fair way.

2.  Problem 6 was not asked in the public utility organization and the union.
3.   % of respondents that give each person f500, despite of performance or other differences.
4.    % of respondents that allocate pay exactly proportional to perfonnance difference: f600 - f400

Repeated Measures Manova (problems 1 to 6) showed that the differences between problems

were highly significant (F (5,959)= 306.4, p< .0005). Pair-wise comparisons revealed that all

differences were significant at p f .011. Furthermore, the mean allocation difference in problem

6 (f 14) is different from 0 ( t(1008)= 10.27, p< .0005).
From Table 4.24 we can see that respondents assigned the greatest differentiation in pay when

differences in performance were due to differences in effort. On the other hand, 82% of the
respondents divided the pay equally when the only difference was in effort. Also, in the case of
a lower performance due to lower abilities, a majority (57%) of the respondents assigned no

difference in pay.
It is also evident that respondents adjust their allocation when information about needs or

personal circumstances about the lower performer were added (problem 2 compared to problem

1; and problem 4 compared to problem 3).
As expected, the mean difference in pay in problem 1 is lower than in problem 3. In problem

1 more respondents did not differentiate at all (24% compared to 13%), and fewer respondents
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made exact proportional allocations (32% compared to 52%). AccordingtoWagstaff(1994),this
may be due to differential causal explanations.

It should also be noted that some respondents (from .3% in problem 2 to 2.9% in problem 3)
gave more money to the person that made 40 pieces, than to the person that made 60 pieces. This
may be mistakes, or due to a differential weighting of information.

4.12    Preferences for pay systems (consequence)

Preferences for allocation principles and expected consequences were not only thought to
relate to the way workers allocate pay, but also to preferences fur different pay systems. Our
focus is on choices for different types of pay-for-performance systems. Preferences for three

important characteristics of pay-for-performance systems will be dealt with (van Silfhout,  1995):
1) the rating system, 2) the relative importance of various levels of performance measurement
for somebody's income, and 3) the way in which pay for performance should be paid. The

accompanying items, with descriptive statistics, are described in Tables 4.25 to 4.27.

Table  4.25:  rating system (n=  1187)

In a department of 15 people, pay is based on individual performance. Would you indicate below how many
workers shouW be allowed to earn a performance bonus? Please opt for the alternative you find most
attractive. Do not forget to fill in a number if you are in favour of alternative 2.

1.   As a matter of principle all workers may earn a bonus, e.g., 81% (n= 962)
when all workers perform better than a specific norm.

2.  Not everybody should be allowed a bonus. The bonus should 19% (n= 225)
only be given to the very best. (fill in a number) (Number of workers: mean 4.7, sd 2.7)
workers.

Table 4.25 shows that respondents clearly prefer a rating system in which performance is rated
with respect to a specified norm, as opposed to a rating system in which performance is rated
relative to others (ranking system).

In Table 4.26 the item about the importance of different levels of performance for a person's
pay is described. The importance of the fixed part of the income was added because in the first
studies (utility company and union) some respondents indicated that more than 90% of their

salary should be dependent on some levels of performance. Perhaps they slightly misunderstood
the item. To be sure that respondents are aware of the consequences of such high dependencies

on performance, the item about the importance of the fixed part was added, and respondents were
asked to divide 100 points.
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Table 4.26: income composition

How should your income be put together?
'

range        %
Divide 100 points over the following four categories: n       mean      sd      min  - max 0 pointsw

1. the value of the job you fulfill (fixed) 854    67     23    0 100 1%

2. your personal work results (variable) 854    20     15    0 100 8%

3. the results of your department / group (variable) 853     8 8 0 60 28%

4. the results of the organization as a whole (variable) 852     6 8 0 100 37%

1. These questions were not asked in the defence organization, and were asked in a different way in the utility and
union samples. These answers are not included.

2.  % of respondents giving 0 points to corresponding category.

Table 4.26 shows that, on average, respondents want about two-thirds of their income to be

fixed. The variable components of their income should be more dependent on individual
performance (20%) than on group and organization-wide performance together (14%) (t(851)=

9.84, p< .0005). Thirty-seven percent of the respondents even indicated their income should not
depend on organization-wide performance at all. Only 8% felt that their income should not be

based on individual performance.

Table 4.27:  pay for performance:  pennanent or temporary (n=  8331

How shouW individual perfonnance-related pay be awarded? Rel. frequencies

1.  as a step on the salary scale (permanent increase) 31%

2.  as a bonus, that has to be earned each time 55%

3. there should not be paid individual performance-related pay at all 14%

1. This question was not asked in the utility, union and defence samples.

Most respondents (55%) think individual pay for performance should be awarded in terms of

a bonus.
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4.13 Overview and conclusions

In this chapter we described the participating organizations and our respondents. The overall

response rate was rather low (33%), and differed strongly between organizations (from 13% to

76%). In general, managers showed a greater propensity to respond than employees (54%
compared to 31%). The participating organizations were quitedifferent with respect toproportion
of managers, males, part-time workers, and mean salary and tenure.

To check whether our scales related to the same underlying constructs in each of the sub-

samples, PCA and reliability analyses were conducted in each organization with more than 100
respondents, and for managers and employees separately. In the appendix to Chapter 4, in Table

A4.9, the descriptive statistics ofall scales mentioned in this chapter are presented. All the scales,

except for influence of collective performance', have an overall alpha of at least .70. The scales

with a lower alpha in one (seldom more) of the sub-samples, often consisted of 2 items only.
These scales are more vulnerable, and need some additional items. The lowest alpha for
'relevance of performance' is due to a ceiling effect in case 9 (chemical), and the lowest alpha

for 'pay-for-performance perceptions' is due to a bottom effect in case 2 (university). The scales

on relevance of and influence on collective performance had a low reliability in case 7 (retail).
In this organization, items about collective performance often went together with items about

individual performance, which may be due to their pay system. All in all, we may conclude that

the PCA solutions and coefficient alpha are quite comparable overcases and (executive) position.

All scales have a rather skewed distribution, but the ranges are maximal, except for the scale

on 'perceived contributions-equity'. Standard deviations for most scales are higher than  .80.

Responses on the other variables (allocation decisions, preferences for amount of inequality
between and within jobs, pay system preferences), also showed a satisfactory distribution.

To analyse the effects of case and (executive) position on the means of these 17 scales,

ANOVA's were performed on each of them. The R-square for eight of these scales was higher
than .05 (see Table A4.10). The pay-for-performance perceptions have already been discussed in

this respect. Three of the other scales that relate relatively strongly to case and/or position deal

with collective performance. Especially the university respondents are different from the others:

they consider collective performance the least relevant, believe they have the lowest influence on

it, and consider it the least measurable. On the other hand, they tend to see the highest differences

between colleagues with respect to individual performance. University respondents have the

lowest means on relevance of individual performance and relevance of ability. The two
organizations with an actual pay-for-performance system (chemical and financial services) have

the highest means on relevance of individual performance. Managers consider collective
performance as well as individual performance more relevant to their pay than employees, and

evaluate their salary more equitable with respect to their needs.
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On the other hand, employees tend to believe ability and investments are more relevant to their
pay than managers do. The effect of case was always larger than the effect of position. These
differences in means show that we have to control for case and managerial position in regression
analyses. Interaction effects were only found for four scales, three of them are presented in Table
A4.10. As these effects are also quite small, it is assumed that they will not have a serious impact
on further analysis.



5 Allocation principles and expected

consequences: scale construction and
interrelations

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter the operational definitions and scale construction of the various allocation

principles and expected consequences will be discussed, as well as the correlations between

the allocation principles. Hypotheses and research questions from Chapter 2 will serve as a

guide for these analyses.

5.2         Measuring the endorsement of allocation principles

In  Chapter 1, inequality was defined  as 'the existence Of regular dWerences in power,

goods. services and privileges among defined sets of people'  (Granovetter & Tilly, 1988). In
this definition the following aspects of inequality are important: regular differences, type of

resource and defined sets of people. Furthermore, several possible attitudes towards inequality

were formulated (appraisals vs. preferences). One of these attitudes is the endorsement of

allocation principles.  This was defined  as 'an individual' s belief that  it  is  fair and appropriate
when rewards, punishments, or resources are distributed in accordance with certain criteria'

(Leventhal, 1980, p. 30).
We are especially interested in the preferences for allocation principles for pay within

organizations. Facet design was used as a tool for domain specification (Broers, 1994;

Guttman, 1981). The theoretical domain of allocation principles consists of the following

facets: criteria (equity, equality, need, scarcity, status, collective results), resources (pay, jobs,

and opportunities for training) and defined sets of people (differences in pay within jobs and

between jobs). The domain of responses can be classified as preferential responses (Roskam,

1990). Respondents were asked to what extent they agreed with certain allocation principles.

Allocations of training opportunities and jobs were added in order to see whether people in

the same context (organizations) use the same principles for the allocation of differently

valued resources. Additionally, training and jobs (e.g. promotions) are also important for the

allocation of pay, as pay is tied to job-level and employee qualifications.
In Chapter 2, allocation principles were defined for the allocation of pay within and

between jobs. For each principle, examples of relevant allocation criteria were given. As
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indicated, the distinction between 'within and between jobs' seemed more relevant for equity

and equality (and hierarchy), than for need, collective performance and scarcity.
In Table 5.1 the operational definitions from Chapter 2 are presented, to give a clear

overview of the domain of interest. With the help of this table, items were formulated for each

relevant cell, and to assure the content validity of our measurement instrument. For each
allocation principle, items were formulated for the allocation of jobs and training
opportunities as well. With respect to the design of items the following rules were used:
framing, contrast, and phrasing in terms of 'should' rather than 'fairness'.

Framing, i.e. putting items in a certain context, is necessary because answers are affected
by the introduction and phrasing of questions (Boerman, 1992; Kangas, 1997; Tversky &
Kahneman, 1990). Boerman (1992) showed that the endorsement of principles for the
allocation of income differed slightly between the context of Dutch society as a whole, and the
context of a respondent's organization. In the latter context respondents were less inclined to
endorse the equality and need principles.

Possible explanations for these differences are that respondents may find it difficult to
imagine a situation totally different from their own organization (even when asked to do so),
or that respondents are in favour of some principle in general, but reject it when they consider
the consequences of that principle affecting their own situation. For example, Kangas (1997)
showed that about 60% of his respondents (all employed) agreed that redistribution should be
in favour of the unemployed, but only about 25% of the respondents agreed with the more
specific question about the introduction of a work income tax with which the employed would

support the unemployed.
We chose to specify our questions by stressing the fact that the endorsement of different

allocation principles has consequences for the way pay is distributed. After all, we are
interested in attitudes towards inequality. Burgoyne, Swift, and Marshall (1993) showed that
adding a distribution perspective (contrast) diminishes the number of people that agrees with
a question about an allocation principle. Thus, Burgoyne et al. (1993) predicted that less
people would agree with the item 'a colleague who obtains better results in his job than
another colleague should receive a higher income', than with the item 'the income Of
employees  in our organization should be based on each employee's performance'. The first
item suggests that if the good performers get more, the average or poor performers get less,
whereas the second item only refers to the income of individuals.

Finally, as argued in Chapter  1, we prefer to speak of allocation principles instead of justice
principles. Therefore, items are formulated in terms of what people believe shouM be the case,
rather than in terms of what they considerfair. This formulation was chosen because it is not

exactly known what people mean by fairness, and because fairness is probably only one of the
reasons for preferring one distribution principle over another.



Table  5.1:  operational definitions of allocation principles for the allocation of pay within organizations

allocation principles pay within jobs pay between jobs

equity
contributions quantity and quality of work importance ofjob for success of the organization

investments effort, diligence, ability, seniority, experience, responsibility, required abilities and knowledge,
educational attainment, initiative having to take difficult decisions

Costs -3 bad conditions of employment

equality - equal pay for equal jobs, regardless of tendency to equalize pay between jobs, regardless

performance, effort, etc. of differences in responsibility, job difficulty, etc.
- tenure based pay.raises, regardless of

performance, etc.

need financial needs (number of dependent relatives, setting an acceptable minimum income

costs due to illness, etc).

status ------- hierarchical level

scarcity paying to -performers more in order to keep them paying occupational groups differently on the basis
in the organization, paying newcomers more in of supply and demand
order to fill a vacancy difficult-to-fill

collective performance 'group performance' 'performance of the organization as a whole'

1. Equal jobs were considered to bring about equal costs.
2. Equal jobs were considered to be at similar hierarchical levels.

-
-
U
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Two sets of items were produced (each referring to the respondent's organization), one for

the within-job context (that is, between colleagues who perform about the same type ofjob as
the respondent), and the other for the between-jobs context (that is, between members of an

organization who perform different types of jobs). Moreover, in the 'within job' set the word

'colleague'  was more often used than 'people, someone or workers'. These sets did not appear

consecutively in the questionnaire.
Also, the items about the allocation principles for the allocation of jobs and training

opportunities were placed in the context of the respondent's organization, formulated from a
distribution perspective, and in terms of should. Initially, not every item about the allocation
of jobs and training opportunities related to the context of organizations. Some dealt with the

.-

role of organizations, the government, universities, or labour unions. In the first three

organizations, these sets did not result in reliable scales, especially with respect to the
allocation of education opportunities. Therefore it was decided to rewrite the items, this time
referring to the context of organizations. Only the latter sets will be presented. In the case of
the allocation of jobs and training opportunities the operationalization of the equity

(investments/contributions), equality and need principles were considered to be most
important. Also, some items with respect to equality of opportunity instead of equality of
outcomes were added, plus some items about developmental needs instead of survival needs.

No items were written for the allocation principle of collective performance. These principles

were considered less relevant for the allocation ofjobs and training opportunities.

A first set of pay allocation items was given to several colleagues with the instruction to
assign the items to the various allocation principles. This set was also used in interviews with
workers from various levels to test item clarity. Items often categorized under the wrong

principle, or that were considered unclear, were either excluded or rewritten.

In the appendix to Chapter 5, Tables A5.1 to A5.4 present the various item sets. Table A5.1

contains the items on allocation principle within jobs, Table A5.2 the items on allocation
principles between jobs. The items about the allocation of jobs and training opportunities are
displayed in Tables A5.3 and A5.4, respectively. All items were answered on the following

five-point response scale:  1 'completely disagree', 2 'disagree', 3 'neither agree nor disagree',

4 'agree', 5 'completely agree'.
In the next section the scale construction of the various allocation principles will be

described. The procedures as described in section 4.5 are followed. With respect to the pay
allocation principles, PCA and reliability analyses were conducted on the items referring to

inequality in pay within jobs (5.3). The same was done for the items referring to inequality in

pay between jobs (5.4). Finally, PCA and reliability analyses were performed on all pay
allocation items together, in order to see whether the distinction between principles within and

between jobs holds (5.5).The scale construction with respect to the allocation of training
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opportunities  will be discussed  in  5.6, and allocation  of jobs  in  5.7. In section  5.8 the means

and correlations between the various allocation principles will be described. In section 5.9 we
deal with the scale construction of expected consequences. In 5.10 the major results of this

chapter will be discussed.

5.3 Allocation principles within jobs

In Table 5.3 the catchwords of the items about allocation of pay within jobs are presented,
together with the descriptive statistics and the results of PCA and reliability analysis on all

respondents. The main questions about the structure of the items that will be addressed, are:

1. Do employees differentiate between several sub-principles of equity (contributions,
investments, costs), or do they combine several types of inputs into one overall equity

allocation rule?

2. Are equity and equality opposite poles of one dimension, or do equality and equity
constitute two separate components that do not or only marginally correlate with one
another?

These questions were outlined in Chapter 2.

From Table 5.3 we can see that respondents mostly agree with the items that colleagues
who perform exceptionally well should earn something extra (i), and that colleagues who are
loafing should earn less (p). Items that reflect the need principle have the lowest means (1, s).
The items that colleagues with a higher education should earn more (g), and that newcomers

should earn more to be able to fill in vacancies (t), are also not particularly supported.

PCA revealed 6 components, in which the equity, need and collective performance

principles are clearly reflected. However, the principles of scarcity and equality did not form
separate components. The first   and most important factor was called 'merit', since   this

concept entails a combination of contributions (a, i, r) and effort (p, j) (Bouckaert,  1990). Also
item b 'initiative' and m 'mastering aspects ofjob' refer to investments. Although item x also
loaded on component 5 (ability/talents) we decided to keep it in the merit scale, because

having a positive influence on the work climate may also be based on someone's effort.
Adding item x led to a slightly higher alpha for all respondents (.77 to .79), and for most of
the sub-samples as well.
Components 2,3 and 5 show that respondents distinguish even more equity rules: results only

(-c, e), experience (d, h), and ability (w, f, g)'. Component 3 and 5 reflect long-term
investments.

' Also d'Anjou et al. (1995) found a long-term investment factor (education, experience and professional
knowledge) in addition to a merit factor; their second equity fa tor did not form a reliable scale either.
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Table  5.3:  allocation  principles within jobs:  mean,  sd,  PCA  and  reliability   (n=   1173  listwise)'

Cl     C2      C3 C4 C5 C6
allocation principles results experience collect. ability need

mean sd merit only perf.

equity- contributions
a. better results 3.54 .97 .63 .32

e. only results (effort not important) 2.42 1.01 .63

i. performed exceptionally well 4.02 .78 .55

r.   produces a lot 3.33 .96 .59

equity- investments
b. initiative 3.62 .94 .71

c.  trying more important than results 3.49 .95 -.76

d. experience (equal performance) 2.61 1.00 .75

f. employable 3.46 1.02 .50

g. higher education 2.12 .89 .32 .39

h.   a lot of experience 3.24 .98 .73

j.  how hard someone tries 3.31 .92 .56

m. mastering aspects ofjob 3.67 .86 .55 .32

p.  loafing (earn less) 3.89 .94 .65

w. potential (future possibilities) 2.66 .92 .78

x. positive influence on work climate 2.91 .92 45       55
equality
n.   same job, same income 2.84 1.02 -.50 Z.48
q. same number of pay raises 2.63 1.06 -.56

v. income solely based on job and 2.63 1.02         -43                                      '45

need

1. more needs, more income 2.01 .79 .76

s.    number of dependents 2.13 .94 .75

collective performance
k.  pay also based on team perform. 2.63 1.02 .77

u.  productive team more rewards 3.01 1.02 .61

y.  team perf. > individual perf. 2.49 .93 .74

scarcity
o.  bonus to prevent leaving 2.92 1.13 .32 .37

t.   pay more to fill vacancv 2.01 .88 -.30                              .41

% variance explained after rotation 15.6 7.5 7.4 7.2 7.2 6.8

Cronbach's ali)ha .79 .50 .60 .64 .56 .61

1. Boldface indicates the items that were used to define each factor; only loadings higher than .30 are presented,
items with loadings more than .40 on more than one component are underlined.

2.    All   items are described in Table A5.1, response categories ranged   from   1 'completely disagree'   to   5
'completely agree'. The assigned letter reflects the order in which the items were presented.
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Equality item v (salary based on job and seniority) also loads on the experience factor: this
shows that, as Martin and Harder (1994, p. 243) argued: 'a tenure-based distribution lies
somewhere between long-term equality and the proportionality inherent in other contribution
rules'. Since the reliability of the experience scale dropped from  .60 to  .54 with  item v added,
it was not included in that scale. Component 2 shows that respondents may take extreme

positions on whether they value effort, or value performance outcomes (contributions) only.
Since components 2 and 5 did not meet scale requirements (alpha lower than .60), they will
not be used in subsequent analyses.

Although all equality items loaded negatively on the first factor (indicating that equity and
equality seem to form two poles of one dimension), it was nevertheless decided to form a
separate equality scale (with a reliability of .62; corrected item-total correlations .42 and
higher). As already shown, without the equality items the merit scale still has a reliability of
.79 (instead of.81 with equality items included). We did this, because equality and equity may
be conceptually different as well. As will be seen, this is indeed the case, as equality is more

easily explained by individual bio- and demographic variables than equity (merit). The
assumption of conceptual difference was also checked by performing a PCA analysis with the
eight selected equity items and the three equality items only. Table 5.4 shows that two
different components were found: one reflecting the merit principle and the other reflecting
the equality principle. These items were also presented to a random selection of a
representative telepanel of about 2000 households in the Netherlands (CentERdata, 1998).
The household data were gathered in the fall of 1998.2 Half of all panel members of 16 years
and  older were selected. From these 1680 members, 1300 responded  (80%):  583  of the panel
respondents were employed, 276 were full-time homemakers, and 198 were pensioned (others
were students, unemployed, self-employed, incapacitated, etc.). Forty-four percent of the
panel respondents were female; the mean age was 47 years. From the working panel

respondents 78% worked full-time, 29% were female, and 34% had at least a higher
professional education. The mean gross income of the working panel members wasf4,518 (sd
1,953)3. In our own sample 84% worked full-time, 19% was female, and 28% had at least a
higher professional education. The mean income of our sample was f 4,967 (sd 2,294).
Compared with the figures in Table 4.3, the panel respondents were more highly educated,
and earned slightly more than the employed work force in the Netherlands.

- The household members were only asked to answer the items on the merit and the equality principle within
jobs. We also used panel-data about income, sector, education, age, gender, and labour contract.

3 Computed without two extremely high incomes (f 230,779 andf366,600), twenty-two zero incomes, and
one negative income. When all employed respondents are included the mean income is f5,249 (sd 12,180!).
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Table  5.4:  PCA  (varimax rotation) on equality  and equity  items within jobs, for sample  respondents,  and  panel
respondents (employed and remaining)) j.2

sample panel panel

(n= 1202) (employed, n=583) (remaining, n=717)
allocation principles                             Cl           C2          Cl           C2           Cl           C2

merit equality merit equality merit equality

merit
a. better results .56 ..41            .71 -.34 .75 ..23

i. performed exceptionally well                   .51 -.24 .58 .64

r.   produces a lot .55 -.34 .73 .74

b. initiative .68 -.26 .72 -.26 .74

j.   how hard someone tries .69 .75 .77

m. mastering aspects ofjob .52 .49 .57

p.  loafing (earn less) .62 .76 .76

x. positive influence on work climate         .63 .64 .64

equality
n.   same job, same income .67 -.42 .63 -.30 .69

q. same number of pay raises ..24 .69 .82                .81

v. solely based on job and tenure -.28 .79 .82 .80

% variance explained after rotation 369b 10% 35% 19% 37% 17%

Cronbach's alr)ha .79 .62 .85 .70 .86 .68

1. All items are described in Table A5.1, response categories ranged from 1 'completely disagree' to 5
'completely agree'.

2. Only loadings higher than .20 are presented.

Table 5.4 shows that the component structures in the three samples are very much alike.
The reliability coefficients of the two scales are even slightly higher for the panel respondents

than for our own respondents. As can be seen from the item-loadings and their signs, the two
components are likely to be negatively correlated. Subsequent PCA with oblique rotations
demonstrated that the two components are indeed negatively correlated, with correlations of

-.39, -.37, and -.28 respectively. The size of the correlations show that merit and equality are
certainly not just two sides of the same coin.

As the panel data were collected one year after we finished our first data collection, we
were able to add two more equality items in order to improve the equality scale. The following
items were added: 'Everyone should be eligible for the same general pay increase, regardless

of his or her performance', and 'Differences in pay between people who perform the same
type of jobs should not be too large'. These items also loaded high on the equality component.
With these items, Cronbach's alpha of the equality scale improved from .70 to .75 for the
employed respondents, and from .68 to .72 for the other respondents.
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Separate PCA's on all items within jobs (Table A5.6) in each of the larger sub-samples,
show that the merit, experience, collective performance, and need component were found in
almost every sub-sample. The components that did not lead to reliable scales, ability and
performance, were also not so clearly represented in each sub-sample. In a few cases factors
merged. In the union sample, need and collective performance coincided, showing that being

payed on the basis of collective performance is related to solidarity/sharing. It should also be
kept in mind that in case 6 the respondents were addressed as union members, and not as
employees of single hotel or catering companies. On the other hand, for the retail managers,
collective performance went together with individual performance. This may be due to the
fact that the branch managers' individual performance was represented by the performance of
their store. Thus, the principle of collective performance can have different meanings. Table
A5.6 shows also that reliability coefficients of the different scales are very much comparable
across sub-samples.

Regarding the questions raised at the beginning of this section, it appears that respondents
recognize different equity principles (merit, experience, and to a lesser extent contributions,
and ability). Also, equity and equality are found to be two different, but related, principles.

In the next section the scale construction for allocation principles between jobs will be
described.

5.4 Allocation principles between jobs

In Table 5.5 the catchwords of the items about allocation of pay between jobs are
presented, together with the descriptive statistics and the results of PCA and reliability
analysis on all respondents together. The number of respondents is considerably lower, as
items between jobs were not asked in cases 2,6 and only partly in case 4.

As can be seen in Table 5.5, PCA leads to 4 components: equality, hierarchy, collective
performance and scarcity, and equity. The latter two components did not lead to reliable
scales. Cronbach's alpha for the collective performance items and the scarcity items together
was only .54. We also did not expect that the principles of collective performance and scarcity
had much in common. By dropping the collective performance items from that component,
alpha increased to .59 (leaving a scarcity measure). Alpha was only .47 for the two collective
performance items. The low reliability coefficients for the collective performance and the
scarcity items, within jobs as well as between jobs, may be due to the fact that the
differentiation between these contexts is probably not appropriate fur these principles. This
issue will be further considered by analysing the pay allocation items together (section 5.5).

The items with high loadings on the equity component (d, p, m, and b) reflect aspects that
are usual in job evaluation systems (job value based on responsibility, difficulty, and
position). Item b was dropped from that scale, because with that item alpha was only .47. The
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reliability of the remaining items is probably low (.54), because items have low standard

deviations, especially d and p. Again, this time contrary to our expectations, the (required)
education item does not belong to the equity component. But, we did find that (required)
education is much more acceptable as a basis for differences in pay between jobs (mean 3.66),
than within jobs (mean 2.12).

The first component, equality, makes clear that need and equality do have much in
common. Item s especially, is clearly related to the concept of equality. This item is also much

more accepted, and less radical, than the other need item. Compared to the context of within

jobs, equality is clearly a separate factor this time.
The fact that item j (importance instead of position) loaded on the hierarchy scale is

understandable, considering its wording. It was decided to add item m to the equity scale,

because it has a higher loading on that component, and because it makes the overall reliability

of that scale higher (.54 instead of.51). On the other hand, item m makes the reliability of the
hierarchy scale lower (.65 instead of .69). Item m shows that hierarchical position should be

rewarded because of status, and because fulfilling a higher position requires more
investments.

PCA in sub-samples demonstrated that the equality/need and the hierarchy components are

quite stable. Also the items reflecting the equity principle usually belong to the same
component. However, the items reflecting collective performance and scarcity seem to wander

over different components. The different allocation principles are best reflected in the police

organization. Reliability analyses show also that the equity scale (p,d,m) is quite weak in some

sub-samples.
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Table 5.5:  allocation principles  between jobs:  mean, sd,  PCA and reliability (n=814 listwise)1

Cl       C2      C3     C4
allocation principles mean sd equality hierarchy Coll. equity

ped.1
scarcity

equity-contributions

g.   value to organization, instead of training 3.81 .79 .33

j.    importance to organization, instead of 3.07 .90 .70

equity-investments
a. required education 3.66 .81

d. responsibility ofjob 4.09 .55 .61

p.  having to take difficult decisions 3.83 .64 .62

r.   more than 40 hours a week 3.58 .90 .30

equity-costs
b. disadvantageous working conditions 3.74 .76 .52

Status

c.  subordinate can earn more than supervisor 3.08 1.O .75

m. position more important than education 3.57 .91   =.44     
t. higher positions should always earn more 3.05 .94 -.74

v.  pay higher positions based more on org. 3.32 .96

equality
e. lowest incomes should profit 2.74 .96 .60

f. equal effort, equal pay (regardless job level) 2.6 .91 .59

h. reduce differences income 2.92 .96 .75

1.   all employees equal improvement of income 3.25 1.1 .49
q.   incomes more equal (every job is important) 2.82 .95 .77

w. income differences too large in organization 3.32 .98 .66

need

n. incomes based on cost of living 2.06 .80 .48

s. lowest incomes higher 3.01 .99 .72

scarcity
i.      scarcity more important than exertion 3.31 .88 .48

o.  special, new skills required in job 3.32 .80 .58

u. extra bonus for scarce knowledge and skills 3.42 .90 .51

collective pe,formance
k. profitable organizations should pay more 2.58 .96 .62

x. income based on results organization 2.79 .96 .58

% variance explained after rotation 15% 9% 9% 8%
Cronbach' s algha .80 .69 .59 .54

1. Boldface indicates the items that were used to define each factor; only loadings higher than .30 are presented,
items with loadings more than .40 on more than one component are underlined.

2. All items are described in Table A5.2, response categories ranged from 1 'completely disagree' to 5
'completely agree'. The assigned letter reflects the order in which the items were presented..
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5.5 Within and between jobs items analysed together

To examine whether the distinction between the contexts within and between jobs really
holds for the equity and equality principles, and whether collective performance, need, and

scarcity are more general (meso) principles, a PCA was performed for all pay allocation items

together (49 items). The results of this analysis are presented in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6 shows that when the items within and between jobs are jointly analysed, basically

the same components are found compared to when the two sets of items are analysed

separately, that is merit versus equality (wj), equality (bj), hierarchy (bj), experience (wj), and
results only (wj). The most important difference is that the differentiation between wj and bj
does not hold for the need, collective performance and scarcity items. For all these principles
Cronbach's alpha is higher for the combined scale. than for separate scales (bj and wj). From
Table 5.6 we see that need item bj-s (lowest incomes higher) clearly belongs to the equality-bj
factor. Unlike the analysis presented in Table 5.5, the need item bj-n (income based on costs
of living) no longer belongs to the equality-bj component, but to the need component. The
reliability of the former equality-bj scale without item bj-n is .79. The reliability of the
equality-bj scale without item bj-n remains about the same in each of the sub-samples as wel14

(see Table A5.6, second reliability figure in equality column).
In Table A5.8 the reliabilities for the new collective performance, need and scarcity scales

are presented. As for cases 2,4, and 6 (some) items with respect to allocation principles

between jobs were not included, scale values for need and collective performance were
computed without the between-jobs item. The means of the missing bj-items for collective
performance and need are comparable to the means of the wj-items.

Subsequent PCA with oblique (oblimin) rotation, revealed that these 9 components are not
very highly correlated. Only three correlations were higher than 1.201: between merit/equality

(wj) and equality (bj) r= -.24, between merit/equality (wj) and scarcity r= .22; and between

equality (bj) and results only (wj) r= -.21.

4 AS item bj-s was not used in case 4, equality-bj was computed with the remaining 6 equality items in that
sample (alpha .78).



Table  5.6:  PCA over all  pay allocation principles  items Eithin and ketweeniobs (wj  and bj) (loadings) (n=  788,  listwise)

9
merit equality coll.perf. scarcity hierarchy need results exper. equity

wj bj wj/bj wj/bj          bj wj/bj only wj        wj           bj

within iobs:
equity contributions a.  better results .61 -.35

e. only results (effort not important) -.59

i. performed exceptionally well .42

r.  produces a lot .64

equity investments b. initiative .72

c.  trying more important than results .69

d.   experience (even i f performance is equal) .72

f. employable .39 .31

g. higher education .49

h.   a lot of experience .70

j.   how hard someone tries .62

m. mastering aspects ofjob .43

p.  loafing (earn less) .56

w. potential (future possibilities)                          22                                          12
x. positive influence on work climate .56

equality n.   same job, same income -4434        45
q. same number of pay raises -42 J
v. income solely based on iob and tenure -.31 .43

need 1.    more needs, more income (same job) 0.71

s.    number of dependents 0.72
collective performance k.  pay also based on team performance .73

u.  productive team more rewards .62

y. team performance > individual perf. .69

scarcity o.  bonus to prevent colleague from leaving .49
t.   oav more to fill vacancv .53



merit equality coll.perf. scarcity hierarchy need results exper. equity

wj bj wj/bj wj/bj           bj wj/bj only wj        wj           bj

between iobs
equity contributions g.   value to organization (instead of training)

i.   importance to organization (instead of .71

equity investments a.  required education
d. responsibility ofjob .57

p.  having to take difficult decisions .56

..................................................L....mQIQ.tb.@.0. 9..h#! .a.w.Q.ek...................................................................................................................................................................................................................

equity costs b.  disadvantageous working conditions .33 .49

status c.  subordinate can earn more than supervisor .76

m. position more important than education -.38 .64

t. higher positions should always earn more -.69

v.  pay higher positions based more on org. .39

equality e.  lowest incomes should profit .57

f. equal effort, equal pay (regardless job level) .45 .33

h. reduce differences income .75

1.   all employees equal improvement of income .43

q.   incomes more equal (every job is important) .73

w. income differences too large in organization .74

need n.   incomes based on cost of living .31(D .57

s. lowest incomes higher .70

scarcity i.   scarcity more important than exertion 0.46

o.   special, new skills required in job 0.59
u. extra bonus for scarce knowledge and skills 0.60

collective pe,fonnance k.  profitable organizations should pay more *12          0.38
x. income based on results organization .64

% variance explained after rotation (total: 47.2%) 8.3 7.5 5.1          5 4.6 4.4 4.3 4.2 3.9

cronbach's all)ha .79 .79 .70 .64 .69            .67           .50             .60            .54

1. Boldface indicates the items that were used to define each factor; only loadings higher than .30 are presented, items with higher loadings on more than one component are underlined.
2.   All items are described in Table A5.1 and AS.2; response categories ranged from 1 'completely disagree' to 5 'completely agree'. The assigned letter reflects the order in which the items were   E

presented -1
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As the number of items is quite large (49), we could not repeat this analysis in each of the

sub-samples. Because the number of components is also large, differences between the
various component structures will only be discussed (and not presented in the annex). We
repeated this analysis for the police organization (n= 322), and for all respondents except the

police (n= 466). The same factors were found in these sub-samples as in the analysis of all

respondents together. For employees (n= 434) the need and results only items loaded

oppositely on one component, reflecting that paying for effort and needs are opposite to
paying for results only (item wj-e). For managers (n= 348) the most important difference is a
differentiation between contributions and investments for the equity principle within jobs.

5.6 Job allocation principles

To see whether respondents were in favour of the same kind of allocation principles for
different valued resources (within the same context), we also asked about the preferred

allocation principles for jobs and training opportunities. The endorsement of these principles

were only measured in case 1 (police), 3 (university), 5 (gas), 9 (chemical)5 and 10 (financial
services). The full items with respect to job allocation criteria are presented in Table A5.3. In
Table 5.7 only the keywords are given, together with the descriptive statistics, and the results

of a PCA analysis.
From Table 5.7 we can see that respondents prefer selection processes on the basis of

performance and qualities, rather than on position or descent (items i, g, n). Our respondents
also believe organizations should take the wishes of their employees into account in
reorganizations, and should try to find suitable jobs for those who cannot keep up with new
developments (items 0, p). Thus, equity and need seem to be important. Note however, that
the need items perhaps do not really exhibit a distribution perspective. Item o may even be
considered an aspect of procedural justice, i.e. voice. Nevertheless, these aspects appear to be

important.
We chose three components for PCA over all respondents. The first component refers to

equality of outcomes (employment for as many people as possible). The second component
refers to the importance of taking into account interests of employees in the case of
reorganizations and new technical developments (items 0, p) and equality of chances (item c).
Items referring to equity (j, m) and scarcity (k, q) have negative loadings on this component,

implying an either/or relation between equity/scarcity and need/equality.

5 Only half of the respondents from the chemical plant received these items, the other half received the older
not reported version.
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Table 5.7. job allocation principles: mean, sd,  PCA and reliability  (n= 556 listwise)'

Cl         C2       C3
need vs

allocation criteria mean sd equality performance status

(outcomes (process)

equity-contributions

i.   performance more important than qualifications 3.87 .81

j. worst performers layed off first (downsizing) 3.72 .90 -.50

m. several low ratings, than fired 3.41 .96 -.53 131

equity-investments

g.   selection on the basis of qualities (not gender) 3.99 .97 -.67

h.  tenure as criterion for internal vacancies 2.26 .93 .64

1. internal applicants priority over external 3.08 1.03 -.36 .49

n.  qualities more important than position 4.06 .59 ..46

hierarchy
r. higher position preferred for promotions 2.19        .83                                                             .57

equality

a.   part-time jobs compulsory (employment  T ) 2.33 1.10 .55

b. work fewer hours, earn less (employment T ) 2.33 1.05           .64

c. equal chances of dismissal (downsizing) 2.77 1.23 .45

d. preferential treatment for ethnic minorities 2.26 1.00 .77

need

e. breadwinner preferred above two-earner 2.78 1.22 .46

f. keep physically handicapped in reorganizations 3.08 .96

o. consider wishes of employees (reorganizations) 4.08 .69 .60

p. find suitable jobs for those who cannot keep up 3.98 .74 .51

scarcity

k. scarce employees should get tenure sooner 2.97 .92 ..43

q. scarce employees should be precluded from 2.25 .86 -.54

shorter working week.
% variance explained after rotation 1396 11% 10%

Cronbach's alr)ha .66 .55 .44

1. Boldface indicates the items that were used to define each factor; only loadings higher than .30 are presented.
items with loadings higher than .40 on more than one component are underlined.

2. All items are described in Table A5.3, response categories ranged from 1 'completely disagree' to 5
'completely agree'. The assigned letter reflects the order in which the items were presented.
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However, one scale was composed of these items, because separate scales for
equity/scarcity and need/equality would lead to lower reliability coefficients. A high score on

the second component indicates that bad performers should be protected.

The third component refers to status versus equity. The signs of the loadings show that

tenure (h) and position (r, 1) are seen as the opposite of performance (m, n). Thus, status and

equity do not necessarily display a positive relation. From this interpretation of component 3,

being a breadwinner also seems an aspect of status (e). However, the reliability of this
component is not high enough. Other strategies for scale construction did not produce scales

with higher reliability coefficients.

As can be seen in Table A5.9 three or four component solutions are shown for the sub-
samples. The structures resemble each other only to a certain extent. Except for case 3, items

a,b,d,-g load on the same component in all sub-samples. In case 3 a differentiation is made

between preferential treatment (-g, d), and the stimulation of part-time work (a, b). However,
in this case the highest reliability is found for the four items together.

As the status component does not lead to a reliable overall scale, the separate reliability

coefficients for the sub-samples were not computed. For each sub-set the amount of variance

explained by the components is rather low, showing that these items do not have a lot of
common variance.

5.7        Allocation of training opportunities

The full items reflecting the different criteria for the allocation of training opportunities are

reported in Table A5.4. In Table 5.8 the keywords of those items are recorded, together with

the descriptive statistics, and the results of PCA for all respondents.

In contrast to the pay allocation criteria, this time the highest means are found among the

need and equality items. Unfortunately, the component structure reflects the intended

principles only to a certain extent. Only the first component, hierarchy versus need, produced
a moderately reliable scale, the other components did not meet the standard. We tried to find
better scales, e.g. by starting with all 'equality' items together (equality and need),
respectively by starting with all 'inequality' items together (equity, hierarchy, scarcity). This
procedure did not result in reliable scales either. We also tried a one-component solution, to
search for a general inequality vs equality factor. This analysis led to the same hierarchy

versus need scale as before.

Also in the various sub-samples (see Table A5.10) the alpha coefficients were very low,
and alternatives were not present.
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Table  5.8:  allocation principles for training opportunities: mean, sd,  PCA and reliability  (n= 547 listwise)'

Cl C2 C3      C4      C5
hierar. equity equality- scarcity equality-

allocation criteria mean     sd     / need outcome process

equity- contributions

c. pay back costs when leaving 3.59 .99 .70

organization

i.  invest in people who perform well 2.99 .98 .53

j.    when not passing a course, costs are 2.55 .92 .79

payed back

status/hierarchy

d. higherjobs, more influence on kind 1.99 .76 .65

of training
n. larger part of budget to higher jobs 1.65 .54    .64

equality

a. everybody equal chances for training 4.07 .74 -.59 .40

g. extra opportunities for ethnic 2.61 .98 .69

minorities

k. colleagues should alternately follow 3.02 1.0                                                         .33             .60

training

1. preferential treatment for people 2.84 .91      .67
with fewer past opportunities

need

b. pay for training on own initiative of 3.88 .75 -.60

employees

f.  invest more in employees to keep 3.82 .67 .65

them up

h. high salaried should contribute 2.96 1.1           39
relatively more

o. employees should pay cost for 2.29 .82 .58 .33

training for other jobs (reversed)

scarcity

e. budget only for skills that are not 3.02 .92 .70
available on labour market

m. only pay for training specific to the 3.5 .94 .63

organization

% variance explained after rotation 14% 11% 11% 9% 8%

Cronbach's alIha .61         .51           .48            .29            .27

1. Boldface indicates the items that were used to define each factor: only loadings higher than .30 are presented,

items with loadings more than .40 on more than one component are underlined.
2. All items are described in Table A5.4, response categories ranged from 1 'completely disagree' to 5

'completely agree'. The assigned letter reflects the order in which the items were presented.
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Thus, only one scale on allocation principles for training opportunities was formed:
hierarchy versus need. A high score on this scale reflects that employees in higher jobs should
receive a greater part of the budget for training, and that employees should pay for the training
themselves (which is not endorsed by the respondents); and a low score reflects that the
organization should also pay for courses employees want to follow on their own initiative, and
that employees should have equal chances.

The component structures may be less consistent, and the alpha coefficients rather low,
because the items were rather difficult to understand, ambiguous (scarcity item m), or too
abstract. Respondents may therefore have been rather inconsistent in their responses. Perhaps

they are also not used to thinking about the allocation of the training budget.

5.8 Means and correlations between allocation principles

In Chapter 2 some assumptions were made about the similarities and differences between
the various allocation principles. Equality and equity were seen as opposite. Equality and need
were supposed to have a lot in common, and the equity rule was likely to resemble the scarcity
and status rule. In Table 5.9 the means, sd, and correlations between the various pay
allocation principles are described. It should be kept in mind that on the one hand, the
observed correlations are underestimations of the 'real or theoretical' correlations, because our
scales are not perfectly reliable. However, it was decided not to correct for attenuation

(Carmines & Zeller, 1979), because in doing so the theoretical correlation may become

overestimated, as alpha is an underestimation of reliability. On the other hand, our
correlations may be overestimated due to common method variance. Therefore, we will
mainly focus on the relative size and direction of the correlations.

Table 5.9 shows that equity (merit and equity-bj) is the dominant norm (high means, and
low standard deviations), whereas the means on equality are considerably lower, and have
somewhat higher standard deviations. Whether equality can be looked upon as a challenging
counter norm, as Kluegel and MatajO (1995) have pointed out, cannot be derived from
simple correlations. As before, the principle of need is not accepted as a basis of
differentiation in pay within organizations. Also the principle of collective performance is not

highly endorsed. Scarcity, hierarchy, and experience are moderately accepted (on average
neither for nor against).

The equity scales (merit-wj and equity-bj) are indeed negatively related to both forms of

equality (bj and wj). However, in the context of between jobs, this correlation is rather small.
Although merit-wj and equality-wj were part of the same component, they do relate differently
(not just in opposite directions) to other principles, e.g. need, and collective performance.

Thus, equity and equality within jobs are certainly not mutually exclusive.
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Table 5.9: means, sd and correlations among the various pay allocation principles (n=847)'

principle2 mean sd merit equal. exp. equal. equity- hierar need coll. scar

wj.           wj          wj          bj.            bj.            bj.                       perf
merit 3.54 .56 .79

equality-wj 2.68 .77 -.50** .62

experience. 2.88 .83 .12** .11* .60

equality-bj 2.95 .65 ..29** .46** .02 .79

equity-bj 3.83 .52 .28** -.15 ** .05 -.27** .54

hierarchy 2.97 .75 -.21** .18 ** .03 -.02 .17** .69

need 2.03 .64 -.06 .28** .11* .37** -.13** -.07 .67

coll. perf. 2.68 .72 .16** -.06 .00 .03 ..03 -.05 .17** .70

scarcity 2.98 .59 .43** -.25** .03 -.22** .22** -22** .08* .23**   .64

1.    ** p<.0005,*p<.05, correlations larger than  1.201  are bold printed. Reliability coefficients are printed on the
diagonal.

2. wj= within jobs, bj= between jobs, exp.= experience, equal.= equality, hierar.=hierarchy, coll. perf.=
collective performance, scar= scarcity

Like Martin and Harder (1994) suggested, paying on the basis of tenure is related to both

equity and equality. This means that tenure is looked upon as an investment and as something
equally available to all employees. Need is indeed positively related to equality, especially to

equality between jobs. The latter fits with the idea that especially considerations of need play a
role in the determinating of an acceptable minimum income. Like Boerman (1992) and
d'Anjou et al. (1995) found, equity and need are only slightly correlated.

Equity (merit-wj as well as equity-bj) is in point of fact related to scarcity, showing that

being scarce is also a matter of good performance. However, merit-wj is negatively related to
hierarchy (status), whereas equity-bj is positively. Thus, being in a higher position is, on the
one hand, considered as an investment that needs to be compensated, and on the other hand, it
is considered the opposite of paying for performance. The contrast between hierarchical pay

systems and performance-based pay systems is also described by Kerr and Slocum (1987).
Why collective performance and scarcity are positively related is difficult to explain. Both

principles reflect actual discussions in human resource management policies: individual

versus team, and internal equity versus market forces. Another similarity between the two
principles is that scarcity is also related to groups (e.g. scarce groups on the labour market like

IT specialists). Or, maybe respondents believe that all employees should profit from the
contributions of more highly paid scarce colleagues.

In PCA analyses of sub-samples, items reflecting collective performance appeared to load

on different components. This is also reflected in the differential correlations between this and
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other principles within sub-samples. For example, in case 7 (retail) the correlation between

collective performance and merit is .48 (p<.0005), and the correlation between collective
performance and need is .11 (p=.201), whereas in case 6 (union) the correlation between

collective performance and need (wj) is .50 (p<.0005), and the correlation between collective
performance and merit is .06 (p=.545). Thus, again, pay on the basis of collective performance

can mean different things: pay for performance (differentiation), and sharing the results of

performance (solidarity).

The correlations between the job and training opportunities principles and the pay
allocation principles are described in Table 5.10. The most important question is whether

respondents endorse corresponding principles for different resources (pay, jobs and training
opportunities) within the same context (organizations).

Table 5.10: means, sd and correlations among job, training opportunities, and pay allocation principles
(n=556)1

allocation pay

principles2 m sd
ment equal. exp. equal. equity-bj hierarchy need Coll.

wj.                       wj.                    wj.                     bj.                              bj.                                                                                                     perf.

jobs

equality 2.23 .72 -.20** .11* .02
19'*    -„07

-03 .17** .22**

need vs 3.22 .48 -34**35**  .07  .40**   :23** .05 .16** -.05

perform.

training

hierarchy 1.99 .45 .00 -.05 .09* -.21** .07 .15** .07 .15**

vs need

1.    **  p<.0005,  * p<.05, correlations larger than  1.201  are in  bold.
2.   wj= within jobs, bj= between jobs, exp.= experience, equal= equality, coll. perf.= collective performance.

Table 5.10 shows that, on average, respondents are against the idea that jobs should be

shared, and against preferential treatment (mean job-equality= 2.33). The need principle with
respect to the allocation ofjobs is accepted (mean= 3.22) to a greater extent than the need
principle for the allocation of pay (mean= 2.03). This may be due to the fact that the job-need

items are not primarily allocation items (see section 5.7), but also reflect procedural
considerations. Another reason for this higher mean may be that having a job is more
important to fulfil basic needs, than getting some additional payment because of higher

financial needs. Respondents also believe that the training budget should be allocated on the

basis of needs rather than according to hierarchical position (1.99 reversed).
Correlations show that pay equality (equality of outcomes) is more strongly related to the
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allocation of jobs according to need, than to the job allocation principle 'equality of outcomes'

(hairlines in Table 5.10). This is rather amazing since all equality of outcomes scales contain
items like 'pay or jobs should be allocated on the basis of equality, irrespective of
performance' (for example: item n-wj, item f-bj, item g-job (reversed)). Equality of outcomes
is also relatively more acceptable for the allocation of pay (means:  wj= 2.68/ bj= 2.95), than
for the allocation of jobs (mean= 2.33) (both paired t-tests are highly significant, p<.0005).
These differences in mean scores probably indicate that respondents believe it is worse when
performance is disregarded in the selection process (especially when the alternative is
preferential treatment on the basis of gender or ethnicity), than when performance is

disregarded in pay allocation processes. Or, when selection is strictly based on performance
and qualities, differentiation in pay on the basis of performance within jobs is less necessary

(all employees will perform about equally).
The job-need principle may be strongly correlated to the pay-equality scales, because this

scale reflects that employees should be treated as 'equal' human beings (including equal
chances): another form of equality (see Chapter 2).

Again, merit (pay) and equality/ need (job) are negatively correlated. Endorsement of the
hierarchy principle is positively related across resources (pay and training: r= .15; job and
training: r= -.25, p<.0005 (reversed)). The negative correlation between the training-hierarchy
and the pay-equality (bj) is logical, as the former principle advocates differences between
jobs, and the latter is opposed to differences between jobs.

Collective performance (pay) is again positively related to an equality scale (job) and an

inequality scale (training opportunities).
Thus, there is a certain correspondence between the endorsement of comparable allocation

principles for different resources. However, this correspondence is not very strong, as the
content of the allocation principles do not mirror each other perfectly, and probably also
because different rules are used for different resources (greater emphasis on need with respect
to job and training allocations, as opposed to pay allocations).
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5.9 Allocation principles: differences between cases and managerial
position

ANOVA's were performed to analyse differences between cases and managerial position,

and possible interactions between those factors. Pair-wise differences between cases were

tested conservatively (Schefft) because of the number of comparisons and ANOVA's

performed, and because our group sizes were unequal (Maxwell & Delaney, 1990). The
assumption of homogeneity of variance between groups was met for half of the principles

(according to Levene' s  test). In cases of significant differences, the ratio' s between the highest

and lowest variances were just around  1:  1.5. We are aware of the fact that this may still make

our tests either too liberal or too conservative.

The results of the ANOVA's are described in Table A5.13. Overall, more variance is

explained by case than by managerial position. For only 4 out of 12 principles, the interaction

between case and position was significant. The variance explained by these interactions is

quite low; eta squared is maximally .015. In subsequent analyses we will therefore ignore

possible interactions between case and position. For the principles of experience, hierarchy,
scarcity, and need the explained variance by case and position is quite low (adjusted R2 <.05)

Most variance is explained for the principles of equality (pay and jobs), and the principle
of collective pe,formance (pay) (adjusted R2 >.10). Managers were less in favour of equality in

pay (within and between jobs) than employees. Managers were also slightly more in favour of
the principle of collective performance. They also considered collective performance more

relevant to their pay than employees (see Chapter 4). Respondents of the financial services

and the chemical organization were least in favour of equality (pay and jobs), whereas the

union members and retail managers favoured it most. The principle of collective performance
was most endorsed by respondents of the retail, financial services and the food organizations.
In each of these organizations some form of team-based pay or profit sharing is present. Thus,

pay preferences are apparently influenced by pay system experience (or vice versa). University
respondents were not in favour of the principle of collective perfonnance (they do not
consider it relevant to their pay either), as were police respondents. University respondents
were less against the principle of equal allocation of jobs (part-time work and preferential

treatment6, mean 2.74) than respondents from other organizations. We also found the greatest

proportion of part-time workers, and relatively many women in higher positions at the

university.
Respondents from the financial services organization had rather extreme scores on most of

the principles. They were high on merit, scarcity, and collective performance, and low on

equality (pay and jobs), and need (pay and jobs). This makes sense theoretically, as these

6 The university respondents had the highest means on both elements (part-time work, and preferential

treatment).
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respondents are high-earning managers (they will not benefit from allocations on the basis of
need and equality), and are subject to pay for performance (individual and group).

Also respondents from the union sample had quite an outspoken preference profile. They
had low means on merit, and high means on equality (only measured within jobs), need and
experience. This pattern may be due to union ideology or rhetoric, social position, and kind of
work.

We did not expect to find the highest mean on experience (3.24) in case 9 (chemical), since
this is where the highest pay-for-performance perceptions are found. This unexpectedly high
score may be due to the fact that only employees that perform well are allowed to stay in the

organization. Thus in case 9, experience (tenure) is based upon performance.
The significant main effects of position are all in the expected directions: managers were

more in favour of inequality (scarcity, merit, job value), and less in favour of equality and
need. However, no effect of position was found for experience, hierarchy, and equality in jobs.

The relative importance of case, and to a lesser extent, of position, makes it necessary to
control for case and position in subsequent regression analyses, in order to minimize design

effects (Kish & Frankel, 1970 in Sudman, 1973).

5.10 The measurement of expected consequences of allocation rules

Individuals are likely to take the consequences of applying different allocation rules into
account when they consider preferences for allocation principles, or when they have to take
allocation decisions. The theoretical domain of expected consequences is a combination of
the following facets: allocation rules and possible consequences. In Chapter 2 we explained

which systems and consequences would be considered. In Table 5.11 the various

consequences are described. Particular examples of possible consequences are based on often

quoted effects of pay-for-performance, job-based pay, team-based pay (e.g. Ballou &
Podgursky, 1993; Meindl, 1989; Pot, 1988; van Silfhout, 1995; Thierry, 1987, 1990) and
conventional wisdom. For each pay system (pay for performance, equal pay for equal jobs,
and team-based pay) at least one item per type of consequence is formulated. As we have a
special interest in the acceptance and use of pay-for-performance systems, more items were
written with respect to that system.

All items were formulated according to the same format, e.g.: 'Paying on the basis of
achieved results is  necessary here ( !) to urge people to work harder: If there actually is a pay-
for-performance system, the response to this item reflects perceived consequences; if not, the
response refers to expected consequences. Again, the context was the organization the
respondent works for.
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All items were followed by a five-point rating scale, ranging from 1 'totally disagree' to 5

'totally agree'. The items on expected consequences are presented in Table A.5.5.

Table  5.11:  operational definitions  of expected consequences

productivity relations between relation supervisor/ personal fairness

co-workers subordinates well-being/welfare

being better off,
being rushed,

helping behaviour, arbitrariness,
productivity, cooperationjealousy, appreciation, fairness
working harder

cooperation satisfaction,
uncertainty about
income, joyfulness

To check whether the resulting scales really reflect expected or experienced consequences

of different pay systems, three items were added:

-   The use of a payment-by-results system in our organisation has more disadvantages than

advantages.
-   In your opinion, how desirable are the consequences of implementing an individual result-

oriented pay system?
-   In your opinion, how desirable are the consequences of implementing a team/group-based

pay system?
The two last items were followed by a rating scale ranging from 1 *very undesirable' to 5

'very desirable'.

In Table 5.12 the keywords of the consequence items are described, together with the
means, standard deviations, and the results of PCA. The items are ordered by pay system

instead of consequence.
Table 5.12 shows that respondents agree most with the item that people meet with more

appreciation when pay for performance is used (item d). On average, respondents seemed to
disagree slightly with the items that job-based pay and team-based pay lead to fairer pay

differentials (item i and n). Respondents also seemed to believe that pay for performance leads

sooner to an increase in the productivity of the entire organization, than that it encourages

individuals to work harder (paired t-test: item b- item a: t (1204)= 11.28, p<.0005). With
respect to the items on team-based pay, it should be noted that respondents agree most with
the item that team-based pay leads to discontent because of performance differences (item v).
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The first component makes it apparent that expected positive effects of'equal pay for equal
work' go together with expected negative effects of pay for performance. All effects bear

upon social  relationships  and  well-being. The  items on this factor constitute a reliable scale.

The second component refers to expected positive effects of pay for performance, especially

on productivity.

Table 5.12: expected consequences of various pay allocation systems: mean, sd, PCA and reliability  (n= 970
listwise)'

Cl       C2       C3

expected consequences mean      sd       neg. pfp pos. pfp pos. tbp

pay-for-performance
a. work harder 2.81 1.00 .73

b.   increase of entire production 3.15 .99 .72

w. less inclined to help each other 3.02 .99 .67

o. arbitrariness 3.37 1.02 .59

u. cooperation supervisor-subordinates 2.85 .89 -.3450
d. more appreciation 3.68 .80 .59

f.   better off 3.52 .85 .55

j'. too much uncertainty 3.00 .97 .61

m. feel pressed 3.13 .98 .71

q. dissatisfaction among lesser performers 3.44 .85 .58

t.   work more enjoyable 3.08 .95          -34            0
s.   fairer pay relations 3.32 .92 -4061
job-based pay
e.  work less hard 2.92 .96 .70

k. preventjealousy 3.18 1.04 .69

1. better relations supervisor-subordinates 2.86 1.03 .72

x.  enjoy work more 3.08 .97 .67

n.   fairer when based on job 2.7 .93 A9

team-based pay
p. improve productivity 2.94       .91                                                .75
c. improve cooperation between colleagues 2.94 1.00 .77

g. better cooperation supervisor-employees 2.92 .92                           ,f!Q            , 2
r. system liked better 2.75 .87 .60

v. discontent because of perform. differences 3.34 .92                        32          -.56
i.    fairer pay relations 2.74 .89 .73

% variance explained after rotation 18.5% 16.5% 12.3%

Cronbach's alr)ha .84 .77 .75

1. Boldface indicates the items that were used to define each factor; only loadings higher than .30 are
presented, items with loadings more than .40 on more than one component are underlined.

2. All items are described in Table A5.5, response categories ranged from 1 'completely disagree' to 5
'completely agree'.  For each pay system, items are presented  in the following order: productivity, relations

among co-workers, relations among supervisor and workers, individual well-being, fairness. The assigned
letter reflects the order in which the items were presented. pos= positive consequences, neg.= negative
consequences, pfp= pay for performance, tbp= team-based pay

3.   Item j was not measured in cases 4 and 6.
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The items indicating positive effects of pay for performance on well-being, social
relationships and fairness also load negatively on the first factor (s, t, u). These items were
excluded from the scale based on component two (Cronbach's alpha .77). Item s shows that
fairness is indeed related to both social relations/well-being (component one), and to
productivity (component two)

The third component indicates expected positive consequences of team-based pay. As item
g and v also load on the second component, these items were excluded form scale
construction. The remaining items of component three have a reliability of.75.

No meaningful differences between the various sub-samples were found. As in cases 4 and
6, item j was not measured; the scale on consequences for well-being and social relations is
calculated without item j for those cases (only if no other items were missing).

Correlations were performed between the component-based scales and the three additional
items mentioned earlier. The results are shown in Table 5.13.

Table 5.13: correlations between expected consequences of pay for pe,formance (pfp), team-based pay. equal
pay, and 'single consequence' items (n= 1167)1

scales/ items mean sd 1 2  3  4  5

1. positive consequences team-based pay
2.89   .71   

2. negative consequences pfp on well-being
3.11    65    .13**

3. positive consequences pfp on productivity
3.23  .67   .14**  -.37**

4. pfp has more disadvantages than
advantages     2.95      .96      :06*

.48** -.47**

5. desirability of pay for performance
3.11    1.14   -.05"

:59** .54** -.51**

6. desirability of team-based pay 2.74 1.09   .66** -.08* .15** ..19** .15**

1. ** p<.0005, p<.05, ns= not significant

Table 5.10 shows that, on average, respondents expect more positive consequences of
individual pay for performance than of team-based pay (paired t-test: «1200)= 12.96,
p<.0005). The desirability items indicate the same. Moreover, they expected slightly more
positive than negative consequences of individual performance pay (paired t-test: t(1192)=
3.49, p<.001). Table 5.10 also shows that the correlations of the three scales (1,2, and 3, first
column) with the three single items (4,5, and 6) are in the expected directions. This
strengthens the confidence in the validity of the scales. Moreover, it appears that team-based
pay is conceptually different from individual pay for performance.

Table 5.10 also reveals that the scale reflecting negative consequences of pay for
performance, and the one reflecting positive consequences of pay for performance have only a
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moderate negative (r= -.37) correlation. These scales are certainly not mutually exclusive.

From Table A5.14, it follows that there are hardly any differences between cases and
managerial position with respect to expected positive consequences Of pay jbr pe,formance.

Thus, respondents from organizations with a pay-for-performance system (cases 9 and 10) do
not expect (or experience) more positive consequences of pay for performance than

respondents from other organizations. However, case and position do relate to expected
negative consequences Ofpayfor pe,fonnance. Again, the union (highest mean:  3.46) and the
financial services organization (lowest mean: 2.59) have the most extreme average scores. The
two organizations with a pay-for-performance system (9 and 10) have the lowest means on the

negative consequences scale. On average, managers expect fewer negative consequences than
employees. However, the effect of position differs per case.

Again, respondents from the university sample are among those who expect few positive
consequences Ofteam-basedpay (together with case 9 'chemical' and case 5 'gas'). This time,
case 10 'financial services' and case 6 'union' belong together, in the sense that both are
relatively optimistic about the positive consequences of team-based pay.

5.11     Summary and conclusions

Pay allocation principles
This chapter dealt with the scale construction of allocation principles and expected

consequences. In Table  A5.12 the descriptive statistics and reliability coefficients  of all scales

are summarized. With respect to the pay allocation principles, only three principles have really

adequate reliability coefficients, i.e. merit, collective performance, and equality-between jobs
(bj). Unfortunately, the reliability of the scale on equity between jobs is quite low (alpha .54).

Since this is an important pay allocation principle, this scale will nevertheless be used in
further analyses.

Some of the other scales are quite promising (few highly correlated items), but they are in
need of some additional items. This is especially true of equality within jobs (wj), need,
hierarchy. and experience. In the panel data, some additional items with respect to equality

(wj) were tried.
All pay allocation principles, except the scarcity principle, have scores ranging from 1 to 5.

Merit, job value, and need deviate most from normality. Collective performance, scarcity and
equality (bj) have normal distributions.

With respect to the equity principle (within jobs), respondents did differentiate between

various inputs (contributions, investments and costs). The most important equity-wj scale is a

combination of contributions and investments (named merit). Three other equity components
were found as well: results only and ability (reliability too low), and experience (an
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investment as well). However, managers seemed to differentiate more between contributions
and investments than employees.

The distinction between the contexts of within and between jobs held for equity and
equality. As expected, this distinction dit not hold for need, scarcity, and collective

performance.
Equity and equality proved to be two different principles, and not just antipodes. The latter

is proved by differential correlations with other principles, and by differences in the variance

explained by case and position.
By and large, the overall structure could be replicated in each of the sub-samples. The most

important differences showed up with respect to collective performance. The items reflecting
this principle loaded on the merit component (retail organization), or on the need component

(union). However, for most cases collective performance and merit were found to be two
different principles, and not just variations of a single pay-for-performance principle. Positive
correlations between collective performance and merit, and need, indicate that the principle of
collective performance refers to performance pay as well as to solidarity.

Merit and equity-bj were the most endorsed allocation principles. As expected, the need

principle was not accepted as a basis for differentiation in pay within organizations. Equality
(wj) and collective performance were the next least endorsed principles. As posited in Chapter
2: merit related positively with scarcity, equality with need, and equity and equality were
negatively related (especially within jobs).

Differences in means between cases and position were mostly in expected directions.

Managers are more in favour of merit, equity-bj, scarcity and collective performance (trend),
and less in favour of equality (wj and bj) and need than employees. The effects of case showed

that, to a certain extent, preferences seem to mirror actual practices (what comes first cannot
be determinated in this study). Very few interaction-effects were found.

Allocation ofjobs and training opportunities
It was far more difficult to construct scales for these principles. This may be due to the

quality of the items, or maybe respondents were less familiar with these subjects. Component
structures for cases, and for managers and employees, were also less similar.

Only three scales could be formed: equality of outcomes (jobs), need vs. hierarchy (jobs),

and hierarchy vs. needs (training opportunities). Respondents attached a rather high value to
being given a say in reorganizations (need-job). On average they were not in favour of
preferential treatment in selection for jobs and part-time work to enhance employment. They
were also against allocating the training budget on the basis of hierarchical position.
Corresponding allocation principles were moderately related across the different resources
(pay, jobs, and training).
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Expected consequences
Three scales were found: positive consequences of pay for performance for productivity,

negative consequences of pay for performance on social relations and well-being, and positive
consequences of team-based pay. The items with respect to the consequences of equal pay for

equal jobs loaded on the same components as items about the consequences of pay for

performance. Component structures were very comparable over cases and position. All three

scales are reliable. Only the scale on negative consequences for pay for performance had a
normal distribution. Correlations between these three scales and three additional items were in

the expected directions. Again, it was found that team-based pay is conceptually different

from pay for individual performance. Respondents expected more positive consequences for
individual performance pay than for team-based pay. Moreover, they expected slightly more

positive than negative consequences of individual performance pay. Differences in means

between cases showed up especially with respect to expected negative consequences of pay

for performance. Respondents from organizations that actually use this system (chemical, and
financial services), did expect (or experience) fewer negative consequences. However, they
did not expect more positive consequences of pay for performance than respondents from

other organizations. It may be that actual experience with individual performance pay

qualifies negative myths (it turned out better than expected), or perhaps respondents from
cases 9 and 10 suppressed negative feelings because of cognitive dissonance reduction.

In the next chapter allocation principles will be further validated, by relating these

principles to various possible determinants and consequences.



6      Determinants of allocation principles

6.1 Introduction

The determinants of allocation preferences can be grouped in the following way:

1 Bio-demographic variables (social position and socialization),
2 Perceptions, attitudes and beliefs (attributes of inputs, expected consequences, pay-for-

performance perceptions, perceived procedural justice),
3 Context (type of pay system and sector).

First, the correlations between each group ofdeterminants and the various allocation principles
will be studied. Regression analyses will be performed to assess the relative importance of
determinants. Subsequently, correlates ofexpected consequences will be explored, and regression
equations of data from the ten different organizations and the household sample will be

compared. The aim of this chapter is to establish (part of) the construct validity of our measures

of allocation principles.

6.2 Bio-demographic variables and the endorsement of allocation

principles

The directions ofthe expected correlations were indicated in Table 3.2. Since equity, equality,
and need have been studied rather often, we are more confident about the relations with those

principles than about the relations with other principles. Briefly. a positive relation is expected

between social position variables and the endorsement of'inequality' rules (scarcity, hierarchy,

equity), and a negative relation between social position and 'equality' rules (equality, need). For
more details we refer to section 3.7. There were no specific hypotheses with respect to the

principle of collective performance, and the job and training allocation principles.

As the financial services respondents (n= 19) differed from other respondents in many respects

(e.g. income, merit-wj, equality), it was checked whether this small group of respondents also

influenced the size of correlations between determinants and allocation principles. This proved

not to be the case. Therefore, it was decided to keep them in the total set of respondents. In Table

6.1, the correlations between bio-demographic variables and the various allocation principles are

presented.
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Table 6.1: correlations between bio-demographical variables and allocation principles (n= 500 - 1233)''2

allocation principles pay within jobs pay  between jobs pay meso/ general jobs training

merit equality experience equity-bj equality hierarchy scarcity need Coll. equality need vs. hierarchy

bio-demographic variables perform. outcome perform.

position in organization
ncome .19** -31** .16** -38** -.12* .21** - .09* -.21** .15**

managerial position .15** :14** .24** -.24** .10* .16** -.09* .15** ..19** .21**

educalon .12** ..31** .08* -32** -.14** .19** - .19** -.21** .16**

previous promotions .17** .19** .19** - 25** .10* - -.11*

expected chance of promotion      .09* -.23** -.11** .11* -26** .12* -.08* .11** -.25**

type of labour contract .07* -.15** -.09*

number of hours workedi .16** .07* -.12** .13** .06* -.23**

received permanent increase .12** -.14** -.15** -.09* -.09* -.10* -,It*

received bonus .08* -.07* -.07*

socialization

gender .14** .08* -.10* .13** .06* .06* -.24**

age .08* .06* .08*

tenure .09* .06* .08*

dual earner family ..09*
fi nancially dependent children .to*

political orientation .12** -.07* .08* -.15** .08* -.09* .07* ..40**

i.    ** p<.0005, *p<.05,correlations largerthan I.15l are boldprinted; not significantcorrelationsare notdisplayed. Numberof respondents is lowest forjobandtraining principles.
2. legend: managerial position: 1= manager, 0= employee; education: 1= primary to 8= doctoral degree; previous promotions: 1= no to 5= four or more; expected chance of

promotion: l=very small to 5= very large; type of labour contract: 1= permanent, 0= fixed; number of hours worked: 1= full-time, 0= part-time; received permanent increase:

1= yes, 0= no; received bonus:  1= yes, 0= no; gender:  1- male, 0= female; dual earner family: I= partner with job, 0= no partner with job; financially dependent children:  1=

yes, 0= no; political orientation: I= left-wing to 7= right-wing.
3.   Originally it was intended to use 3 categories (full-time, 20-36 hours, < 20 hours). However, except forjob-equality principle, the main difference was found between the full-

timers and the two other categories (tested with ANOVA, and post-hoc Scheffd).For the job equality principle the highest mean was found for 20-36 hours, followed by <
20 hours and full-time workers, respectively.
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First, the correlations with organizational position variables will be described, then the
correlations with socialization variables. Differences and similarities between principles will be
discussed as well.

Table 6.1 reveals that income, managerial position, education, previous promotions,   and

expected promotions are the most important bio-demographical determinants of allocation
principles. It was expected that these determinants, all referring to position, would relate

positively to inequality rules', and negatively to 'equality rules'. With respect to most pay
allocation rules this proved to be the case. Merit, job-value, and scarcity correlated positively with
each of these determinants, and equality (within and between jobs) and need correlated
negatively. The equality principles relate more strongly to position variables than the equity

principles.
With respect to experience, only one significant correlation with position variables was found:

a negative relation with expected chance of promotion. As the concept of paying for experience
relates to equity as well as to equality, the absence of more correlations is explainable. The only
significant correlation points in the direction of the equality meaning of experience.

It was assumed that hierarchy would correlate positively with variables indicating hierarchical
position in the organization (income, managerial position, previous promotions, expected

promotions), and negatively with receiving some form of pay for performance. Our hypotheses
were only confirmed with respect to managerial position and receiving performance pay.

Promotions did not relate to endorsement of the hierarchy principle. Income, and also level of
education, even correlated negatively with the hierarchy principle. These correlations also indicate
that paying for hierarchical position may be opposite to paying for performance. However, the

principle of hierarchy for the training budget related positively to income and level of education.

Thus, allocating the training budget on the basis of hierarchical position does not appear to be

opposite to paying for performance.
Only part of the position variables correlated with the principle ofcollective performance. The

positive directions of these correlations refer to the performance (inequality) meaning of
collective performance.

The remaining social position variables appear to be less related to endorsement of allocation
principles. Except for the small negative correlation between type of labour contract and the
training-hierarchy principle, all correlations are in expected directions (positive correlations with
inequality rules, and negative correlations with equality rules). With respect to the principle of

equal allocation ofjobs, it is striking that full-timers and workers with a permanent contract are

less in favour of this principle than part-timers and workers with a temporary contract. Also,

respondents with a higher education level are more in favour of this principle than respondents
with a lower education level. Perhaps persons with a higher education are more 'enlightened' in
this respect. It should be noted that level of education only once relates positively to an equality

rule.
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It is also remarkable that receiving a permanent increase is relatively more strongly related to

endorsementofallocation principles than receiving abonus. Permanent increases apparently have

more impact in this respect.

With respect to the socialization variables, gender and political orientations appear to be most

important. As hypothesized, men were found to be more in favour of inequality (merit, job value,

scarcity, collective performance) and less in favour of equality (pay between jobs, and jobs-
outcome) than women. However, men also appeared to be more in favour of the need principle.

This correlation is to a large extent due to the fact that the men in our sample more often have

financially dependent children, and less often a partner with a job than the women in our sample
do. Ifthese two variables are controlled for, the correlation between gender and need is no longer
significant. The strongest correlation between gender and allocation principles was found for  the

principle of equal allocation of jobs (stimulation of part-time  work and affirmative action).
Women were more likely to support this principle. All in all, the effects of gender (if any) can

better be explained in terms of self-interest than in terms of socialization effects.

Correlations between political orientation and allocation principles show that right-wing

respondents are more in favour of inequality, whereas left-wing respondents are more in favour

of equality principles. Political orientation relates in particular to the principle of equal
distributions ofjobs, showing that this may be a very political (thus controversial?) topic.

On the basis of previous research, it was hypothesized that age would relate positively to
equality and need, and negatively to equity within jobs (merit). However, positive correlations

were found between age, merit, scarcity, and experience, and no relations were found between

age, equality, or need. For tenure, we expected positive correlations with equity within jobs

(especially with a principle including experience as criterion), equity between jobs, and a negative
relation with equality between jobs. The former hypotheses are confirmed, the latter is not. It
appeared that the meaning of age was more related to tenure than to socialization (generation

effect).
Need (pay) is different from equality (pay) in that personal need determinants (dual earner

family, and financially dependent children) only relate to endorsement of the need principle. The
directions of the correlations indicate that respondents with greater financial needs are more in

favour of the need principle.
The merit principle is different from the job-value principle in that type of labour contract,

receiving some form of pay for performance, age, and political orientation are only related to the

merit principle and not to the job-value principle.
Finally, most correlations can be explained as favouring the self-intere..s of respondents.
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6.3 Perceptions, attitudes, beliefs and endorsement ofallocation principles

In Table 6.2, the correlations between the perceptions, beliefs, attitudes, and allocation

principles are presented. The relevant measurement instruments were described in Chapter 4.
As some of the scales relate especially to the context of within jobs (attributes of inputs, pay-

for-performance perceptions, perceived procedural justice), it is expected that these determinants
relate more strongly to merit and equality within jobs, and less to other principles. It is also
expected that scales referring to aspects of (paying for) collective performance will especially
relate to the principle ofcollective performance. The correlations between these determinants and
the principles with respect to jobs and training possibilities are studied in a more explorative way.

As expected, respondents are in favour of allocation principles that refer to pay allocation
criteria they considertobe relevant in theirown work situation (hypothesis 2.1). Thecorrelations
are strongest when the content of the allocation principles and the relevance scales correspond

(see outlined cells at the top of Table 6.2). It was also hypothesized that preferences for equity
principle(s) within jobs are positively related to the extent employees believe or perceive that
inputs can be measured (hypothesis 2.2); inputs can be influenced by employees themselves

(hypothesis 2.3), and input differences exist among their co-workers (hypothesis 2.4). Since the
merit principle was indeed positively related to the extent that inputs can be measured, and
influenced, and to the extent that input d(ferences between colleagues are perceived, these

hypotheses are also confirmed. Although preferences for experience did relate to perceived

relevance of capacities and investments, this principle does not relate to the other capacities and
investments scales (influence and measurability). The absence of those correlations can be

explained by the fact that those scales do not contain items with respect to tenure and experience.
As merit and equality within jobs are partly each other's opposites, attributes of inputs are also
negatively related to endorsement of equality, but these correlations are weaker.

The principle of collective performance is also preferred more when respondents believe
collective performance can be influenced and measured. Perceived differences in individual

performances are only negatively related toendorsementofthe collective performance principle.
Hypothesis 2.6 is also confirmed: respondents who think that circumstances (personal and

work) should be taken into account in the determination of their own income level, are more in
favour of the pay need principle. This may mean that people who are more in favour of the need

principle are more inclined to look for need-relevant information (need as outcome-adjustment).
However, we also found positive relations between relevance of circumstances (personal and
work-related) andendorsementofmerit and collective performance. This suggests thatpay should
be based on performance, unless performance is (strongly) influenced by detrimental
circumstances.



 

Table 6.2: correlations between attitudes, perceptions. beliefs and allocation principles (n= 389.1228)1

allocation principles pay within jobs pay  between jobs pay meso/general jobs training

attitudes, perceptions, and ment equality experience equity-bj equality hierarchy scarcity need Coll. equality need vs. hierarchy
beliefs perform. outcomes perform.

perceived attributes  of inputs.__  _
relevance of performance 1 -.513*_1 -.26** .18** -.11* -.13* .25** .13** -.14* -.14*

-----

relevance of cap./invest. .17** .13** L _.22*L J .19** .11** .15* -.13* .12* -.16**
----

relevance of coll. performance .20** .08* .19**   -.11*-L *592* 1 -.09*

relevance of need .20** .09* -.14** .26** .07* L. 2*_1  .14**

relevance of circumstances .19** 08* .09* .23* .16**

influence on performance .23** -.23** .11* ..22** -.09* .17** -.08* -.18**

influence on cap./ invest. .14** -.12** -.12** .17** .12** .10*

influence on coll. performance .15** -.10* .09* -.08* .17**

measurability of performance .20** .06* -.12*

measurability of cap./invest. .21** -.18** .10* -.08* -.10* .13 ** -.13*

measurability of coll. perf. -.07* .08* .11* -.10* -.10*

differences in performance .32** ..26** -.09* -.11* .14** -.09* -.11** -.11* -.22**

differences in cap./invest. .25** -.23** .08* -.11* -.10* .18** -.17**

perceptions of merit  system

pay-for-performance percep. .09* .07* .20** .12*

feedback, planning & observ. .12* -14** .09* -.07* ..15*

inappropriate behaviour -.08* .14** -.08* .14** .09* .09* .11*

expected consequences.__  -  _  _ _ ----    ----

positive consequences pfp 152** ..37**
1

.09*
1 -.20** 1 -.15** 135** 1

.21** -.09* -19**

negative consequences pfp 1-413*- +542 J .11** :16**    L 43**__1 .12* L 42--1 .21* -.12** .10* .38** -.12*
----

Dositive consea. team Dav .15* .14** .07* .21* 1  .44**  1

1.   ** p<.0005, *p<.05, correlations larger than  1.15 1  are bold printed; not significant correlations are not displayed.
2.  All variables are measured on scales running from 1 to 5; 5 indicating the positive pole.
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Scales that refer to the way the actual pay system works (pay-for-performance perceptions,

feedback, inappropriate behaviour) have very few substantial correlations with the various

allocation principles. However, mostcorrelations are in theexpected directions. Yet, tworelations
are unexpected: pay-for-performance perceptions relate more strongly to collective performance
than to merit, and pay-for-performance perceptions are positively related to the training hierarchy

principle. The former is probably partly due to differences between cases. For example, without
the police and university sub-sample (both samples have low means on collective performance,

and on pfp-perceptions), the correlation between pfp-perceptions and endorsement of collective
performance is reduced from .20 to .14 (p=.001).

Expected consequences of team-based pay relate especially to the principle of collective

performance, whereas expected consequences ofindividual pay furperformance versus equal pay
for equal jobs, relate especially to the merit and the equality scales (see outlined cells at the
bottom of Table 6.2).

As was assumed, attributes of inputs, perceptions of the way the actual merit system works,
and expected consequences relate more strongly to the merit principle (within jobs) than to

equity-bj. However, with respect to the equality principles (within and between jobs), differential

correlations (in size) only occur with respect to measurability and perceived differences between

colleagues. As expected, the latter scales relate more strongly to the principle of equality in pay

within jobs.
Again, the scarcity principle resembles the merit principle in many respects. The few

significant correlations with the pay hierarchy principle show that hierarchy is opposite to paying
for performance. Like before, the job-need principle resembles the equality within jobs principle
more closely than the job-equality principle (except for the relations with scales referring to the

way the actual (merit) pay system works). Thus, respondents who expect that paying for
performance has positive consequences also believe that the allocation ofjobs should be based

on performance (rather than need). Hierarchy (pay and training), experience, and equity-bj have
the lowest correlations with the various determinants.

6.4       Characteristics of the context and endorsement of various allocation
rules

Two potentially important characteristics of the context were distinguished: sector and type

of pay system. In Chapter 4, organizations were characterized as raters and/or rewarders. With

respect to sector, three sub-sectors were recognized: non-profit, privatized public utility

companies, and profit. The relations between context variables and endorsement of allocation
principles are presented in Table 6.3. Correlations are presented with respect to characteristics

of pay system, while ANOVA' s apply to sector. Means per sub-sector  are only presented  if

Significant F-values occurred.
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Table 6.3: relations between context characteristics and allocation principles (n=  1236 - 569)'·2

allocation principles pay within jobs pay  between jobs pay meso/ general jobs training

ment equality experience equity- equality hierarchy scarcity need col 1. equality need vs. hierarchy
characteristics of organization bj perform. outcomes perform.

type of pay system (r)
rater .07* -.09* .16**
rewarder .08* -.09* -.16** -31** -.15**

sector (means) (adj. R ) (.01)* (.021** (.01)* (.01)* (.07)
**

(.01)*

non-profit 3.57 2.60 2.89 3.01 2.56 3.20

newly privatized nuts 3.55 2.63 3.00 2.80 2.86 3.40
profit 3.47 2.85 3.07 2.96 2.94 3.17

a.    ** p<.0005, *p<.05, correlations larger than  I.151  are bold printed; not significant correlations are not displayed; means are not displayed when the F-value is not significant.
The highest means are printed bold, the lowest means are underlined (based on Scheffd comparisons). Number of respondents is lowest for job and training principles.

b.   legend: r= correlations; rater:  I= more than 67% ofemployees is rated once a year, 0= less than 67% is rated once a year; rewarder:  1= more than 32% of employees received
some form of pay-for-performance. 0= less than 32% of employees received some form of pay for performance
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It was hypothesized that respondents from organizations with a pay-for-performance system

are more in favour of merit and scarcity, but not so much in favour of equality (within jobs) (see
Table 3.2). Pay-for-performance systems were characterized by the proportion ofemployees that
is rated yearly, and the proportion of employees actually receiving performance pay. Table 6.3
shows that type of pay system hardly matters where the endorsement of pay allocation rules is

concerned. Frequency of rewarding seems to be related more to endorsement of allocation
principles than rating employees. The largest correlation (-.31) indicates that respondents from

organizations that more frequently pay for performance are less in favour ofjob allocations based

on equality (part-time work and affirmative action). Since they are used to pay for performance,
they apparently also prefer job allocations based on performance.

Sector also hardly explains any variance in endorsement of allocation rules. It was expected
that respondents working in the private sector would be more in favour of merit and scarcity and

less in favour of equality (within and between jobs). However, the significant ANOVA's are

mostly against expectations. Non-profit organizations are more in favour of merit and scarcity,
and less in favour of equality and hierarchy. Results in the profit sector may deviate from
expectations because of large differences between organizations in this sector (e.g., financial
services and chemical plant versus the union members). The observation that organizations from
the non-profit sector are less in favour of payment based on collective performance may be

explained by the fact that collective performance indicators are less well-defined in that sector.

However, this explanation may only be valid for organization-wide performance and less so for
team-based performance.

As type of pay system as well as sector do not offer meaningful explanations of differences in
allocation preferences, we will control for case in subsequent analyses. In this way we will also
control for the most important source of possible design effects in our study.

In the following section, regression analyses on each allocation principle will be reported on

to assess the relative importance of the various determinants.
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6.5 Regression models

If the complete setofpredictors is used forregression analysis on pay allocation principles, the
n/k ratio (numberofrespondents/numberofpredictors) will be rather small, that is: 386/ 39'=  10.
Our list-wise n for the job and training principles is even lower, namely 211. According to
Stevens (1996), there should be at least 15 subjects per variable when the expected R-square is
about .50. Considering the results of studies described in Chapter 3, an R-square of.50 is very
unlikely. Therefore, we aim at a ratio of 20: 1. With such a ratio, the estimated predictive power
of the regression equation in the present sample (although not strictly a-select) for other samples
is not likely to drop dramatically (Stevens, 1996, p. 126/127). The number of predictors will be
decreased by combining predictors that are highly correlated. Stepwise procedures were avoided
because of the risk of capitalization on chance.

The low number of respondents is due to the fact that case 4 (utility company) and case 6

(union) were incomplete. Those were our test cases (-/- 198 respondents). Furthermore, in the
police organization, about 130 respondents missed the question about perceived influence  on

inputs. Items about perceived procedural justice and perceived differences were not included in
the defence study (-/- 171 respondents). As perceived influence and differences are probably quite
relevant for the explanation ofdifferences in endorsement ofallocation principles (see Table 6.2),
it was decided to exclude Only the three scales on perceived procedural justice from further

analyses. These scales were hardly related to preferences for allocation principles, and were only
relevant if a respondent had been subject to a performance evaluation in the preceding twelve
months. Therefore, by omitting these scales n rose to 507 for the pay allocation principles, and
308 for the other allocation principles.

The number of predictors were decreased by combining predictors that are highly correlated.

Stepwise procedures were avoided because of the risk of capitalization on chance. The set of 32

predictors (withoutperceived proceduraljustice andcase) werereducedby performing a principal
component analysis. Usually this is done to combat multicollinearity (Fox, 1997; Stevens,  1996).
However, in our data, multicollinearity hardly occurred. Pair-wise correlations2 between
determinants were never extremely high (higher than .90). Although some predictors could be
predicted for more than 50% by the other determinants (income, managerial position, education,
tenure, number of hours worked, gender, age, relevance of collective performance), the square

'
34 predictors  and 5 dummies for case (3 cases are not complete !).

2 Correlations > 1.40 1 are between: tenure and age r=.72; gender and manager, r=.61; differences in
performance and in capacities: r=.53; expected promotions and tenure: r=-.51; measurability of performance
and of capacities: r=.43; relevance of performance and of capacities: r=.47; influence on capacities and on
performance: r=.46; many other correlations are between  1.30 land  1.401.
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roots of the Variance Inflation Factors were all smaller than two. Fox (1997) speaks only of a
moderate degree of multicollinearity when this statistic is two or higher.

The results of the PCA are shown in the appendix to Chapter 6 (Table A6.1). Twelve
meaningful components were found, which are presented in the first column ofTable 6.4. These

components account for 67% of the variance. The occurrence of principal components with few

high loading items, and small eigenvalues per component is typical for (some) collinearity (Fox,
1997). For each component, scores were computed (regression method, Kim & Mueller, 1994a).
These scores were used as predictors in regression analyses for each principle, controlled for case.
The police respondents served as the baseline category. As component scores are uncorrelated,
the regression coefficients can be estimated more precisely, and the importance of each set of

predictors can be estimated (Stevens,  1996). The results of these analyses are presented in Table
6.4. This table summarizes the preceding tables with the separate correlation coefficients.

Compared to the studies reported in Chapter 3, the amount of variance explained in our study
is quite high, especially for the equity principle. This is due to the inclusion ofattributes of inputs
(relevance and difference) and expected consequences as predictors. Differences in the
endorsement of the pay allocation principles referring to hierarchy, experience, and equity-bj are
to a lesser extent explained by our predictors. The latter may be so commonly accepted, that there

is hardly any variance to explain. Besides, the reliability of that scale was quite low as well. First,
the influence of the most important components will be discussed, then some (more) differences
between related allocation principles will be highlighted, and finally, some effects of cases are

mentioned.
Table 6.4 indicates that expected consequences of pay for performance is the most important

predictor of merit, equality within and even between jobs, scarcity, jobs-need, and training-
hierarchy principles. The latter effect may be explained by the relatively high loadings of being
a manager and level of education on this component (both positively related to training-

hierarchy).
Likewise, expected positive consequences of team-based pay is most essential in predicting

preferences for the principle of collective performance. However, expected consequences of
individual performance pay are also quite influential on preferences for the principle ofcollective

performance.
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Table 6.4.  regression (method enter) of component scores on allocation principles, controtted for case (beta weights)'

allocation principle pay within jobs pay  between jobs pay mao/general jobs training

ment equality experience equity equality hierarchy scarcity need collect. equality need vs. hierar.

predictor bj perform outcome equity

component-scores
tenure/previous promotions .09* .08* .15*** .13-* .13* -.10'

relevance cap./perf. .24*** .07* .22*** .12*** -.12** .20*** .32*** .18***

full-time male managers .16** ..09* .12* -.16** - 22*** .21***

influence on perf./cap./coll. .09* -.08* .11* -.11** .16*** .10** -.14**

perceived differences .29*** -.24*** -,09* .17*** ..08' -.10* -.14**

measurability .08" .08* -.08* -.11*

income (level/raise)/education .10* -.18*** - 21*** -.14** .14** ..11* .10* .12"

positive consequences pfp .45*** -.54*** .21*** -48*** -.10* .31*** - .26*** - 46*** .30***

political .10' .12* -.12* -.27*** -.14*

pos. conseq. of team pay ..09* .10* .07' .15*** 51***

dual income earners .09' ,08* -.07' ..13**
financial needs -.09* .20*** .10'

cases2 (AR square) (.01-) (.01') (.04***,1 (.02') (.02*) (.02"') (.05*** (.02") (04-9 (.029 (.04*** (.02")

university .21** .15* .15* ,12*
'

.14* .19* -.18* .16'

gas .09*

retail .13** -.18** .15** .26***

food .10' ..09* .16*** .20***

chemical .22*** -.11* .08' -.18*** .07# .11'

financial services .06 '

R-square/ adjusted R-square .38/.35 .40/.38 .14/.10 . 12/.08 .36/.33 .10/.07 .26/.24 .28/.25 .49/.47 .26/.22 .36/.33 .19/.15
n 507 507 507 506 506 507 507 507 505 307 308 308

a. only beta's with p< .10 are presented, *** p<= .001, ** p<= ,01 (bold printed), * p<= .05, " p<= .10.
b. police respondents served as baseline category. Food and retail  were not included in regression for job and training principles. As beta-weights for sets of dummies are not

directly comparable to other beta-weights, the change in R-square of adding case to the other predictors is presented (ns= not significant).
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In a regression with a selection of single determinants3, the relative importance of positive
versus negative consequences was studied. It was found that merit and scarcity are especially
related to positive consequences ofpay forperformance, whereas equality betweenjobs and need
are especially related to negative consequences. Equality within jobs is related relatively strongly
to both. The effects of expected consequences on the training-hierarchy principle disappeared in
these regression analyses. Expected positive consequences of team-based pay had the greatest

impacton endorsementofcollective performance, but were alsopositivelyrelatedtoendorsement
of equality and need principles, and slightly negatively to endorsement of the merit principle. On
the other hand, respondents expecting positive (and less negative) consequences of individual

performance pay were more in favour of collective performance. This may indicate that

respondents in favourofmerit seecollective payment as naturally following individual payment,
whereas respondents in favour of equality and need, see collective payment as an alternative to
individual performance pay (especially when divided equally among co-workers).

Perceived relevance of various attributes, including need and collective performance, also
contributed to the explanation of most pay allocation principles. except job value. The latter
makes sense since the perceived relevance ofjob-characteristics was not measured. Sincethe sub-

scales of the relevance component relate differentially to equality within jobs (negative for
relevance of performance, and positive for relevance of capacities, see Table 6.2), the relevance

component contributes little to the explanation of the equality within jobs principle.
Especially equality in pay between jobs and the job-allocation principles appear to be related

to social position components (tenure, full-time male managers, and income). The allocation of

jobs is also most influential in determining somebody's social position, and differences in pay
betweenjobs are largerthan differences in pay withinjobs. Respondents in higher social positions
are less in favour of more equality in pay between jobs, and equal or need-based allocations of

jobs.

The positive effects of component one (tenure and previous promotions) on equality in pay,
can be explained by the high negative loading of expected promotions on this component. This
effect means that respondents who are at the top of what their profession, are in favour of more
equality, probably because they are no longer able to profit from more inequality.

The effects of the component offill-time male managers indicate that the relations of gender

with the various allocation principles (Table 6.1) are, to a large extent, due to the fact that females

3 The results of these regression analyses are presented in the Appendix to Chapter 6 (Table A6.2).
The following predictors were included: income, managerial position, education, previous promotions, chance
of promotion, type of labour contract, number of hours worked, received permanent increase, received bonus,
gender, age, political orientation, relevance of circumstances, measurability of performance and capacities,
positive and negative consequences of pfp, positive consequences of team based pay, and case (only union
members were excluded). Relevance was omitted because of possible contamination with dependent variables.
Influence, difference, pay-for-performance perceptions and procedural justice scales were omitted to enhance
the number of useable respondents. In this way n raised to about 840 for the within job scales, 710 for the
between jobs scales, and 430 for the job and training scales. The main conclusions were comparable to the
results in Table 6.5.
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are in lower positions than men. Again,family circumstances are especially related to the need

principle.
With respect to differences between principles, it should be noted that the three equity

principles (merit, experience, and job-value) relate differentially to components. Experience is
most strongly related to tenure; being a full-time male manager is only related to job-value and
not to the other equity principles, and merit is especially related to perceived performance

differences within jobs and relevance of performance and capacities, whereas job-value is not.
Results also indicate that job-value resembles the merit principle more than the hierarchy

principle does. Like before, components have opposite effects on merit and hierarchy. The
regression models show the most important difference between scarcity and merit to be that
scarcity is positively related to the component of being a full-time male manager and to case,

whereas merit is not. Scarcity may be better liked by full-time male managers as they are scarcer

on the labour market, or because they think they need to allocate pay according to scarcity in
order to run their unit. It should also be noted that equality in pay within jobs is related less to
social position components than equality in pay between jobs. This makes sense, as differences
in pay and other valued resources are often larger between than within jobs. On the other hand,
perceived differences between colleagues are negatively related to equality within jobs, but not
related to equality in pay between jobs. Equality within jobs is still related more to income

position than merit. It strikes us that the job-need versus equity principle is more strongly related

(in opposite directions) to influence on performance, measurability, and even positive

consequences of pay for performance than the merit principle. Again, this shows that performance
is also important in allocating jobs. The component referring to effects of team based pay relates

in particulartoendorsement of the principle ofcollective performance, showing again thatpaying
for collective performance is different in nature than paying for individual performance. Results
also indicate that the performance meaning of collective performance is stronger than the

solidarity meaning.
What is the effect of case on endorsement of the pay allocation principles? From Table 4.8,

it became clear that the chemical plant and the financial services managers were actually subject
to some form of pay for performance, whereas the university and the food plant were
characterized as neither raters norrewarders. The nearabsence ofeffects oforganizationon merit
and equality within jobs indicates that preferences for these allocation principles hardly reflect
actual reward practices. However, effects of organization on preferences for collective
performance appear to indicate differences in reward practices. In the retail, food, and financial
services organization, respondents are paid according to collective performance. Perhaps, to be
more in favourofcollective performance one needs actual (positive) experience with it. However,
we are not inclined to attribute the absence of a positive effect on merit of the chemical and
financial services case to negative experiences with the merit system. These cases are high on

pay-for-performance perceptions, and not low on perceived procedural justice. The relatively high
score on experience  of the chemical respondents may be due to the practice of dismissing
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employees who do notperform well. Thus, high tenure indicates good performance overa number
of years. We doubt whether this explanation of the effect of the chemical case on endorsement
of the experience principle is also valid for the university and food organizations. The negative
effect of the chemical case on preferences for scarcity may indicate that in that organization
paying for market relations is opposite to ranking according to performance. University
respondents may favour the scarcity principle as a vehicle to attract and retain scarce talents.

/n sum, the relative importance of expected consequences, relevance, and perceived differences
indicate that endorsement of merit, scarcity, and collective performance is, to a large extent, a
matter of functionality (good for the system as a whole). Measurability and influence appear to
be less important attributes. Even preferences for equality in pay (within and between jobs), and
job-need principle appear to be largely based on arguments of effectiveness. However, with
respect to these latter principles, social position variables (self-interest) are relatively more

important.
Since expected consequences are rather central to this study and appear to be very important

predictors ofendorsement ofallocation principles, we will take a closer look at correlates of these

scales in the next section.

6.6 Comparison of expected consequences to related allocation principles

In order to understand the differences between principles and expected consequences, it was
decided to compare related principles and consequences. The following variables were included:

bio-demographical (most important position and socialization variables), attributes of inputs (only
with respect to individual or collective performance). perceptions of the actual merit system, and
case. It is expected that evaluations of procedural fairness are related to expected consequences
for pay for performance (section 3.8). The results of these analyses are presented in Table 6.5.

Table 6.5 shows that perceived relevance of performance (individual, collective) is especially
related to the endorsement of the merit and the collective performance principle.

Other attributes of performance, especially perceived differences, have a greater impact on
expected positive consequences of pay for performance (relating to productivity effects) than on
endorsement of the merit principle. Together with the effect ofpay-for-performance perceptions,
these findings suggest that characteristics of the work situation are more directly related to
expectedpositive consequences ofpay forperformance than topreferences forthe merit principle.
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Table 6.5. regression (method enter) on expected consequences and retated allocation principles, controlledfor
case (beta weights)'

pos. merit-wj neg. equality pos. collect.

predictor conseq. conseq. -wj conseq. perform.

pfp                                  pfp                              team pay

bio-demographical
income -.19**

manager .14* - 21*** :12'

education ..11* -.15* .10"

expected promotion -.15** -.11*

previous promotions .09*

received perm. increase

gender .08'

age .12* .11*

political orientation .12* -.10* ..08'

attributes of inputs3

relevance performance .18*** .42*** -.15** -.11* JO*** .55***

influence performance .11*

measurability .11*

perceived perf. diff. .29*** .17*** ..21***

operation  of merit  system

pay-for-performance .14** .080 .09'- 18***

feedback/planning/info.
inappropriate behaviour .10* .08*

cases2 (BR square) (.01-) (.01") (.01=) (.01"') (.02') (.03**)

university .10*

gas .09* .11*

retail .15* -.12' .22***

food .09*

chemical -.19**
financial services

R'/ adjusted R' 25/.21*** .34/.30*** .29/.25*** 28/.24*** .14/.09*** At/.38***

n 456 426 422 463 414 417

1. Only beta's with p<.10 are presented, *** p<=.001, ** p<=.01 (bold printed), * p<=.05, 0 p<=.10;
2. Police respondents served as baseline category. As beta-weights for sets ofdummies are not directly comparable

to other beta-weights. the change in R-square of adding case to the other predictors is presented (ns= not

significant).
3.  For collective perfonnance and expected consequences of team-based pay, the relevance. measurability. and

influence of collective performance were included.

On the other hand, the remaining attributes of performance (except for relevance) are not
related to expected negative consequences (relating to cooperation and individual well-being),
although the way the merit system is operated is even more so. Zero-order correlations show that

aspects of the performance appraisal (feedback and conduct) are especially related to negative
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consequences of pay for performance. Comparable results were found by George et al. (1991),
who determined that unintended reactions to an incentive plan (e.g., getting angry, rule breaking)
were negatively related to the perceived performance-incentive contingency. Marsden (1999) also
concluded that the way pay for performance is operated is clearly influential on positive and
negative effects. According to him, the way performance is appraised is a key factor in control
of organizations.

With respect to collective performance, the effects are the other way around. That is,
characteristics of the actual work situation have a somewhat greater impact on endorsement of
the collective performance principle than on expected consequences of team based pay.

Respondents who perceive more performance differences among their colleagues expect more
positive consequences of pay for performance. This indicates that differentiation on the basis of

performance is especially successful in heterogeneous work groups. On the otherhand, itis found
that perceived performance differences relate negatively to expected positive consequences of
team based pay (r= -.11, p< .0001). Perceived performance differences are even more strongly
related to the negative side of team based pay: discontent among co-workers because of unequal
contributions to the team result4 (r= .24, p< .0001). Thus, team-based pay is probably more
effective in homogeneous work groups, at least with respect to individual performance.

Again, social position variables are most influential on preferences for equality. Note that
expected consequences of individual performance pay are also a matter of political stand. As
Deutsch (1985) already argued, expected consequences reflect either cultural or particularistic
beliefs, whereby the latter may be based on actual experiences, self-interest, and, as we found,
ideological opinions.

4 This item was not included in the scale on positive consequences of team based pay.
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6.7      Comparison with household data

Since the endorsement of equality-within jobs and merit were also measured in a separate

sample of household members, we were able to compare regression results on these variables.

The following predictors were included in both samples: level of education (without separate

category for doctoral degree and post-university education), gross monthly income, gender,
financially dependent children, partner with job , age, and number ofhours worked (full-time vs.

part-time). The household data will be controlled for sector (with the exclusion of utility and
agriculture because these categories contain very few respondents). Only the employed persons
from the household data can be used for this analysis. Two household respondents were excluded

because of extremely high monthly incomes (f230,779 andf366,600). Twenty-two respondents

were excluded because of zero incomes, and one because of a negative income (the majority of
these respondents claim to have a full-time job). With these outlying incomes included, income

has no significant effect in the household data (due to extremely high incomes). The regression

of our own sample will be controlled for case.
Table 6.7 shows that the mean values of the merit principle in both samples are comparable.

However, the mean of the equality principle is somewhat higher in the household sample. The

regression-models for the equality principle, after adding case or sector, are quite similar for both

samples. However, with respect to the merit principle, type of contract (full-time/part-time), and
age seemed to be more important in the household sample, and level of education is a better

predictor in our own sample. The directions ofthe relations between contract, age, education and

the merit principle are the same in all samples. In both samples, gender and household situation

did not relate to endorsement of the equality and merit principles.

As the household sample is more representative for all Dutch employees with respect to sector

than our own sample, it is interesting to take a closer look at the effects of sector in that sample.

Respondents from the services sectors (financial and other) are less in favour of equality.

Respondents working in the field ofeducation are less in favourofthe merit principle. Ourresults
are consistent with the latter finding, as respondents from the university were also less in favour

of merit (different baselines). This comparison proves that our sample is not very different from
a broader sample that is representative for the Dutch population as a whole.

5 Yes, if household respondent had partner, and gross household income is larger than personal

income.
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Table 6.7: comparison of hierarchical regression equations on equality within jobs and merit (method enter)
between own sample and household data (b/ beta weights)'

---bouse-hold-(employed) own sample
equality-wj merit equality-wj merit

(2.86/ .87) (3.53/.63) (2.64/.77) (3.5W .57)

predictori model a model b model a model b model a model b model a model b
constant 3.01*** 3.17*** 2.90*** 2.83*** constant 2.89*** 2.67*** 305*** 3.18***

gender gender

education -.06/ education -.08/ -.08/ .03/ .04/

-.10* -.17*** - 17*** .10** .03**

income -1.5E-04/ -1.5E-04/ 5.3E-05/ 4.9E-05/ income -9.9E-05/ -1.OE-04/ 2.6E-05/ 2.5E-05/
-.33*** - 32*** .17** .15** ..30*** - 31*** .11** .10*

partner with partner

job with job

dependent dependent
children children

age .02/ 6.3E-03/ age .01/ .01/.02/

.21*** .18*** .09' .16*** .17***

full-time .20/ .16/ full-time .16/

.13* .11* .09*

R / adj. R  .14/ .09/ R'/ adj. R' .15/ .05/
model a .13*** .08*** modela .14*** .04***

sector case

transport university .17/ ..231

.07N -.13***

construction defence

trade/hotel/ utility
catering

banking/ -.291 gas .26/ ..22/

insurance -.08# .07* -.08**

education -.24/ retail .14/ -.12/

-.11* .06' -.08**

care and food .23/ -.221

welfare work .09**

public sector
-.11***

chemical
other services -.271 bank

-.11*

varied

R / adj. R  .17/ .13/ R2/ adj. R  .16/ .07/

model b .15*** .10*** model b .15*** .06***

n 534 534 1048 1042
1. Only beta's with p<.10 are presented, *** p<=.001, ** p<=.01, * p<=.05, * p<=.10; model a= only bio-

demographical variables; model b= controlled for sector or case.
2.  Education: 1= primary to 7= university. full-time: 1= yes. 0= no; gender: 1= male, 0= female; income= gross

monthly income. age= in years: dependent children:  1= yes, 0= no; partner with job:  1= yes. 0= no.
3. Household data: industry served as baseline category: own sample: police respondents served as baseline

category. The changes in R-square of adding sector or case were all significant at p<.05.
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6.8      Summary and conclusions

In this chapter, we discussed the correlations between the various determinants and principles.
These determinants were subdivided into bio-demographical variables; perceptions, attitudes,

beliefs; and context. Regression analysis were conducted in order to establish the relative

importance of the various determinants. To reduce the number of determinants, the regression

analyses were performed with component scores. Subsequentlyr, the differences between

expected consequences and related allocation principles were studied. Finally, we compared

regression models of our sample with a second sample of household members.

The results will be discussed per group of determinants. Next, the results will be related to

notions about the nature of allocation principles.

Bio-demographical determinants
Positive relations were expected between variables indicating organizational position and

inequality rules, and negative relations between position and equality rules. Income, managerial
position, education, previous promotions, and expected promotions appeared to be the most

important social position determinants. As hypothesized, these variables correlated positively
with merit, job-value, and scarcity, and negatively to the endorsement ofequality and need (with

respect to pay as well as to jobs). However, regression analyses with component scores indicated

that respondents who reached the top of their profession (high tenure, no further promotions) are

more in favour of merit and equality in pay (within and between jobs). Social position variables

also relate more strongly to the endorsement ofequality principles (between jobs even more than

within jobs) than to the endorsement of inequality principles. These results confirm the idea that

preferences for equality operate as counter norms that arise from having to deal with relatively
limited resources (Kluegel & Mattja, 1995).

Except for the relation with equal allocation of jobs, level of education acted as a social

position variable, rather than a socialization variable (enlightment thesis).

The most important effects of gender, males being more in favour of merit and scarcity and
less in favour of equal allocation of jobs, may, for the largest part, be explained by differences

in positions, and not by differences in socialization (unless males reach higher positions because

they are raised differently). Hypotheses with respect to age were not confirmed. It was expected

that respondents from an earlier generation would be less in favour of merit, and more in favour

of equality. However, older respondents were more in favour of both principles. This result was

explainedby pointing to the tenure meaningofage, thatis olderrespondents have already reached

higher positions (positive effect on merit and experience), but do not expect further promotions

(positive effect on equality).
The hypothesis that endorsement of need is positively related to the needs respondents have,

is also confirmed. Thus, being in favour of need as an allocation principle is also a matter of self-

interest.
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Finally, political orientation  is most strongly related to endorsement of the principle of equal
allocation ofjobs (affirmative action and stimulation ofpart-time jobs). The more right-wing, the
more individuals are against these apparently controversial policies. However, self-interest also
explains differences in endorsement ofjob-equality, since full-time working male managers are
more against it than part-time working female employees.

Perceptions, attitudes and beliefs
As hypothesized, attributes of inputs (bearing on the context of within jobs) relate more

strongly to the equity principle within jobs (merit) than to the equity principle between jobs. The
same goes for the equality principles, especially with respect to perceived differences between
colleagues. Relevance and perceived differences were the most important attributes.

The principle of collective performance is also approved of more if respondents believe
collective performance is relevant, measurable, and can be influenced. However, perceived
individual performance differences correlate negatively with endorsement of the collective
performance principle. The latter may mean that team-based pay works best in homogeneous

work groups.
It was also hypothesized that the way the merit system is operated (pay-for-performance

perceptions, and procedural justice of performance appraisals) would relate to the endorsement
of merit and equality in pay within jobs. This was hardly the case. Instead, it was found that the
way the merit system is applied impacts more on expected consequences ofpay forperformance,
especially on negative consequences for cooperation and well-being.

Expected consequences were, in turn, the most important predictors of merit, equality (pay:
within and between jobs), scarcity, collective performance, job-need, and training hierarchy.
Preferences for merit and scarcity are especially related to expected positive consequences of pay
for performance for productivity. Equality within jobs is strongly related to both positive and
negative consequences. Equality betweenjobs and pay-need are most strongly related to expected
negative consequences of pay for performance for cooperation and well-being. These findings
support the hypotheses of Deutsch (1975), who stated that equity is chosen when productivity is
the most important goal, equality when social relations and harmony are the most important goals,
and need when individual well-being is aimed at. However, the choice for equality within jobs
is related to both types of consequences.

Results also indicate that respondents who are more in favour of merit see collective payment
as naturally following individual payment, whereas respondents more in favour of equality and
need see collective payment as an alternative to individual performance pay.

It should be kept in mind that expected consequences go beyond self-interest, as these
consequences apply to a greater context, in this case the functioning of the organization the
respondents work for. Thus, preferences for allocation principles are, for the largest part, based
on instrumentality considerations.
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Context
It was hypothesized that actual pay practices would be reflected in preferences for allocation

principles. However, the way we characterized the pay-for-performance system was hardly related

topreferences formerit andequality-withinjobs. These results aredifferentfrom Boerman (1992)

who found that respondents subjected to a pay-for-performance system are somewhat more in

favour of the merit principle. Since Boerman investigated more organizations (27) in his study,
he may have had more power to detect this effect. On the other hand, preferences for collective

performance do reflect actual pay practices. Our hypotheses about sector were not confirmed

either. This was due to the large differences between organizations in the profit sector. Should

we conclude, therefore, that context does not matter? No, since characteristics of inputs (influence
and difference) may, to a certain extent, also be looked upon as aspects of the context as

perceived. The same goes for the pay-for-performance perceptions and perceived procedural

justice. However, the latter seems to impact on preferences for allocations principles through

expected consequences. Thus, perceptions of the context appear to be more influential than

objective characteristics of the context.

Nature  of allocation principles
What do the results described above tell us about the nature of the allocation principles? In

Chapter 2, the following attributes of allocation principles were distinguished:  type of
perspective (existential vs. utopian), type of status (achieved vs. ascribed), level of assessment

(micro vs. macro), and type of rule (formal vs. substantial). The former two are especially related

to determinants, the latter are more relevant with respect to allocation decisions and evaluations.

Type of perspective: In Chapter 2, need and equality were classified as relatively utopian
standards; equity, scarcity, and hierarchy as existential standards, and collective performance as

referring to both standards. The relation with political orientation was taken as a proxy ofutopian

nature, the effects of all other variables may be indicators of existential nature (self-interest,
instrumentality). Results indicated that the equal allocation of jobs was the most utopian

principle. The positive correlation with level of education (Enlightment thesis) also point to the

utopian nature of that principle. As expected, the need principles (pay and job) were also related

to the political orientation component. Unexpectedly, preferences for equality in pay were not

related to that component, whereas merit and scarcity were.

Although the most utopian variable was indeed an equality rule, it appeared that the difference

between utopian and existential rules is quite artificial. After all, preferences for most allocation

rules, also for equality and need, are, for the largest part, explained by existential variables

pointing to self-interest or instrumentality.
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Type ofstatus:The merit principle was described as an achievement rule, whereas scarcity and
hierarchy were described as being predominantly ascription rules. Equity-bj may refer to

achievement (required investments to fulfill a more difficult job) and ascription (status of job).

The equality rules were said to refer to the status of being human, and the need rules to the status

of being a unique individual.
The relatively strong correlation between relevance of circumstances and the pay need

principle, supports the latter idea. Taking personal or work circumstances into account implies

that allocators  have to look at each individual separately. The observation that perceived

procedural justice scales correlate somewhat more strongly with equality-wj than with merit (see

Table 6.2) refers to Folger's (1994) proposition that procedures are amode ofcommunicating the
ascribed worth of being a (unique) human being. The content of the job-need vs. equity principle
also refers to the importance of procedural aspects of allocations, or humane treatment.

The proposition that scarcity refers relatively more to ascribed status than merit is confirmed

by the finding that scarcity is stronger correlated to level of education (ability) than the merit

principle. Also, the positive effect of being a full-time male manager on preferences for scarcity

may refer to the importance of ascribed status. On the other hand, merit was more strongly

correlated with achievement variables (previous promotions, receiving permanent increase) and

attributes of performance than scarcity.
The ascription nature of the hierarchy principles (pay and training) is revealed by the positive

relations to managerial position. Pay hierarchy is also clearly negatively related to performance

(achievement) variables. Although no principle refers exclusively to one type of status,

differential relations with various determinants point to underlying differences in nature.

All in all, we may conclude that most relations between determinants and preferences for

allocation principles are in the expected direction. The validity of the scales is largely supported.

The next chapter will focus on the consequences of differences in endorsement of allocation

principles.



7      Consequences of preferences for allocation

principles

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the following consequences of differences in levels of endorsement of

allocation principles will be dealt with: preferred amount ofinequality (within and betweenjobs)

(7.2), allocation decisions (within jobs) (7.3), evaluations of inequality in pay (within jobs) (7.4),

and preferences for pay systems (7.5). In Section 7.6 the general conclusions of this chapter will

be presented, together with a further elaboration on the nature of the various allocation principles.

The main aim of this chapter is again to establish (part 00 the construct validity of our measures

of allocation principles.

7.2 Preferred amount of inequality

Respondents were asked to state the amount of inequality they preferred within and between

jobs, without any reference to characteristics of individuals. It was expected that in that case

macro principles (equality and need) will be predominantly activated (hypothesis 2.9). The

following variables are used as dependent variables: fair range between maximum and minimum

salary within jobs (range salary), preference for a minimum income (yes/no, if yes: level of

preferred minimum income), preference for a maximum income (yes/no, if yes: level ofpreferred

maximum income) (see Section 4.10). None of these items refers tocharacteristics of individuals.

The levels of endorsement of the various pay allocation principles are considered to be the

main predictor variables. The influence of these variables will be controlled for gross salary,

education, gender, managerial position, case, and expected consequences. Salary and level of

education were chosen as they are the main bio-demographical predictors of endorsement of

allocation principles (especially of equality). Gender is included as this variable may be more

important to explain differences in allocation behaviour than differences in endorsement of

allocation principles. Managerial position and case were entered as these are important to control

for possible design-effects. Expected consequences were included for explorative reasons.

Logistic regression models were used for the dichotomous variables. The level of preferred

minimum income will also be treated as a dichotomous variable: equal to or higher than the actual

minimum income (59% agreed with the actual minimum income level). This was done because
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regular regression analysis on the level of minimum income did not fit the datal. Respondents
who preferred a minimum income lower than the actual income will be excluded from the
analysis (n= 4). This means that preferred minimum income is analysed as a nested dichotomy
(Fox, 1997, p.472), the first choice being whether respondents prefer a minimum income, and the
second choice referring to the level of the minimum income (equal to or higher than the actual
level).

With respect to the preferred level of the maximum income, the highest six amounts were
excluded from the analysis (higher thanf 100,000 a month, up tof500,000). These amounts were
really out of line with the other amounts (which went up tof50,000 a month), and blurred the
correlations with the other variables. For example: with the six 'outliers', the correlation between
equality between jobs and preferred maximum income is -.065 (ns); and without these, the same
correlation is -.414, p<.0005. Besides, including these high sums (probably meant as yearly
incomes) would lead to a standard deviation that is about three time as large as the mean preferred
maximum income; excluding these six outliers makes the standard deviation about half of the
mean.

In Table 7.1, the correlations between the predictors and the variables relating to preferred
amount of inequality are presented. In Table 7.2, the different models are presented. The amount
of variance explained in the logistic regression models will be computed by R2= 1 - (log,Li/
log.Lo) (Fox, 1997). This is the degree to which using the independent variables improves the
predictability of Y (full model compared to null model).

Table 7.1 shows that preferences for the form of income distribution are indeed particularly
related to the equality rules. As expected, also the need rule is correlated with the preferred
amounts of inequality. The relatively high correlations with scarcity were not predicted, but may
be explained by the fact that scarcity is not exclusively a micro-rule (related to individual
performance as well as to the ratio between demand and supply). Therefore the scarcity rule may
be more related to the form of the overall distribution than the merit principle is. The principle
of collective performance is hardly related to minima and maxima of the income distribution
within organizations. This may be due to the fact that collective performance refers to different
aspect of inequality: inequality between groups or teams, or even between organizations.

1 Rather narrow and skewed (to the right) distribution of residuals, many outliers, and less interpretable
results.
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Table 7.1:  correlations  between predictor variables  and preferences for amount of inequaliry (n= 1018-213)'

dependent variables range minimum level of min. maximum level of

salary- wj income income income maximum

predictor variables (yes/no) (higher/equal) (yes/no) income
(n= 1018) (n=911) (n= 721) (n= 829) (n= 219)

allocation principles
merit .13*** -.07* -.08*

equality-wj - 20*** .16*** .10** - 29***

experience .06" .12*** .09**

equity-bj -.08*

equality-bj -.20*** .21*** .25*** - 41***

hierarchy -.06' 120

scarcity .15*** -.08* -.12*** .19**

need ..09** .10** .14*** -.18*

collective performance -.07*

bio-demographic
income .18*** -.12*** .43***

education .18*** .06* -.12** .28***

managerial position -.12*** .15*

gender .12*

expected consequences

positive conseq. pfp .10*** ..06' -.07# -.09**

negative conseq. pfp -.18*** .15*** .12** -.20**

positive consea. team Dav ..06#

1.** p< .0005,**p< .01,*p<  .05, " p< .10; correlations larger than  I.15 I are printed in bold; not significant
correlations are not displayed. The N of each dependent variable is given (see also section 4.10).

2. legend: managerial position: 1= manager, 0= employee; education: 1= primary school to 8= doctoral degree;
gender:  1= male, 0=female; income= gross monthly income, all other variables are measured on scales running
from  1  to 5, 5 indicating the positive side. wj= within jobs; bj= between jobs; minimum income:  1= yes, 0= no;

salary range wj: difference between maximum and minimum income; level minimum income: 1= higher than
actual minimum income, 0= equal to actual minimum income; maximum income: 1= yes, 0= no; amount of
maximum income: gross per month

No allocation principle is related to whether there should be a minimum income. It may be that
this question is answered in an unintended way. Respondents who did not prefer a minimum
income level probably meant that the actual minimum income should be somewhat higher,

instead of no longer determined by some institute (the latter implying that the minimum income

could be either lower or higher). This interpretation is supported by the results of a MANOVA
with minimum income as between-subject variable (three categories: no minimum income, equal
to actual minimum income, and higher than actual minimum income). and the allocation
principles as dependent variables. With respect to equality between jobs (the most important
variable in this respect), respondents not wanting a minimum income had a higher mean on

equality-bj than respondents preferring a lower minimum income, but a lower mean that those
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preferring a higher minimum income. A comparable pattern was found for the other allocation

principles.
In Table 7.2, the regression models forsalary range and level ofmaximum income are reported

as well as the logistic regression models for level of minimum income (equal to or higher than
actual minimum income level), and maximum income (yes/no). The logistic regression model

(with the variables specified in Table 7.1, together with case) on whether or not there should be
a minimum income did not reveal significant results (the full model was not better than the null

model).
Obviously, the ratio between number of respondents and number of predictors is very low for

the level of maximum salary variable. But for the sake of comparison, the same predictors were
used.

Table 7.2 shows that in the withinjobs context, hypothesis 2.9 (activation of macro principles
when respondents are asked abouttheirpreferred amount ofinequality) is not entirely confirmed.
In that context, experience appears to be the most important allocation principle, and not equality-
wj or need. In the regression analysis, equality-wj is only slightly, but negatively, related to range.
However, on the level of zero-order correlations, equality rules (within and between jobs) were
most important. The positive relation ofexperience with range-wj probably indicates that persons
relatively high on experience want to make more (annual) steps before they reach the maximum
job-salary. As before, the meaning of experience as an allocation principle is related to both the

equity and the equality principle. The positive relation with range-wj is congruent with the equity
meaning of experience, whereas the finding that respondents relatively more in favour of
experience want to restrict the range between jobs (higher minimum income and establishment
of maximum income) is congruent with the equality meaning. There is also a trend that
respondents more in favour of scarcity prefer broader pay ranges within jobs. Furthermore,
respondents expecting negative consequences of pay for performance appear also to expect
negative consequences of inequality in pay within jobs, without reference to the way these

inequalities are established.
Table 7.2 shows also that equality-bj is the most important predictor of whether respondents

opt for a higher minimum income, and whether they prefer a maximum income level. This means
that hypothesis 2.9 is confirmed in the between jobs context. However, it should be noted that
although the principle of need was supposed to be related to the amount of minimum income (see
Section 2.2.3), it is especially related to the preferred amount of maximum income. Maybe
persons high on need want to take from the rich, in order to give to the poor. Respondents more
in favour of scarcity are somewhat less likely to be in favour of a maximum income, but if they

prefer a maximum, they opt for a relatively high maximum. The principle of merit has only a
significant, negative, regression coefficient for the level of the maximum income. A higher
preference for the merit principle appears to make it difficult to justify very high maximum
income levels on the basis of deservingness.
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Table 7.2:  regressions (method enter) (beta weights for linear regressions:  b/se for logistic regressions)'

fair range of minimum income: maximum income: level of
salary within jobs equal= 0/ no= 0/ maximum income

predictors2 higher= 1 (41%) yes= 1 (38%)

allocation principles
merit-wj -.20*

equality-wj ..09' ..16*

experience .10** .22/.11* JO/.11**

equity-bj
equality-bj 73/.17*** .72/.17*** -.22**

hierarchy
scarcity .08' ..42/ .17* .18*

need -.14*

collective

bio-demographic
salary

education

managerial position .42/.25'

gender .13*

expected
positive conseq. pfp
negative conseq. pfp -.14**
positive conseq. team
cases (AR square)·1 (.03***) (.02**) (.02**) (.07**)
university .18*** -.70/ .33* 1.03/31***

gas .09*

retail -.69*

food .47/.28  .13'

chemical .08* .75/.38* .28***

financial services .09*

R,/  adj. R' 16/.13*** .09*** .10*** .42/ .34***

n 734 622 710 182

1. *** p< .0005, **p< .01, (p< .01 is printed in bold), *p< .05, ' p< .10; not significant coefficients are not
displayed;

2. Legend: managerial position: 1= manager, 0= employee; education: 1= primary school to 8= doctoral degTee;
gender:  1=male, 0- female; income= gross monthly income; wj= withinjobs; bj = betweenjobs; range of salary:
difference between fair maximum and fair minimum salary for people performing the same jobs; amount of
maximum income within own organization: gross per month; all other predictor variables are measured on scales
running from 1 to 5, 5 indicating the positive side.

3. Police respondents served as baseline category. As beta-weights for sets ofdummies are not directly comparable
to other beta-weights. the change in R-square of adding case to the other predictors is presented (ns= not

significant). The following cases could not be included: defence, utility. and union members.
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Bio-demographical variables hardly contribute to the variance explained. There are only two
trends: managers are more in favour of a higher minimum income than employees, and males

favour a higher maximum income more than females.
The results of the logistic regression results on maximum income (yes/no) indicate that also

persons not in favour of a maximum income adhere to a macro principle ofjustice (see Arts et
al., 1991). These persons seem to be in favour of more inequality between jobs, but do not want
to specify the level of the maximum income beforehand.

Differences in endorsement of allocation principles matter especially with respect to

determining the level ofthe maximum income (highest amount of variance explained). Expected
consequences hardly matter with respect to amount of inequality.

7.3 Allocation decisions

It is hypothesized that when respondents are asked to distribute income between individuals
with different characteristics (without any reference to the income distribution as a whole), the
equity principle (or other relevant micro principles) will predominantly be activated (hypothesis
2.10).

Dependent variables are here the differences in pay between workers with different
characteristics in seven allocation problems. The relations between pay allocation principles and
allocation decisions will be controlled for the same variables as the analyses on amount of

inequality (7.2),jointly with the perceived relevance ofcircumstances to a person's own pay. The
latter variable is added, as in some problems differences in individual circumstances play a role.
It is assumed that in these allocation problems, persons who believe that circumstances are more
relevant make less differences in pay allocations. It was also supposed that in the four-person
allocation task, macro principles would be relatively more important than in the two-person
allocation problems. This is so, because in a four-person allocation task the focus may also be on
the group as a whole.

Again, the correlations (Table 7.3) as well as the regression coefficients (Table 7.4) will be
presented. The respondents who gave more money to the person that produces less were also
included: this was so for maximally 3% of the respondents per case. At first sight, the reliability
of those answers may be doubted (especially in problems  1 and 3); however, respondents may
also have intended to give the less producing person more. Since we can never be sure about the

reason, all answers are included.



Table 7.3: correlations  between predictor variables and allocation decisions (n= 1118- 8339·2

dependent variables problem 1 problem 2 problem 3 problem 4 problem 5 problem 6 problem 7: only differences
only unfavourable lack of lack of effort/ less abilities equal in performance

performance personal effort more needs performance/
predictor variables differences circumstances different effort

+/- 30% +/- 10%

allocation principles
merit .25*** .24*** .25*** .32-* .26*** .23*** 38*** .29***

equality-wj -.20*** - 28*** -.16*** - 29*** -.33*** - 13*** - 30*** - 20***
expenence

equity-bj .09**

equality-bj 11*** - 30*** -.12*** -.35*** -.18*** -.09*

hierarchy -.11** -.07' - 12*** -.11*** -.06* ..11***
scarcity .20*** .22*** .13*** .13*** .26*** .08* .27*** .22***

need -.15*** -.14*** .06' .09**..16***
collective performance .12** .11*** .15*** .07* .14*** .15*** .14***

bio-demographic
income .07* .15*** .09** .24*** .07*

education .19*** .11*** .18*** -.08* .07*

managerial position .13*** .17*** .05' .06'

gender .07* .11***

relevance  ofcircumstances .12*** .13*** ,09** .18*** .16***

expected consequences
positive conseq. pfp (prod.) .27*** .27*** .22*** .22*** .26*** .16*** .39*** .34***

negative conseq. pfp (social) - 25*** - 30*** -.16*** - 24*** - 31*** -.14*** -11*** -.23***
Dositive conseg. team Dav

1.   ** p<.0005, **p<.01, *p<.05,0 p<.10; correlations larger than   . 15 I are printed bold; not significant correlations are not displayed.
2.  legend: In the first five problems, the difference in performance is 60 to 40. In the problems is described why the person that makes 40 performed less. In problem 6, the

difference in pay indicates whether solely differences in effort are rewarded. Problems 2 and 6 are dichotomized:  1= >0,0= s O.Respondents were asked to allocatef 1.000
in a fair way (problem  1-6). In problem 7, the four persons only differed in performance, the average perfonnance is rewardedf 1,000. Respondents had to indicate how much
the other persons should earn. Managerial position: l= manager, 0= employee; education: 1= primary to 8= doctoral degree; gender: 1= male, 0= female; income= gross
monthly income; all other variables are measured on scales running from  1  to 5. wj= within jobs; bj = between jobs.

3
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Table 7.3 makes clear that the merit principle was relatively more related to allocation
decisions than to the preferred amount of inequality (see Table 7.1). But also equality-wj was
quite strongly related to allocation decisions. Need was only significantly related to pay
differentials in problems where the lower production could not be controlled by the person

(unfavourable personal circumstances or less ability), or where the less producing person had

more needs. Compared to the items on preferred amount of inequality (Table 7.1), also the
principle ofcollective performance was more strongly related to pay differences withinjobs. The
directions were such that persons more in favour of collective performance also differentiated
more in pay according to individual performance.

Bio-demographical variables were especially related to differences in pay when the lower

performance was causedby factors outside the control ofthe worker. Persons with a highersocio-
economic position differentiated more in such cases.

Relevance of circumstances was indeed related to pay allocation decisions, but in a different

way than expected. Respondents who believed that circumstances should be considered in making
pay allocation decisions were not more inclined to soften performance-based allocations when

performance is not really under the control of the worker, but they were inclined to differentiate
more when performance differences could not be attributed to unfavourable circumstances or lack

of ability. Expected consequences of pay for performance were quite strongly related to pay
allocation decisions, more so than to the preferred amount of inequality.

In Table 7.4, the results of the regression analyses are presented. With respect to problems 2

and 6, the normal regression model did not fit the data. In these cases, a large majority make no
difference in pay: 68.9% in problem 2, and 82.4% in problem 6. Therefore we decided to treat

these problems as dichotomous variables: 0= equal or less than 0; 1= greater than 0. For problem

2, a subsequent regression analysis was performed for those paying more to the more producing
person. The same was tried for problem 6, but this did not lead to a significant regression model.

With respect to the four-person allocation task, it was decided to present regression models on

the difference between persons B and E (large performance differences) and the difference
between persons C and D (small performances differences), rather than a regression analyses on
the variation of pay over the four persons together. The latter analysis led to about the same
results as the analyses on the difference between B and E. We considered it more interesting to
show the difference in allocation behaviour between large and small performance differences.

First of all. we want to note that for all problems the endorsement of various allocation
principles explained the major part of the variance in pay allocation decisions (tested by
hierarchical regression analyses, but for reasons of orderliness not included in Table 7.4).

The amount of variance explained was rather low, except for problems 5 and 7. These were
the only problems in which equality-wj had a significant negative relation with pay allocation
decisions. Otherwise, endorsement of the merit principle was the main predictor ofperformance
based pay differentials (except for problems 2 and 5). Thus, micro principles were indeed

predominantly activated when making pay allocation decisions. Controlled for other variables,
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endorsement of the merit principle had a positive effect on the extent of differentiation. Only in
problem 2 (for those wanting to make any difference at all) had merit a negative impact on the
amount of differentiation. But as merit is about controllable performance, this is not really a

confusing finding.
The need principle was (negatively) related to pay allocation decisions, given the condition that

information was provided about the personal needs or circumstances of recipients (problems 2
and 4). This may be interpreted as the need principle being used as an adjustment mechanism,
instead of as an allocation principle (see section 2.2.3 and van Silfhout & Thierry, 2000).
Equality-bj also had a negative effect on amount of differentiation when the lower performance
could be attributed to unfavourable personal circumstances, or to lack of ability (problems 2 and
5).

Scarcity had a positive impact on pay allocation decisions in problems 2,5 and 7 (trend), thus

especially when performance differences were not really controllable by recipients. This is
congruent with the meaning of the scarcity principle (ascription), as also the relation of supply
and demand cannot be influenced by individuals.

As expected, in the four-person allocation task equality seemed to be more important than in
the two-person allocation task (problem 7 compared to problem 1; in both cases, only information
about performance differences is given). This was assumed to be so, because in the four person

task aspects of the total distribution become more salient. The results of problem 7 also showed

that the impact ofendorsement of equality was greater when large performance differences were

at stake, than when small differences were at stake. Thus, especially respondents more in favour

ofequality want to mitigate large pay differences. This finding confirms the suggestion of Kelley
and Evans (1993), that people in favour of more (overall) equality may think the same
characteristics should be rewarded, but only to a lesser extent, than people less in favour of more

equality.
Except for problem 5, expected consequences of pay for performance systems (positive and/

or negative consequences) do influence pay allocation decisions. Thus, even though respondents
were asked to makefair allocation decisions, instrumentality beliefs did influence their decisions.

Unlike what is the case in Table 7.3, relevance of circumstances was also negatively related

to the amount of differentiation in the lack of ability problem (problem 5). Perceived relevance

of circumstances had again a positive impact on allocation decisions in which no reference to
circumstances  was made (problems  1,3, and 7)
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Table 7.4a:  regressions on pay allocation decisions (method enter) (beta weights for linear  regressions:  b/se for
logistic regressions) 1.2

problem l problem 2 problem 2 problem 3 problem 4
only unfavourable (only on those     lack of effort lack of

performance personal circumst. making positive effort:/
predictors (050;1>0)4 difference) more needs

allocation principles
merit-wj .12* ..16' .21*** .23***

equality-wj -.08*

experience :12#

equity-bj -.09*

equality-bj ..55/.19** .09*

hierarchy
scarcity .50/.19** .14#

need -48/.18** -.17* -.13***
collective performance .08'

bio-demographic variables
salary

education

managerial position
gender -.13" .08*

relevance  ofcircumstances .08* .06'

expected consequences
positive conseq. pfp (prod.) .67/.18***

negative conseq. pfp (social) -.17** -.38/ .18* -.08* -.08#

positive conseq. team pay -.15*
cases ( A R square)' (.01"') (.01") (.047 (.017 (.01")
university .62/.34*

gas

retail .09*

food .62/ .32* .09* .08'

chemical .61/.35' -21**

financial services

R9 adj. R'  .13/ .10*** .18*** .18/.09** .11/08*** .14/.11***

n 737 750 232 745 748

1.   ** p<.0005,  **p<.01,(p<.01 is printed bold),  *p<.05, ' p<.10; not significant coefficients are not displayed;
2.   legend: In the first five problems, the difference in performance is 60 to 40. In the problems, it is described why

the person that makes 40, performed less. In problem 6 the difference in pay indicates whether solely differences
in effort are rewarded. Respondents were asked to allocatef 1,000 in a fair way (problem 1-6). In problem 7, the
four persons only differed in performance, the average perfonnance is rewardedf 1,000. Respondents had to
indicate how much the other persons should earn.
managerial position: 1= manager, 0= employee; education: 1= primary school to 8= doctoral degree;
gender:  1= male, 0= female; income= gross monthly income, all other variables are measured on scales running
from l to 5. wj= within jobs; bj = between jobs.
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Table  7.4b:  regressions  on pay allocation  decisions  (method enter)  (beta weights for  linear  regressions.  b/se for
logistic regressions) 1.2

problem 5 problem 6 problem 7: only differences
less equal performance/ in performance

abilities different effort +/- 30% +/-   10%
predictors (0 50,1>0)4

allocation principles

merit-wj .99/.29*** .17*** .13**

equality-wj -.13** - 15*** -.09'
experience

equity-bj
equality-bj -.09*

hierarchy
scarcity .10* .08'

need .00

collective performance
bio-demographic variables
salary ..09'

education -.15/.07*
nnanager .51/.28*

gender

relevance  ofcircumstances -.07* .11** .10**

expected consequences

positive conseq. pfp (prod.) .11** .13** .13**

negative conseq. pfp (social) -.09* :37/.21# -.15*** -.11*
positive conseq. team pay
cases (A R square )3 (.02**) (.01-) (.02*) (.02*)
university .13**

gas

retail -.70/ .37'

food

chemical .16*** .14***

financial services .07'

RV adj. R' .27/.24*** .11*** .26/.24*** .18/.15***

n 756 755 714 721

3. police respondents served as baseline category. As beta-weights for sets ofdummies are not directly comparable
to other beta-weights, the change in R-square of adding case to the other predictors is presented (ns= not
significant). The following cases could not be included: defence, utility, and union members.

4.  Please note: in the analyses on problem 2 only 1 subject makes a negative difference, and 8 subjects in problem
6. Baseline (difference > 0) problem 2: 31%; problem 6: 17%.
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Bio-demographical variables were hardly directly related to pay allocation decisions. The only

significant finding was that persons with a higher education were less prone to make a difference

in pay when only a difference in effort exists. A person who produces the same with more effort

than another person must have less abilities. Thus, the effect of education in problem 6 may be

interpreted as persons with a higher education considering ability to be more relevant (self-

interest). Managers and employees appeared to make about the same pay allocation decisions.

Only in problem 6 (merely a difference in effort) was a trend found that managers were more

inclined to make pay differences. Elsewhere, we analysed the pay allocation decisions of

managers only (van Silfhout & Thierry, 2000). In that article, by and large the same relations were

found (direction and size) with a slightly different set of variables. Only differences in level of

education appeared to matter more (i.e.,level of education also revealed significant beta weights

in problems 4 and 6). However, the correlations between education and allocation decisions were

about the same for all respondents together and for managers only. Thus, managerial position is

not a moderator variable.
In the two problems where case had a significant impact on allocation decisions (problem 5

and 7), respondents from organizations that apply performance related pay (chemical and
financial services case) differentiated more. In the case ofextreme performance differences, also

respondents from the university wanted to make more differentiation than the police respondents.

7.4        Evaluations of inequality in pay

It was hypothesized that preferences for micro principles are relatively more related to

(fairness) evaluations of the respondent's own income than preferences for macro principles

(hypothesis 2.11), and that preferences for macro principles are relatively more related to

(fairness) evaluations of income differences than preferences for micro principles (hypothesis

2.12). Dependent variables are the perceived magnitude and fairness of differences in income

within jobs, and the perceived equity and fairness of the respondent's own pay.
The relation between these pay evaluation measures and preferences for allocation principles

will be controlled for pay-for-performance perceptions. Pay-for-performance perceptions were
found to be important to explain differences in pay satisfaction (level and raise) (Heneman et al.,

1988) and pay system fairness (Miceli et al., 1991). Therefore, it is expected that pay-for-
performance perceptions are also positively related to contributions-equityz, fairness of an
employee's own salary, and fairness ofpay-differentials. As the merit principle is quite generally

endorsed, we expect that respondentsjudge their own pay and pay differentials as being more fair
when these are based on performance differences.

2 Contributions-equity and pay satisfaction (level and system) have strong positive correlations

(defence sample, Bakx, 1997).
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As perceived distributive justice is related to perceived procedural justice (e.g. Folger &
Konovsky, 1989; McFarlin & Sweeney, 1992), the variables feedback and inappropriate
behaviour will also be taken into account. It is expected that these variables especially impact on
evaluations in terms of fairness, and on contributions-equity, the latter because fair procedures
are required to link pay to some performance measure.

Expected consequences will also be included, as, for example, respondents expecting positive
consequences ofpay forperformance mayevaluate their pay, orpaydifferentials, as less equitable
or fair.

Next to gender, income, education, and managerial position, also received increase (yes/no),
received bonus (yes/no), and tenure will be used as possible predictors of pay evaluations. It is
expected that respondents who received some form ofpay forperformance will evaluate theirpay
as more favourable, and that respondents with high tenure are slightly more negative about their
salary. The latter is to be expected, as respondents with more tenure are likely to have reached the
end oftheir scales, and have no furtherprospects (unless they are promotable). On the other hand,
as respondents with higher tenure probably earn more, they may also be more positive about their
salary, but that effect will be controlled for by salary level in the regression analysis.

The correlations between the various predictors and evaluations of pay (inequality) are
presented in Table 7.5, the results of the regression analyses in Table 7.6.

Table 7.5 shows that the correlations between allocation principles, other predictors. and
evaluations of pay never exceed  |.30 1. But within that margin, equality-bj had relatively large

correlations with fairness and magnitude of pay diferentials. Respondents more in favour of
equality considered pay differentials as less fair and too large. Thus, although pay differentials
within jobs were judged, equality between jobs seemed to be more important than equality within
jobs. Perhaps this was partly due to the lower reliability of the equality-wj scale.

The merit principle was relatively strongly related to contributions-equity. So far the
correlations were in line with our hypotheses (pay differentials are especially related to macro
rules, and evaluations of the employee's own income to micro rules). However, with respect to
the fairness of the respondent's own salary, equality-between job had the strongest correlation.
Need-equity was also more strongly related to macro rules, although respondents were asked to
evaluate the level of their own income. The correlations indicate that respondents were more
likely to judge their income as toolow as they are more in favour of equality or need. They seem
to think that they are better off when there is more equality.

Respondents with ahigherincomeevaluatedtheirpay, and pay differentials, asbeing more fair
orequitable than respondents with a lowerincome. Asexpected, pay-for-performance perceptions
were positively related to contributions-equity and to the fairness of one's own pay and pay
differentials. Also. the proceduraljustice scales were positively related to fairness evaluations and

perceived contributions-equity.
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Table  7.5:  correlations between predictor variables  and evaluations Of pay (inequality) (n=  1226 - 670)1·2

dependent variables contributions need-equity fairness magnitude fairness

equity own salary own pay Pay

predictor variables own salary salary differentials- differentials

Wj           Wj

allocation principles
ment ..18*** .06' -.14***

equality-wj -.18*** -.07* .09**

experience -.050 .12***

equity-bj .09** .06' -.13*** .09**

equality-bj -.10** - 26*** -.14**3 .20*** -.16***

hierarchy .07* ..06'

scarcity .10** - 17***

need -.06*:19***

collective performance -.07*

bio-demographical
income .09*** .27*** .23*** -.06* .16***

received increase 06* .11*** .12***

received bonus -.06'

education .05" .20*** .08**

managerial position .13*** -.16*** .13***

gender -.08** -.06* ..06* .08*

tenure -,07* .06* -.12***

perceptions of pay system

pay-for-performance perceptions .20*** .07* .13*** .18***

feedback/planning/information .11** .08* .17*** -.12** .19***

inappropriate behaviour -.11** -.10** -.11** -.14***

expected consequences
positive conseq. pfp (prod.) -.22*** -.14*** -.08* -.07*

negative conseq. pfp (social) .050 -.14*** .15*** -.10**

oositive consea. team Dav .050 -.05'

1.  ** p<.0005. **p<.01, *p<.05, " p<.10. correlations largerthan I.151 printed in bold; not significantcorrelations
are not displayed.

2. legend: managerial position: 1= manager, 0= employee; education: 1= primary to 8= doctoral degree; gender:
1= male, 0= female; income= gross monthly income, received increase or bonus: 1= yes, 0= no; magnitude of
pay differentials:  1= much too small; 5- much too large, fairness ofpay differentials: 1-very unfair, 5= very fair;
contributions-equity and need-equity of own pay:  1= far too low; 5= far too high. All other variables are
measured on scales running from 1 to 5,1 indicating disagreement, and 5 indicating agreement. wj= within jobs;
bj = between jobs.
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Expected positive consequences of pay for performance systems related negatively to
perceived contributions-equity and fairness of the respondent's own salary. Expected negative
consequences of pay-for-performance systems were negatively related to need-equity, and
positively to magnitude of pay differentials. These findings indicate that respondents who expect
positive consequences want more differentiation, and those who expect negative consequences
want less differentiation.

The results of the regression analysis are presented in Table 7.6. From this table, it follows that
merit (a micro principle) was the most important allocation principle in explaining differences
in pay evaluations, also concerning the fairness of pay differentials (without reference to
individual attributes). With respect to this last topic, respondents who were more in favour of the
merit principle assessed pay differentials as more fair. The other relations between merit and pay
evaluations indicate that respondents more in favour of the merit principle evaluated their pay as
less equitable, or less fair. The negative effect of endorsement of the merit principle on need-
equity, may be explained by a general pay dissatisfaction among those more in favour of merit.
The fact that equality-wj and need together explained more variance ofneed-equity than the merit
principle alone may be due to the fact that perceived need-equity is also a kind of macro-
evaluation, that is: related to income level as such, rather than to individual inputs.

Only with respect to thejudgement ofactual pay differences within jobs, a macro-principle was
the most important predictor: respondents more in favour ofequality-between(!) jobs were more
prone to evaluate the actual pay differences (wj !) as too large. Thus, hypotheses 2.11 and 2.12 are
not entirely confirmed.

Respondents more in favour of the experience principle found their salary more equitable with
respect to their contributions. This indicates that respondents see their salaries as being based
upon experience/tenure. These respondents were also more likely to evaluate actual pay
differentials within jobs as too small. They appeared to opt for a larger salary range within jobs
(see also Table 7.2, as to a fair amount of inequality within jobs).

The results of the regression analyses suggest that respondents appreciatedpay differences that
were based upon performance (positive effect of merit on fairness of pay differentials, and
positive effect of pay-for-performance perceptions on contributions-equity and fairness of pay
differentials). However, the results indicated that respondents did not perceive their current salary
as being based on performance (negative effects of merit and expected positive consequences of
pay for performance on contributions-equity and fairness of their own salary)3

3 Analogously, in separate analyses on defence respondents it was found that pay-for-performance
perceptions contributed positively to all pay satisfaction measures, and that preferences for the merit principles
were negatively related to satisfaction with pay raise and pay system. Additionally, a negative effect of
preferences for collective performance on satisfaction with pay level was found (Bakx, 1997).
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/.2Table  7.6.  regression  analyses on evaluations  of pay (method enter) (beta weights)

dependent variables contributions- need- fairness magnitude fairness

equity equity own salary pay pay

predictor variables own salary own salary diff.-wj diff.- wj

allocation principles
ment - 21*** -.17** -.13* .17***

equality-wj ..13*

experience .09* ..11*

equity-bj
equality-bj -.10' .16**

hierarchy
scarcity

need .11* -.14**

collective performance
bio-demographical
income .14* .13* .18**

received increase .08*

received bonus

education .12*

managerial position .20***

gender ..14** .,09'

tenure

perceptions of pay  system

pay-for-perfonnance perceptions .19*** .12*

feedback/planning/information .13* -.12* .14*

inappropriate behaviour

expected consequences

positive conseq. pfp (prod.) :15** -.11*

negative conseq. pfp (social) -.12*

positive conseq. team pay .09*

cases (AR square)' (.01.) (.01") (.01"') (.03*) (.or)

university ..110

gas
..09*

retail
-.12"

food

chemical
financial services -.15*

R-square/ adj. R-square .20/.15*** .20/.15*** .16/.11*** .16/.10*** 14/.09***
n 501 501 502 490 486

1.  ** p<.0005, **p<.01, *p<.05, ' p<.10; <.01 printed in bold. Not significant beta-weights are not displayed.
2. legend: managerial position: 1= manager, 0= employee; education: 1= primary to 8= doctoral degree; gender:

1- male, 0= female; income= gross monthly income; received increase or bonus:  1= yes, 0= no; magnitude of
pay differentials:  1= much too small, 5= much too large; fairness ofpay differentials:  1= very unfair. 5= very fair;

contributions-equity and need-equity of own pay: 1= far too low; 5= far too high. All other variables are

measured on scales running from l to 5,1 indicating disagreement, and 5 indicating agreement. wj= within jobs;

bj = betweenjobs.
3. police respondents served as baseline category. As beta-weights for sets of dummies are not directly comparable

to other beta-weights, the change in R-square of adding case to the other predictors is presented (ns= not

significant). The following cases could not be included: defence, utility, and union members.
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Also respondents with supervisors who gave feedback, made plans, and had accurate
performance information during performance evaluations, were more inclined to assess their own
salary, and pay differentials, as fair. These results indicate that distributive aspects - allocation
criteria and application of these criteria (pfp-perception)-, as well as procedural aspects are
important for the evaluation of one's pay; probably more so than pay level and pay increases.
Income level had a positive impact upon the evaluation of the respondent's own salary. Whether
an employee received some form of pay for performance hardly mattered. Thus, perceptions of
pay-for-performance relations within the organization as a whole had a stronger impact on
evaluations of respondents own income than actually receiving some form ofperformance-related
pay oneself. Analyses of pay-for-performance perceptions between cases (Chapter 4) already
indicated that in most samples hardly any relation between pay and performance was perceived.

The positive effect of the need principle on contributions-equity may mean that respondents
more in favour of need were less inclined to judge their salary as too low compared to their
contributions (they were more lenient in that respect). However, when considering their personal
needs, they were relatively less satisfied.

Males considered their pay as less equitable than their female colleagues, probably because
they had higherexpectations concerning theirpay. Managers evaluated theirown income asbeing
more equitable compared to their needs, even when controlled for salary-level. Controlled for
other variables, tenure had no effect on pay evaluations.

Thus, allocation principles were related to pay evaluations. As expected, a micro principle
(merit) was most strongly related to evaluations of one's own income. However, with respect to
the evaluation of pay differentials results were mixed. As hypothesized, a macro principle

(equality-bj) was most strongly related to the evaluation of pay differentials with respect to size,
however with respect to the fairness evaluation of pay differentials amicro rule (merit) was found
to be the most relevant allocation principle.

7.5 Preferences for pay systems

Items with respect to preferences for pay systems referred to the rating system (relative to
norm, or ranking; in the case of ranking: how many of 15 workers should be eligible to pay for
performance), income composition (% of salary: fixed, dependent on individual, group or
organization-wide performance), and the way in whichpe,formance-relatedpay should be paid.
The last question will be treated as a nested dichotomy. The first choice is whether or not
somebody prefers performance-related pay, the second whether it should be a permanent increase
or a bonus. Next to the endorsement of allocation rules, also expected consequences of pay for
performance and team-based pay will be included in the regression analysis, as well as a set of
bio-demographical variables. It is expected that persons more in favour of equity (wj) want a
greater part of their salary to be based upon individual performance, are more in favour ofpay for
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performance, and more in favour ofaranking system. For equality (wj), the opposite relations are

assumed. With respect to pay composition, it is also expected that preferences for the principle

ofcollective performance relate positively to part of salary to be based on group or organization-

wide performance, and thatpersons more in favourofequity (bj) and hierarchy wanta greaterpart
of their salary to be fixed. Additionally, it is supposed that respondents receiving some form of

pay for performance themselves, or perceiving a clear relation between pay and performance are

more in favour of such systems.
In Table 7.7. the correlations between the various predictors and dependent variables are

presented, and in Table 7.8 and 7.9 the results of the regression analyses (logistic regressions in
the case of dichotomous dependent variables). The dependent variables about income

composition were, of course, interrelated. Especially the percentage fof ixed pay had strong
negative correlations with the other percentages: varying form from -.81 (% individual) to -.59

(% organization wide). The other pay percentages had smaller positive correlations: .40 (% group

- % organization),.30 (% individual - % group) and .13 (% individual - % organization). Thus,
the way the variable part of the income is composed varied considerably between respondents.

Therefore, the percentages of individual, group or organization-wide variable pay relative to the

total proportion of variable pay are also used as dependent variables in our regression analyses.

On average, respondents wanted 62% of their variable pay to bebased on individual performance

(sd 24%), 22% on group performance (sd 16%), and 16% on the performance of the organization

as a whole (sd 16%).
With respect to income composition, Table 7.7 shows that preferences for the merit principle

were positively related to the (absolute) percentage of salary that should be based upon individual
performance. Likewise, preferences for the collective performance principle were especially

positively related to the percentage of salary that should be based upon group- or organization-
wide performance. Instead ofbeing positively correlated with percentage of fixed pay, equality-bj
has a positive correlation with % of salary dependent on organization-wide performance, which

was perhaps seen as a tool for equalisation. Also the correlations between expected consequences

and income composition were in line with expectations. More surprising was the finding that

managers are in favourofa higher percentage offixed salary, at the expense ofa lowerpercentage
that depends on individual performance. The same applied to men as compared to women. As

most of the managers were male, these two effects are probably interrelated. Respondents with

a higher education wanted a greater part of their salary to be fixed, and a smaller part to be

dependent on organizational performance. Furthermore, pay-for-performance perceptions were
more strongly related to the relative importance of group-based pay rather than to individual pay

for performance.



1.2Table 7.7:  correlations  between predictor variables and preferences for pay systems (n=  I 186 (rating or ranking)   -  144 (if ranking yes): for other variables around 850)

dependent variables % fixed % ind. % group % Org.
1 pay for perf. if yes: 1

rating: if ranking: number

perform perf. perf.
1

1= yes 1= permanent      1= norm of workers

predictor variables                                                                                                                  1       0= no 0= bonus     1 0= ranking (out of 15)

allocation principles                                                                                                    \                                             \
merit -.10** .18*** -.11**

 
.37***

 
..15***

equality-wj .07* -.13 *** .07"
1

-.29*** .12**
1

.13***

experience            I   .08* 1
equity-bj .07# -.08*          1         1 -.12*** -.18*

equality-bj -.09* .13 ***
1

..22*** .19*** 117***
hierarchy .09** ..13**

1 -11**                1

scarcity 1
.27***

1
-.07*

need 07*                 1 .10** 108**
collective performance -.16** JO*** .18***   1                            1

bio-demographical                                                                                     \                                     \
income -.07* .07* -.07*

1
.11**

1
-.14***

received increase .07* Ill**                  1
received bonus Ill** -.08* 1
education .08* - 21***

1
.10**

1
-.08*

managerial position .09** -.14***                                         1                        -.12
**

1
-.12*** -.16*

gender .08* ..09*                 ..06*
pay-for-perform. perceptions -.08* .11** .08*

1
.08* .07*     1

expected consequences                                                                                                 \                                             \
positive conseq. pfp (prod.) -.17** .21*** .10**

1
33*** -.09*

1
-.14**

negative conseq. pfp (social) .11** :15*** -.09* .06'
1

-14*** .10**
1

.16*** .12'

Dositive consea. team oav -.09* 27*** .08* 1 -.10** 1 .10**

1.   *** p<.0005. **p<.01, *p<.05, 0 p<.10; correlations larger than  I.15 I are printed bold; not significant correlations are not displayed.
2. legend: managerial position: 1= manager, 0= employee; education: 1= primary to 8= doctoral degree; gender: 1= male, 0= female; income= gross monthly income, received

increase or bonus: 1= yes, 0= no; Respondents were asked to divide 100 points over 4 pay categories (fixed, variable: individual, team, organization-wide). Respondents in
favour of ranking could indicate how many of 15 should be eligible to pfp. All other variables are measured on scales running from 1 to 5,  1 indicating disagreement, and 5
indicating agreement. wj= within jobs; bj = between jobs.

%
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With respect to the other characteristics of pay systems, it is obvious that being in favour of
payjbr pe,formance was especially related to preferences for merit, equality-bj, scarcity, and

expected consequences. Preferences forform of payment were more strongly related to equality,
and even need (respondents in favour of a permanent increase were relatively more in favour of

equality and need).
Considering the rating system, it appeared that respondents who opted for a ranking system

were more in favourofinequality rules, were highereducated, were more often manager or male,
had higher incomes, and expected more positive consequences. On the other hand, respondents
in favour of rating based on a norm were more in favour of equality rules, and expected more

negative consequences of pay for performance, and more positive consequences of team-based

pay. From the respondents in favour of a ranking system, managers and those more in favour of

equity-bj wanted to give a smaller proportion of the workgroup some form of pay for

performance. There was also a trend that respondents expecting more negative consequences of

pay for performance wanted to give some pay for performance to a larger part of the work-group.
In Table 7.8, the results of the regression analyses on income composition (% relative to total

income, and % relative to proportion of variable pay) are presented. The results with respect to

pay form and rating system are given in Table 7.9. The results for number of workers eligible for
pay for performance, for those in favour of ranking, are not included in that table, as the

regression model was not significant.
First, the percentages relative to total income are discussed, then the percentages relative to

the total proportion of variable pay. The number of respondents in the latter analyses was

somewhat smaller, because there were also respondents who did not want any part of their salary
to be variable. Table 7.8 shows again that preferences for the merit principle were positively

related to the proportion of total pay based on individual performance (at the expense of the

proportion based on organization-wide performance); and that preferences for the collective

performanceprinciple were especially positively related tothe proportion of total pay based upon

group performance (at the expense ofthe proportion of fixed pay). More difficult to explain is the
finding that equality-bj, when other variables are held constant, was negatively related to the

proportion of fixed pay, and positively related to the proportion of totalpay based on individual

performance. Thus, other thingsbeingequal, respondents in favourofmore equalitybetween jobs
wanted more differentiation based on individual performance, and less differentiation based on

job salary (= fixed part of income).
The effects of manager and gender were indeed related. With other variables held constant,

managers preferred a lower proportion of their total pay based upon individual performance than
employees, while at the same time preferring a larger proportion of their pay to based on group

performance.
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Table 7.8:  Regressionanalyses on income composition (method enter) (beta weights) 1.2

dependent variables % fixed % ind. % group % org.   1 relative relative relative
perf.

1
% ind. % group % org.

predictor variables                                                                               
allocation principles                                                                           \
merit .18*** :13** 1 .14** -.18***

equality-wj -.09' i
experience                                                               I
equity-bj
equality-bj ..13** .15**

hierarchy                                                                  
scarcity -.07* .08# 1
need                                                                           .07'
collective performance -.11* .22*** .09" 1 -.24*** .28*** .10*

bio-demographical

income                                                              I
received increase .10*

1
074*

received bonus                                                                            I
education .14** -.16** 1

managerial position ..09* .09'
1

..14** .17***

gender .09* -.09* 1

pay-for-perform. perceptions                                                                j
expected consequences                                                                        \
positive conseq. pfp (prod.) - 16*** .19***                                               -.10*
negative conseq. pfp (social) ..11* -.08#      1 -.08" .09'

positive conseq. team pay -.12** .15**
1

-.17*** .24***

cases (AR square)3 (.03*7 (.01") (.04***)     (.06***)  1  603***)     (.05***)     (.08***)
university

1
.10* -.08' -.09'

gas -.10* .10** .10*
 

.07'

retail .14**
1

..30*** .30***-.19***
food - 17*** .11* .23*** 1 -.09* .16***

chemical .14** 1 -.09* .16***

financial services .08" 1 -.11* .15***

R-square/ adj. R-square4 .15/.12 .14/.11 .1W.16 .16/. I 2     1 .24/.21 .27/.24 .22/.19

n 687 687 687 686 1 647 647 646

1.   * ** p<.0005, **p<.01, *p<.05, " p<.10; <.01 is bold printed. Not significant beta-weights are not displayed.
2. legend: Respondents were asked to divide 100 points over 4 pay categories (fixed, variable: individual, team,

organization-wide). Relative means, relative to total proportion of variable pay.
managerial position: 1= manager, 0= employee: education: 1= primary to 8= doctoral degree; gender:  1= male,
0= female; income= gross monthly income; received increase or bonus: l= yes, 0= no. All other variables are
measured on scales running from 1 to 5, 1 indicating disagreement, and 5 indicating agreement. wj= within jobs;
bj= between jobs.

3. Police respondents served as baseline category. As beta-weights for sets ofdummies are not directly comparable
to other beta-weights, the change in R-square of adding case to the other predictors is presented (ns= not
significant). The following cases could not be included: defence, utility, and union members.

4.  All regression models are significant at p<.0005.
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Managers may prefer group performance as a pay criterion, because they are responsible for
the performance of their work group (their individual performance is the performance of the

workers they supervise). In our opinion, this shift from individual to group performance is not

caused by risk aversion of managers (Cools & van Praag, 2000), because it does not affect their

percentage of pay at risk.
Males preferred a higher part of their salary to be fixed than females, at the expense of a lower

proportion of their total pay based on organization-wide performance. Respondents who received

a permanent increase wanted a greater part of their salary to be based on individual performance,
while receiving a bonus did not impact on preferred salary composition. Perhaps those receiving
a permanent increase are really excellent performers, and therefore are likely to benefit from a
larger proportion of pay based on individual performance. The allocation of bonuses riay not be

tied so strictly to performance (also incidental payments are included in that measure). On the

otherhand, the positive effect ofreceiving a permanent increase may mean that respondents  only

prefer upward variability.
The extent to which respondents perceived a relation between pay and performance did not

matter with respect to income composition (also not before entering case). Case especially

contributed to the variance explained in the proportion of toml pay that is dependent on

organization-wide performance. Again, the police organization and the university preferred a

lower proportion of pay to be dependent on organization-wide performance than the other

organizations. This is probably due to less clear criteria for organization-wide performance in

non-profit organizations. Respondents from the food organization wanted the largest part oftheir
income to be based on organization-wide performance. This organization also had a profit-based

pay system.
The main difference between the regression analyses on the proportions of total pay, and on

the relative proportions of variable pay, is that the amount of variance explained is about 50%
higher in the latter case. This means that our predictor variables have more impact on the
composition of variable pay than on the composition of total pay. The fact that equality-bj no

longer impacts on % of variable pay based on individual performance is in accordance with our

earlier explanation, i.e.,that those in favour of more equality-bj want lower base salaries as a

means of levelling incomes between jobs. Case also affected preferences for the - relative -

proportion of individual variable pay. Respondents of the university wanted a greater proportion
of their variable pay to be based on individual performance (at the expense of collective

performance), and respondents from the food, chemical, and financial services wanted a smaller
proportion of variable pay to be based on individual performance (at the benefit of relative

proportion based on organization-wide performance).
In Table 7.9, the results with respect to pay form and rating system are given.
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Table 7.9: logistic regression analyses on pay system preferences (method enter) (bhe)' 2

dependent variables pay for perform. if yes: I rating:
1= yes (87%) 1= permanent (35%)        1-norm (82%)

predictor variables 0= no 0= bonus
  0= ranking

allocation principles                                                                           \
ment .72/.35*                          1

equality-wj
experience 1

-.25/  . 14'

equity-bj .51/.31*

equality-bj 69/.20***      1

hierarchy                                                                           I
scarcity                                                                             I
need .41/.17*          

collective performance                                                                        I
bio-demographical
income                                                                              I
received increase                                                                         I
received bonus                                                                                   I
education                                                                           I
managerial position -.53/ .28"

1
-82/.29**

gender                                                               I

pay-for-perform. perceptions                                                      
expected consequences                                                                                \
positive conseq. pfp (prod.) 96/.27 *** ..42/ . 19*  

-.56/.22*

negative conseq. pfp (social) -1.09/.30***
1

.53/.23*

positive conseq. team pay ..38/.17*
1

.45/.19*

cases ( A R square)3 (.02') (.05 ***, I (.01")
university .66/.370       J

gas .94/.48*           

retail .97/.38*
 

86/.41*

food ..98/ .43* 1.33/15***          1
chemical 2.16/ .42***         1
fi nancial services                                                                                                                                                                I

R-square .30 .14       1       .13

n 668 584        1       684

1.   *** p<.0005, **p<.01, *p<.05, * p<.10, <.01 is bold printed. Not significant beta-weights are not displayed.
2. legend: managerial position: 1= manager, 0= employee; education: 1= primary to 8= doctoral degree; gender:

1= male, 0= female; income= gross monthly income; received increase or bonus: 1= yes, 0= no:. All other
variables are measured on scales running from 1 to 5, 1 indicating disagreement, and 5 indicating agreement. wj=
within jobs; bj= between jobs.

3. Police respondents served as a baseline category. As beta-weights for sets of dummies are not directly
comparable to other beta-weights, the change in R-square of adding case to the other predictors is presented (ns=
not significant). T'he following cases could not be included: defence, utility, and union members.
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Table 7.9 shows that the question whetherrespondents are in favourof a pay-for- performance
system is answered by expected consequences and preferences for the equity principle (merit and
equity-bj). Controlled for other variables, bio-demographical variables did not improve the
prediction of that choice. If in favour, respondents more endorsing equality-bj and need were
more likely to opt for permanent increases. This may be explained by the fact that giving
permanent increases leads to less variation over time. On the other hand, managers and those
expecting more positive consequences of performance-related pay (individual and group) were
relatively more likely to opt for a bonus. This may imply that respondents believed that pay for
performance leads to more positive consequences (productivity) when bonuses are used.
Managers may also be more in favour of a bonus system because of cost-efficiency.

Case had a rather strong effect on the choice between a permanent increase and a bonus.
Especially respondents from the chemical plant were strongly in favour of a permanent increase,
whereas police respondents were relatively more in favourof a bonus system. These preferences
reflect actual practices.

With other variables held constant, expected consequences mattered most with respect to
choice of rating system. Only one allocation principle appeared to have a direct effect on choice
of rating system: there was a trend that respondents more in favour of the experience principle
were less likely to opt for a norm-based system. The effects of the other principles (especially
merit and equality-bj) disappeared when the other predictors are included in the analysis. Also
managers are relatively more likely to select a ranking system than employees (note that still 76%
of the managers is in favour of a norm system, compared to 85% of the employees). Case hardly
had an effect on choice of rating system: there is only a trend that retail managers were more
likely to opt for a norm system than police respondents.

All in all, it may be concluded that with respect to choice of pay systems, expected
consequences were about as important as preferences for allocation principles. Yet, the latter still
do matter, which indicates that taking normative preferences ofemployees into consideration may
be important for the acceptance and effectiveness of pay systems as well.

7.6 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter the following consequences of differences in endorsement of allocation
principles were studied: preferred amount of inequality, allocation decisions, evaluations of
inequality in pay, and preferences for pay systems. Also the possible influence of expected
consequences, bio-demographical variables, case, and some other variables (the latter depending
on the type of question) were taken into account. The results will be discussed for each group of
consequences. Thereafter, results will be related to reflections about the nature of allocation
principles.
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With respect to preferences for amount of inequality. allocation principles were the most
important predictor variables. Especially in the context ofbetween jobs, the equality principle had
the greatest impact. This means that hypothesis 2.9, to the effect that macro principles will

predominantly be activated when respondents are asked to state the amount of inequality without
reference to characteristics of individuals. is largely confirmed. Expected consequences did not
matter with respect to preferences for amount of inequality between jobs. In the context of
differences in pay within jobs, those expecting more negative consequences preferred a smaller

magnitude of inequality. On the other hand, positive consequences were not related to norms

about income inequality. Case was especially important to explain differences in the preferred
maximum income level. For those wanting a maximum income, respondents from the chemical

plant opted for the highest level.

As for allocation decisions, it is found that in 5 out of 7 decisions the merit principle is the

most important predictor. Thus, hypothesis 2.10, stating that when references to individual
characteristics are made micro rules will be predominantly activated, is largely confirmed.

Preferences for equality and/or need were relatively more important when a lower production may
be attributed to unfavourable personal circumstances, less ability, or when the lower producing

person had more needs. On the other hand, preferences fur the scarcity principle had a positive

impact on amount of differentiation in the unfavourable circumstances and the less ability

problem. Expected consequences were also important for explaining differences in allocation

decisions, even though respondents were asked to make fair allocation decisions.

The amount of variance explained was rather modest: between 8 and 24%. However,
Schokkaert (1990) explained only 0-4% variance on comparable allocation decision tasks.

Schokkaert (1990) also included a kind of expected consequence variable, named efficiency
factor, but did not include measures of allocation principles. This shows again that endorsement

of allocation principles may be relevant to predicting allocation decisions.

The results with respect to the evaluations  ofpay showed that, as expected, a micro principle

(merit) was most strongly related to evaluations of one's own income. However, with respect to
the evaluation of pay differentials results were mixed. As hypothesized, a macro principle

(equality-bj) was most strongly related to the evaluation of pay differentials in terms of size.

However, with respect to the fairness evaluation of pay differentials, a micro rule (merit) was
found to be the most relevant. This means that hypothesis 2.11 and 2.12 are not entirely

confirmed. Expected consequences also mattered somewhat, but less so than with respect to
allocation decisions. Furthermore, the results show that respondents were positive about pay for
performance, but believed that their pay did not reflect their contributions well enough. The

results also indicate that respondents with a higher income evaluated their income as more fair

or equitable. Whether respondents received performance pay themselves did not matter, but the

way the merit system operates did. Pay-for-performance perceptions especially impacted on

contributions-equity, whereas perceived procedural justice especially related to the fairness
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evaluation of the respondents' own income. With respect to the fairness of pay differentials,
distributive and procedural aspects of pay allocations were equally important.

The  analyses of preferences for pay systems  show that allocation principles  are at least as

important as expected consequences to explain differences in income composition. With respect
to whetherpay forperformance shouldbe introduced and with respect tochoice ofrating systems,

expected consequences were somewhat more important. The preference for a permanent increase

or bonus was again more strongly related to endorsement of allocation principles. Compared to
employees, managers wanted a greater part of their salary to be dependent on group performance
rather than individual performance. Case mattered especially with respect to the proportion of

salary that should be dependent on organization-wide performance, and with respect to the choice
between bonus and permanent increase. Respondents from the non-profit sector (university and
police) wanted a smaller part of their salaries be based on organization-wide performance, and
respondents from the police organization are more in favour of bonuses than all other

respondents.

The nature  of allocation principles
The focus will be on level of assessment (micro vs. macro), and type of rule (formal vs.

substantial). In Chapter 2, equity within jobs (merit) was described as a micro rule, and equality
and need were described as macro rules, whereas scarcity and collective performance were
described as meso rules. Meso-rules were defined as rules that require the assessment ofattributes
on a super-individual level, without determining the form of the resulting distribution befurehand.
Since equity-bj and hierarchy require the assessment of attributes of jobs (fulfilled by
individuals), they may be considered meso principles as well.

The finding that the merit principle was more strongly related to allocation decisions referring
to individuals, and hardly at all to the norms regarding the amount of overall inequality,
underlines the micro nature of that principle. For equality-bj the opposite is true, in conformity
with the macro nature of that principle. Need was relatively more strongly related to micro
allocation decisions and evaluations of respondent's own pay than to macro preferences and

evaluations. Thus, the need principle was used more as a micro than as a macro principle.

Moreover, the need principle appeared to be used as an adjustment argument (Wagstaff, 1994).
The lattereffect is in concordance with the need principle referring to the status ofbeing a unique
human being (Folger, 1994). Hierarchy, collective performance and equity-bj were hardly related
to inequality norms, allocation decisions, and pay evaluations. These principles clearly relate to
other kinds of inequality. The fact that the scarcity principle was positively related to both micro
decisions and preferences for inequality may support the meso nature ofthat principle. Moreover,
the differential impact of merit and scarcity on allocation decisions also refers to the differences

in type of status between these two variables, with merit referring to achievement and scarcity to
ascription. The merit principle had a greater impact on allocation decisions in which only
differences in performance and effort were described, whereas scarcity impacted positively on
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amount of differentiation in decisions in which the lower production of one of the workers was

due to factors beyond the control of that worker.
Since the classification of allocation principles in formal and/or substantial rules followed

exactly the classification in micro and macro rules, this aspect of the nature of allocation

principles will not be discussed any further. All macro rules are strictly formal, and all micro and

meso rules require both formal and substantial specifications. These make them more difficult
to apply. The allocation decisions showed indeed that allocations on the basis of performance

differences were not necessarily proportional, not even when only information about performance

differences had to be considered. Possible reasons forthis phenomenon are thatrespondents make
different inferences about the causes ofperformance differences, and use more than one allocation

principle at the same time.

All in all, it may be concluded that most relations between preferences for allocation principles
and preferred amountof income inequality, allocation decisions, pay evaluations, and pay system

preferences support the validity ofour scales. In the next chapter, it will be studied to what extent

preferences for allocation principles and expected consequences are related to actual pay
allocations of managers.



8     Actual pay allocation decisions: effects of

managerial, subordinate and organizational
characteristics.

8.1 Introduction

In  Chapter  1,  it was already argued that attitudes towards inequality may influence actual

allocation decisions of managers. Meindl (1989) showed that expected consequences do matter

with respect to allocation decisions. Managers aiming at high performance or fairness

differentiated more, while those aiming at better social relationships and solidarity differentiated

less (because they thought these patterns were mosteffective). Larwood et al. (1979) showed that

allocations were related to mentioning different relevant allocation criteria (inputs). It is also

found that values impact upon allocation behaviour, e.g., economic values, work ethic, social

compassion, and autonomy (Bass, 1968; Feather, 1994; Montemayor, 1995).
In Chapter 7, we showed that preferences for allocation principles (especially the merit

principle) and expected consequences ofpay for performance were indeed related to hypothetical

allocation decisions. Bio-demographical characteristics ofrespondents hardly mattered; only level

of education had a significant effect (see also van Silfhout & Thierry, 2000).
We wanted to study whether actual pay allocations were also influenced by attitudes towards

inequality. Of course, allocation decisions of managers are related to more than only the values

or beliefs of managers. Other managerial, environmental, organizational, and subordinate

characteristics are important as well (see for review articles: Freedman & Montanari, 1980;

Mikula, 1980; Podsakoff,  1982).  In this part of our research, we will focus on characteristics of

managers and a numberoforganizational and subordinate characteristics. Some ofthe hypotheses

were especially related to the organization, an ICT-company, in which we studied the relations

between attitudes towards inequality and pay allocation decisions. First, the pay system of this

organization will be analysed. The nature of the pay system is important, since values ofmanagers

as well as other characteristics can only impact upon pay allocation decisions when managers

have some discretion in pay allocations (Bartol & Martin, 1990). Thereafter, the choice of our

dependent variables will be explained, subsequent to which our predictor variables will be

introduced. Finally, an overview will be given of all hypotheses.
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The  pay  system of the  ICT-company

The nature of the pay system will be described according to performance measurement, pay
allocation scheme, and budget. The focus will be on the degree of managerial discretion in pay
decisions.

Pe,formance measurement: Derived from the business goals, individual goals are set for each
employee (what, how, and with whom (team-work)). Employees participate in the goal setting
process. The content of these goals, and the assessment of whether these goals are achieved or

not, leave some room for interpretation (especially when compared to sales figures, or profit).
This means that managers have some discretion with regard to performance measurement (Bartol
& Martin, 1988; Stake, 1983). There are four pe,formance levels (A,B,C,Z): for each level,
managers can decide on permanent merit increases of salary and bonuses (for once) within a
certain range. Thediscretionofmanagers is alsolimitedby aforcedpe,formance distribution and

abudget (both applying togroups ofmanagers). Theperformance distribution (and the connected

budget) is dependent upon the performance of the business units. Before managers announce the
pay raises to their subordinates, they have to discuss their intended performance ratings and pay
decisions in their management team. In 1999, the following scheme was used for the allocation
of merit (permanent merit increase) and bonuses:

Table  8.1:  payallocation scheme  ICT-company (1999)

Performance Performance-distribution Merit increase Bonus

A: excellent 15% 0-10% 5-15%
B: all right 70% 0-6% 0-10%

C: satisfactory 13% 0-2.5% 0%
Z: unsatisfactorv 2% 0% 0%

This merit increase and bonus guide is applied to the regular workers. All A-performers are
entitled to a bonus. The budget is not sufficient to give each B-performer a bonus, only the best
B-performers may get one. Employees who have reached or exceeded the top of their salary scale
are not allowed a merit increase. If a merit increase would mean going beyond the maximum of
the salary scale, the increase will be truncated at the maximum. For employees who earn above
the maximum of their salary range, also the bonus will be adjusted. Managers have a 'pay
decision workbench' in which they get feedback about their pay allocation decisions. So they are
aware of the difference between a gross anda net (truncated) merit increase or bonus percentage,

and of the limitations of their budget.
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For 'new hires' , a different system (more progressive increases in the first few years) and a
different budget is in force. As not each manager has new hires, or only a few, the pay allocations
for new hires will not be included in this study. The merit and bonus system applies to all regular
employees, also to sales staff, and therefore provides the most useful data (most pay decisions per
manager). As we have seen, managers have some discretion with regard to performance criteria
and the related merit and bonus percentages. Research shows that with a (smaller) budget, pay
differences reflect performance differences more closely (Fossum & Fitch, 1985; Trahan et al.,
1991). Montemayor (1995) showed that autonomy values had less impact upon pay-for-

performance relations when the budget was small or medium size rather than large. Thus, when
managers are tied to a budget, the relation between their attitudes towards inequality and their pay
allocation decisions will be weakened (unless the budget is very large).

Dependent variables:  mean and distribution of allocation decisions
In most studies on pay allocation decisions (e.g. Bartol & Martin, 1990; Deshpande & Joseph,

1994; Heneman, 1973; Heneman & Cohen, 1988; Kahn & Sherer, 1990) the dependent variable
is the salary increase for an individual worker. We choose to use characteristics of the reward
distribution (mean and variation of merit and bonus percentages) as dependent variables. After
all, the predictor variables that are central in this study, i.e., attitudes towards inequality, relate
to the correctness or instrumentality of inequality in pay. As the ICT managers are asked to

appraise all their subordinates at the same time (yearly salary round), and are tied to abudget, they
are likely to make comparative judgments. Ivancevich (1983) found in a field study among

engineers that performance ratings and salary increases were influenced by the contrast between
the person to be assessed and the other persons in the team. The greater the proportion of
unsatisfactorily performing employees, the more favourable the reward practices for well-
performing employees. Markham (1988) even demonstrated the existence of another contrast

effect, that is, well-performing work teams got more money than badly performing teams. He also

suggested that in well-performing teams less differentiation will occur (managers do not want to
disturb cohesiveness) than in badly performing teams. The effects of group success on
differentiation are also found in experimental settings (Elliot & Meeker 1984,1986).

On the other side, recipients also assess their salary as compared to what others get in relation
to their inputs (Adams,  1965). Also, pay-for- performance perceptions, an important predictor of

pay satisfaction (see, for example, Heneman et al. 1988), refer to the way pay is distributed in the

organization, and not to individual relations between pay and performance. Thus, as allocations
are  made and evaluated  in a wider context, characteristics of the distribution of rewards provide
relevant dependent variables.
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Obviously, differences in reward distributions between managers also depend on differences

in the distribution of reward-relevant characteristics among their subordinates (Jasso,  1983). In

(experimental) studies including several characteristics of employees, performance proved to be
the most important characteristic of subordinates influencing salary increases given by managers

(e.g., Desphande & Joseph, 1994; Desphande & Schoderbeck, 1993; Elliot & Meeker, 1984,

1986; Fossum & Fitch, 1985; Huber, Neale & Northcraft, 1987; Sherer, Schwab & Heneman III,

1987). Therefore, we will control for performance differences and for mean performance when
analysing pay allocations. In this way, we may derive to what extent other factors than
performance are related to pay allocation patterns. A problem is that these performance ratings

are made by the same managers, and may already be based on more factors than performance

alone. Therefore models with and without the influence of performance distribution will be

presented.

Organizational culture
Culture is related to the notion of organizational goals, since the importance of goals should

be reflected in cultural norms (Mannix et al., 1995). In many studies, it is found that respondents
who had to aim for productivity differentiated more, and respondents who had to aim at solidarity
or well-being differentiated less (e.g., Assmar & Rodrigues, 1993; Mannix et al., 1995; Meindl,
1989; Stake, 1983; Trahan et al. 1991). These findings may be explained by supposing that
respondents expect more differentiation to lead to more productivity, and less differentiation to

more solidarity. Thus, the analysis of the influence oforganizational goals fits in with our interest

in the role of expected consequences. However, Trahan et al. (1991) found an effect of

organizational goals only for student respondents, and not for MBA-candidates (managers). They

explained the latter finding by stating that managers may have relied more upon their pre-existing
beliefs concerning the appropriateness of performance and social harmony. Yet, most studies

indicate that a strong culture, or rigorous goals, may suppress the influence of individual norms

and values.
Mannix et al. (1995) pointed out that in business contexts an economically-oriented culture is

always likely to be present. Organizations are likely to vary in the extent to which other goals are
stressed as well. We hypothesized that perceived organization culture is related to allocation

decisions, because culture reflects the goals that are worth striving at. More specifically, it was

expected that managers who considerpe,formance, and meeting business goals to be important

in the organization will differentiate more, and managers who consider solidarity, well-being, and

development to be important will differentiate less.
Perceived organizational culture will be measured by the FOCUS-questionnaire on

organization culture (van Muijen, 1994; van Muijen, Koopman & de Witte, 1996). This
questionnaire is based on the competing values model by Quinn (1988, in van Muijen, 1994), was
validated in Dutch and Flemish organizations, and has adequate psychometric qualities. In this
model, four organizational culture orientations are distinguished: goal, support, innovation, and
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rules orientation. Especially the first two orientations correspond with the two central

consequences of pay-for-performance systems: performance and cooperation/well-being. The
relation between rules orientation and pay differentiation will be studied exploratively. Rules

orientation may matter, as the pay system of the ICT company has many rules and restrictions.

Perhaps, managers who think that rules are important in their business unit differentiate less than
managers who think that following rules is less typical of their business uniti. The effects of
innovation orientation are more uncertain, as innovation requires excellent performance (more
differentiation) as well as cooperation (less differentiation). It is expected that within the ICT-

company organizational culture is not homogeneous, as the various business units are quite
different (logistics, services, sales, and support stafO.

With respect to the stated goats. the managers in the ICT organization are told to differentiate

according to performance, to be result-oriented, and to pay attention to market forces (competing
pay levels). Top-management stressed that the pay allocations should fit the high performance

culture. As the situation on the labour market (scarcity) is explicitly mentioned in the allocation

instruction, we also expected that endorsement of the scarcity principle is related to pay
allocation decisions (higher means, and more differentiation). For some professions, additional

budget is made available.

Other relevant variables
Although level of education may be related to managerial pay allocations (van Silfhout &

Thierry, 2000), this variable will not be included, as most (if not all) ICT-managers have at least

a higher professional education.

In one of the very few field studies (Heneman & Cohen,  1988), it was found that supervisors
who got large salary increases gave larger salary increases to their employees. This finding was

explained by the fact that supervisors that have been treated well, in turn pass on large salary

increases to their employees (resource theory, social responsibility). Another explanation is that
Supervisors who got high increases also have well performing employees. In our study, managers

and employees receive their merit increases and bonuses at the same time. The first explanation

is appropriate when the merit increase for managers in year 1998 is related to the merit increase

for employees in 1999, and the second explanation when the merit ofmanagers in 1999 is related

to the merit of employees in the same year. Whether a manager received a pay increase did not

relate to hypothetical pay allocation decisions (van Silfhout & Thierry, 2000), probably because

the mechanisms mentioned above manifest themselves only when respondents have to reward

their own employees.

1 This is in accordance with the results of Montemayor (1995), who found that respondents who were
not opposed to organizational rules (low on autonomy) differentiated less.
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Other supervisory characteristics, such as age, gender, tenure, job level, salary level, number

of subordinates, comparative salary level, and equity condition (merit increase corresponding to

performance rating) did not relate to salary increases for employees (Heneman & Cohen, 1988).

We will not include these variables in the present analyses, except for 'number of subordinates'.

We expect a positive relation between number  ofsubordinates (span of control) and amount of
differentiation, because a larger span ofcontrol makes it more likely for variations in performance
among employees to occur, and because in a larger group pay differences may be less harmful to

social relations than in a smaller group. Podsakoff (1982) reports another reason for more
differentiation in the case of a larger span of control: supervisors with a larger span of control
have less time to try to improve the performance of the worse performers, and therefore make

more use of negative sanctions.

With respect to employee characteristics, Heneman and Cohen (1988) found that, evidently,

employees with higher pe,formance ratings got higher salary increases. They also found that
employees with a high relative sala,y position were granted lower salary increases than

employees with a low relative salary position. These effects are comparable to the findings of

Heneman (1973), who fuund that pay change was explained by performance (+) and length of
service (-). After all, persons with a higher tenure usually have a higher comparative salary ratio.

As relative salary position also mattered in the pay system of the ICT-organization, this variable

will be included in our study. Heneman & Cohen (1988) also found that younger employees were
granted higher salary increases than older employees. As in the ICI'-company a separate salary

increase policy is applied to younger employees (new hires), and the new hires are not included

in our study, age will not be used as a predictor in our study.
In a field study on contingent pay for managers, Kahn & Sherer (1990) found that

characteristics of managers (performance, tenure, position) were much more strongly related to

the bonuses these managers received than to merit increases that applied to them. Kahn & Sherer

(1990, p. 117s) conclude: 'Evidently the merit system at the company gives more similar rewards

to performance across workers than does the bonus system'. Also Murphy-Berman et al. (1984)

think allocators are more cautious when they have to allocate merit increases. It would be
interesting to see whether our predictors also relate differently to merit and bonus increases.

The last predictor we want to include is the average pay  level  of workers reporting to one

manager. We believe this variable may matter, as respondents with a higher pay level are likely
to perform more complex work. In the case of more complex work, performance differences are

more likely (Hunter, Schmidt & Judiesch, 1990). It is therefore expected that the average pay

level of workers is positively related to amount of variation in performance ratings and pay

allocations. On the other hand, Tang (1996) found in an experimental study that persons in higher
positions got relatively more pay than persons in lower positions. He labelled this the Matthew
effect: 'For to him who has shall be given, and he shall have abundance; but for him who does not

have, even that which he has shall be taken away'. However, Sherer et al. (1987) found only a

positive effect of salary level on absolute increase (amount), and a negative effect of salary level
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on relative increase (percentage). In Dutch newspapers, it was recently reported that in (some)
companies top-managers seem to get higher increases than lower-level employees. This

phenomenon evokes a lot of discussion. All in all, it is expected that average pay level of
employees is positively related to variation in pay increases, and probably also to the average

percentage of pay increases.

Predictions with regard to attitudes towards inequality
Allocation decisions of managers mostly relate to within job (salary range) differentiation

(except for promotions). Therefore, we will concentrate on allocation principles for the context
of within jobs. As before, positive relations are expected between endorsement of the merit

principle and amount of differentiation, and a negative relation between equality and amount of
differentiation. As managers usually do not have to make pay decisions for the whole range of

job levels, but only for a limited range of job levels, equality between jobs is not included as a
predictor. In Chapter 7, it was shown that this principle especially relates to preferences for an
overall maximum or minimum income (top versus bottom). The principle of scarcity will be
included, as the ICT managers were told to take account of scarcity on the labour market when

allocating pay increases and bonuses. Depending on the composition of their work group this may
either lead to more differentiation (some employees have professions for which scarcity exists),
as well as to higher average increases (all subordinates have professions for which scarcity

exists). A higher average increase is possible, as there is some additional budget for scarce

professions.
Following our results in Chapter 7, we also supposed that expected positive consequences of

pay for performance are positively related to pay differentiation, and expected negative
consequences negatively. Moreover, it was expected that attitudes towards inequality are

especially related to amount of differentiation and not so much to average pay allocations, as the
content of these attitudes relate to pay differentiation and not to pay levels. All hypotheses are
summarized in Table 8.2.
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Table  8.2:  summary of hypothesized relationships

Predictor average pay allocations variation of pay allocations
for each manager for each manager

attitudes towards inequality
merit                                                                                    0                                                +

equality-within jobs                                                                                            0                                                                         -

scarcity                                                                 +                                       +
expected positive consequences of pfp                                           0                                                              +

expected negative consequences of pfp                                          0                                                              -
perceived culture of business unit
goal oriented                                                      ?                                    +
support oriented                                                            ?                                            -
rules oriented                                                                ?                                            ?
managers' pay
bonus/merit- 98                                                             +                                           1
bonus/merit- 99                                                       +                                       ?
characteristics  of department

span of control                                                                                         ?                                                              +

average salary level of subordinates                                          +                                                      +

average salary position of subordinates                                     -                                                       -

perfornlance ratings
variation of performance ratings                                                       ?                                                              +
mean of performance ratines                                                              +                                                              ?

Legend: + and - signs represent the hypothesized relationships between the independent variables and the dependent
variables. Zero represent situations where the expectation is that there will be no significant relationships. Question
marks represent situations in which no expectation about the relationship between the independent variables and

dependent variables exist (exploration).

8.2 Method

8.2.1 Respondents

A11300 managers ofthe ICI'-company received aquestionnaire. Ofthese, 133 (44%) managers
returned the questionnaire. Managers were asked to fill in their employee number. With the help

of that number, their responses could be connected to data from the pay administration system
(performance and pay decisions of the managers, their individual pay increases and ratings,

business unit, number of subordinates, average salary level of subordinates, and average salary

position of subordinates). There were  117 male and 16 female managers. who directed teams of

varying size, ranging from 2 to 65 subordinates (median 11). The mean tenure in the job was 2.5
years (growing firm). The mean income was f 10,559 (sd f 2,318). Respondents were

representative with respect to gender and business unit. It was decided to include only managers
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with at least two regular employees (new hires are left out of consideration) for analyses of pay
decisions. This meant that 85 respondents were usable2.

8.2.2 Measures

Attitudes towards inequality
The scales constructed in Chapter 5 form our starting point. Reliability coefficients are

computed on all 133 respondents. Especially the deviations from the scalesconstructed in Chapter
5 are discussed. The means and standard deviations will be reported in Table 8.4.

The introduction to the items on pay allocation principles was slightly changed. The focus was
not on allocation criteria for differences in pay between colleagues who perform about the same
work as the respondent, but on criteria for differences in pay between subordinates who perform
about the same type of work. Also with respect to expected consequences, managers were asked

to think of their own unit. The items on expected consequences were slightly reformulated, e.g.
'If you pay youremployees according to their performance, the cooperationbetween you and your

employees will improve.' (see Annex 5, Table A5.5, item u).
- Merit: 7 items are included. The merit principle refers to a combination of contributions and

inputs as criteria for pay differentiation. The item referring to 'how hard someone tries' (item j-
within jobs) is excluded from this scale, as this item clearly does not belong to the merit scale in
the ICT company. Cronbach's alpha is .58. This is considerably lower than before (.79). As can
be seen in Table 8.4, this is presumably due to a ceiling-effect (high mean, low sd).

-  Equality- within jobs: The same three items as before were used (see Annex 5). The reliability
was again quite low: .51. This is probably due to a floor-effect in the present sample (low mean,

low sd). The two new equality items (as tried in the household sample) did not contribute to a
higher reliability, either. The crux of the equality principle is that people performing the same
jobs should be paid the same, regardless of differences in performance.
- Scarcity: The item about paying more to a newcomer in order to fill in a vacancy was not
included in the questionnaire. The remaining items (Annex 5: Table A5.1: 0, Table A5.2: i, 0, u)
form a scale with a reliability of.65, about equal to what we found before. This principle implies
that people who possess knowledge or skills that are scarce on the labour market should be paid
extra.

- Expected positive consequences of pay for performance: If only the 5 same items that were
selected in earlier analyses were taken (work harder, increase of production, better off, more
appreciation,  work less hard in the case of job-based pay), alpha would only amount to .66.

However, this time items u (better cooperation between supervisor and subordinates), t (work

2 Twelve managers refused to fill in their employee number, higher managers were not included in the
personnel administration system, 4 managers had only one regular worker.
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more enjoyable), and s (fairer pay relations) clearly load on the positive consequences factor. In
previous analyses, these items loaded high on both the negative (- ), and the positive (+)

consequences factor, and were excluded from scale-construction. With items s, t, and u included,
the scale on expected positive consequences of pay for performance has a reliability coefficient
of.78. This time, the positive consequences refer to more than productivity effects alone.
- Expected negative consequences ofpayforpe,formance: this scale consists of the same items

as before, and has an alpha coefficient of .74. The items of this scale refer to negative

consequences of pay for performance (pfp), and positive consequences of equal pay for equal
jobs, and pertain to social relations and well-being (feeling pressed, too much uncertainty about

pay, dissatisfaction among lesser performers, equal pay preventing jealousy, etc.).

Perceived organizational culture
As already discussed in the introduction, the Focus-questionnaire on organizational culture

(van Muijen,  1994) will be used to measure perceived organizational culture. Three of the four
orientations (goal, support, rules orientation) will be used in this study. The innovative orientation

will be left out, also because the items representing that orientation did not form a separate factor
in our sample. Items representing the innovative orientation loaded highly on the goal and the
support factor. Managers were asked to assess how typical several statements were of their
business unit. They could answer on a scale ranging from 1 'not typical at all', to 6 'very typical'.
Scales are constructed in conformity with the results of van Muijen (1994). For each scale, some

item examples will be given.
- support orientation (8 items, alpha .92): mutual trust, concern about colleagues, pleasant

atmosphere, support outside work.

- goal orienmtion (7 items, alpha.82): being responsible for one's own performance, clear goals,
performance measurement, high performance.
- rules orientation (8 items, alpha .89): written procedures, agreement with rules, formalization.
Business units varied only slightly with respect to culture. The support unit was a bit more rules
oriented than the sales and distribution unit.

Managers' pay and pe,formance ratings
The following characteristics were derived from the pay administration system: each manager' s

gross and net merit and bonus percentages in 1998 and 1999, and each manager's performance
rating in 1998. Although the performance ratings were made on an ordinal scale (A, B, C, Z), this
measure will be treated as an interval variable (A is coded 3, B is coded 2, C is coded  1, and Z

is coded 0). It was expected that managers receiving a higher merit increase in 1998 or 1999,
would also give higher merit increases to their subordinates in 1999. The same hypothesis will
be tested for performance ratings and bonuses. As our sample is too small to include all these

variables together in one regression analysis, these hypotheses will be tested with corresponding
variables (in kind). This idea is supported by findings ofa laboratory study by Huberet al. (1987),
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who found that prior (actual) ratings of raters did moderate the relation between objective
performance and performance ratings of employees, but not the relation between objective

performance and recommendedpay changes. Thus, managers' performance ratings willberelated
to employee performance ratings; managers' bonuses to employee bonuses, and managers' merit
increases to employee merit increases.

Characteristics  of department
- Span of control is measured as the number of regular employees for which pay decisions are
made. New hires were left out (18% of the ratings), because they were recompensed out of a
separate budget, and because only 32 managers had two or more new hires. Also subordinates

who were not rated were excluded (3% of the ratings). Total span of control has a correlation of
.95 with number of rated regulars.
- Average salary level of employees and average salary position (relative to maicimumof salary
range) were based on the regular workers only.

Dependent variables
As dependent variables will be taken the mean and standard deviations from the gross and net

merit and bonuses percenmges granted to regular workers, the mean performance rating and the
variation of the performance ratings. Net merit increases are increases that are adjusted to the

maximum of the salary scale.

The choice of standard deviation or variation is based on the characteristics of the distribution
of values. The measures with the less skew distributions are chosen. To give an idea ofthe overall

distribution of performance ratings and rewards, the overall performance ratings and pay
allocations per performance category are presented in Table 8.3.

Table 8.3: actual average pay allocations per performance categoryfor regularworkers ofmanagers participating
in this study (n= 1012).

Perforrnance performance average average average average
distribution merit % merit % bonus % bonus %

(gross) (net) (gross) (net)

A=3 132(13%) 5.2 (sd 3.5) 5.1 (sd 3.5) 5.5 (sd 1.4) 5.0 (sd 1.2)

B=2 687 (68%) 2.9 (sd 2.5) 2.7 (sd 2.6) .7 (sd 1.3) .6 (sd 1.1)

C=1 187 (19%) .6 (sd 1.4) .5 (sd  1.3)               0                                 0

Z=0 6 (1%)           0                     0                     0                     0

overall means: 1.9 (sd .61 2.8 (sd 2.8) 2.6 (sd 2.91 1.2 (sd 2.11 1.1 (sd 1.9)

Table 8.3 shows that the distribution of performance ratings more or less equalled the

prescribed distribution (15%, 70%,  13%, 2%). The differences in pay allocations between the four

performance categories were highly significant. Performance ratings explained 21% of the
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variance in gross merit increases, and 66% of the variance in bonus percentages. Thus, merit
increases may be related to other factors than performance alone. However, there is also quite
some variation within the performance categories, especially with regard to the B and C ratings
(standard deviations larger or equal to mean). There is only a slight difference between gross and
net pay increases.

Analysis
The data are analysed using multiple regression. First, the predictor variables are related to the

average and variation of performance ratings. Thereafter, the mean and standard deviations of
merit increases and bonuses are regressed upon the same variables in two steps. In the first step,
only the attitudes towards inequality, perceived organizational culture, managers' pay, and
characteristics of the department are included. In the second step, we will also control for the
influence of performance ratings. The greater the influence of performance ratings on pay
allocations, the less the other variables will be related to pay allocations. It was decided to present
both steps, as we do not have an objective measure of performance. To the extent that
performance ratings are based upon the same predictor variables, relations between the other
predictor variables and the dependent variables may be underestimated in the second step.

8.3 Results

The means, standard deviations, and correlations between all variables are shown in Table 8.4.



Table  8.4:  means,  standard  deviations  and  intercorrelations for  all variables  (n=  85, for  the  correlations  with managers'  ratings n=  83) i·'

Variables m sd 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22.

1.merit principle 4.0 .4

2. equality principle 2.0 .5 -26

3. scarcity principle 3.2 .7 24
4. positive conseq. 3.5    .5      18   -19   44
5. negative conseq. 2.4 .4 -19     29

6. goal orientation 4.7 .7 '    24 27
7. support orientation 4.5 .9   21   64
8. rules orientation 4.2 .8        48 38

9. own rating 98 2.2 .5 -20 -19

10. own rating 99 2.2 .6 -21 -20 -33   41

it.own merit 98                  2. 1 2.5 -21 -19               21

12. own merit 99 3.1 2.5 -31 -23         39   39

13. own bonus 98 4.5 3.3  '                                                     53    20

14. own bonus 99 2.2 2.3 -19   29   81    26   51

15. span of control         12       10      23 -25 -18         32          19

16. average sal. level 7.7 1.5        23             -22                23
17. average sal. pos.         .9          .1                    34 -19 -21

18. average rating 1.9 .2 1 -32           36 30     31  19
19. variation rating        .3       .2

I

-20 -26 -24 -37               31    24               37         -38

20. average merit % 2.7 1.3    1                                    28                                                                                            29         22         23                       25                                   -54        38         19

21. sd merit %                       2.1           1.1 T -31         37   22    32         31          29 -39 37   60

22. average bonus %      1.2      .7    1  -24                                                                       25             20             30             23    -26     58     22     48
23. sd bonus % 1.7 .8                    21 24 19   22 27 27   37 49 22 28 65

1. Only trends (p<.10) and significantcorrelations are presented. Coefficients must be greater than .19,.21,.28,.35, respectively. to reach the .10,.05,.01, and.001 levels ofsignificance. Correlation
decimal points are omitted.

2.  The dotted lines separate the various categories of variables: 1-5: attitudes towards inequality, 6-8: perceived culture of business unit, 9- 14: managers' ratings and pay, 15-18: characteristics of
department. 18- 23: performance ratings and pay allocations per manager. Attitudes towards inequality are measured on scales ranging from 1 'completely disagree' to 5 'completely agree'.

Perceived culture of business unit (b-u) is measure on scale ranging from 1 'not typical at all'. to 6 'very typical'. Performance ratings are measured on a scale ranging from 0 'unsatisfactory'
to 3 'excellent'. sal. pos.= salary position relative to maximum; sal. level= salary level * 1000. Please note: only gross merit and bonuses % are included in this table.

@
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First the means and correlations between attitudes towards inequality and organization culture
will be discussed, thereafter the correlations of the predictor variables with the dependent
variables. Table 8.4 shows that relative to the previous sub-samples, the ICT-managers had high
mean scores on the merit and scarcity principles, and a low mean score on the equality principle.
With respect to the expected consequences of pay for performance, it is striking that positive
consequences were unrelated to negative consequences3. Moreover, ICT-managers perceived

relatively few negative consequences of pfp, and were also quite high on expected positive
consequences. In the present sample, scarcity was related more strongly to expected positive
consequences ofpfp than the merit principle (probably owing to the lower reliability of the merit
principle, and the instruction to reward scarcity).

Compared to other IT-companies4, our organization was slightly more goal oriented, slightly
less support oriented, and about equally rules oriented. The three orientations were quite
positively related to each other (see also van Muijen, 1994). It appeared that the pay-for-
performance system accords with the attitudes towards inequality and the culture of the
organization. The ICI managers have high scores on merit and scarcity, expect positive
consequences of pay for performance, and are goal-oriented.

Although it was expected that attitudes towards inequality (allocation principles and expected

consequences) would be related to the variation in pay allocations and performance ratings, only
one correlation was significant: managers who were more in favour ofequality distinguished less
between subordinates with regard to performance ratings. As expected, endorsement of the
scarcity principle was positively related to the average merit increases. but not to bonus

percentages. Probably, permanent merit increases are thought to be more important to retain
employees with scarce skills, than bonuses for once. Unexpectedly, endorsement of the merit
principle was negatively related to mean performance rating and mean bonus percentage, and not
related to the variation of ratings and pay allocations.

In accordance with our hypothesis, a negative correlation was found between support
orientation and amount of differentiation in performance ratings (though no correlations were
found with respect to differentiation in merit and bonuses). However, also goal orientation was
negatively related to amount ofdifferentiation in performance ratings. This finding was contrary
to our hypothesis. On the other hand, goal orientation was positively related to expected positive
consequences of pfp. Perhaps managers believed that the goal of high performance was reached

by differentiating less. Rules orientation was negatively related to variation both in ratings and
in merit increases. Thus, managers who considered following rules to be typical of theirbusiness
unit differentiated less. This may indicate that some managers wanted to differentiate more than
the rules allow, and that some feel their own discretion to be restricted.

3 However, when all 133 managers are included this correlation is -.28 (p= .001), compared to -.37 in
Chapter 5.

4 These figures were kindly provided by Academic Consultancy Services, Amstelveen. 2000.
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Managers' ratings and merit increases in 1998 are indeed positively related to mean ratings

and merit of their subordinates in 1999. Their own rating of 1998 has only a positive correlation
with mean subordinate rating, and their own merit of 1998 has only a positive correlation with
mean merit of subordinates (and not with mean rating and bonus). These correlations support the
hypothesis that managers pass on to their subordinates what they get themselves (in

corresponding kinds). However, this does not go for bonuses received. There are also positive
correlations between the ratings, merit and bonuses managers received in 1999 and the average
ratings, merit and bonuses these managers gave to their employees. This finding supports the

hypothesis that managers who perform well themselves, (must) also have well performing

employees. Furthermore, managers with higher ratings in 1999, higher merit in 1998 and 1999,
and with higher bonuses in 1999, tend to differentiate more. This may indicate that well

performing managers differentiate more.
Span Ofcontrol is indeed positively related to variation in ratings and bonuses. This may mean

that managers with a larger span ofcontrol are indeed more likely to have employees with varying

performance levels. This last interpretation is supported by the finding that span ofcontrol is also
positively related to endorsement of the merit principle, and negatively to endorsement of the

equality principle. In Chapter 6, we found that perceived differences were likewise related to the

merit and equality principle.
Average salary level ofemployees is positively related to average rating, bonus, and variation

in merit and bonuses. As expected, salary  position  of employees is negatively related to average
merit increases and bonuses, and to the variation in merit increases and ratings. This may indicate

that because of the forced distribution high ratings are kept for those who are still able to grow
in salary, and that employees with a higher salary position perhaps get lower ratings than they

deserve.

The distribution ofperformance  ratings is more strongly related to the distribution ofbonuses
than to the distribution of merit increases. The high positive correlation between average merit
increase and the standard deviation from these increases implies that in the case ofa high average,

only a few subordinates get relative high increases. The same goes for the bonus allocations (73%
of the B-performers does not get a bonus).

All in all, we may conclude that pay allocations patterns are in particular related to
performance distributions, characteristics of the department, and the managers' own ratings,

merits and bonuses. Attitudes towards inequality and perceived culture of business unit are only
marginally related to rating and pay allocations, and moreover, often in other directions than

hypothesized.

In Tables 8.5 to 8.7, the results of the (hierarchical) regression analyses are presented. First the

results for the performance ratings are presented, then the results for the mean merit and bonus,
and finally the results on the variation in merit and bonus increases.
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Table  8.5.  regression (method enter) on characteristics  of the  distribution  of performance  ratings (beta weights)'

average variation percentage percentage percentage

predictors ratings in ratings A-perf. B-perf. C-perf.

attitudes towards inequality
merit -.34** -.27* .26*

equality
scarcity
positive consequences pfp -.28*
negative consequences pfp
perceived culture business unit

goal oriented
support oriented
rules oriented .28*

characteristics of manager

own rating in 1999
own rating in 1998 32** -.28*

characteristics of unit/subord
span ofcontrol (nr. regulars)                             .33**
average sal.-level of empl. .210

average sal.-positions of empl. -.36*** -.27* .21*

RV adjusted RZ 31/.19** .38/.27** .30/.17* .23/.08- .27/.13*

n      83         83          83            83            83

1. only beta's with p<.10 are presented, *** p<=.001, ** p<=.01, * p<=.05, ' p<=.10.

Table 8.5 shows that the average ratings were related to differences in endorsement of the
merit principle (-) and the managers' own rating in 1998 (+). There was no direct relation between

managers' own ratings in 1999 and the average performance ratings they gave totheiremployees.
Thus, managers appeared to pass on their own previous ratings. To study the meaning of these
findings, additional regression analyses were performed with the percentages of A-, B-, or C-
performers as dependent variables: Although these models explained less variance than the
models on overall mean and variation, they helped to explain some of the findings. These models
show that managers  who got higher ratings themselves  in   1998  were less likely  to give their
subordinates a C-rating. These models also show that managers who were more in favour of the
merit principle gave relatively less A's and relatively more C's. However, we did expect that they
would also give more A's (= more differentiation).

5 The model on percentage of Z-ratings (unsatisfactory performance of subordinates) was not
significant. Of the managers, 94% gave no Z-ratings. Percentage of Z-ratings was only related to number of
regulars.
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The variation in perfonnance ratings was positively related to the managers'  span of control,

and negatively to the average salary position ofemployees. The models on percentages of A-, B-,
or C- performers indicate that managers with subordinates with high average salary positions,

were indeed prone to give less subordinates an A-rating, and more subordinates a B-rating.
In the following table, Table 8.6, the results of the regression analyses on average merit and

bonus percentages are presented.
As shown in Table 8.6, attitudes towards inequality were hardly related to mean merit and

bonus percentages. There was only a tendency for managers who were more in favour of the merit

principle to allocate smaller merit increases and bonuses. These effects correspond with the
results on performance ratings. Controlled for performance ratings, the effects of the merit
principle also disappeared. With other variables held constant, endorsement of the scarcity

principle was no longer related to mean merit increases.

Goal and support orientation were not related to mean pay allocations at all. Only rules

orientation was negatively related to mean merit increases (gross and net), but not to mean bonus

percentages. Managers may be more cautious in giving merit increases because these are

permanent.
The managers' prior merit tended to be positively related to the average merit given to their

employees, whereas their current bonus appears to be related to the mean allocated bonuses.

These findings suggest that with respect to merit increases, managers look relatively more at past

performances, and with respect to bonuses more at actual performance. The latter interpretation

is supported, as average performance ratings had a greater impact on mean bonuses than on mean

merit increases (this was also due to the proposed pay allocation scheme, see Table 8.1).

As expected, average salary position was negatively related to merit increases and bonuses.

The stronger effect of salary position on merit increase is attributable to the way the system is
formalized. There was also some support for the Matthew effect, as there was a trend that the
higher the average salary level of subordinates, the higher the average merit and bonus

percentages ( !) allocated. However, this effect disappeared after we controlled for performance

distribution.
The positive effect of variation in performance ratings on mean bonus% may be explained as

follows: The higher the variation in performance ratings, the greater the percentage of A- and C-
performers, and the smaller the percentage of B-performers (correlations are .54,.40 and -.73

respectively). Also, the greater the percentage of A-performers, the higher the average bonus (r=

.70). This effect of variation adds to the effect of mean rating.
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Table  8.6:  hierarchical regression  (method enter) on mean  merit and  bonus  increases (gross  and  net) (beta weights)'·2  (n=  85)

model 1 model 2 model 1 model 2 model 1 model 2 model 1 model 2
predictors mean ment mean merit mean merit mean merit mean bonus % mean bonus % mean bonus % mean bonus

% (gross) % (gross) % (net) % (net) (gross) (gross) (net) % (net)

attitudes towards inequality
ment -.17' :23" -.24*

equality
scarcity
positive consequences pfp .16cp=·' 

negative consequences pfp
perceived culture business unit

goal oriented
support oriented
rules oriented -.20* -.22* -.20* -.21*
managers' pa)13
own merit/bonus in 1999 .19*

own merit/bonus in 1998 .19* .17'

characteristics of unit/subord.
span of control (nr. regulars)
average sal.-level of empl. .16' .21*

average sal.-positions of empl. -.44*** -.43*** 57*** ..55*** ..28* - 37*** -.21*

average perf. rating           -                .26**                -               .29***                 -                  .52***                  -                 55***
variation of perf. rating               --                                                      -- .20" .26*

R'/ adjusted R2 .46/.36*** .52/.41*** .55/.47*** 62/ .53*** | .28/.14* .49/38*** .30/.17* .54/.44***

Rz chance .06* .07** .21*** .25***

1. Only beta's with p<.10 are presented, *** p<=.001, ** p<=.01, * p<=.05, " p<=.10:
2. Average of and variation in performance ratings are added in second model. -- = not included in model  1.
3. Net or gross merit or bonus of employees are related to net or gross merit or bonus of managers (in kind).
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Like Ivancevich (1983), we also found a contrast effect: the higher the percentage of A-
performers, the smallerthe average meritgranted to A-performers, but notthe smaller the average
bonus. The correlation between percentage of A-performers and mean-merit for A-performers
was -.26 (p=.053, n= 58), and for mean-bonus for A-performers -.14 (p=.29, n=58). This finding
can also be explained by budget constraints.

The models for net merit or bonuses explained more variance than the models for gross pay
allocations: this was due to the stronger negative influence of average salary position of
employees.

Table 8.7 shows that attitudes towards inequality were not directly related to the variation in
allocation ofmerit increases. Especially culture and characteristics of the unit appeared to matter.
The relation between support orientation and amount ofdifferentiation was opposite to what was
expected. Perhaps managers dare to differentiate more when their subordinates get along well(in
that case, they become less easily jealous when others get more). Also the merit increases that
managers received in 1999 were related to the variation in merit increases they made. It was
expected, however, that their own merit would especially relate to mean level of allocations. It
may be that better managers (with higher merit increases themselves), dared to differentiate
more'. The variation in performance (ratings) hardly had a direct effect on variation in merit,
whereas performance distribution and level were very strongly related to variation in bonus
allocations. This shows again, as prescribed by the pay system, that merit increases are less tied
to performance differences than bonuses.

As expected, average salary level of employees was also related to amount of differentiation,
especially to differentiation in merit. This may indicate that at higher job levels, more
differentiation in performance exists (although not reflected in variation in performance ratings,
but ratings are a cruder measure than merit increases).

Variation in bonus allocations appeared to be somewhat related to attitudes towards inequality.
The variation in gross bonus was slightly negatively related to expectations of negative
consequences of pay for performance. Also the finding that managers more in favour of scarcity
tended to differentiate more in bonuses is in conformity with our hypothesis. The positive trend
between endorsement of the equality principle and amount of bonus differentiation was contrary
to our expectations. However, the zero-order correlation is only -.013.

As expected, managers' own pay is related more often to mean allocations than to the variation
in pay allocations.

5 This interpretation is supported. If the performance ratings of the managers are included instead of
the merit increases the manager received, there is also an effect of performance rating 1999.
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Table  8.7:  hierarchical regression (method enter) on standard  deviations  of merit  increases  ( gross  and net) (beta weights)'·2  (n=  85)

model 1 model 2 model 1 model 2 model 1 model 2 model 1 model 2

predictors sd merit % sd merit % sd merit % sd merit % sd bonus % sd bonus % sd bonus % sd bonus %

(gross) (gross) (net) (net) (gross) (gross) (net) (net)

attitudes towards inequality
merit

equality .21'

scarcity .18*

positive consequences pfp
negative consequences pfp (-.18 p= 10') -.17'

perceived culture business unit
goal oriented
support oriented .35** .39** .35* 39**

rules oriented -.28* -.24* -.32** -.28*

managers' pay'
own meriUbonus in 1999 .24* .23* .21" .21*

own merit/bonus in 1998

characteristics  Of unWsubord.
span of control (nr. regulars) .32** .31**

average sal.-level of empl. .23* .19' .21* .24'

average sal.-positions of empl. -.32** -.25* -.27* -.22' ..19'

variation of perf. ratings                   - .20' .53***                  -                 .61***
average perf. ratings             -                                             -                                                                ·42***                  -                  .40***

R2/ adjusted Rl .42/.31*** .44/.32*** .40/.29*** .42/.29*** .25/.110 .51/.41*** .28/.15* 59/50***

R2 -change .02n' .01" .27*** .31***

1. Only beta's with p<.10 are presented, *** p<=.001, ** p<=.01, * p<=.05, * p<=.10;
2. Average of and variation in performance ratings are added in second model. -- = not included in model  1.
3. Net or gross merit or bonus of employees are related to net or gross merit or bonus of managers (in kind).
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Also the results on pay decisions in  1998 (over 1997) indicate that pay allocations of these

managers are hardly related to attitudes towards inequality. These results are not presented, as the
models explain less variance than the models for  1999, and sometimes did not reach significance.
This may be due to a lower number of available cases (72), less possible differentiation in merit
% than in  1999, less experience of the pay system (first time), the absence of a pay decision, and
a greater time distance between questionnaire administration and pay decisions. Although the
models for 1999 and 1998 are somewhat different, the implications are the same: in this ICT-

organization especially characteristics of the unit (employees) and performance differences are
related to pay allocations.

8.4 Summary and discussion

Our main question was to what extent actual pay allocations of managers are related to their
attitudes towards inequality, and also to perceived culture of their business unit, their own pay
and performance ratings, and characteristics of the department and subordinates.

Attitudes towards inequality were hardly related to performance ratings and pay allocations.
The most consistent finding was that managers more in favour of the merit principle gave lower
average ratings, merit increases, and bonuses to their subordinates than managers less in favour
of the merit principle. This relation was not expected. There was no relation between the merit

principle and pay distribution. Thus, managers more in favour of the merit principle were less
lenient, but did not differentiate more. The other relations between attitudes towards inequality
and pay allocations only occurred with respect to the allocation of bonuses. As hypothesized,
expectations of negative consequences of pay for performance were negatively related to the
variation in bonuses, and endorsement of the scarcity principle was positively related to bonus
variation. The positive relation between expected positive consequences of pay for performance
and average bonus allocations may indicate that managers expected subordinates to react more
positively to pay for performance when bonuses are more favourable to them. The more
surprising positive effect of preferences for equality on amount of differentiation is probably
accidental (the result is only marginally significant at p<.10). There was also no zero order
correlation between equality and bonus differentiation.

The influence of endorsement of allocation principles is probably smaller than in the
hypothetical pay decisions reported in Chapter 7 (see also van Silfhout & Thierry, 2000), because

in these cases respondents were asked to make fair allocation decisions, whereas in the ICI'-

company, managers were asked to promote productivity. Furthermore, in this study the reliability
coefficients of the merit and equality scales were rather low, and the managers agreed quite

uni formly with the merit principle, and disagreed almost unanimously with the equality principle.
Finally, the situation was quite 'strong' (Mischel, 1968): a high performance culture, and only a
limited discretion with regard to pay allocation decisions (forced distribution, merit/bonus guide,
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and budget). These aspects cause managers to have little leeway, so that their attitudes hardly
influence theirpay allocation decisions. By way ofcomparison, Montemayor (1995) showed that
in a small-budget condition, autonomy values ofallocators were less strongly related to allocation
decisions than in a large-budget condition.

The effects of perceived organizational culture were studied, because culture reflects which

goals are important in the organization. Managers act upon, as well as, influence organizational
culture. Organizational culture especially impacted on differentiation in merit allocations.

Unexpectedly, goal orientation did not have a direct effect on allocation decisions. This may be
due to the highdegree ofconsensus with respect to the importance ofaiming at high performance.
Contrary to our hypothesis, support orientation did have a positive effect on merit differentiation.
However, this orientation did not impact upon bonus differentiation. Thus, a more support
oriented culture seems to allow managers to differentiate more in permanent increases. Such a

culture may be less necessary for the allocation of bonuses.
We also found that managers who considered agreement with rules and formalization to be

typical of theirbusiness unit awarded lowermerit increases and differentiated less in merit. Thus,
a rules orientation seems to make managers more cautious, and prevents them from acting on
their own views. The effect of rules orientation did not show up with respect to the allocation of
bonuses. As bonuses are not structural, managers may feel more free to allocate them according
to their own views. The relatively stronger effect of attitudes towards inequality on bonus
allocations may be explained in the same way.

Ashypothesized, managers who received higher performance ratings themselves in 1998, gave
higher ratings to their employees in 1999. The same effect is partly found for merit increases.

Thus, like Heneman & Cohen (1988) found, managers appear to pass on their own ratings and
salary increases to employees. However, managers did not pass on their bonus increases. In an
experimental setting, Goodman (1975) also found that salary allocations at one organizational
level affect those at other levels. This may happen because managers want to give their employees
what they have received themselves (social responsibility, a sense ofhonesty). Furthermore, their
ownexperiences with the pay system help managers to inferthe company's real policy about pay-

performance relationships (Goodman, 1975). We also found that the performance pay managers
received in 1999 was related to their pay allocations in that year. Managers receiving a higher
bonus in 1999 also awarded higher bonuses to their employees, and managers receiving higher
merit increases differentiated more in their merit allocations. These effects may be explained by
assuming that managers who perform well themselves must also have well-performing

employees. and are prone to differentiate more. These findings imply that it is very important how
organizations pay their managers. If managers are paid according to their performance, they are
more likely to pay their employees likewise. And if managers have received high ratings and
merit increases before, they are likely to pass them on, probably also because employees want
them to give account of their own pay raises.
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As expected, span of control was positively related to amount of differentiation (especially to
differentiation in performance ratings). A larger span of control makes it more likely to actually
have different performance levels among employees. Also, having more subordinates makes it

more difficult to monitor each of them. Therefore, the premium on good performance must be
made higher, in order to increase the effort of work-group members (Lazear, 1991).

Finally, in our study characteristics of subordinates were quite strongly related to pay
allocations. Average salary level and position were more strongly related to merit allocations, and

performance ratings were more strongly related to bonus allocations. The influence of

performance rating onbonus allocations, andofsalary positionon merit allocations were inherent
to the way the pay system is formalized. After all, bonuses are tied much more stronly to

performance ratings, and merit increases are tied more closely to salary scale position (maximum
or above maximum). The effect ofperformance ratings on pay allocations may also be due to the
common source of these decisions, i.e., is the manager him- or herself.

The negative relation between salary position and merit increases may be strengthened when

managers get their employees to the midpoint of their salary scale rather fast(acceleration
mechanism), and slow down the salary increases of employees at higher levels of the scale, in
order to prevent them from exceeding the maximum of their salary grade (Heneman,  1990). The
acceleration mechanism may be aimed at reaching salary equivalence between employees ofequal
merit but different initial salaries (Vecchio & Terborg, 1987). Bonuses may also be related more

closely to performance ratings than merit increases, because managers believe that non-structural
salary increases are more appropriate to reward performance (see Chapter 7), for example,

because performance is not stable over time, and because they believe that using bonuses yields
more positive effects of pay for performance than permanent increases. In a review of payment-

by-result systems, Thierry (1987) reported that bonus systems are indeed more effective in

stimulating performance than merit pay plans.

As expected, also salary level was related to pay allocations. Employees with a higher salary
level tend to get higher merit increases and bonuses. As employees with higher salaries get higher

percentages of merit, this willlead to more inequality. However, these effects disappeared when
we controlled for performance ratings. Of course, persons in higher positions may be better

performers. But it may also be that persons in higher positions are viewed as more critical to the

organization, as it is more difficult to replace individuals in higher positions than those in lower
positions (Heneman, 1990). Thus, there is some evidence for the Matthew effect, but we are not

sure why this effect occurred.
Also the hypothesis that the higher the average salary level, the higher the amount of pay

differentiation was confirmed. Thus, at higher job levels, more differences in performance did

indeed exist.
We realize that the results ofthis study may be peculiar to this organization (high performance

culture, forced distribution, merit/bonus guide). The fact that attitudes towards inequality are

hardly related to pay decisions is in accordance with that system. It would therefore be interesting
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to replicate this study in an organization with a less structured pay system. We have already tried
to do so (Steyaert, 1999), but unfortunately the response was too low. From only 46 managers

couls responses to the questionnaire be connected to pay allocation decisions. In that second

company (financial services), managers were not subject to a forced distribution, but they had no
discretion over merit increases. The permanent merit increase was completely determined by
salary position and performance rating (five categories). The rating system was comparable to that
of the ICT-company (relative to stated goals). Besides to the merit system, it was also possible

for these managers to grant bonuses for special, incidental performances. The results indicated

(correlations) that managers expecting positive consequences of pay for performance
differentiated more (r= .25, p < .10), and that managers expecting negative consequences

differentiated less in performance ratings (r= -.40, p<.01). In that study, we also included
leadership style (task- vs. human-oriented). It was found that more task-oriented managers

differentiated more, probably so because they are more focussed on performance. Perceived
culture and endorsement of allocation principles were not related to variation in performance

ratings. However, it was found that managers more in favour of equality gave a bonus to their

employees relatively less often (r= -.29, p<.05), whereas endorsement of the scarcity principle
was positively related to bonus frequency (r= .29, p<.05). Thus, with respect to permanent
increases (based on performance ratings), expected consequences were more strongly related to

differentiation, and, with respect to incidental bonuses, endorsement of allocation principles
appeared to be more important. It is also evident, that, without a forced distribution variation in
performance ratings is somewhat more related to attitudes towards inequality.

In that second organization, also analyses of the complete personnel records (n= 1814) were
conducted (Steyaert, 1999). It was shown that the level of individual performance ratings was
positively related to someone's relative salary position (in that way, employees could reach a
higher maximum salary), but that employees who had already reached the maximum of their
salary scale received lower ratings. As was the case in the ICI'-company, employees in higher

salary scales got higher ratings. There was also a positive effect of tenure on performance rating,
and a negative effect of age. Again, supervisors who got higher ratings themselves (in the same

year), gave higher ratings. It was also found that female supervisors awarded somewhat lower
ratings    than male supervisors. The variance explained    was    only     12%, with employee

characteristics being more important than supervisor characteristics. Again, the way the system
was formalized influences the pay allocations considerably.

In both organizations, it appears to be difficult to adequately reward employees at the end of
their salary scale. These employees got even lower ratings, which is likely to reduce their
motivation even more. As Steyaert (1999) stated: "It is important to evaluate employees who have
reached the maximum of their salary scale fairly (that is, in accordance with their performance),
even if they are not allowed to make another salary step". This requires a better use of alternative

ways of rewarding (long-tenured) employees, for example by giving bonuses, assigning
interesting tasks, celebrating (team) success, or simply by expressing one's appreciation.
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Managers in both studies could also indicate the most important advantage and disadvantage
of the system. In both organizations, the most often cited advantage was that managers were
content with the fact that they could pay for performance and differentiate between subordinates
at all. Disadvantages mentioned in the ICT-organization concerned three different aspects (in
brackets, examples of remarks):
1   The application of the pay-for-performance system (takes time, no attention for average (C)

performers, application leads to unfair differences);
2   Pe'formance criteria (difficult to assess, difficult to award team-performance);

3   Budget and forced distribution (too many rules).
In the financial services organization, managers mentioned negative effects of individual pay

for performance for team cooperation, difficulties in assessing performance, uncertainty for
employees, differences in income, and too narrow a focus on what is important in the work. The
managers in the financial services company wanted more options to reward teamwork, to grant
bonuses, to give rewards during the year (more often), and to reward scarce subordinates. A lot
of these possibilities already existed, but were not optimally used.

It became clear that managers in the ICT-company had quite some problems with the forced
distribution. Only 36% of the managers thought the forced distribution was correct. Forty-six
percent wanted to change the distributions (more differentiation), and 18% did not want a forced
distribution at all (the latter option was added spontaneously, and may thus be an
underestimation).

Organizations use forced distributions for budgetary reasons, and probably also to force
managers to differentiate between workers. Is there less differentiation without a forced
distribution? In the financial services company, managers gave higher average ratings (relatively
more subordinates who exceeded the norm, 29% compared to 13% in the ICI company), but they
did not necessarily differentiate less than in the ICT organization (60% of all employees were
rated as 'realized norm' (= average), compared to 68% in the ICT company). Thierry (1998a)
states that a forced distribution may be difficult to explain to workers, as relative performance is
assessed and not absolute performance. Thus, some workers may get low ratings, not because
their performance went down, but due to others being relatively better. Thierry (1998a) questions
the fairness of a normal distribution. It is imaginable that because of a good selection system (in,

up, and out), performance distributions are very narrow. This makes a forced distribution even
less fair, because in that case all workers are good performers. A lot ofnegative effects ofpay-for-
performance systems (reduced morale, jealousy, distrust in management) are attributed to forced
distribution practices (e.g., Marsden & Richardson, 1994; Thierry, 1987). As Lazear (1989)

argued, relative comparisons give an incentive to reduce the output of others. The greater the
differences in compensation between the winner and the loser, the more important this effect will
be.

However, in our previous studies we also reported that the organization with the highest pay-
for-performance perceptions was the organization where merit increases depended on the rank
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percentile group (Chemical Production Plant). Pay-for-performance perceptions were in turn

positively related to perceived equity and expected consequences ofpay-for-performance systems.
Thus, a forced distribution need not necessarily be negative. In a parallel study among 321
employees (managers and subordinates) of the ICT-organization (Langedijk, Ykema &
Eygenraam, 1999), it was found that 45% of the respondents experienced a negative effect ofthe
new pay-for- performance system on the perceived fairness of procedures. Fifty-three percent is
alsocritical of the application ofthe system, and44% ofthe contentofthe system. These findings
may be due to the forced distribution (but this was not directly asked). However, employees

consider the pay-for -performance system suitable for the organization, and they also perceive
some positive effects on achievement-orientation. Marsden (1999) reported that positive effects
of performance pay are probably due to the process of target setting by management and

performance feedback. He also claims that in the case of a limited budget, these factors are crucial
for the acceptance of a pay-for -performance system. Thus, one way or the other, goal setting and
feedback are crucial for the improvement of performance (Algera, 1995; Lewis, 1998; Pritchard,
1990). Pay for performance may enhance, but also decrease these effects, if not properly used or
designed.

We believe that there will always be an area of tension between regulation and managerial

discretion. Rules may help managers to explain pay decisions to their employees, but may also

prevent them from making the appropriate decisions. But if no strict budgets or rules are imposed
on managers, they tend not to use all available possibilities. At least, this appears to be the case
in many non-profit organizations in the Netherlands, and also in the financial services

organization we studied.
In our study, but also in other studies, it is found that other factors than performance influenced

performance ratings and pay decisions. Managers may take other factors into account to improve
future performance (fur example, of subordinates who have only recently improved), or because

they recognize that subordinate performance was negatively influenced by unfavourable personal

or work circumstances. Examples of less good arguments to take other factors than performance
into account are: avoiding confrontation, promoting subordinates bp and out', or withholding high
ratings from subordinates  who have already reached the end of their salary scale (see also Fried,
Levi, Ben-David &Tiegs, 1999; Murphy & Cleveland, 1995). The influence ofunintended factors
on performance ratings may be reduced by training managers in goal setting, performance

appraisal and feedback (performance management), and by designing better performance
measurement instruments (more objective performance criteria). However, it should be kept in
mind that the respondents in our study believed that not only performance output should be
rewarded, but effort and initiative as well.



9     Summary and general discussion

9.1 Introduction

The starting point for this study was that there is an incongruence between the potential

benefits of pay-for-performance systems and the actual use of such systems in the Netherlands.

It was hypothesized that this was due to negative attitudes towards inequality. The aim of this

study was to develop and validate an instrument to measure these attitudes and to test it in a study
on allocation behaviour of managers.

Inequality was defined as 'the existence of regular differences in power, goods, services and

privileges among defined sets of people' (Granovetter & Tilly, 1988, p.77). The present study
focussed on attitudes towards inequality in pay within organizations. Earnings from work are the
most important source of income among the population between 15 and 65 years old and are an

important vehicle for assessing relative social standing, and fulfilling various needs. Furthermore,
the way pay is distributed affects the effectiveness of organizations (satisfaction with pay,
perceived fairness of pay, turnover, and productivity). It is believed that attitudes towards

inequality relate to the choice of payment systems, effects of the payment system, and to the way

pay is actually allocated.
Several attitudes towards inequality in pay were distinguished (appraisals vs preferences,

Chapter 1). Our main focus was on the endorsement ofpay allocation principles, and to a lesser
extent on differences in expected consequences of the use of various pay systems (individual
performance pay, equal pay for equaljobs, and team-based pay). Our goal was to develop reliable
and valid scales to measure these constructs. To validate the scales on endorsement of allocation

principles, these were placed in a larger framework ofdeterminants and consequences of support
for particular distribution principles.

Our main research questions were:
1 What allocation principles do workers distinguish? (scale-construction and reliability)
2 What consequences do they expect from the use of various allocation system? (scale-

construction and reliability)
3   How can differences in endorsement of allocation principles be explained ?(validity)
4   What are theconsequences ofdifferences in endorsement ofallocation principles andexpected

consequences on evaluations of pay, norms regarding amount of pay inequality, hypothetical

pay allocation decisions, and pay system preferences? (validity)
5   To what extent are the attitudes of managers towards inequality related to actual pay allocation

decisions? (application)
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To answerquestions one to four, data werecollected in ten organizations fromdifferent sectors

(profit, nonprofit, and recently privatized utility companies), with different pay systems.'
Managers were overrepresented in the sample, so their attitudes could be compared to those of

non-managers (employees). Managerial attitudes are ofspecial interest since they are, in addition
to being recipients, also allocators of pay. Our sample consisted of 559 managers and 662
employees. In the following sections, the main findings for each research question will be
summarized and discussed.

Scales were constructed on the basis of principal component and reliability analyses. The
number of components and patterns of loadings of the sub-samples were compared.

9.2 Identification and endorsement of various allocation principles

9.2.1 Introduction

In the present study, a finer distinction was made between distribution principles than in most
other studies (e.g., Boerman, 1992; Gijsberts, 1999; Kluegel & Mattjfi, 1995). In addition to

equity, equality and need, also status (hierarchical position), scarcity, and collective performance
(team or organization wide) were included. Not only were more allocation principles included,
but a distinction was also made between inequality in pay between people performing more or
less the same jobs ('within jobs', wj) and inequality in pay between people performing different

jobs ('betweenjobs', bj). Furthermore, it was also studied whetherrespondents preferred the same
allocation principles for different resources (jobs and training opportunities) in the same setting

(organizations).

9.2.2     Scale construction

The most important component regarding the within-jobs context was a combination of items

referring to contributions (output) and investments (effort, initiative). This component was called
the merit principle, and refers to past performance (Bouckaert,  1990). The inclusion of effort,
initiative, and other subjective inputs may lead to a difference between inputs as generated and

inputs as appraised (Folger, 1996). Although equality items loaded negatively on this component,
it was decided to form a separate equality-wj scale. This decision is justified since, compared to
the merit principle, equality-wj correlated differentially to other principles, as well as to

1 non-profit: police, defence, university; recently privatized: public utilities, gas; profit: union members
(hotel and catering), retail-managers, food, chemical plant, managers financial services. The chemical plant and
the financial services organization were characterized as actually applying some form of merit pay; the
university and the food plant hardly used merit pay.
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determinants and consequences.
Three other within-jobs equity principles were distinguished: experience/tenure, results only

and ability (potential, employable in more than one job). The latter two components did not result
in reliable scales. These scales should be extended in future research. In that way, it can be
established whether managers value output measures more than employees, and to what extent

managers and employees value concepts like paying for competencies or skills. Unlike the merit

principle, ability refers to future performance. It is a matterofdiscussion whether abilities should

be rewarded, or whether only the effective use of these abilities should be rewarded (Bouckaert,
1990).

As expected, the differentiation between 'within and between jobs' held for the principles of
equity and equality. This means that, in both contexts, separate equity and equality principles

were found. The equity-bj principle states that persons with more difficult jobs, more
responsibilities to bear, and a higher position should earn higher incomes. A high score on the

equality-bj principle points out a preference to level existing differences (and not a preference to
make all incomes equal).

As predicted, the distinction between 'within and between' jobs was not relevant for the
scarcity and the need principle. Also, the principle of collective performance proved to be quite
general, that is: items referring to group or organization-wide performance loaded on the same

component. Scarcity and collective performance were labelled as meso principles, as they require
the measurement of attributes on a super-individual level (collective performance, supply and

demand on the labour market), without determining the form of the resulting distribution.
Totest the 'resource specificity' ofallocation principles, principal component analyses should

have been conducted on all allocation items together. Unfortunately, the number of available

respondents did not allow us to do so, and the items on training and job-allocation were probably
less well chosen. With respect to the allocation ofjobs, only two scales could be formed: job-

equality (affirmative action, and stimulation of part-time work) and job-need versus equity (take
wishes of employees into account, do not fire bad performers first in reorganizations). One scale

referred to the allocation of training opportunities, called hierarchy versus need (higher jobs

should receive a greater part of the training budget versus the organization should also pay for

courses employees follow on their own initiative). The scales on the allocation of jobs and
training opportunities do not exactly mirror the scales on the allocation of pay.

The correlations between the various scales show a certain correspondence between similar
principles across context and allocated resources. However, these correlations were not very

strong. The assumptions made in Chapter 2 about the similarities and differences between

different allocation principles (Table 2.5) were mostly reflected in the correlations among
allocation principles. Equity and equality were presented as rather opposite principles. In the
context of pay allocation within jobs, this was indeed the case. However, in the context of
differences in pay between jobs, equity and equality were only weakly negatively related. The

latter is explained by the high level of agreement among respondents on which criteria should be
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used to justify differences in pay between jobs, and disagreement about the magnitude of
inequality these criteria should warrant. The observation that in previous research different
relations between equity and equality were found, may be due to differences in frame of reference

(inequality in pay within or between jobs).
It should be noted that some principles have quite complex meanings. Correlations show that

paying for hierarchical position is positively related to equity-bj but negatively related to equity-
Wj.

As predicted by Martin & Harder (1994), experience was positively related to both the merit
and the equality-wj principle. This means that tenure is looked upon as an investment and as

something equally available to all workers.
Preferences for collective performance are also positively related to two essentially different

principles: need and merit. This means that paying on the basis of collective performance may
mean different things: paying for performance (differentiation) and sharing the results of
performance (solidarity). The former meaning was dominant in the retail organization; the latter
meaning prevailed among the union members. It is supposed that the meaning of collective
performance depends on the way the bonus pool for group incentives is allocated among
employees. An equal allocation elicits the solidarity meaning (bonus is viewed as a benefit),
whereas allocation based on individual performance elicits the performance meaning (bonus is
viewed as part of the personal pay package) (Welbourne & Cable,  1995).

Our analyses showed that respondents recognize multiple principles. This means that they do
not just distinguish inequality versus equality, but also different criteria for inequality. With
respect to the pay allocation principles, only three measurement scales have really adequate

reliability coefficients, i.e., merit, collective performance, and equality-bj. In the next section, the
levels of endorsement of the various allocation principles are discussed.

9.2.3 Preferences for allocation principles

In Figure 9.1 preferences for allocation principles (withinjobs, between jobs, general, job, and
training) are presented for managers and employees.
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Figure  9.1:  Preferences for allocation principles
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Figure 9.1 shows that equity-bj and merit-wj are valued most, by managers as well as by

employees. As expected, the principle of need is not accepted as a basis of allocation of pay
within organizations (see also Boerman, 1992). The reason for this rejection may be that the
Dutch government has already established a minimum income level and adjusts the incomes of

those who are not able to earn an adequate income on the labour market (social security and child

benefits). However, with respect to the allocation of jobs, the principle of need is endorsed far

more strongly. It may be that considerations of need (or procedural justice) are more important

in the case of threat ofjob-loss than in the case of allocation of additional pay. This result adds

to the growing evidence that positive and negative outcomes elicit different allocation rules. It

appears that equality rules are endorsed more frequently for the allocation of negative outcomes,

especially in the case of third party allocations (Northcraft, Neale, Tenbrunsel & Thomas, 1996).

According to Northcraft et al. (1996), individuals react more strongly to losses in status quo than

to gains. This may explain the higher mean on the non-dominant need principle in the case of

possible job loss.
However, as will be seen later on, the strong negative impact of positive expected

consequences ofpay for performance on endorsement ofthejob-need versus equity principle also
points to the importance of performance for the allocation of jobs. Probably, performance is a

central concern in organizations after all.
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The low level of endorsement ofjob equality may be explained by the higher personal costs

ofendorsing thatprinciple (Burgoyne etal. 1993, Kangas, 1997). In thecase ofjobequality, these

costs may be: lower income because ofjob-sharing, (supposed) discrimination of male workers,
and stigmatisation of female workers (van Poelje & van Silfhout, 1997).

It strikes us that collective performance is far less accepted than the individual performance
(merit) principle.

Overall, managers are more in favour of inequality rules and less in favour of equality rules
than employees. But also employees favour pay equity rules more than other pay allocation rules.
The differences in endorsement between equity and equality rules appear to be smaller for
employees than for managers. The latter may indicate that employees prefer smaller differences
based on the same principles than managers. The principles of experience, hierarchy, and job
equality are about equally endorsed by managers and employees. Managers may be somewhat
more in favour of paying according to collective performance because they are also responsible
for the performance of a larger group (the employees they are in charge of).

The most striking differences with respect to case occurred with respect to the equality
principles (pay and job) and the principle of collective performance. The principle of collective
performance was mostendorsedby organizations that had already introducedsome formofteam-
based pay or profit sharing, and preferred less by the organization that was organized according
to teams (police) and by the university. Collective performance criteria in non-profit
organizations may also be more difficult to design. Likewise, the principle ofequality in pay was
least endorsed by cases that really apply a pay-for-performance system and most endorsed by
cases that do not pay for performance. The highest mean on the principle ofjob equality was also
found in the organization with some form of affirmative action for women. The results for case
indicate that endorsement of allocation principles is partly based on current practice ('what is').

9.3 Expected consequences of the use of various allocation systems

In this section, the focus will be on expected consequences, since this concept is rather central
to this study. People are likely to consider the consequences ofapplying different allocation rules
when they formulate preferences for allocation principles or have to make real allocation
decisions. We studied the expected (or perceived) consequences of individual performance pay,
equal pay for equal jobs, and team-based pay. The following consequences were addressed:

productivity, relations between co-workers, relations between supervisor and subordinates,
personal well-being, and fairness.

The first scale shows that expected positive consequences ofjob based pay go together with
theexpected negative consequencesof pay forperformance. All effects bearupon social relations
and well-being. This scale is called expected negative consequences ofpayforpe,formance. A
second scale refers to expectedpositive consequences ofpayforpedonnance, especially positive
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consequences for productivity. The third scale indicates expectedpositive consequences Ofteam-

basedpay (productivity, cooperation, fairness). The only item reflecting negative consequences
of team-basedpay (discontentbecause ofdifferential contributions to team performance) was not
included in this scale. In future research, more items should be considered that relate to the
negative consequences of team-based pay. Such items could deal with shirking, co-worker
pressure, or difficulty to understand the relation between individual performance and pay (see also

van Silfhout, 1995).
It should be noted that items referring to fairness as a consequence did not load on separate

components. Thus, fairness was considered as one consequence among other consequences,

relating to social relationships and well-being as well as to productivity. This may be in line with
the definition of fairness (see Chapter  1), but it may also be that, as philosophers often remark,
lay persons find it difficult to differentiate between fairness and other distributive concerns

(Swift, 1999).
On average, the respondents expect more positive than negative consequences of individual

performance pay. They are also slightly more positive about the consequences of individual

performance pay than about the consequences of team-based pay. Differences in means between

organizations and managerial position showed up mainly with respect to expected negative

consequences ofpay forperformance. Respondents fromorganizations that actually useapay-for-
performance system did expect (or experience) fewer negative consequences of pay for
performance. However, they did not expect more positive consequences. Also managers expected
fewer negative consequences, but not more positive consequences of pay for performance than

employees. The differences between organizations disappeared when measures about the
operation ofthe actual merit system (pay-for-performances perceptions and perceived procedural

justice) were also used to predict expected consequences. This means that positive experiences

with individual performance pay qualify negative myths. It turned out better than expected. On
the other hand, a poorly implemented and designed pay-for-performance system can easily

confirm existing prejudices against pay for performance.

9.4        Determinants of preferences for allocation principles

9.4.1 Construct validation

In order to establish the construct validity of the measures of allocation principles, these

measures were related to a rather extensive set of predictors. The theoretical and empirical basis

for the selection of predictors is described in Chapter 3. The set of predictors was subdivided in

three categories:
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1 Bio-demographic variables (social position, socialization);
2 Perceptions, attitudes, and beliefs (attributes of inputs, expected consequences, pay-for-

performance perceptions, perceived procedural justice);
3   Context (type of pay system and sector).

The scales measuring attributes of inputs and expected consequences were especially
developed for this study. These scales were not previously validated. However, these scales

appeared to be (content) valid: components could be formed according to the intended structure,

hardly any items were excluded from scale construction, similar structures were found across sub-

samples, and scales on expected consequences related in the hypothesized directions with some

general measures on the desirableness ofthese consequences. The reliability coefficients of these

scales were sufficient as well.
Previous studies concentrated on equity, equality and need, in relation to social position and

context (often on the level of nations). Since far more principles and predictors were included,
previous research could not only be validated, but also exploratively extended. The empirical
relations between allocation principles and predictors are described at length in Chapter 6.

Most relations between determinants and preferences for allocation principles were in
expected directions. This means that the validity of the scales is supported. The strength of the
relations was probably restricted by the reliability of the scales. The conceptual differences of the
various principles were underlined by differential relations with (groups of) determinants. As

hypothesized, attributes of inputs (relevance, measurability, influence. and perceived differences)
were more strongly related to equity and equality within jobs than to equity and equality between

jobs. Merit was more strongly correlated with achievement variables (previous promotions,
receiving a permanent increase) and attributes of inputs than scarcity, whereas scarcity was
relatively more strongly related to position variables. Furthermore, it was found that tenure was

especially related to preferences for the experience principle, managerial position to endorsement

of equity-bj and the training-hierarchy principle, financial needs of one's family to endorsement
of the pay-need principle, and expected consequences of team-based pay to endorsement of the

principle of collective performance.
These differential effects were interpreted as referring to differences in the nature of the

principles with respect to achieved versus ascribed status. The supposed differences in nature with

respect totype ofperspective (existential versus utopian) did not hold. Most principles, including
equality and need, could be characterized as predominantly existential.

The set of variables explained more variance than in previous studies. The gain in amount of
variance explained is especially due to adding expected consequences and attributes of inputs

(relevance and perceived differences). This gain is achieved even without the relevance variable,
which may be somewhat contaminated with endorsement of principles.
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9.4.2 Theoretical implications

In Chapter 3, theories were presented on the influence of actor characteristics and contextual
variables on preferences for allocation principles. It was found that differences in preferences for
allocation principles are in the first place explained by expected consequences for the larger social

setting. This means that the allocation preference theory developed by Leventhal et al. (1980) is
largely confirmed.

The self-interest thesis was also supported since social position variables impact on most
allocation principles in such a way that respondents in better social positions are more in favour
of inequality rules and less in favour of equality rules.

As predicted in the split-consciousness theory, it appeared that equality rules were more
strongly related to social position variables than equity rules, especially with respect to income
level. It should be noted though that, also with respect to equality rules, expected consequences

were more important than social position variables. Gijsberts (1999) argues that a relative

preference for equity and equality at the same time does not need to be a matter of confusion, a
state suggested by the term split-consciousness. Respondents who are less well off may simply

prefer a combination of both principles. That is, they may accept pay for performance as long as
basic or minimum needs are met, or as long as resulting inequalities within and between jobs do
not become too large. The latter is especially important as social position variables did have a

stronger impact on preferences for equality in pay between jobs and equal allocation ofjobs than
on equality in pay within jobs. After all, the largest differences in pay are between job positions,
and not within.

The functional theory proposes that endorsement of the equity principle is not related to
individual characteristics because this principle is supposed to be most functional in a
technologically advanced society and is therefore commonly accepted. Especially with respect
to the equity principle between jobs, this proved to be the case. This principle appears to be quite

unanimously endorsed and is hardly explained by any determinant at all. The merit principle
(within jobs) is also only marginally related to social position variables.

The relative importance of instrumental and functional theories already shows that the

ideology thesis is not much supported. Political orientation seems to impact mainly on preferences
for equal allocation jobs, but also, to a lesser extent, on the two need principles and scarcity.
Probably, political orientation also impacted on preferences for allocation principles through
expected consequences. Respondents with a more right-wing orientation tend to stress positive
consequences and to downplay negative ones. It should be kept in mind, though, that ideology

was measured by one single, rather crude, measure.

The impact of objective context variables (whether measured by case, pay system, or sector)
was quite small. The influence of this kind of variable was expected to be large in stable

situations. The lack of effects of context variables may be explained by differences within cases,

or sector, or by too little differences between cases. After all, no organization had very large
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amounts ofperformance pay at stake. Another explanation would be a more universal preference
for some principles (especially merit and equity-bj), leading to a kind of meritocratic critique in
organizations in which pay is not allocated according to performance. Marshall et al. (1999) used
a similar line of reasoning to explain why they did not find a distinction between post-communist
and market-capitalist societies in terms of support for distributive principles appealing to
contributions or equity.

It was already concluded that perceptions of the situation may bebetter predictors ofallocation

preferences, and maybe even more of expected consequences. It should also be noted that

potentially important situational predictors of allocation preferences, set goals and level of

interdependence between colleagues, were not included in the study. However, the perceived
influence on various inputs is probably related to level of interdependence (the more
interdependence, the less influence respondents are likely to experience on individual output

levels or quality). Probably, the importance of goals is reflected in scores of expected

consequences, e.g., respondents who think that productivity is more important may have higher
scores on expected productivity effects of pay for performance: Moreover. it is found that in
allocation decisions, expectancies for key outcomes are more important than valences of these

key outcomes (Bond et al., 1992).
The high levels of support for the allocation preference and the functional theory show that

individuals endorse principles that are most instrumental to goals they wantto obtain. Often these

goals go beyond their self-interests and reflect the interests of the organization as well (higher

productivity, better cooperation). Although at first sight instrumentality seems to be opposite to
the notion of fairness, it shouldbe noted that fairness also refers to the consequences of inequality
for a social system in terms of individual well-being and benefits for the whole group.

9.5 Effects of differences in endorsement of allocation principles and

expected consequences

To establish the construct validity of the measures on preferences for allocation principles and
expected consequences, these were also related to norms regarding amount of pay inequality,
evaluations ofpay, hypothetical pay allocation decisions, and pay system preferences (see Chapter
7). These issues were considered implications of differences in allocation preferences and
expected consequences. Before the relations with allocation principles and effect variables are

discussed, the latter variables will be described in their own respect. After all, it is also interesting
to know how much inequality and what kind of pay systems the respondents preferred.

2 We did find some support for this assumption in Chapter 8: a positive correlation between goal
orientation and expected positive consequences of pay for performance.
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The results showed that most of the respondents preferred a minimum income level, but did
not find it necessary to establish a maximum income. It also became clear that the respondents

differentiate most when differences in performance could be attributed to differences in effort.
This result corresponds with the high level of acceptance of the merit principle. The respondents
were strongly inclined to adjust differences in pay when the lower performance is due to factors
beyond the control of the worker or when the lower producing person has more needs. Thus,

although the need principle is not widely accepted, respondents are likely to consider needs and

personal circumstances in allocation decisions. The respondents did notconsider theirpay as very
equitable in relation to their contributions. They evaluated it more equitable with respect to their

needs (they can make a living out of it).
Furthermore, most of the respondents are in favour of individual performance pay, prefer a

bonus over a merit increase as a performance award, and believe performance should be rated
according to individual norms rather than relative to colleagues. The respondents also want a
greater part of their salary to be based on individual performance rather than on team or

organization-wide performance.
The results show that the respondents are positive about pay for performance, but believe that

their pay does not reflect their contributions well enough. Workers are likely to evaluate their

salary as more fair, when they perceive a clear relation between pay and performance, when clear
goals are set, feedback is given, and the manager has adequate information about subordinate

performance. These variables were more important than income level. Whether the respondents
actually received some performance pay had little impact on pay evaluations.

How do differences in preferences for allocation principle relate to the variables described
above? It was expected that the use of allocation principles would depend on the framing of the
question. In support of this hypothesis, it was found that preferences for the merit principle were
indeed especially related to allocation decisions among individuals and to evaluations of the

respondent's own income. Preferences for equality were relatively more important when
respondents had to state preferences for the total amount of inequality (without reference to
individuals), and when they were asked to evaluate income differentials rather than their own
income. These results were conform the characterisation of merit as a micro principle, and

equality as macro principle.
Although the need principle could be characterised as a macro principle as well (related to the

preferred minimum income level), the results revealed that it was used more as a micro principle.
Preferences for the need principle were especially related to allocation decisions in which the
lower production of one of the workers could be attributed to factors beyond his control. In those

instances, respondents more in favourof the need principle differentiated less. On the otherhand,
the scarcity principle was only positively related to allocation decisions when the lower
production was beyond the worker's control. Thus, where need serves as an adjustment
mechanism (Wagstaff, 1994), scarcity appears to be used to stress existing performance
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differentials. The finding that scarcity was related to both overall amount of inequality (more so
than the merit principle) and to micro allocation decisions was interpreted as being in line with
the meso character of that principle.

Hierarchy, collective performance, and equity-bj were hardly related to inequality norms,
allocation decisions, and pay evaluations. This corroborates the validity of these measures, since
the content of the principles and these questions refer to different kinds of inequality.

Expectedconsequences ofpay forperformance also impacted upon allocation decisions, even
though respondents were asked to make fair allocation decisions. This shows once again that

fairness may not be a separate consequence of inequality, but that fairness means that
productivity, cooperation, and well-being effects have to be considered. The relation between
fairness and productivity was also shown by Meindl (1989) and Stake (1983).

Expected consequences were also quite strongly related to choice of pay system, but less so
to inequality norms and pay evaluations. Thus, expected consequences and principles are both
pro-active measures, that is, related to how workers attempt to create fair payments (Greenberg,
1987). Endorsement of allocation principles is in turn also important to predict reactions to pay
decisions. Furthermore, expected consequences, and to a lesser extent principles, are to some
extent reactions to actual pay practices, especially to procedural aspects. This means that the
distinction between pro-active and reactive measures is rather fluid.

The findings with respect to the possible effects of differences in endorsement of allocation

principles and expected consequences did support the validity of these measures. The supposed
differences in nature between allocation principles also revealed themselves. Together with the
results on determinants, it may be concluded that the measures have adequate construct validity.

After establishing the importance of these variables in hypothetical allocations, it was studied
whether these variables impacted on allocation decisions in practice as well. After all, we were
especially interested in preferences for allocation principles, and expected consequences, in
relation to actual allocation decisions.

9.6 Actual allocation decisions

In Chapter 8, a study was reported which addressed the question whether actual allocation
decisions were related to preferences for allocation principles and to expected consequences of

performance-related pay. This study was done in an ICI'-company with aratherregulated pay-for-
performance system. Attitudes towards inequality appeared to be hardly related to performance

ratings and pay allocations, whereas other variables proved to be more important. First, the results
with respect to attitudes towards inequality are discussed. It was found that managers more in
favour of the merit principle were less lenient, but did not differentiate more. As hypothesized,
expected negative consequences were negatively related to the variation in bonuses, and
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endorsement of the scarcity principle was positively related to bonus variation. The positive
relation between expected positive consequences of pay for performance and average bonus

allocations may indicate that managers expected subordinates to react more positively to pay for
performance when bonuses are more favourable to them.

The results of the remaining variables show that variation in merit increases was mainly
explained by perceived culture of the business unit, the managers own merit in the same year,

average salary level and position of recipients, and variation in performance ratings.Variation in
bonus allocations was mainly explained by span ofcontrol and performance ratings. Remarkably,
the more the culture was described as support-oriented, the more variation was made in merit
increases.

The influence of endorsement of allocation principles was probably smaller than in the

hypothetical pay decisions reported in Chapter7 (see also Van Silfhout & Thierry, 2000) because,
in those cases, respondents were asked to make fair allocation decisions, whereas in the ICI

company, managers were asked topromoteproductivity. Furthermore, in this study, the reliability
coefficients of the merit and equality scales were rather low, and the managers agreed quite

uniformly with the merit principle and disagreed almost unanimously with the equality principle.
Finally, the situation was quite strong (Mischel,  1968). The company was characterised by a high
performance culture, and managers had only limited discretion with regard to pay allocation
decisions (forced distribution, merit/bonus guide, and budget). Together this means that managers
may not have the chance to allocate according to their own preferences.

9.7 Some methodological issues

Studies such as the present study, based primary upoon questionnaire data, are sometimes

criticised as showing mainly common method variance. However, the systematically differential

patterns of relationships among variables is inconsistent with a common method variance
explanation. Factor analyses clearly showed the existence of more factors related to meaningful

underlying constructs.
In the case of a more limited model, structural equation modelling should be used to remove

measurement error from the factors. In the process of scale construction, we were mainly

interested in the global pattern of correlations between preferences for allocation principles and
series of other variables.

The importance of context variables for individual attitudes towards inequality may also have
been studied with the use of a multi-level analysis. In such a design, a multistage sample is
needed: first, a sample of units from the higher level (organizations), and second, a sample of
employees from these organizations (Hox, 1995). It was thought impracticable, and too
expensive, to take an a-select sample of organizations and to select a reasonable sample of
employees from those organizations. Usually, many organizations refuse; thus, a rather large
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initial sample is needed. We were able to persuade some organizations by offering custom-made

additions to the standard questionnaire and separate reports. These are harder to offer in a sample
of about 30 organizations.

Furthermore, the analyses suggested that perceptions of context characteristics are probably

more important than objective characteristics. This means that, in hindsight, an a-select sample
of the Dutch working population could have been drawn (there is no need to measure the

characteristics of the organization in a separate way). This would have eliminated possible design
effects and allowed for a greater diversity of (perceived) pay practices and work settings.

9.8          How can the scales be used in further applied and theoretical research?

At the start of this study, it was supposed that attitudes towards inequality would impact on
the evaluation of pay allocations, choice of pay system, and allocation behaviour. The results

showed that this was indeed the case. However, only hypothetical pay system preferences were
measured. Moreover, hypothetical pay decisions were more strongly related to preferences for

allocation principles and expected consequences than actual pay decisions. However, actual pay
decisions were studied only in one very specific setting. On the basis of some critical questions,
the necessity and directions of future research in which the scales on attitudes towards inequality

may play a role will be explored.

Is  it important to  select the kind of pay system recipients prefer'.

Hermkens (1995) and Miceli (1993) proposed that it may be more important for organizations
to do what they promise than to select the system that employees want. Van den Bos (1996) even

suggests that when employees are first assured about the adequacy of the allocation procedures,

subsequent pay-for-performance outcomes, whether favourable or unfavourable, will have less

impact on employees' reactions.
The data showed that evaluations of pay systems are at least slightly affected by preferences

for allocation principles and by expected (or perceived) consequences of pay for performance as

well. Respondents more in favour of merit, or expecting more positive consequences of
performance pay, evaluated their pay less positively, thereby indicating that they wanted a

stronger relation between pay and performance than actually was the case. These variables were
also related to preferences for a pay-for-performance system.

In addition to criteria for pay increases or bonuses, the magnitude of pay differences should
also be in line with accepted principles. In a longitudinal study among professional baseball

teams, it was found that pay dispersion increased the performance of the best players, but
decreased the performance of the players at the bottom of the ranking, leading to lower total

performance (Bloom, 1999). Bloom (1999) attributed this effect to reduced cooperation between
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players with different rates of pay and perceptions of inequity. Thus, even in a very achievement-
oriented setting (sports competition), a large pay dispersion has a contrary effect, especially
because teamwork was required. The higher the preferences for more equality between positions,
the sooner these detrimental effects of pay differences are likely to occur. Thus, it seems that

satisfaction with pay, and probably also pay system effectiveness, is higher when the pay system
is in accordance with accepted pay allocation principles.

An aspect not very well covered in this study is the acceptance ofdifferences in pay over time
(intra-individual). It may be that workers have a strong sense of entitlement, that is, the right to
keep what one has earned (Arts & Gelissen, 1998). The sense of entitlement may explain the
prevalence of merit instead of bonus systems in the Netherlands, the use of safeguards and the

difficulties with downward adjustments if targets are not met (ThOne et al., 1996).
However, by proposing a salary system in which a large part of the salary depends on

performance, organizations may attract the (high-performing) workers they want. A large part of
the positive effects of performance pay on productivity is attributed to this phenomenon

(Ehrenberg & Smith, 1997).
On the other hand, pay-for-performance perceptions and perceived procedural justice also

impacted on evaluations of pay. This shows that, independent of preferences, actual applications
can have a positive impact on pay system acceptance; but also, that, even if the system is in
accordance with preferences of the workers, the operation of it may spoil the perceived fairness

of it. The operation of pay for performance may also impact on pay system effectiveness through

expected consequences. This means that procedural aspects (e.g., unambiguous rules, consistent

application, appeal procedures, explanation of pay decisions) are quite important for pay system

effectiveness. In a way, this is favourable for organizations, since they may have more influence
upon the way the system is formalized and applied than on preferences of employees. As

Langedijk & Ykema (2000) put it, a compensation system is more than a combination of rules,
but also amatterofcommunication. Aspectsofperformance management are very important with
respect to the success of a compensation system: that is deriving goals for individuals or teams

from organizational goals, performance planning, feedback (more than once a year), appraisal and
reward distribution (Lewis, 1998; Taylor, Masterson, Renard & Tracy, 1998; Taylor & Pierce,

1999). Consistent application, another procedural concern, is important in order to improve or
establish pay-for-performance perceptions.

It should be emphasized that pay-for-performance perceptions may also be enhanced when

promotions are based on performance as well (rather than on tenure or position). Moreover,
differences in pay are larger between jobs than within jobs. Consequences ofa wrong promotion
or selection policy may also influence organization performance. Since the consequences ofjob
allocations are also serious for employees, procedural justice is very important in that respect.
Probably even more so than with respect to pay allocation within jobs.
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The meaning of pay (Thierry, 1992b), especially the extent to which pay signals the influence
a worker has in the organization and his relative position, can be enhanced by explanation of the
allocator, and should not, or cannot, only be read from the pay slip.

Thus, before introducing a pay-for-performance system, the acceptance of merit and equality
in principle should be checked. The higher the score on equality within jobs, the smaller the pay
differentials should be. Organizations should also check the expected positive and negative

consequences ofpay forperformance, together with perceived procedural justice ofperformance
appraisals (if any). It should alsobe established to what extent managers and workers are capable
of performance management. Since participation in goal-setting adds to the success of

performance management, employees should also be trained in goal setting and devising criteria
(Taylor et al. 1998). Labour relations should be so good (trust) that managers and workers are
able to discuss how and why standards must be met and discuss the initial assessment. Taylor et
al. (1998) showed that, under a procedurally just system, managers reported more favourable
working relationships with employees and showed less tendency to distort appraisal results. Of

course, the results of such investigations could lead to different pay systems for different groups
of workers.

Thus, to answer the first question: organizations should introduce pay systems that employees
prefer, but should certainly not neglect adequate procedures and communication. Deckop, Mangel
& Circka (1999) showed that pay for performance had a negative impact on extra-role behaviours

for employees low in value alignment, but not for employees high in value alignment. Value

alignment can be reached by selecting pay systems in accordance with dominant allocation

preferences and by aiming at a higher perceived procedural and interactional justice (Brockner
& Wiesenfeld, 1996).

On the other hand, it would be interesting to see to what extent, and in what time span, a

correctly and consistently applied pay-for-performance system, with not too much pay at stake,
would change initial rejection of pay for performance in the direction of (more) acceptance of

performance-related pay.

Finally, not only are preferences for the merit principle and equality-wj related to the
evaluation andeffectiveness ofpay systems, butother aspects ofinequality as well(betweenjobs,
between teams). It should be noted that in many studies, and in this study as well, more agreement
is found with respect to the criteria on which inequality should be based than with respect to the
amount of inequality these criteria should warrant. Only scarcity and collective performance are
more controversial. It would be interesting to study how acceptance of the principle ofcollective

performance and expected consequences of team-based pay may be improved.
We already saw that workers from organizations which had implemented some form of

collective payment (profit-sharing) were relatively positive about it. Perhaps they saw profit
sharing just as something extra and not as an essential part of the payment package. It was
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somewhatcontrary to ourexpectations thatemployees were not more in favourofteam-basedpay
because there may be good reasons to be more in favour of that principle, e.g., in the case of high

interdependence between workers and because of a better objective measurement of team results

(Algera, 1995). A higher level of acceptance can be reached by promoting the positive
consequences of team-based pay (better cooperation), and by decreasing the negative

consequences. Vehicles to do so are the stimulation of collective responsibility to prevent social

loafing and free rider behaviour, establishment of smaller teams, striving for balanced team

composition, and stressing the independencies between workers. Employees seem to
underestimate the extent to which others contribute to their work results. Payment on the basis

of team results could also be used in addition to payment for individual contributions.

Is it important to select pay systems allocators prefer?
Once a pay system is selected, its effectiveness is in the hands of the managers. Depending on

their values, allocation preferences, and instrumentality beliefs, they may differentiate more or

less within the possibilities of the system. It was already shown that in the case of a very

structured pay system, with little managerial discretion, attitudes of managers did not relate to

their pay allocations. Thus, even if they did not like it in principle (which was not the case in the

organization we studied), they had to conform to the system. A highly structured system willlead
to consistent application, high pay-for-performance perceptions, and thus a greater effectiveness

of the pay system. Using bonuses instead of merit increases may also enhance the pay-for-
performance perceptions, since bonuses are not restricted by the top of the salary scale. Taylor

et al. (1998) propose that managers may react unfavourably to procedurally just performance

management systems because they place higher priority on efficiency and because they prefer to
avoid constraints on theirdecision latitude. Favourable reactions may occurbecause such systems

promote the credibility of managers, increase the morale of workers, and because such systems

apply to themselves as well.

However, if managers are not content with the system, the message they convey to

subordinates may be less favourable (In the case of a forced distribution: Considering the

improvement you made, I would have liked to give you more pay, but I'm not allowed too; Or the

system allows me only to reward result x; but leaves no room to reward result y).

In a system with more managerial discretion, allocation behaviour may be more related to

managerial attitudes. It is sometimes rather difficult to capture all aspects of performance with

objective measures (white collar service jobs), or devising such measures would be very costly,
also because jobs change (Miedema-van den Heuvel,  1994). In such systems, managers could

easily distort appraisals, giving higher or lower appraisals than employees deserve, or giving all

employees the same ratings. Whether that happens depends also on the organizational culture, the

objectives of the pay system (improve productivity and/or fairness), and probably also on the
training and appraisal of managers themselves. Is performance management recognized as a

relevant aspect of their job?
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Thus, pay systems are more likely to accepted and be effective, when beneficiaries as well as
administrators of pay systems accept the allocation criteria in principle, and when correct
procedures and performance management skills are set up.

Is the choice of pay systems related to attitudes towards inequality?

With respect to the choice ofpayments systems, normative considerations ofdecision makers
are not likely to play a decisive role. Organizations have to abide by laws and institutional rules
and are also likely to copy systems that were effective in other organizations. Thierry (1999)
showed that even strategic policy is hardly related to pay raise criteria, whereas industrial sector
and size of the organization were strongly related to the compensation pattern of a firm. The
tendency to select systems that already were accepted in other organizations from the same sector
may be a way ofadjusting to generally held normative beliefs. Thus, ifemployers want to deviate
from general practices, they should check the support for it.

In addition, in the Netherlands, pay systems are often negotiated in collective labour
agreements. The results showed that the union members were relatively opposed to the merit
principle, and were also the most negative about the consequences of pay forperformance. Tothe
extent these perceptions are shared by the union leaders, and are also present in other unions, this
may partly explain the egalitarian bias in collective decision making that is so strongly evident
in the process of wage determination (Wallerstein, 1999). It would be interesting to study the
attitudes towards inequality of union leaders a-nd representatives of the employers

(confederations) to see to what extent these are related to the negotiated pay allocation rules
(within and between jobs). According to Wallerstein (1999, p. 675):  The larger the fraction of
workers who are considered as a group in the wage-setting process, the more egalitarian the
potential impactofapplications ofequal sharing rules.'This remarkunderlines the notion that the
principle of equality is tied to group definitions, and that perceptions of differences between
(groups of) workers are important as well. It may be that the greater the distance between

negotiating boards and workers, the less differences are perceived, and the more egalitarian wage
structures are proposed.

On the other hand, it appears that in collective labour agreements on the level of companies,

pay-for-performance systems are more often agreed upon (van Sas, 1999). Currently, in many new
collective labour agreements, task forces are appointed with the assignment to study the
opportunities for some form of (individual) performance pay. The scales on attitudes towards
inequality may be used in such a study given the present finding that allocation preferences of
recipients and allocators should be considered in order to increase the effectiveness of a pay
system.
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Is it very likely that the conclusion would be that pay for performance should not be applied
because of the attitudes towards inequality?

The results indicate that it is very likely that in Dutch organizations pay for performance will

be accepted in principle. Even the union members were on average still neither for or against the
merit principle. It may be more interesting to study the relative preference for equality in pay

(within jobs). A higher score on that principle indicates that only small pay differences are
acceptable. Of course, to establish what are relatively high or low scores more data need to be

collected, preferably also abroad.

It is striking that respondents expect only slightly more positive than negative consequences

of individual pay for performance. Especially employees tend to see about as much positive as
negative consequences of pay for performance. Thus probably, the Dutch do not implement
performance related pay because they heavily weigh the possible negative consequences of such
a system. These negative expectations may be due to wrong applications in the past, or to being

very sensitive to unequal treatment. More consistent and procedurally just applications of
individual performance pay in the future may change these negative expectations. However, the

importance of effort as a performance criterion may make it di fficult to assess performance in a
way that is considered fairby employees. Thus, also thecontent ofthe performanceprinciple may
have caused the low application rate of performance pay in the Netherlands.
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Samenvatting

De aanleiding voor deze studie was de waarneming dat prestatiebeloning in Nederland weinig
wordt toegepast, ondanks de mogelijke voordelen daarvan. Wij vroegen ons af of Nederlanders

afzien van prestatiebeloning vanwege hun opvattingen over ongelijkheid. Om dat te kunnen

onderzoeken hebben wij een instrument ontwikkeld en gevalideerd om die opvattingen te kunnen

meten. Vervolgens hebben wij dat instrument getest in een meer toegepaste studie naar

beloningsgedrag van managers.
In de inleiding is beschreven dat de daadwerkelijke toepassing van prestatiebeloning al jaren

lang rond de 20% schommelt. Waarschijnlijk blijft het feitelijk gebruik ook achter bij de formele

mogelijkheden. Verder is ten opzichte van andere landen de inkomensongelijkheid in Nederland

tamelijkgering. Een grootdeel van de Nederlanders vindt ookdatdie verschillen kleinergemaakt
moeten worden. Omdat veel van het vorige onderzoek naar inkomensongelijkheid niet speciaal

betrekking had op inkomensongelijkheid in organisaties, maar eerder op inkomensverschillen in

de samenleving als geheel, concentreren wij ons op opvattingen over ongelijkheid in beloning in
organisaties. Daarbij maken we een onderscheid in beloningsverschillen tussen mensen die

ongeveer hetzelfde werk doen (binnen functies) en beloningsverschillen tussen mensen die

verschillend werk doen (tussen functies). Opvattingen over beloningsdifferentiatie zijn mogelijk
van belang om te voorspellen welke systemen er ingevoerd worden, hoe effectief die zijn, of hoe

leidinggevenden met die systemen omgaan. Hoewel meerder vormen van beloningsongelijkheid
aan bod komen, ligt de nadruk op de acceptatie en toepassing van prestatiebeloning.

De volgende onderzoeksvragen vormden de leidraad van deze studie; tussen haakjes staat de

focus van de betreffende vraag:
1 Welke verdelingsprincipes worden door werknemers en managers onderscheiden?

(schaalconstructie en betrouwbaarheid)
2 Welke gevolgen verwachten zij van het toepassen van verschillende beloningssystemen?

(schaalconstructie en betrouwbaarheid)
3   Hoe kunnen verschillen in voorkeuren voor verdelingsprincipes verklaard worden? (validatie)
4   Hoe hangen verschillen in voorkeuren voor verdelingsprincipes en verwachte gevolgen samen

met de gewenste mate van inkomensongelijkheid, hypothetische beloningsbeslissingen,
voorkeuren voor beloningssystemen, en ervaren billijkheid en rechtvaardigheid van het eigen
inkomen? (validatie)

5 In hoeverre worden feitelijke beloningsbeslissingen van managers verklaard door hun

opvattingen over beloningsongelijkheid? (toepassing)
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Hoofdstuk 1 begint met een definitie van ongelijkheid. Uitgangspunt is een definitie van
Granovetter & Tilly (1988). Die definitie impliceert dat ongelijkheid gedefinieerd moet worden
door het beantwoorden van de volgende drie vragen: Ongelijkheid waarin, tussen wie, en op

grond waarvan? Mogelijke houdingen ten aanzien van ongelijkheid zijn gedefinieerd aan de hand
van   thema' s in zowel psychologisch, sociologisch, economisch als filosofisch onderzoek.

Ongelijkheid kan worden bekeken vanuit een normatieve invalshoek, mogelijke oorzaken en
gevolgen, en feitelijke vormen en ontwikkelingen. Dit onderzoek heeft een psychologische

invalshoek: ongelijkheid zoals 'in the eye of the beholder' (Tomblom,  1992).
In Hoofdstuk 1 worden tevens overzichten gegeven van onderzoek en theorievorming naar de

relatie tussen opvattingen over ongelijkheid en keuze van beloningssystemen, effectiviteit van die

systemen, en beloningsbeslissingen. Omdat we ons met name willen richten op dat laatste, staan

in ons onderzoek de zogenaamde pro-actieve opvattingen over ongelijkheid centraal: Welke

verdelingsprincipes onderschrijven werknemers en managers (ongelijkheid op grond waarvan),
en welke gevolgen verwachten zij van toepassing van verschillende beloningssystemen?

Managers worden apart beschreven omdat zij behalve ontvangers ook verdelers van beloningen
zijn.

In Hoofdstuk 2 worden de pro-actieve opvattingen beschreven. De volgende
verdelingsprincipes zijn gedefinieerd: bijdrage, gelijkheid, behoefte, schaarste, status, en
collectieve prestaties. Daarbij is een onderscheid gemaakt naar ongelijkheid in beloning binnen
en tussen functies. Ook wordt gekeken ofbinnen organisaties banen en opleidingsmogelijkheden
volgens identieke principes verdeeld worden als inkomen. Daarnaast is het concept van verwachte

gevolgen verder uitgewerkt. We gaan in op de mogelijke gevolgen van prestatiebeloning, gelijke
beloning en groepsbeloning voor productiviteit, welzijn, samenwerking (tussen collega's
onderling, en tussen een leidinggevende en zijn medewerkers) en ervaren rechtvaardigheid.

Hypotheses hebben betrekking op de mate van instemming met en relaties tussen

verdelingsprincipes, en het verschil tussen micro (betrekking hebbend op het toekennen van
inkomen aan individuen) en macro principes (betrekking hebbend op de totale

inkomensverdeling).
Hoofdstuk 3 gaat inop de mogelijke verklaringen voorondersteuning van verdelingsprincipes.

Kort samengevat kunnen principes ondersteund worden omdat ze voordelig uitwerken voor de

persoon; ze passen bij de wijze waarop mensen gesocialiseerd zijn en hun politieke opvattingen;
de criteria waarnaarde principes verwijzen relevant zijn, gemeten kunnen worden, beinvloedbaar
zijn, en verschillende waarden aannemen bij collega's; toepassing van de principes tot positieve
gevolgen leidt; ze passen bij de context; of omdat ze in de huidige context correct toegepast
worden. Aan de hand van met name Nederlands onderzoek zijn specifieke hypothesen
geformuleerd omtrent de samenhang tussen de verschillende determinanten en instemming met

verdelingsbeginselen.
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Ook is nader ingegaan op de samenhang tussen voorkeuren voor verdelingsprincipes en andere

opvattingen over ongelijkheid, allocatiegedrag, en voorkeuren voor beloningssystemen. Omdat
in het verleden veel onderzoek vooral in ging op bijdrage, gelijkheid en behoefte, is onze studie

behalve toetsend ook exploratief van aard.
In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt de opzet van onze studie besproken en wordt de onderzoeksgroep

beschreven. De gegevens zijn verzameld in 10 organisaties, afkomstig uit de profit en de non-
profit sector, met en zonder daadwerkelijke toepassing van prestatiebeloning. In totaal hebben

1246 respondenten de vragenlijst ingevuld. Ook is er nog een beperkte set vragen afgenomen aan

een steekproef van Nederlandse huishoudens. Schalen zijn geconstrueerd op basis van principale
componenten analyse en cross-validatie per sub- onderzoeksgroep. In Hoofdstuk 4 worden alle
schalen besproken, behalve die met betrekking tot verdelingsprincipes en verwachte gevolgen.

Die laatste schalen worden besproken in Hoofdstuk 5. Items zijn ontworpen op basis van een
facet-aanpak. In dat hoofdstuk wordt tevens de eerste onderzoeksvraag beantwoord: welke

verdelingsprincipes onderscheiden respondenten, in welke mate worden die ondersteund, en hoe

hangen ze onderling samen. In de context van beloningsverschillen binnen functies worden vier

billijkheidsprincipes onderscheiden: verdienste (samengaan van prestatie en inspanning;
Bouckaert, 1990), ervaring, uitsluitend werkresultaten (onafhankelijk van inspanning), en aanleg.

Helaas, leidden die laatste twee componenten niet tot betrouwbare schalen. Hoewel de

gelijkheidsitems negatief op de verdienste ('merit')-component laadden, is er toch voor gekozen
een aparte gelijkheidsschaal binnen functies te vormen.

Zoals verwacht was het onderscheid tussen beloningsdifferentiatie binnen en tussen functies

relevant voor het bijdrage- en het gelijkheidsprincipe. Dit betekent dat er voor iedere context een

aparte gelijkheids- en bijdrageschalen gevormd zijn. Het onderscheid tussen binnen en tussen

functies was niet van toepassing op schaarste, behoefte en collectieve prestaties. Deze waren

eerder ook al gelabeld als meso-principes. Met betrekking tot de verdeling van banen en

opleidingsmogelijkheden konden slechts een beperkt aantal schalen gevormd worden. Deze
schalen vormden ook geen exact spiegelbeeld van de schalen met betrekking tot het verdelen van

inkomen. Dit kan liggen aan de keuze van de items, dan wet aan het feit dat voor de verdeling van
banen en opleidingsmogelijkheden andere regels gelden. In ieder geval is gebleken dat
respondenten niet alleen een onderscheid maken tussen gelijkheid en ongelijkheid, maarooknog
verschillende criteria voor ongelijkheid benoemen. De samenhang tussen de verschillende

beginselen was grotendeels conform wat verwacht werd op grond van de theoretische aard van

die principes zoals beschreven in Hoofdstuk 2. De correlaties laten bijvoorbeeld zien dat
verdienste en schaarste met elkaar verbonden zijn; dat verdelen op grond van collectieve

prestaties zowel verwijst naar het prestatie- als naar het behoefte principe (solidariteit); en dat het
belonen naar ervaringsjaren een kwestie is van zowel gelijkheid als verdienste.
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Zowel medewerkers als managers hebben de hoogste score op het principe dat verschillen in
beloning tussen functies gebaseerd dienen te zijn op verschillen in functiezwaarte (gevraagde

investeringen). Ook zijn beide groepen van mening dat prestaties beloond behoren te worden. De

gelijkheidsprincipes worden in mindere mate ondersteund dan de beide billijkheidsprincipes. Wel
is het zo dat managers relatief meer voor billijkheid zijn dan medewerkers, en medewerkers
relatief meer voor gelijkheid. Hieruit valt af te leiden dat indien naar prestaties beloond wordt,
voor medewerkers prestaties een kleinere impact op de beloning dienen te hebben dan voor
managers.

Verder valt op dat groepsbeloning in veel mindere mate ondersteund wordt dan individuele
prestatiebeloning (verdienstebeginsel). Managers zijn iets meer voor groepsbeloning dan
medewerkers, mogelijk omdat zij verantwoordelijk zijn voor de resultaten van een groep.

Voor inkomen binnen organisaties wordt het behoefteprincipe niet ondersteund, terwijl
behoeften bij de verdeling van banen tamelijk belangrijk gevonden wordt. Dit laatste is verklaard
door de veel grotere impact van mogelijk baanverlies op iemands financiele positie en
ontplooiingskansen, dan het al dan niet krijgen van additionele beloning op basis van behoeften

als je al een baan hebt. Bovendien worden extra behoeften als gevolg van gezinsomvang ofziekte

al op andere wijzen gecompenseerd (bijvoorbeeld middels kinderbijslag).
Verschillen in gemiddelde scores tussen organisaties laten zien, dat instemming met

verdelingsprincipes gedeeltelijk gebaseerd zijn op wat respondenten in hun eigen organisatie
ervaren. Zo wordthetprincipe van collectieve beloning het meestondersteunddoorrespondenten
uit organisaties waar een vorm van groepsbeloning wordt toegepast.

Hoofdstuk 5 gaat tevens in op de tweede onderzoeksvraag: Welke gevolgen verwachten
werknemers van verschillende beloningssystemen? Wij vonden dat gemiddeld genomen
respondenten meer positieve (productiviteit/waardering) dan negatieve gevolgen (verminderde
samenwerking, jaloezie, onzekerheid) verwachten van prestatiebeloning. Bovendien waren ze
opnieuw positiever over individuele prestatiebeloning dan over team-beloning. Managers, en

respondenten van organisaties waar daadwerkelijk (en niet alleen op papier) naar prestaties
beloond wordt, zien minder negatieve gevolgen van prestatiebeloning, maar niet meer positieve.
Mogelijke negatieve gevolgen bleken vooral af te nemen door het bewerkstellingen van een
duidelijke relatie tussen prestatie en beloning (consistente toepassing), en doordat
leidinggevenden zich correct gedragen tijdens beoordelingsgesprekken, beschikken over accurate
informatie over prestaties en feedback geven (elementen van procedurele rechtvaardigheid).
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Hoofdstuk 6 gaat in op de vraag naar verklaringen van voorkeuren voor verdelingsprincipes.
Wij vonden dat voorkeuren voor verdelingsprincipes met name verklaard worden door de
verwachte gevolgen van toepassing van die principes voor het sociale verband (productiviteit en

samenwerking). Ideologie lijkt nauwelijks van belang. De sociale positie van respondenten
(inkomen, al dan niet leidinggeven, opleidingsniveau, promotiekansen) hangt sterker samen met

voorkeuren voor gelijkheid (met name tussen functies) dan met voorkeuren voor verdienste, of
belonen naar functie-zwaarte. Respondenten met een minder gunstige sociale positie vinden dat
er meer gelijkheid behoord te zijn. Tegelijkertijd wijzen zij verschillen in beloning op basis van

functie-zwaarte of verdienste niet af. Verder bleek dat objectieve kenmerken van de context
(organisatie, aard beloningssysteem, sector) minder van belang waren dan percepties van de
situatie. Met name door toevoeging van vragen over de aard van iemands inbreng (in het

bijzonderrelevantie vooreigen werk en waarneming van verschillen) en verwachte gevolgen, zijn
wij in staat geweest meer variantie te verklaren dan in voorgaande onderzoeken gedaan werd.

In Hoofdstuk 7 wordt de vraag naar de mogelijke consequenties van verschillen in voorkeuren
voor verdelingsprincipes behandeld. Zoals verwacht waren voorkeuren voor gelijkheid sterker
gerelateerd aan verschillen tussen minimum en maximum inkomens (macro-context), en waren
voorkeuren voor het verdienste principe sterker gerelateerd aan verdelingsbeslissingen tussen

individuen (micro-context). Hoewel het behoefte principe nauwelijks geaccepteerd is, bleek het
toch een rol te spelen bij verdelingsbeslissingen, met name daar waar iemand minderproduceerde

buiten zijn schuld. Omgekeerd, leidde een grotere voorkeur voor het schaarste principe in die
gevallen tot meer differentiatie.

Respondenten vinden hun salaris rechtvaardiger naarmate ze een sterke relatie tussen prestatie
en beloning waarnemen en meer feedback ontvangen, en minder rechtvaardig naarmate ze meer

voor het verdienste beginsel zijn en meer positieve effecten verwachten met betrekking tot

productiviteit. Respondenten evalueren hun salaris ook gunstiger naarmate dat hoger is, dit effect
is echterkleinerdan de voorgaandeeffecten. Of ze zelf een vorm van prestatiebeloning ontvangen
hebben is niet gerelateerd aan ervaren billijkheid van hun salaris.

De meeste respondenten vinden dat prestaties beloond moeten worden door middel van een
bonus. Respondenten die meer voor gelijkheid ofbehoefte zijn, zijn echterrelatiefvaker vooreen

permanente salarisverhoging op basis van prestaties. Ranking van medewerkers als wijze van
beoordeling wordt over het algemeen afgewezen, zij het in iets mindere mate door managers en
door hen die sterker geloven dat prestatiebeloning tot meer productiviteit leidt.

De resultaten uit Hoofdstuk 6 en 7 ondersteunen de constructvaliditeit van de schalen. Ook
worden verwachtingen met betrekking tot de aard van de principes ondersteund (micro versus

macro, en prestatie versus status). Het onderscheid tussen existentiele en utopische

verdelingsprincipes bleek minder sterk dan verwacht.
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De onderzoeksvraag naar actuele beloningsbeslissingen van managers wordt behandeld in

Hoofdstuk8. In een ICT-organisatie zijn opvattingenoverongelijkheid in beloning van managers

gerelateerd aan hun werkelijke beloningsbeslissingen (gemiddelde en spreiding van
beoordelingen salarisverhogingen, bonussen aan hun medewerkers). De resultaten laten echter
zien dat hun opvattingen over ongelijkheid nauwelijks gerelateerd zijn aan hun
beloningsbeslissingen. Hiervoor zijn de volgende verklaringen aangevoerd: ze waren tamelijk
unaniem eens met het principe van prestatiebeloning; en de organisatie liet hen weinig vrijheid
om naar eigen inzicht te belonen. De managers (niet individueel maar als groep) moesten zich
houden aan een gedwongen verdeling, kregen tamelijk sterke richtlijnen over de relatie tussen

beoordeling en beloningspercentages, en in de organisatie was de cultuur sterk prestatiegericht.
Beloningsbeslissingen bleken sterker samen te hangen met de waargenomen

organisatiecultuur, de beloningen die managers zelf hadden ontvangen, het aantal medewerkers
waaraan leiding gegeven wordt, het gemiddelde salaris en de relatieve salaris positie van
medewerkers, en, natuurlijk, prestatiebeoordelingen. Opvallend is dat naarmate de cultuur als
meerondersteunendervaren werd, managers meerdifferentieerden in beloning. Goedeonderlinge
verstandhoudingen lijken het dus mogelijk te maken naar prestatie te belonen (en werken daar

niet belemmerend op). De resultaten zijn mogelijk zeer specifiek voor deze organisatie.
Hoofdstuk 8 eindigt met een discussie over de voor- en nadelen van een sterk gereguleerd
beloningssysteem.

In Hoofdsmk 9 worden de resultaten van het onderzoek uitgebreid besproken en gerelateerd
aan het theoretisch kader. Ook wordt beschreven hoe de geconstrueerde schalen gebruikt kunnen
worden in verder onderzoek. Daarnaast wordt gewezen op het belang van procedurele criteria.

Kunnen we nu concluderen dat het inderdaad waarschijnlijk is dat in Nederland afgezien
wordt van prestatiebeloning vanwege opvattingen over ongelijkheid? Deze vraag dient met de
nodige voorzichtigheid beantwoord te worden omdat we geen vergelijking met het buitenland
hebben gemaakt. Maar, op het eerste gezicht lijkt dat niet het geval te zijn. Immers, zowel

managers als medewerkers zijn duidelijk meer voor belonen op basis van prestaties (verdienste)
dan voor gelijke beloning ongeacht prestaties. Ook de respondenten uit de organisatie waar men
gemiddeld het minst voor het verdienste beginsel was, de vakbondsleden uit de horeca-sector,
staan nog altijd tenminste neutraal tegenover belonen naar verdienste. Het is waarschijnlijk
interessanter om te kijken naar de score op het gelijkheidsbeginsel, dan naar de score op het

prestatiebeginsel. Een relatiefhoge voorkeur voor gelijkheid wijst erop dat beloningsverschillen
op grond van prestaties niet groot mogen zijn.
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Kijken we naar de andere houding die centraal stond in onze studie, verwachte gevolgen van

prestatiebeloning, dan valt op dat gemiddeld bijna evenveel negatieve als positieve gevolgen
verwacht worden van prestatiebeloning. Voor medewerkers geldt dit sterker dan voor managers.
Het zou dus kunnen dat we in Nederland vooral afzien van prestatiebeloning omdat we de
negatieve gevolgen zwaarder laten wegen. Mogelijk komen die negatieve verwachtingen voort
uit slechte toepassingen in het verleden, of een sterke gevoeligheid voor ongelijke behandeling.

Deze mythe, of werkelijkheid, kan doorbroken worden door een meer consistente toepassing van
prestatiebeloning, en procedureel juiste beoordelingen. Een probleem hierbij is dat we een
complex prestatiebeginsel voorstaan, met zowel resultaat als inspanning als relevante criteria. Met
name inspanning zal moeilijk te meten zijn. Het zou dus ook kunnen dat werknemers uit
Nederlander in vergelijking met die uit andere landen meer nadruk leggen op inspanning als
prestatiecriterium.



Appendix to Chapter 4: Scale construction

Set up of the questionnaire

1. socio-demographic characteristics of the respondent
2. questions about the actual pay system: actual use, perceived procedural fairness, pay-

equity, pay-for-performance perceptions
3. inequality in pay within jobs: allocation principles, characteristics of inputs, amount of

inequality, allocation decisions

4.  inequality in pay between jobs: allocation principles, amount of inequality
5. expected consequences of different pay systems
6. principles for the allocation ofjobs and promotion opportunities

Procedure for each scale

PCA is performed on the whole sample, and on each sub-sample larger than 100. The

component structure is indicated by the number of components, and the items that have
absolute loadings higher than .40 on each component (in order of the size of the loadings),

items with absolute loadings between .30 and .40 will be written in italics. The number of
components in the analysis on all respondents will be taken as starting-point for PCA in sub-

samples. If necessary, an alternative component structure will be presented for sub-samples.
Cronbach's alpha is calculated for items that load high on the component in (almost) all sub-

samples.

If respondents had a missing on one item of a scale (independent of scale length) the mean
score of the other items of a scale were used as the scale-value. With a scale of two items this

was only done if the overall means were not more than .2 apart (on a 5 points-scale).
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meaning of the items in Table A4.1

pay-for-performance perceptions

a.  If I perform especially well on my job, it is likely that I will get a pay raise.

b.  The pay raises that I receive on my job make me work harder.

c.  The best workers in this organization get the highest pay raises.

d. High performers and low performers seem to get the same pay raises. (reverse coded)
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Table A4.1: pay-for-performance perceptions (scale-construction)

component structure-a' component structure-bi cronbach's cronbach' s

(number based on all (best for sub-sample) alpha-a' alpha-b*
respondents) (item a,c,d) (item a,c)

overall (n= 1024) Cl: c,a,d,b (49%) .69          .73

case 15 C 1: c,a,d (44%) Cl: c,a,d (43%) .62 .64

(n= 348) C2: b, -d (2796)

case 2 Cl: c,a,d (48%)                                          .71               .75

(n= 165)

case 3 Cl: c,a,b (43%) Cl: a,c,b (42%) .50 .58

(n= 124) C2: d,-b (28%)

case 5 .55 .68

(n= 54)

case 7 C 1: c,b,a (47%) .57 .72

(n=138)

case 8 Cl: c,a,d,b (50%) .67 .68

(n= 106)

case 9 .77 .77

(n= 71)

case 10 .62 .59

(n= 18)
-------------- -Il---Illill--I--i-I----I--I

managers C 1:  c,a,d, b (49%) Cl: c,a,d, b (47%) .70 .72

(n= 454) C2: b,-d (30%)

employees Cl: c,a,d,b (49%) .69 .74

(n= 546)
1. Component structure a: number of components as found in the analysis over all respondents, together with the

items loading higher than .40 on each factor, in order of loadings. Items with loadings between .30 and .40
are written in italics. Between brackets: amount of variance explained by component.

2. Component structure b: number of components in an alternative PCA-solution in the sub-sample
3. Cronbach's alpha of scale suggested in PCA analysis on all respondents.
4. Cronbach's alpha of scale suggested after comparing PCA-solutions in samples with more than 100

respondents;
5. Case: 1= police, 2= defence, 3= university, 4= public utilities, 5= gas, 6= union members, 7= retail, 8= food,

9= chemical, 10= financial (this scale was not measured in cases 4 and 6).

Table  A4.2.  pay-for-perfonnance  perceptions  by  case  and  position (means  and  sd)  (n=   1013)

case case case case case case case case case case total

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9      10

managers 2.2 2.2 1.8 -- 2.0 -- 2.7 2.5 3.5 2.8 2.4

(.83) (.90) (.79) (.74) (1.0) (1.2) (1.1) (.80) (1.0)

ernployees 2.1 2.2 1.8 -- 2.1 -- -- 2.3 3.4 -- 2.2

(.91) (.97) (.71) (.97) (1.0) (.97) (1.0)

total 2.1 2.2 1.8 --       2.1 -- 2.7 2.3 3.4 2.8 2.3

(.89) (.93) (.74) (.90) (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) (.80) (1.0)

--= not measured in this case
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meaning of the items in Table A4.3
perceived procedural justice

Could you indicate the extent to which your supervisor did each of the following durine the
last performance appraisal or evaluationl

a. Was honest and ethical in dealing with you
1). Gave you an opportunity to express your side
c. Used consistent standards in evaluating your performance
d. Considered your views regarding your performance,
e.  Gave you feedback that helped you learn how well you were doing
f.  Showed real interest in trying to be fair

g. Became thoroughly familiar with your performance
h.  Took into account factors beyond your control

i.  Got input from you before a recommendation

j. Made clear what was expected of you
k. Discussed plans and objectives to improve your performance
1. Obtained accurate information about your performance
m. Found out how well you thought you were doing your job
n. Asked for your ideas on what you could do to improve company performance
o. Frequently observed your performance
p. Behaved in a way you thought was not appropriate
q. Allowed personal motives or biases to influence recommendation
r.  Was influenced by things that should not have been considered
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Table A4.3:  perceived procedural justice (scale-construction)

component structure-a' cronbach's alpha-a2

(number based on all respondents) C 1:feedback/ C2:
planning inappropriate

(j,e,1,k,o,i,g, behaviour

m,d,n) (r,q,p,h)

overall Cl: j,e,1,k,0,i,g,m,d,n,    f,b,a,c (31%) .89 .82

(n= 665) (2: -4-q,-8-h,   a,f,b,e, t.g,d,  (21%)
------------------------------

case 13 Cl: j,e,i,k,d,m,I,g,o,n,  f,a,b,c (29%) .89 .80

(n= 237) C2: -r,-p,-q,-h, a,f,b,1,me,d,0, (23%)

case 3 .90 .82

(n=58)

case 4 .91 .86

(n=54)

case 5 .89 .79

(n= 43)

case 7 Cl: 1,0,Be,k,m,b,i,f,n,dj, a (35%) .90 .79

(n= 129) C2: -r,-p,-q,-a,h, f,b,e,d (18%)
case 8 .87 .79

(n=73)

case 9 .90 .90

(n=64)

case 10 .88 .79

(n=16)
------------------------------

managers Cl: 1,ej,g,o,k,m,i,n,d,f,b,a, c (32%) .90            .81

(n= 326) C2: -r,-p,-q,-h, a,b,e (21%)

employees Cl: j,e,1,i,k,o,g,m,d,f,b,n, c (31%) .88 .83

(n=336) C2: -q,-r,-p,-h, f,a.b,g,d,Le   (21%)

1. Component structure a: number of components as found in the analysis over all respondents, together with the
items loading higher than .40 on each factor, in order of loadings Items with loadings between .30 and .40
are written in italics. Between brackets: amount of variance explained by component.

2. Cronbach's alpha of scale suggested in PCA analysis on all respondents
3. Case: 1= police, 2= defence, 3= university, 4= public utilities, 5= gas, 6= union members, 7= retail, 8= food,

9- chemical, 10= financial (this scale was not measured in cases 2 and 6)
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meaning of the items in Table A4.4
relevance of criteria for pay raises

If you think of  your own iob, how  relevant do you consider the following aspects for the

determination of whether or not you are eligible for a pav raise?

equity

a. The quantity of your work results

b. The quality of your work results

c. The extent to which you tried your best.
d. The extent to which your work results improved compared to a previous period.

e. The extent to which you had a positive influence on the work climate.

f. The extent to which you took on extra responsibilities
g. The education and training you have had
h. Your experience
i.  The number of years you have been in service

j. Your ability to grow
k. The number of tasks that you master

need

1.  The number of persons who you support off your income

collective performance
m. The results of your work-groups

Uf you  are  a  supervisor:  the  results  of the  group you  lead)

n. The results of the organization as a whole

unfavourable circumstances
o. The extent to which you were hindered by unfavourable circumstances on your job
p. The extent to which you were hindered by personal circumstances (e.g., illness of a family

member)
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Table  A4.4:  relevance  of criteria.for  pay  raises  (scale-construction)

cronbach's alpha:
C12: C2: C3: C4:

component structure-a' perform. capac. coll. perf. circurnst.

(number based on all respondents) (a,b,c,d,e,f) (g,h,ij) (m,n) (O,P)

overall Cl: b,f,c,a,d,e, k (20%)                 .81 .77 .76 .74

(n= 994) (2: i,h,gj, k.1 (18%)
C3: p,0, g (11%)
C4: m,n (11%)

----------------- ------------I--I

case 13 Cl: f,b,c,a,e,d, k (20%) .76 .78 .80 .74

(n= 342) (2: i,hj,g k,1 (18%)
C3: n,m (11%)
C4: o,p, e (11%)

case 2 C 1:  f,c,d,e,b,a, k (20%) .80 .83 .80 .70

(n= 161) C2: h,g,ij, k,l (19%)
(3: p,1,0, c (13%)
C4: m,n, a, j (11%)

case 3 C 1:  b,a,f,d,c,e,     k,g,p (22%) .84 .78 .71 .86

(n=122) C2: h,ij,g, k.f,de (20%)
C3: m,n (12%)
C4: p,0 i        (12%)

case 44                                                                              .77               .68               --                .80
(n=63)

case 5 .70 .43 .67 .74

(n= 51)

case 64 .90                  --                  --                 .73
(n= 121)

case 7 Cl: b,c,a,d,f,e,   k,m,j (26%) .90 .83 .56 .76

(n= 134) C2: h,i,g,lj f,k,e,m,n (21%)
C3: p,0, n,1     (14%)

case 8 Cl: f,b.d,c,e,a, k,h,i,gj (24%) .84 .70 .64        .71

(n=100) (2: n,e,a,m 1, c (15%)
C3: i,h,g, 1,-mj,k (13%)
C4: o,p 1,m (12%)

case 9 .50(ceiling- .65 .64 .77

(n=71) effect)

case 10 .48 .72 .68 .77

(n=16)
----------------- -------I--------

managers Cl: b,f,c.e,a,d, k (19%) .80 .80 .75 .76

(n= 439) C2: i,h,gj, 1,k (19%)
C3: p,0, 1,e,d (12%)
C4: m,n (10%)

ennployees Cl: b,c,f,d.a,e, k,h,j (22%) .82 .74 .76 .74

(n=533) C2: i,h,gj, k (17%)
C3: n.m t        (11%)
C4: p,0, 1         (11%)

1. Component structure a: number of components as found in the analysis over all respondents, together with
the items loading higher than .40 on each factor, in order of loadings. Items with loadings between .30 and
.40 are written in italics. Between brackets: amount of variance explained by component;

2. Cronbach's alpha of scale suggested in PCA analysis on all respondents;
3.  Case: 1= police, 2= defence, 3= university, 4= public utilities, 5= gas, 6= union members, 7= retail,

8= food, 9= chemical, 10= financial;
4.  Item n was not measured in cases 4 and 6. item i not in case 6.
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meaning of the items in Table A4.5
the extent to which criteria for pay raises can be influenced

To  what  extent  can  you  influence  the  following  aspects ?

equity
a.  The quantity of your work results

b.  The quality of your work results
c.  The extent to which you try your best
d. The extent to which your work results improve compared to a previous period
e.  The extent to which you have a positive influence on the work climate
f.  The education and training you have had

g. Your ability to grow
h.  The number of tasks that you master
i.  The extent to which you take on extra responsibilities

collective performance
j.   The results of your work-group

Uf you are  a supervisor:  the  results  of the  group you  lead)
k.  The results of the organization as a whole
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Table  A4.5:  the  extent  to which  criteria for  pay  raises  can  be  influenced  (scale-construction)

cronbach's alpha:
C12: C2: C3:

component structure-a' perform. capac. coll. perf.

(number based on all respondents) (a,b,c,d,e) (f,g,h) (i.k)

overall Cl: c,b,a,d,e. i,h (30%) .85 .72 .65

(n= 874) (2: Ff,h,      i         (20%)
C3: kj, (14%)

------I--------I-- ------------

case 13 Cl: c,b,d,a,e, i,h (28%) .83 .75 .76

(n= 215) C2: f,g,h, i,e (21%)
C3: kj, (16%)

case 2 Cl: b,c,d,a,e,    i,hj (29%) .83 .67 .67

(n= 168) C2: g,f,h, dj,e (20%)
C3: kj, (16%)

case 3 Cl: b,c,d,a,e, i,h (28%) .83 .69 .60

(n=122) (2: g,h,f,      i         (20%)
C3: kj         e         (14%)

case 4* .86 .66         -

(n=61)

case 5 .87 .76 .71

(n= 52)

case 64 .90 .79                 --
(n= 121)

case 7 Cl:  c,a,b,e,d, i,hj (33%) .85 .68 .36

(n= 135) C2: g,f,h, i (19%)
C3: kj (12%)

case 8 Cl: c,b,a,d,e, f,i,h (33%) .87 .67 .66

(n=97) C2: h,g, i,b,d (20%)

(3: kj,         a         (15%)
case 9 .76                 .69                .54

(n=71)

case 10                                                                              .73 .69 .43

(n=16) (ceiling-

effectj)
------------0---Il ------------

managers Cl: c,b,a,e,d, i,h (28%) .84 .72 .63

(n= 437) C2: g,f,h, i (20%)
C3: kj (14%)

employees Cl: c,b,d,a,e i,h (31%) .86        .71        .67

(n=416) C2: g,f,h i,d (20%)
C3: kj (14%)

1. Component structure a: number of components as found in the analysis over all respondents, together with the
items loading higher than .40 on each factor, in order of loadings. Items with loadings between .30 and .40
are written in italics. Between brackets: amount of variance explained by component:

2. Cronbach's alpha of scales suggested in PCA analysis on all respondents
3. Case: 1= police, 2= defence, 3= university, 4= public utilities, 5= gas, 6= union members, 7= retail, 8= food,

9= chemical, 10= financial:
4. item k was not measured in cases 4 and 6.
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meaning of the items in Table A4.6
the extent to which criteria for pay raises can be measured

To what  extent can the following aspects be measured in your own work?

equity
a. The quantity of your work results

b. The quality of your work results
c. The extent to which you try your best
d. The extent to which your work results improve compared to a previous period
e. The extent to which you have a positive influence on the work climate
f. The education and training you have had
g. Your ability to grow
h. The number of tasks that you master
i.  The extent to which you take on extra responsibilities

collective performance
j.  The results of your work-group

(If you are a supervisor: the results of the group you lead)
k. The results of the organization as a whole
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Table  A4.6:  the  extent  to which criteria for  pay  raises  can  be  measured(scale-construction)

cronbach's alpha:
C 12: C2: C3:

component structure-a' perform. capac. coll. perf.

(number based on all respondents) (a, b.c,d,e) (f, g,h, i) 9.k)

overall Cl: c,b,d,a,e, i (25%) .79 .72 .78

(n= 1000) C2: g,h,i,f (20%)
C3: kj, (15%)

case 13 Cl: d,c,b,a,e, i (25%) .78 .70 .80

(n= 336) C2: g,h,i,f, j (21%)
C3: kj, a (16%)

case 2 Cl: j,b,k,a,d,e,c i (30%)            .81 .80 .80

(n= 166) C2: h,g,i,f, c         (27%)

case 3 Cl: e,b,c,d,g,i,h, a (30%) .73 .67 .83

(n= 123) C2: j,k f,a,i,h (24%)

case 44 .79 .68                 --

(n= 61)

case 5 .73 .69 .29

(n= 52)

case 64 .83 .80                --

(n=  112)

case 7 Cl: h,i,g,f, e,c (24%) .78                 .81                .81

(n= 137) C2: a,b,c,e,d, i (23%)

C3: kj d (19%)
case 8 C 1: c,b,d,e, i,h, a,g (28%) .79 .64 .79

(n= 98) C2: j,k, a         (20%)
C3: f,g (13%)

case 9 .82 .57 .73

(n= 70)

case 10 .38 (without .60 .02

(n= 19) item e: .59)

managers Cl: c,b,a,d,e, i (23%) .79 .70 .80

(n= 440) C2: h,g,i,f e         (20%)
C3: kj d (16%)

employees Cl: c,d,b,e,a, i,h (26%) .79 .73 .76

(n= 537) C2: g,i,h,f (18%)
C3: kj a         (14%)

1. Component structure a: number of components as found in the analysis over all respondents, together with the
items loading higher than .40 on each factor, in order of loadings. Items with loadings between .30 and .40
are written in italics. Between brackets: amount of variance explained by component;

2. Cronbach's alpha of scales suggested in PCA analysis on all respondents;
3. Case: 1= police, 2= defence, 3= university, 4= public utilities, 5= gas, 6= union members, 7= retail. 8= food,

9= chemical, 10= financial:
4. item k was not measured in case 4 and in case 6.
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meaning of the items in Table A4.7
perceived differences among colleagues

To what extent do colleagues who perform about the same type ofjob as you do, dijIer on the
following  aspects?

equity
a. The quantity of their work results

b. The quality of their work results
c. The extent to which they do their best
d. The extent to which they improved their work results compared to a previous period
e. The extent to which they have a positive influence on the work climate
f. The education and training they have had
g. Their ability to grow
h. The number of tasks that they master
i. The extent to which they take on extra responsibilities

collective performance
j.  The extent to which they contribute to the results of their work-group
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Table A4.7.  perceived dilferences among colleagues (scale-construction)

component structure-a' cronbach' s alpha:
(number based on all respondents) (12: C2:

perform. capac.

(a,b,c) (f, g,h)

overall Cl: a,c,b, j,d,i,e,h (34%) .88 .76

(n= 857) C2: g,h,f, i,ej,d (31%)
---0------- ----------------

case 13 C 1: g,h,f, ij,e,d (34%) .87 .78

(n= 329) (2: a,c,b, ij,e,d (32%)

case 24                   -
(n= 0)

case 3 Cl: c,a,b, ij,d,e,g,h (35%) .84 .69

(n= 108) C2: f,g,h, j,e,d,i (26%)
case 4 .85 .57

(n= 61)

case 5 .89         .81

(n= 52)

case 64                                                                       .91              .81
(n= 115)

case 7 Cl: a,c,b, j,d,e,i,h (35%) .84 .75

(n= 129) C2: g,f,h, i,ej,d (29%)

case 8 Cl: g,h,i,f, ej,d (35%) .90 .78

(n= 98) C2: b,a,c, dj,e (33%)

case 9 .82 .60

(n= 70)

case 10                                                    .81          .82

(n= 19)

managers Cl: a,c,b, j,d,e,i (37%) .86 .79

(n= 440) C2: g,h,f, i,e,dj (29%)

employees C 1: g,h,f, i,j,e,d,c (32%) .89 .74

(n= 537) C2: a,b,c j,e,d, i,h (32%)

1. Component structure: number of components as found in the analysis over all respondents, together with the
items loading higher than .40 on each factor, in order of loadings. Items with loadings between .30 and .40 are
written in italics. Between brackets: amount of variance explained by component;

2. Cronbach's alpha of scales suggested in PCA analysis on all respondents;
3. Case: 1- police, 2= defence, 3= university, 4= public utilities, 5= gas, 6= union members, 7= retail, 8= food,

9= chemical, 10= financial;
4. item j was not measured in case 6, non of these items were measured in case 2.
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meaning of the items in Table A4.8
perceived equity of own pay

Given your ........., your gross monthly salary is
1. far too low to 5. far too high

contributions/investments

a. responsibilities
b. experience
c. effort

d. quality of work results

e. quantity of work results
f. skills

g. job difficulty
needs

h. costs of living
i. number of financial dependents
referents
j. the salary of your colleagues

k. the salary of your direct supervisor
1. the salary you can earn outside your organisation
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Table A4.8:  perceived equity of own pay (scale-construction)

cronbach's alpha:
component structure' C 1: contributions C2: need

a,b,c,d,e,f,g            h,i

overall Cl: d,c,e,f,a,b,g,     j,k,1 (42%) .92           .81

(n= 1049) C2: i,h, b (17%)
----------------- ----------

case 13 Cl: d,c,e,f,a,g,b, j,k.t (40%)                 .91                    .82

(n= 321) C2: i,h, 1 (19%)

case 2 Cl: d,f,c,b,a,e,6 j,l,k (42%) .92 .81

(n= 152) C2: i,h, k        (18%)
case 3 C 1:  d,b,c,g,a,e,f,     j,l,k (51%) .94 .88

(n= 108) C2: i,h, fa, b (19%)
case 4 .87 .77

(n= 61)

case 5 .93 .86

(n= 52)

case 6 C 1: d,c,e,f,b, k.h,aj (39%)               .91                  .52

(n= 79) (2: i,g,l,aj,h,        b,f       (2290)

case 7 Cl: e,c,d,f,a,g,b (37%)                 .91                    .83
(n= 115) C2: h,i, 1,j,k,a,grb (24%)

case 8 C 1:  c,a,g,d,e,bj,f, k,l (40%) .92 .82

(n= 84) C2: i,h, d,e,b,f (20%)
case 9 .87 .86

(n= 70)

case 10 .90 .86

(n= 19)
--------,--I------ ----l---I-

managers C 1: d,e,c,a,f,b,g, kj,l (40%)                 .91                    .82
(n= 471) C2: i,h, b,l (18%)

ernployees Cl: d,c,f,e,b,a,g, j,k,1 (42%) .92 .79

(n= 557) C2: i,h, 1        (16%)

1. Component structure: preferably the number of components as found in the analysis over all respondents,
together with the items loading higher than .40 on each component, in order of the size of the loadings Items
with loadings between .30 and .40 are written in italics. Between brackets: amount of variance explained by
component;

2. Cronbach's alpha of scales suggested in PCA analysis on all respondents;
3. Case: 1= police, 2= defence, 3= university, 4= public utilities, 5= gas, 6= union members, 7= retail, 8- food.

9= chemical, 10= financial;
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Table A4.9: descriptive statistics of scales constructed in chapter 4 (predictors and consequences of
endorsement of allocation  rules)

nr. resp.

nr. range with 1

of                           of item distri

scale n items alpha alpha's' missingl mean sd range bution2

pay-for-performance 1037 2 .73 .58 - .77 9 2.29 1.01 1-5 ++ skew/

perceptions -kurt

feedback, planning 701    10 .89 .87 - .91        25 3.22 .76 1-5 -skew
and observation

inappropriate 713 4 .82 .79 - .90        16 1.82 .85 1-5 ++ skew
behaviour

relevance of 1228       6         .81       .50 - .81         15 3.54 .72 1-5 -- skew/
performance ++ kurt.

relevance of 1219 4 .77 .43 - .83        14 3.11 .82 1-5 - skew

capacities/investm.

relevance of coll. 1035 2 .76 .56 - .80 2.54 1.06 1-5 -- kurt.

performance

relevance of 1217 2 .74 .70 - .86 2.37 1.04 1-5 + skew/

circumstances --kurt

influence on 1091 5 .85 .76 - .90         16 3.55 .83 1-5 -- skew/

performance ++ kurt.

influence on 1089 3 .72 .66 - .79        13 3.03 .83 1-5 - skew

capacities/investm.

influence on coll. 896 2 .65 .36 - .76 2.94 .84 1-5 -- kurt

performance

measurability of 1213 5 .79 .73 - .83        14 3.47 .73 1-5 - skew

performance

measurability of 1212 4 .72 .57 - .81         16 3.53 .72 1-5 -- skew/

capacities/investm. ++ kurt

measurability of 1021 2 .78 .29 - 83 3.39 .92 1-5 -skew

coll. performance
differences in perf. 1014 3 .88 .82 - .91 7 3.20 .92 1-5 normal

among colleagues

differences in 1008 3 .76 .57 - .81 9 2.90 .89 1-5 normal

capac./investm.

contributions-equity 1229 7 .92 .87 - .94        23 2.28 .66 1- 4.5 - skew/

of own pay - kurt.

needs-equity 1225      2         .81       .52 - .88        38 2.62 .73 1-5 -- skew/
of own pay + kurt.

1. Without considering case 10. This case has often a lower alpha because of the few respondents (n=19).
2.  If one item of a scale of 3 or more items is missing, the scale value is computed by averaging the other items.

In the case of a scale of two items this is only done when the means are not more than .20 apart.
3. Departures from normality when the statistics of skewness and kurtosis divided by their standard errors are <-

.3 or >3. Values between  1 3-5 1: one -o r+ (depending on sign of statistic): >  1 5 1: two - -o r ++.



Table  A4.10:  ANOVA's  on scales constructed  in chapter 4  (with  case  and (executive)  position as factors'  (only  when  R-square  greater  than  .05)

scalel F (corrected

model), main effect interaction
adjusted Rl of position·' main effect of case45 effects

pay-for-performance F (13,999)= 15.23, p<.0005 ns F (7,999)= 25.07, p<.0005 ns

perceptions eta squared= .15:
RV  adj.  Rz=. 17/. 16

lowest: 3 (1.76), 5 (2.08) ,
highest: 7 (2.68), 10 (2.83), 9 (3.44)

relevance of performance F (17,1185)= 4.00, p<.0005 F (1,1185)= 12.82, p<.0005 F (9,1185) = 4.50, p<.0005 ns

eta-squared= .01 eta-squared= .03
R'/  adj.  R2=.05/.04

m= 3.60 > e= 3.48 lowest: 3 (3.26),
highest: 9 (3.84), 10 (3.85)

relevance of capacities/ F (17,1177)= 4.50, p<.0005 F(1,1177)= 14.72, p<.0005 F (9,1177)= 4.55, p<.0005 ns

investments eta-squared= .01 eta-squared= .03
R'/ adj. R'=.06/.05

m= 3.01 < e= 3.19 lowest: 3 (2.73), 10 (2.82)
highest: 5 (3.22), 2 (3.28)

relevance of collective F (13, 997)= 19.41, p<.0005 F (1,997)= 23.57, p<.0005 IF( 7,997)= 20.53, p<.0005 ns

performance eta-squared= .03 eta-squared:  . 13
R,/ adj. R'=.20/.19

m= 3.84 > e= 3.29 lowest: 3 (1.86). 1 (2.25)
highest: 8 (2.99), 7 (3.05), 10 (3.97)

influence on collective F (13,859)= 6.00, p<.0005 ns F (7,859)= 9.80, p<.0005 ns

performance eta-squared=.07
R'/adj. R2=.08/.07

lowest: 3 (2.40)
highest: all other cases (2.91-3.16)

3



 

scale2 F (corrected

model), main effect interaction
adjusted R' of position·' main effect of case4.5                                 effects

measurability of collective F (13,983)= 12.15, p<.0005 ns F (7,983)= 14.20, p<.0005 F (5,983)= 4.98, p=<.0005

performance eta-squared= .09 eta-squared=.03
R2/ adj. R2= .14/ .13

lowest: 3 (2.99) m>e in case 3,5
highest: 10 (3.55), 8 (3.58), 7 (4.07) m=e in case 1,9

m<e in case 2

differences in performance F (15,991)= 6.40, p<.0005 ns F (8,991)=7.03, p<.0005 F (6,991)= 2.83, p=.010

eta-squared= .05 eta-squared= .02
R'/ adj.  R2=.09/.07

lowest: 5 (2.38) m<e in case  1,9
highest: all other cases (2.94 - 3.44) m=e in case 4,6

m>e in case 3,5,8

differences in capacities/ F (15.985)= 3.89, p<.0005 ns F (8,985)= 4.46, p<.0005 F (6,985)= 3.16, p=.005

investments eta-squared=.04 eta-squared= .02
RV adj. R'=.06/.04

lowest: 5 (2.38) m<e in case 9
highest: 3 (3.07) m.e  in case  1,3

m>e in case 4,5,6,8

need-equity F(17,1184)= 7.17, p<.0005 F(1,1184)= 35.48, p<.0005 F(9,1184)= 10.20, p<.0005 ns

of own pay R2/ adj. R2=.09/.08 eta-squared= .03 eta-squared= .07

m= 2.73 > e= 2.54 lowest: 7 (2.41)
highest: 4 (2.94), 10 (3.32)

1 1. Eta-squared statistic describes the proportion of total variability attributable to a factor. ns= not significant
2. wj= within jobs, bj= between jobs
3. m= mean score of managers, e= mean score of employees.
4. Case: 1= police, 2= defence, 3= university, 4= public utilities, 5= gas, 6- union members, 7= retail, 8- food, 9- chemical, 10= financial;
5. based on pair-wise comparisons with Schefft corrections (sometimes only main effect is significant).
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Table  A5.1:    items with respect  to  the  endorsement  Of pay  allocation  principles  within jobs

principles items

heading: Differences in income between people who perform the same type ofjob

introduction: It is conceivable that people who perform (about) the same tvoe of iob nevertheless deserve
a different income. When you think of your organization, on what grounds should
differences in income be based between colleagues who oerform (about) the same tme of
iob as you do?
Below a number of statements about possible reasons for differences in income are
presented. Could you indicate to what extent you agree with those statements? They involve
principles and not the way these principles are applied.

above each To what extent do  11 agree with the following statements?
page In your opinion, what criteria should be used to determine differences in income between

colleagues who perform (about) the same type of iob as you do ?

Equity -  Colleagues who obtain better results in their jobs than others, should receive higher
(contributions) incomes. (al.2)

-  The allocation of a bonus should only be based on achieved results, how hard a colleague
tries is not important. (e)

-   Colleagues that pe,formed exceptionally well should get something in addition to their
normal salary. (i)

-  Someone who produces a lot should earn more than someone who does not produce that
much. (r)

Equity -  Colleagues who do not do more than required, should earn less than colleagues who show
(investments) initiative. (b2)

-  Colleagues who try to do equally their best should earn the same, even if the results are
not the same. (02)

-  A colleague with 6 years Ofexperience should earn more than a colleague with 3 years Of
experience, even if there is no difference in performance. (d)

- Colleagues who are employable in more than one job are entitled to a higher income than
colleagues who are employable in only one job. (f)

-  A person with a higher education should earn a higher salary than a person with a lower
education, even  if they perform the same jobs. (g)

- A colleague with a lot Ofexperience should earn more than a colleague with little
experience. (h)

- Someone's income should also be based on how hard he tries compared to others. (j)
-  Colleagues who have not yet mastered all aspects Of the job should earn less than

colleagues who have mastered all aspects of their job. (m)
-  It is fair that colleagues who are loafing should earn less than colleagues who try hard. (p)
-  Even if someone performs the same job now, if he has more potential he should earn

more. (w)
-  Even i f someone obtains the same work results, if he has a positive influence on the work

climate he should earn more than someone who does not have that influence. (x)
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principles items

Equality -  People who perform the same jobs should get the same income (what is sauce for the
goose is sauce for the gander), even if they do not obtain equal results.2 (n)

-  In the long run everyone should get the same number Ofpay raises. (q)
-  The amount of (full-time) income should on solelv be based on the job one fulfills Amt

one's years of tenure. (v)

Need -  Even if two people perform about the same job, the one who has more needs (e.g., higher
costs, chronic illness, handicap) should earn a higher income. (1)

-  The gross income should also be dependent on the number ofpeople that have to live off
that income. (s')

Scarcity -  To prevent  acolleague  whois dificult  to  replace from  leaving,  itis fairto  givehim  orher
an extra bonus. (o)

-  To fill a d((licult tofill vacancy, it is fair to pay the new colleague more than the current
colleagues (who do the same work). (t)

Collective -  Pay in our organization should also be based on team' pedbnnance. (k)

performance -  People who work in a team that obtains better results than other comparable teams should

get additional rewards. (u)
-  A bonus should be based on the performance of a team or unit, rather than on individual

performance. (y)

1. The assigned letter reflects the order in which the items were presented.
2. item based on Steijn & De Witte, 1992.
3. item based on Boerman, 1992.
4. wording was adjusted to what was usual in the organization (team, group, unit)
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Table  A5.2:  items  with  respect  to  the  endorsement  of pay allocation  principles  between jobs

principles items

heading: Differences in income between jobs

introduction: In general, the salary someone receives is based on the type ofjob one does. We would like
to know from you what criteria should be used to determine differences in income between
iobs. Below are a number of statements in which some criteria are described. Could you
indicate to what extent you agree with these statements? In answering the questions you

should keep your oreanization in mind.

above each To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
page In your organization, what grounds should be used to determine differences in income

between iobs?

Equity - How much you earn should in the first place depend on your value to the organization,
(contributions) and not on whether you received the right training. (g)

-  Employees that are more important to the organization than their supervisors, should also
earn more than their supervisors. (j)

Equity -  A person who fills ajob for which a higher educational level is required than for other
(investments) jobs, should earn a higher income.2 (a)

-   A person who has a job with a lot of responsibility, should earn more than a person that
has a job with less responsibility.2 (d)

-  A person who has to take d(Oicult decisions, should earn more than someone who does
not have to do that. (p)

-  Someone who often has to work more than 40 hours a week, should earn more than
someone who does not have to do that. (r)

Equity - People who have disadvantageous working conditions (e.g., heavy lifting, noise), should
(Costs) earn more than those who do not have to work under such conditions.2 (b)

Status -  By applying a pay for performance system it should be possible for subordinates to

(hierarchy) receive a higher income than their supervisor. (reversed, c)
- A person who has an executive function should earn more than a person who does not,

even if for both functions equivalent educational levels are required.(m)
-  A person who has a higherposition should always earn more than a person in a lower

position. (t)
-  The income of people in higher positions should be more dependent on the results of the

organization as a whole, than the income of people in lower positions. (v)

Equality -  If, in our organization more money is available for distribution, then especially employees
with the lowest incomes should profit from that.3 (e)

- Individuals who make equal efforts iTt their work should earn equal incomes, even if they
work at dijferent job levels. (f)

-  In our organization, measures should be taken to reduce d(Oerences in income.3 (h)
-  If, in our organization it is possible to improve incomes, all employees should profit

equally from that. (1)
- Incomes should be more equal, because everyjob is imponant to the organization: (q)
- Differences between the highest and lowest incomes are too large in your organization.3
(W)
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principles items

Need - Incomes should be based more on the cost Of living, and less on the job someone fulfils.
(n)

-  Since all people have a right to a decent standard of living, the lowest incomes in our
organization should be raised. (s)

Scarcity -  A person who possesses skills that hardly anybody possesses should earn more than a
person who does not have those skills, even if they exert themselves equally. (i)

-  If, for a new job special, new skills are required that only afew people possess, than the
salary should be high. (o)

-  People who perform jobs that require knowledge and skills that hardly anybody
possesses, should get an extra bonus on top of their salary. (u)

Collective -  A person who works in an organization that is profitable, should earn more than a
performance comparable employee who works in an organization that makes a loss.2 (k)

-  In our organization, incomes should also be based on the results ofthe organization as a
whole. (x)

1. The assigned letter reflects the order in which the items were presented.
2. item based on Steijn & De Witte, 1992.
3. item based on Boerman, 1992.
4. item based on Kluegel & Smith, 1986.
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Table AS.3: items with respect to the endorsement of job allocation principles

principles items

heading: The allocation of jobs and training opportunities within your organization

introduction: In addition to questions about the allocation of income, we finally want to ask you some
questions about the allocation of jobs (in, through and out of the organization) and training
opportunities within your organization.

above each To what extent do you agree with the following statements?

page How should the allocation ofjobs (human resource flow: in, through and out of the

organization) be regulated in your organization?

Equity -   Everybody who pe,forms well should be able to reach the top, even if one does not have
(contributions) the right qualifications. 0)

-   In case of a downsizing, people that have the worst peifbrmance should be layed off first.
U)

-  Anyone who got a low rating for several years in succession, should be fired. (m)

Equity -  In selection procedures only the qualities of the applicants should be considered, and not
(investments) gender or ethnicity. (g)

-  In case of internal vacancies, persons with many years of tenure should have precedence
over persons with few years of service. (h)

-  In case of vacancies for managerial jobs persons who are internally trained should be
given priority over external applicants. (1)

-  In decisions about promotions, the qualities Ofapplicants should be considered first of all,
instead of the position they fill within the organization. (n, refers also to hierarchy rule)

Status -  When applying for a high managerial position, internal applicants with a higher

(hierarchy) position should be preferred to internal applicants with a lower position (r)

Equality -  Within our organization pan-time jobs should be made compulsory, in order to make it
possible that as many people as possible have a chance to get a job.(a)

-   I would work fewer hours in order to give others a chance to get a job, even if that means
that I have to sacrifice a proportional part of my income. (b)

-  In case of a downsizing of our organization, everybody, irrespective of age, job-level or
performance, should have equal chances of dismissal. (c)

- Selection procedures should give ethnic minorities preferential treatment if they are
suitable. (d)

Need -  Imagine the following situation: In a selection process two suimble applicants remain. In
that case the person who is the breadwinner for a family should be preferred over
someone whose partner has a good salary.(e)

-  Physically disabled employees should keep their jobs in a reorganization, because it is
more di fficult for them to find another job than for non-disabled employees.  (f)

-  In the case of transfers during a reorganization the wishes and needs ofthe
employees should be seriously considered. (o)

-  Our organization should try everything to find suimble jobs for employees who cannot
keep up with new developments. (p)

Scarcity -  Individuals who possess specific knowledge or skills should get tenure sooner than those
who have skills shared by many others. (k)

-  Imagine your organization is striving for a shorter working week. In that case employees
who are diBcult to replace should be precluded from such an arrangement. (q)

1. The assigned letter reflects the order in which the items were presented.
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Table A5.4:  items with respect to the  endorsement of principles for the allocation of training possibilities

principles items

heading see set 3

introduction Below are some statements about the way in which the training policy in your organization
should be arranged: e.g., the organizations' policy with respect to education, training and

development.

above each To what extent do you agree with the following statements?

page How should the training policy be regulated in vour oreanization?

Equity -  A person that leaves the organization within one year after taking a course paidfor by the
(contributions) organization, should pay back the costs of the course. (c)2

-  The organization should invest especially in training for people who pedonn weli. (i)
-  Someone who does not pass a course paid for by the organization, should pay back the

Costs. (j)

Status -  People in higherjobs should be able to exert more influence on the kind of training they

(hierarchy) want to follow, than people in lower jobs. (d)
-  The larger part of the budget for training should be used for people in the highestjobs.(n)

Equality -  Within our organization everybody should have equal chances for supplementary
education and training. (a)

-  Within our organization ethnic minorities should have extra opportunitiesfor training, in
order to improve their chances for promotion. (g)

- Colleagues should alternately get a chance to follow a training paid by the organization.
(k)

-  Within our organization preferential treatment should be given to training people who
have had fewer opportunities  in their past. 0)

Need -  The organization should also pay for education programmes that employees follow on

their own initiative, in order to improve their career chances. (b)
-  The organization should invest more in groups of employees that might not be able to keep

up with new developments. (f)
-  People with high salaries should contribute relatively more towards their training costs,

than people with low salaries.(h)
-  People who follow a training because they want to do anotherjob in the future, should

pay the entire cost of the training themselves. (o, reversed)

Scarcity -  The budget for training should in the first place be used, to develop people who are not
available on the external labour market. (e)

-  The budget for training should in the first place be used to teach people skills that are
spe«tic to the organization itself· Training that is also useful outside the organization
should be paid for by the employees themselves. (m)

1. The assigned letter reflects the order in which the items were presented.
2. These people no longer contribute to the organization.
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Table  A5.5.   items  on  expected  consequences'  of various  pay allocation  rules/systems

allocation items
systems

heading Consequences of inequality in pay

introduction Below some items are presented about possible conseauences of different types of inequality in
pay in your own work situation. Could you indicate to what extent you agree with each of the
statements. There are no right or wrong answers, it is vour opinion that matters.

above each To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
page What are the consequences of different types of inequality in pay in your work situation?

Pay for -  Paying on the basis of achieved results is necessary here to encourage people to work harder.
performance (a2)

-  If co-workers who achieve better results than others are paid more, the entire productivity of
our organization will increase. (b)

- Colleagues shall be less inclined to help each other if they are paid on the basis of individual
performance. (w)

-  If supervisors are allowed here to determine the pay increases of their subordinates,
arbitrariness will result. (o)

-  If supervisors are allowed here to pay their subordinates on the basis of their performance,
the cooperation between supervisors and their subordinates will improve. (u)

-  People meet with more appreciation here, when they are paid on the basis of their work
performance. (d)

-  If pay for performance had been applied in your situation, you would be better og (f)
-  Pay based on individual performance leads to too much uncertainty about the amount of

income one can take home. 03)
-  The use of pay for performance makes people feel pressed. (m)
-  The use of pay-for-performance leads here to dissatisfaction among people who do not

perform very well. (q)
-  The use of pay-for-performance makes work more enjoyable for you and your colleagues. (t)
-  The use of pay-for-performance leads to fairer pay relations here. (s)
-  The use of a pay-for-performance system in our organization has more disadvanmges than

advantages. (h; validation item)

Job-based -   People will work less hard here, if their pay is solely based on their job level.  (e)

Pay -  Equal pay for everybody who performs the same job, prevents people from becoming jealous

of each other. (k)
-  It is better here for the relation between leaders and their subordinates, if leaders do not have

to differentiate in pay between their subordinates. (1)
- People here enjoy their work more, if everybody who performs the same jobs is paid equally.

(X)

-  Pay is fairer if it is only based on the job one fulfils. (n)

Team-based -  The use of team-based pay will improve the productivity of our organization. (p)
Pay -  The use of team-based pay will improve the cooperation between colleagues. (c)

-  If income is partly based on group performance here, there would be better cooperation
between supervisors and their employees. (g)

-  People here like it better to be paid on the basis of team-performance. than on the basis of
individual performance. (r)

-  The use of team-based pay will cause discontent here, because not all co-workers contribute
the same to the team result. (v)

-  The use of team-based pay leads tofairer pay relations (i).

i.   Consequences are presented in the order as indicated in Table 5.11: productivity, relations among co-workers,
relations among members and leaders, individual well-being, fairness.

ii. The assigned letter reflects the order in which the items were presented.
3. Itemj was added later.
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meaning of the items in Table AS.6
allocation principles within jobs

equity- contributions
a. better results
e. only results (effort not relevant)
a. performed exceptionally well
r.    produces a lot
equity- investments
b. initiative
c.   trying more important than results

d.    experience (even if performance is equal)
f. employable
g. higher education
h.     a lot of experience
j.    how hard someone tries
m. mastering aspects ofjob
p.   loafing (earn less)
w. future possibilities
x. positive influence on work climate

equality
n.     same job, same income

q. equal number of pay raises
v. income solely based on job and tenure
need

1. more needs, more income (same job)
s.    number of dependents
collective pe,fonnance
k.   pay also based on team-performance
u.   productive team more rewards
y. team performance > individual perf.

scarcity
o.   bonus to prevent colleague from leaving
t.    pay more to fill in vacancy



Table A5.6: allocation principles within iobs (scale-construction)
case3 component structure' cronbach's alpha'
( n)

(total variance 1 2 3 4 5
explained) merit equality experience coll.perf. need

(a.b.ij,m.r,p,x) (n,q,v) (d.h) (k,u,y) (1,S)

overall 1. b.p.a.r,-qj,m,i,-n,x.-v  o   (15.6%)
(n= 1173) 2.-c.e -n,a,g (7.5%)

3. d,h v,m,-t (7.4%)
.79 .62 .60 .64        .61(51.7%) 4. k.y,u (7.2%)

5. w.x.B.        g             (7.2%)
6.1,5.             0              (6.8%)

---- -----------

case 1 1. b.r,p,j,x.-q.a.m.-n, -v,f (15.0%)

(n= 338) 2. h.d.
&,I,mJ (7.8%)

3. s.1, q.-m,g.-i (7.6%)
.78 .57 .69 .65 .52(51.6%) 4. k.u,y (7.4%)

5. o,t, 1,W,X (7.2%)

6.-c.e -n,a            (6.5%)

case 2 1. a,-n,p.b,-q,r,i,-v,x j.o, m. u.k (17.6%)

(n=159) 2. y,f,k,u, X,t,m (7.9%)

3. c,-e 34 (7.5%) 37                    .63                 .51                  .51               .61(53.5%) 4. d,h, mil (7.1%)
5. s,1, (7.0%)
6. g,w, (6.4%)

case 3 1.-v,a.b,-n,-q.m,p,r,-c,  ij   (14.9%)
(n= 123) 2. e,t.0.-c.i,f,r,a (11.6%)

3. k.u.Y X (8.8%)
(58.5%) 4.1,s pj,x         (8.2%)

.79 .66 .54 .65        .66

5. d.h, f.gj (8.0%)
6. w.g.x.         j             (7.0%)

case 4

(n=59)
.85 .80 .69 .52        .61

case 5
.75 .60 .66 .64        .68

(n= 52)

case 6 1. b,m,a.PJ.i.r -q. hjw,X. U.-y,O (17.3%)

(n=114) 2. s,u,k,1.y        q              (9.4%)

3. d.v,h, g.q (8.8) .84 .48 .64 .56 .42

(51.9%) 4. x.t,o,r.w,      e              (8.6%)

5.-c,-n,f,g,w,    -y            (7.6%)

case 7 1. a,i,k.u.r,-q,-v,bj,-n,o (16.6%)
(n= 134) 2. p,x.f,m,w,b r (11.2%)

3.1,s. t.0, (9.9%)
.80 .65                 .51                  .64               .72(59.50) 4. h,d. g. v (7.5%)

5. e,y. (7.4%)

6. c,n (6.9%)

case 8 1. b,a,i,p,j,u,r,h,-n, m.-y,o (15.3%)

(n=107) 2. k.u,y.  t,x,r, s,/ (12.1%)

3. s.1.q.   n.-m, v.0 (9.3%)
.80 .56 .53 .63 .76(58.9%) 4. f,w. x,v,m. 0 (8.0%)

5.-c.e -n (7.2%)

6. d,h. v,g, 0 (6.8%)

case 9

(n=69)
.66 .59 .66 .72 .58

case 10
.67 .59 -.24 .55 .84

(n=18)
---- -----------

managers 1.b,Ba.i,rj.m.-q, -n,x. (12.6%)

(n= 528) 2.-c.e. -n,a. -q,U (9.3%)

3. d,h. v.g, q,-t
76 .66 .59 .62        .60

(8.7%)
(51.8%) 4. w,x.1.f, o (7.6%)

5.1.S, g.0 (7.1%)

6. y,k.u, (6.6%)

employees 1. b.p,aj,r.-q.m.-n.i.-v.x.o (16.7%)
(n=620) 2. s.1, O,t (7.6%)

3. c,-e, n (7.2%)
.80 .58 .60 .64        .62(51.7%) 4. k.y.u (7.2%)

5. d.h. m.0 (6.8%)

6. w,f,x, g (6.8%)
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1. Component structure: number of components as found in the analysis over all respondents. together with the items loading higher than
.40 on each factor. in order of loadings. If necessary, an alternative component structure is presented. Items with loadings between .30 and
.40 are written in italic. Between brackets amount of variance explained by component.
2. Cronbach's alpha of scales suggested after comparing all PCA analysis.
3. Case: 1= police, 2= defence. 3= university, 4= public utilities, 5= gas, 6= union members, 7= retail, 8= food. 9= chemical, 10= financial

meaning of the items in Table AS.7
allocation principles between jobs
equity-contributions
g.    value for organization (instead of education)

j.    importance to organization (instead of position)
equity-investments
a. required education
d. responsibility ofjob
p.  having to take difficult decisions
r.   more than 40 hours a week

equity-costs
b. disadvantageous working conditions
status

c.   subordinate can earn more than supervisor
m. position more important than education
t. higher positions should always earn more

v.   pay higher positions based more on org. results

equality
e. lowest incomes should profit
f. equal effort, equal pay (regardless job-level)
h. reduce differences income
1.    all employees equal improvement of income

q.    incomes more equal (every job is important)
w. income differences too large in organization
need

n. incomes based on cost of living
s. lowest incomes higher
scarcity
i.   scarcity more important than exertion

o.   special, new skills required in job
u. extra bonus for scarce knowledge and skills

collective peIfonnance
k. profitable organizations should pay more
x. income based on results organization
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Table A5.7: allocation principles between jobs (scale-construction)
casei component structure' cronbach's alpha'
(n)                                                                               1                    2               3                4
(total variance equality hierarchy scarcity equity-bj
explained) (q,s,h,w,e,f,1,n) (-C,t,-j) (i,o, u) (p,d,m)

(q,s,h,w,e,f,1) (-C,-j) (P.d)

overall 1)q,h,s,w,e,f,1,n (15%)
(n=814) 2) c,-tj, -m (9%) .80 .69 .54

3) k,o,x,v,u,i (990) (.79) (.71) (.51)
.59

(41%) 4) p,d,m,b, g (8%)
case 1 1) q,s,h,w,e,f,1, n (14%)
(n= 329) 2) c,j,-t,   b, -m (9%)

3) p,m,r,d,b (8%) .78 .69 .59

(51%) 4) u,i,o (8%) (.78) (.66) (.47)
.55

5) k,x, n,v (7%)
6) a,g (6%)

case 3 1) h,q,s,w,e,f,-u.n,lA, b(20%)
(n= 113) 2) p,o,d,m,l,b,Bu,j,-l (11%) .86 .73 .66

3) cj,-t,-a,-m (10%) (.86) (.77) (.56)
.69

(50%) 4) x,k, r,v,u (8%)

case 44 .78           -                  .29
(n= 0) (without s,n) (only j) (.55)
case 5 .77 .49 .36

(n= 51) (.80) (.59) (.48)
.73

case 7 1) h,q,f,n,s,e,w,  x, t,-i (13%)
(n= 131) 2) j,c,i,u,-t 0,-1,g (11%) .70 .66 .64

3) m,p,a,d,b,0, t (11%) (.68) (.72) (.49)
.57

(43%) 4) k,r,x,t (8%)

case 8 1) w,q,s,1.h.-v,f,n,-d (16%)
(n=102) 2) o,u,i,x,k,b,p (11%) .79 .57 .44

3) -t,c,-m,j,-a (9%) (.77) (.64) (.51)
.55

(49%) 4) -e,-g,r,p,d, -x (7%)

case 9                                                                         .81 .82 .32

(n= 70) (.80) (.88) (.47)
.46

case 10 .89 .80 .56

(n=18) (.90) (.69) (.70)
.85

managers 1) h,q,s,w,e,I,f,n,-d (16%)
(n=361) 2) o,x,u,v,i,k (10%)             .81 .72 .59

.64
3) c,-tj, -m.-a (9%) (.80) (.74) (.54)

(43%) 4) m,d,b,p,g, 0 (9%)

employees 1) q,s,h,f,w,e.n,1, x (14%)
(n=447) 2) o,p,i,u,v, r,j,k (9%) .78 .66 .46

3) t,-c.-j,m, a (9%) (.77) (.67) (.46)
.52

(40%) 4) -k,-x,b,d,g, p,-n (7%)
1. Component structure: number of components as found in the analysis over all respondents, together with the

items loading higher than .40 on each factor, in order of loadings. If necessary, an alternative component
structure is presented. Items with loadings between .30 and .40 are written in italic. Between brackets
amount of variance explained by component.

2. Cronbach's alpha of scales suggested after comparing all PCA analysis.
3.   Case: 1= police, 2= defence, 3= university, 4= public utilities, 5= gas, 6= union members, 7= retail, 8= food,

9= chemical,  10= financial
4.   In case 4 items c,n,o,s,u,x were not included.
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Table  A5.8:  Cronbach's  alpha for need,  collective  performance. and scarcity scales:  wj  and  bj together.

collective

sub-sample'
need performance scarcity

(wj-1,s, (wj-k,u,y, (Wj-O,t,
bj-n) bj-x) bj-i,o,u)

overall .64.67 .70

----- ----  ---  ---

case 1                  .61 .67 .61

case 2 (l,S) (k,u,y)

case 3                        .71 .67 .67

case 4 (1.S) (k,u,y)

case 5 .74                .71            .71

case 6 (l.S) (k,u,y)

case 7 .73                     .51                 .62

case 8 .71 .63 .68

case 9 .49 .73 .56

case 10 .86 .67 .80
----- ----  ---  ---

managers .70 .65 .64

employees .65 .72 .62

1.  Case: 1= police, 2= defence, 3= university, 4= public utilities, 5= gas, 6= union members, 7= retail, 8=food,
9= chemical, 10= financial

As the means of the need items are very comparable, wj-1: 2.00, wj-s: 2.13, bj-n: 2.07; the
need scale is computed by items 1 and s only in case 2,4, and 6.

As the mean of the between-jobs item of collective performance (mean bj-k= 2.78) is
within the province of the means of the within-jobs items about collective performance : 2.48
- 3.00, the collective performance scale is computed by the wj-items only in case 2,4, and 6.
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meaning of the items in Table AS.9
allocation principles for jobs

equity-contributions
a.   performance more important than qualifications

j. worst performers fired first (downsizing)
m. several low ratings, than fired

equity-investments
g.   selection on the basis of qualities (not gender)

h.  tenure as criterion for internal vacancies

1. internal applicants preferred over external

n.  qualities more important than position
hierarchy
r. higher position preferred for promotions
equality
a.   part-time jobs compulsory (employment t)
b. work fewer hours, and earn less (employment t)
c. equal chances of dismissal (downsizing)
d. preferential treatment for ethnic minorities
need

e. breadwinner preferred over two-income family
f. keep physically handicapped in reorganizations
o. consider wishes of employees (reorganizations)
p. find suitable jobs for those who cannot keep up
scarcity
k. scarce employees should get tenure sooner

q. scarce employees should precluded from shorter working week.
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Table AS.9:  allocation principles for jobs (scale-construction)

case3 component-structure' cronbach's alpha2

(n)

(total variance
explained)                                                                                                         C 1                                    (2                                    (3

equality/ need vs. status
outcome performance: process (h,I,r,e,-n)
(d,b,4-g) (o,p,c-q,-k,-m,-j)

overall 1) d,-g,b,a, -1 (13%)
(n= 556) 2) 0,-q,-m,p,-j,c,-k (11%) .66 .55 .44

(34%) 3) h,r,1,e,-n,-m (10%) -----------

case 1 1) n,-h,-r,i,m j (11%)
(n= 340) 2) b,d,a.f,-g,e, c (11%)

.59 .49
3) o,p,-m,-q -j.c,e (10%)

(43%) 4) kj,1,g e,f (10%)
case 3 1) b,a,-q,c, n (13%)
(n= 117) 2) j,k,m,n,-0,-p (12%) .68            .61

3) -g,d,f, (11%)
(47%) 4) 1,h,e,r, i        (11%)

case 5                                                                                      .65.59
(n= 53)

case 9
.58 .53

(n= 30)

case 10
.62 .12

(n= 19)

managers 1) d,-g,a,b,-i, fr,-n,-p(13%)

(n= 198) 2) mj,q,k,-0,-p,-c (11%)         .61                   .56

(34%) 3) h,Lk,e,c, a,f (10%)

employees 1) d,b,-g,a -1 (13%)
(n= 352) 2) 0,8-q,c.-k,-j,-r,-m (1190) .70 .52

(35%) 3) h,e,r,1,-m,-n,   -i (1 1%)

1. Component structure: number of components as found in the analysis over all respondents, together with the
items loading higher than .40 on each factor, in order of loadings. If necessary, an alternative component
structure is presented. Items with loadings between .30 and .40 are written in italic. Between brackets

amount of variance explained by component.
2. Cronbach's alpha of scales suggested after comparing all PCA analysis.
3.   Case: 1= police, 3= university, 5= gas, 9= chemical, 10= financial
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meaning of the items in Table AS.10

allocation criteria for training opportunities

equity- contributions

c.   pay back costs when leaving organization
i. invest especially in people who perform well

j.   not passing course, costs are paid back

status/hierarchy

d.    higher jobs, more influence on kind of training

n.    larger part of budget to higher jobs

equality
a. everybody equal chances for training

g. extra opportunities for ethnic minorities

k. colleagues should alternately follow training

1. preferential treatment for people with fewer opportunities in their past

need

b.    pay for training on own initiative of employees

f. invest extra in employees to keep them up

h. high salaried should contribute relatively more

o. employees should pay costs for training for other jobs themselves (has to be reversed)

scarcity

e.   budget only for skills that are not available on labour market

m. only pay for training specific to the organization
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Table AS. 10:  allocation principles for training  opportunities  (scale-construction)

casei component-structure' cronbach's alphau

(n)

(total variance
explained)                                                            1              2            3             4            5

hierarchy equity equality scarcity equality
vs need

d,n,-a,-b,0 j,c,i g,f,1 nn,e a,k, f

overall 1) d,n,-b,-a,o (14%)

(n= 547) 2) j,c,i (11%)
3) g,1,f (11%)          .61           .51 .48 .29 .27

(53%) 4) m,e, k (9%)
5) k,h.a 0   (8%)

----------

case 1 1) n,d,o,-a,g,-b (14%)

(n= 333) 2) j,c,-k i (11%)
3) 1,f,g (10%) .57 .46 .42

(45%) 4) h,b,a i.k (9%)
5) m.e k (9%)

case 3 1) n,d,-a,i, -h (13%)
(n= 115) 2) g,f,h,1 (12%)

3) j,c,i (12%) .56 .59 .53
(66%) 4) e,o,m,i (12%)

5) b,-h -m.a (9%)
6) k,1 a (9%)

case 5 .48

(n= 51) .80 .65 (without

0

case 9 .7863       .11
(n= 31)

case 10 .71 .06 .39

(n= 18)
---- --

nnanagers 1) n,-f,d,i, 0,-a (14%)

(n= 195) 2) cj,m, i (11%)
3) g,l,h, k (11%) .58 .46 .46

(55%) 4) -b,o,e, m (10%)
5) a,k, e (9%)

employees 1) -b,-a,d,n,0, g (14%)
(n= 347) 2) Bl.f.h. e (11%) 60 .52 .49

3) j,c,i (11%)
(46%) 4) m,k,e (10%)

a. Component structure: number of components as found in the analysis over all respondents, together with the
items loading higher than .40 on each factor. in order of loadings. If necessary, an alternative component
structure is presented. Items with loadings between .30 and .40 are written in italic. Between brackets
amount of variance explained by component.

2. Cronbach's alpha of scales suggested after comparing all PCA analysis.
3. Case: 1= police, 3= university, 5= gas, 9= chemical, 10= financial
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meaning of items in Table AS.11

expected consequences of pay systems

pay for performance
a. work harder

b.    increase of entire production

w. less inclined to help each-other

o. arbitrariness

u. cooperation supervisor-subordinates

d. more appreciation

f.   better off

j3  too much uncertainty

m. feel pressed

q. dissatisfaction among lesser performers

t.   work more enjoyable

s.   fairer pay relations

job-based pay

e.  work less hard

k. prevents jealousy
1. better relation supervisor-subordinates

x.  enjoy work more

n.   pay fairer when based on job

team-based pay

p. improve productivity
c. better cooperation between colleagues

r. better liked

v. discontent, because of perf. differences

i.   fairer pay relations
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Table AS. 11: expected consequences (scale-construction)
case component structure' cronbach's alphae

( n) 1. negative 2. positive 3. pos.

(total variance consequences pfp consequences conseq.
explained) Pfp teampay

(l,m,k,w,xj,0,q,n) (a,b,d,e,0 (c,p,r,i)

overall 1) 1,m,k,w,xj,o,q,4 -S,-1,-U (19%)

(n= 9704) 2) a,b,e,s,t,d,f,u, g,V (17%) .84 .77 .75

(47%) 3) c,p,i,r,g,-v (12%)
---- --------------I

case 1 1) 1,m,w,kj,q,o,x,n, -t,-U,-S (18%)

(n= 329) 2) a,e,b,s,d,f,t,u, v,g (15%) .82 .73 .71

(45%) 3) p,i,c,g,-v,r (12%)

case 2 1) m,x,k,q,wj,1,0,n, -u (19%)
(n= 160) 2) b,a,e,d,t,f,s,g,u       -l (17%) .84 .76 .78

(50%) 3) p,c,i,r,-v,g (13%)

case 3 1) b,e,a,d,s,t,-n,u,f,-j (21%)
(n= 112) 2) 1,x,k,m,o,wj,n,-s,-t,q, -u (20%) .86 .82 .76

(53%) 3) c,p,g,i,r, -v (13%)

case 44 .80
.82 .76

(n= 59) (without j)

case 5
.82 .83          .71

(n= 52)

case 64 1) d,t,f,s,b,u,a,g,e, -v,-m (21%) .76
(n= 116) 2) x,k,I,m,q,n,w -b,0 (15%) .79 .72

(without j)
(48%) 3) c,i,p,-v,r,g (13%)

case 7 1) b,f,a,d,t,e,s,-n,-m,-j,g,u, (19%)
(n= 133) 2) w,k,1,x,q,m,-s,0, j (14%) .81 .76 .78

(47%) 3) p,i,c,r,-v,g (13%)

case 8 1) IJ,k,x,m,w,0,n,q,-s   r, v (22%)

(n= 102) 2) b,a,e,t,s,f,d,u, p,8 (18%) .88 .79 .74

(52%) 3) c,i,r,p,g,-v (12%)

case 9 .62
.85 .76

(n= 69) [ceiling-effect?]

case 10
.66.81                 .60

(n= 18)
---- -------------,-

managers 1) m,I,k,x,wj,q,o,n, -s,-t,-u (17%)

(n= 427) 2) b,a,e,s,t,d,u,f, g,V (16%) .83 .75 .75

(46%) 3) c,p,i,r,g,-v (12%)

employees 1) 1,w,m,k,xj,o,q,n, -s,-t,-u,r (19%)

(n= 521) 2) a,b,e,t,d,s,f,u,         g (17%) .84 .78 .76

(49%) 3) c,p,i,-v,r,g (13%)
1. Component structure: number of components as found in the analysis over all respondents, together with the

items loading higher than .40 on each factor, in order of loadings. If necessary, an alternative component
structure is presented. Items with loadings between .30 and .40 are written in italic. Between brackets amount
of variance explained by component.

2. Cronbach's alpha of scales suggested after comparing all PCA analysis.
c.  Case: 1= police, 2= defence, 3= university, 4= public utilities, 5= gas, 6= union members, 7= retail, 8= food,

9= chemical, 10= financial
d.   item j was not measured in cases 4 and 6. Overall PCA is with item j!
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Table A5.12:  descriptive statistics of scales  constructed in chapter  5

range nr-resp.

nr. of Cronbach's      of       with 1 distri

scale n items alpha alpha's' item mean3 sd range bution*

missingl

pay allocation
rules

merit (wj) 1231 8 .79 .66-.85           22 3.53 .58 1-5 --skew/

++ kurt

equality (wj) 1236 3 .62 .48-.80           16 2.70 .79 1-5 + skew

results only 1236 2 .50 .09-.71 5 2.46 .81 1-5 + skew
(Wj)

experience 1231 2 .60 .51-.69 -- 2.93 .84 1-5 - kurt

(Wj)

collective 1224 4 .70 .51-.73 375 2.73 .71 1-5 normal

performance (bj-item)
need 1232 3 .67 .49-.74 396 2.08 .69 1-5 ++skew/

(bj-item) ++ kurt

scarcity 861 5 .64 .56-.71 8 2.98 .59 1 - 4.8 normal

equity (bj) 922 3 .54 .29-.66 4 3.83 .51 1-5 --skew/

++ kurt

equality (bj) 920 7 .79 .68-.86           80 2.94 .75 1-5 normal

hierarchy (bj) 925 3 .69 .49-.82           75 2.97 .75 1-5 -- kurt

job/training

equality 571 4 .66 .58-.70 1 2.24 .73 1 - 4.5 + skew

(outcomes)

need vs. 569 7 .55 .49-.65 3 3.22 48 1.4 - 5 + kurt

performance

hierarchy vs 570          5                .61             .56-.80 9 2.00 .45 1 - 3.6 normal

need

expected
consequences

negative 1199 9 .84 .76-.88 196 3.11 .65 1-5 normal

consequences (item j !)

Pfp

positive 1208 5 .77 .62-.83            19 3.22 .67 1-5 -skew

consequences

Pfp

positive 1208 4 .75 .71-.78        20 2.89 .71 1-5 - kurt

consequences

team based pay
1. Without considering case 10. This case might have a lower alpha because of the few respondents (n=19).
2.   If one item of a scale of 3 or more items is missing, the scale value is computed by averaging the other items in

that scale. In the case of a scale of two items this is only done when the means of the items are not more than
.20 apart.

3.  All scales are computed as mean scores from items with answer possibilities ranging from 1 to 5.
4.   Departures from normality when the statistics of skewness and kurtosis divided by their standard errors are <-

3or>3. Values between  1 3-5 1: one -o r+ (depending on sign of statistic): >  1 5 1: two - -O r ++.
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Table AS. 13: ANOVA' s on allocation principles, with case and (executive) position as factors'
scalee F (corrected

model), main effect interaction
adjusted R2 of position' main effect of case43 effects

merit (wj) F(17, 1188)= 5.27, F(1,1188)= 27.67, F(9,1188)= 5.78, ns

P<.0005 p<.0005 p<.0005
eta squared: .023 eta squared: .042

adjusted R2 = .057
m= 3.63 > e=3.45 lowest: 6 (3.36),

8 (3.38), 5 (3.41)
highest: 10 (3.86)

equality (wj) F (17, 1193)= 11.85, F(1,1193)= 43.68, F(9,1193)= 16.54, F(7,1193)= 2.35,
p<.0005 p<.0005 p<.0005 p=.022

eta squared: .035 eta squared: .111 eta-squared .014
adjusted W = .132

m= 2.59 < e= 2.80 lowest: 10 (2.00), only in case 6
9(2.41) In>e

highest: 7 (2.93),
6 (3.21)

experience (wj) F(17,1188)= 3.04, ns F(9,1188)=4.12, ns

P<.0005 p<.0005
eta squared: .030

adjusted R2 = .028
lowest: 7 (2.70)

highest: 6 (3.18),
9 (3.24)

hierarchy (bj) F(13,905)= 3.60, ns F(7,905)=3.29, F (5,905)= 2.63,

p<.0005 p=.025 p=.023,
eta squared: .025 eta squared: .014

adjusted R' = .035
lowest: [10 (2.58)] m<e in case 3,4

3 (2.78) m>e in case  1,5
highest: 7,8 (3.12)6 m=e in case 8,9

equity (bj) F(13,902)= 7.53, F(1,902)=37.54, F(7,902)=3.70, F(5,902)=2.25.
P<.0005 P<.0005 p=.001 p=.047

eta squared: .040 eta squared: .028 eta squared: .012
adjusted R2 = .085

m= 3.97> e=3.72 no significant diff. in all cases m>e

equality (bj) F (13, 900)= 10.47, F(1,900)=65.92, F(7,900)=3.82, ns

P<.0005 p<.0005 P<.0005
eta squared: .068 eta squared: .072

adjusted R  = .1 19
m= 2.76 < e= 3.08 lowest: 10 (2.41),

9 (2.68), 4 (2.72)
highest: 8 (3.04),
5 (3.06), 7 (3.08)
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scalel F (corrected
model), main efTect interaction

adjusted R' of position3 main effect of case43 effects

collective F (17, 1181) = 9.34, F(1,1181)= 3.76, F(9,1181)=12.96, ns

performance p<.0005 p<.053 p<.0005
(wj and bj) eta-squared: .003 eta squared: .090

adjusted R' =.106
m= 2.85 > e= 2.63 lowest: 1 (2.42),

3 (2.60)
highest: 7 (3.01),
8 (3.02), 10 (3.30)

scarcity F(11,843)= 4.46, F(1,843)= 12.13, F(6,843)= 3.76, ns

(wj and bj) p<.0005 p=.001 p=.001
eta squared: .014 eta squared: .026

adjusted R' =.043
m= 3.09 > e= 2.89 lowest: 8 (2.85)

highest: 3 (3.14),
[10 (3.35)1

need F (17,1189)= 4.31, F(1,1189)= 7.60, F(9,1189)= 4.75, F (7,1189)=2.51,

(wj and bj) p<.0005 p=.006 P<.0005 p=.015

eta squared: .006 eta squared: .035 eta squared: .015
adjusted R2 = .045

m= 2.01 < e= 2.14 lowest: 10 (1.63), m>e in 3,
9(1.81) m<e  in  1,2,4,8

highest: 6 (2.32) m=e in 5,6,9

equality (jobs) F (8,556)= 11.88, ns F(4,556)= 2.16, ns

p<.0005 p<.0005
eta squared: .110

adjusted R' = .134
lowest: 1 (2.06),

10 (2.14), 5 (2.25),
9 (2.26)

highest: 3 (2.74)

need vs. F (8.554)= 5.78, F(1,554)= 6.23, F(4,554)= 5.51, ns

hierarchy p<.0005 p=.013 p<.0005

(iobs) eta squared: .011 eta squared: .038
adjusted Rl = .064

m= 3.10 < e= 3.29 lowest: 10 (2.83)
highest: 1 (3.24),
9 (3.78), 5 (3.40)

hierarchy vs. F (8,555)= 5.71, F(1,555)= 9.30, F(4,555)= 4.23, ns

need p<.0005 p=.002 p=.012
(training eta squared: .016 eta squared: .023
possibilities) adjusted R' ..063

m= 2.12 > e= 1.93 lowest:   1  (1.94),
highest: 3 (2.13)

1. Eta-squared statistic describes the proportion of total variability attributable to a factor. Adjusted R2 is in
italic when greater than .10. ns= not significant

2.   wj= within jobs, bj= between jobs
3.   m= mean score of managers, e= mean score of employees.
4.  Case: 1= police, 2= defence, 3= university, 4= public utilities, 5= gas, 6= union members, 7= retail, 8= food,

9= chemical, 10= financial;
5.  based on pair-wise comparisons with Schefft corrections
6.  trend, p=.057
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Table A5.14:  ANOVA's  on  expected  consequences, with case  and  ( executive) position as factors

scale F (corrected

model), main effect interaction
adjusted Rl of positiont main effect of caseU: effects

negative F (17,1157)= 8.68 F(1,1157)= 21.97 F(9,1157)= 8.96 F(7,1157)= 3.75,
consequences of pay p<.0005 p<.0005 p<.0005 p<.0005
for performance eta-squared: .019 eta-squared: .065 eta squared: .022

adjusted R' = .100
m= 3.00 < e= 3.21 lowest: 10 (2.59), m << e in case 8;

9 (2.89), 2 (2.93) m<e in 1,3,4;
highest: 6 (3.46) m=e in 2,4,6,9

positive F (17, 1165)= 1.75, ns F(9,1165)= 2.11, ns

consequences of pay p=.030 p=.026
for performance eta squared: .016

adjusted R2= .011
no significant
differences

positive F (17,1166)= 4.39 ns F(9,1166)= 7.12 ns

consequences of p<.0005 p<.0005
team-based pay eta squared: .052

adjusted Rz= .046

lowest: 9 (2.62),
3 (2.67), 5 (2.70)

highest: 10 (3.14),
6 (3.25)

1.   m= mean score of managers, e= mean score of employees. Eta-squared statistic describes the proportion of
total variability attributable to a factor. Adjusted R2 is in italic when greater than .10. ns= not significant

2.  based on pair-wise comparisons with Scheffd corrections
3.  Case: 1= police, 2= defence, 3= university, 4= public utilities, 5= gas, 6= union members, 7= retail, 8= food,

9= chemical, 10= financial;
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Table A6.1: PCA (varimax rotation)overall determinants (loadings) (n= 507)
 

tenure relevance fulltime influence differ measur income consequen political collective dual need
male ences ability (level/ ces income

managers raise)

age .85

tenure .83

expected chance of promotion -.73

previous promotions .43 .37

type of labour contract .40 .31 .35 .40

relevance of capacities .76
relevance of performance .73

relevance of circumstances .64

relevance of need .56 39
relevance of collective perf. .49 A8

gender .81

number of hours worked .80

managerial position .50 .41

influence on performance .76
influence on cap./invest. .75

influence on coll. perf. .67

differences in performance .85

differences in cap./invest. .75

measurability of coll. perf. .78

measurability of capacities .75 .33

measurabilitv of Derformance .69



tenure relevance fulltime influence differ measur income consequen political collective dual need

male ences ability (level/ ces income

managers raise)

received bonus .67

income .65

education -.34 A9 .31

negative consequences pfp -.82

positive consequences pfp A9 .54

political orientation .68

received permanent increase .35 .57

pay-for-performance .37 .41

positive consequences coll. pay .87

dual earner family .85

financially dependent children .87

variance exulained (67%1 8.6% 7.0% 6.7% 6.1% 5.9% 5.9% 5.4% 5.4% 4.8% 4.1 % 3.7% 3.5%

1. Boldface indicates the items that were used to define each factor; only loadings higher than .30 are presented, items with higher loadings on more than one component are
underlined.

2. legend: legend: managerial position: 1= manager, 0= employee; education: 1= primary to 8= doctoral degree; previous promotions: 1= no to 5= four or more; expected
chance of promotion:  1= very small to 5= very large; type of labour contract: 1= fixed, 0= temporary; number of hours worked: 1= full-time, 0= part-time; received
permanent increase:  l= yes, 0= no. received bonus:  1= yes, 0= no; gender:  1= male, 0=female; single eamer family:  l=partner withjob, 0= no partner with job;
financially dependent children:  1= yes, 0= no; political orientation: 1= left-wing to 7= right-wing. All other variables are measured on scales running from 1 to 5; 5
indicating the positive pole.

Additional 1zgend to Table A6.2
1. Only beta's with p<.10 are presented, *** p<=.001, ** p<=.01 (bold printed), * p<=.05, ' p<=.10; - -= not measured in case.
2. Police respondents served as baseline category. As beta-weights for sets of dummies are not directly comparable to other beta-weights, the change in R-square of adding

case to the other predictors is presented (ns= not significant).

%



Table  A6.2:  regression (method enter)  with selection  of single  predictors  on  allocation  principles, controlled for case (beta weights)' Mi

allocation principle pay within jobs pay  between jobs pay meso/general jobs training

merit equality experience equity equality hierarchy scarcity need collect. equality need vs. hierar.

predictors                                                                                         bi perform outcome equity

income -.13** - 25*** -.14* .10* -.16*

managerial position .08* -.11** .25*** - 11** .23*** .18**

educadon .10** - 13** .13*:11**
..12**

previous promotions .07' -.06' - 09* .09' ..08* ..07'
chance of promotion -.08* -.11** - 17***

type of labour contract

number of hours worked

received permanent increase -.11**
received bonus -.07' .09*

gender -.10* .11** ..11'

age .08' .09* .14** 09# .09* .07'

political orientation .07' - 11*** .08* -.08* - 28***

relevance of circumstances .11*** 06' .24*** .11***

measurability performance .05' .10* .07*

measurability cap./inv. -.08* -.09* -.10** -.09#

positive conseq. pfp .44*** - 26*** .07' .08' -.07* -.10* .29*** .11*** ..31***

negative conseq. pfp - 17*** .31*** .09* -.08' .30*** -.10* .16*** - 12*** .19***

positive conseq. team-pay -.05' .09** .11*** .09** .41*** .12** .08*

case# (AR square) (.02**) (.07) (.03**) (.02') (.01') (.03**) (.03***j (.02*) (.08***) (.02*) (.03**j C. O(r)

university -.10* .11* .10* .12**

defence -.14*** .060 .10* -- .07' .16***              --                 --                 --

utility .. .09* .16***              --                 --                --

gas .12***

retail -.07' .11** -.17*** .08* .29***                -                    -                    -

food .07' .23***

chemical .15*** .06' .10* - 15*** .08* .08* .15***

financial services .07* .09**

adjusted R-square .35*** ,39*** .04*** .08*** .36*** .09*** .20*** .16*** .36*** .22*** .32.- .08***

n 838 841 838 708 707 710 656 841 836 432 432 432



Stellingen
bij het proefschrift  Inequality in pay within organizations: normative and
instrumental perspectives' door Reiny van Silihout

1.   Rechtvaardigheid is niet equivalent aan gelijkheid.

2.   Voorkeuren voor meer gelijkheid in inkomen worden sterker bepaald door pragmatische
overwegingen dan door ideologische.

3.   De herverdeling van banen is politiek gezien een interessanter thema dan de herverdeling

van inkomen.

4.   Er lijkt in Nederland een ander Matteus effect te gelden dan waar Tang (1996) melding
van maakt, namelijk: Wie niet zoveel talenten heeft. maar er wel mee woekert, wordt een

lager resultaat minder zwaar aangerekend.'

5.  De mate waarin medewerkers negatieve gevolgen verwachten van prestatiebeloning, is
waarschijnlijk een goede indicator voor de kwaliteit van het management.

6.  Getuige hun relatieve afkeer van groepsbeloning. hebben Nederlanders misschien wei
meer moeite met ongelijkheid in prestaties dan met ongelijkheid in beloning.

7. Hoge salarissen voor topfuncties hoeven geen negatieve impact op de
beloningstevredenheid van medewerkers lager in de organisatie te hebben, zolang de

relatie tussen prestatie en beloning maar duidelijk blijft.

8.   Bedrijven die streven naar marktconformiteit blijven achter de feiten aanlopen.

9. Volwassen getrouwde vrouwen die er voor kiezen hun eigen naam te gebruiken, zijn geen

meisjes meer.

10.  Begint eer gij bezint'. is ook een manier om vooruit te komen.

  Mattelis 25: 14-30.
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